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U. S. BOARD ON GEOGRAPHIC NAMES TRANSLITERATION SYSTEM

Block italic Transliteration Block Italic Transliteratic:.

A a A a A, a P p p P R, r

S 6 B, b C c C C S, s

S B a V, v T T T m T, t.

r G,g Y y y y U,u

D, d 0F, f

EEs Ye, ye; E, e* X x X x Kh, kh

SH4 W V Zh, zh Li 1 Ts, ts

3 3 3 Z, z H 4' Ch, ch

Mu I,;i UU W U Sh, sh

1R Y, y U w Shch, shch

XxK, k
.7 A L, 1l W Y, y

M ' M,m b

H H X N, n 3 3 , e

0 o 0, o 1I 0 10 j Yu, yu

M n /7 . P, p R F;a Ya, ya F

*ye initially, after vowels, and after b, b; e elsewhere.
When written as i in Russian, transliterate as y9 or 9.

RUSSIAN AND ZNGLISH TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS

Russian English Russian English Russian English

sin sin sh sinh arc sh sinh_
cos cos ch cosh arc ch cosh,
tg tan th tanh arc th tann
ctg cot cth coth arc cth coth
sec sec sch sech arc sch sech_ -

cosec csc csch csch arc csch csch

Russian English

rot curl
lg log

GRAPHICS DISCLAIMER

All figures, graphics, tables, equations, etc. merged into this

translation were extracted from the best quality copy available.
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Page. 2.

The information about the chemical composition, the physical and

mechanical properties, the thermomechanica! parameters, the

technological processes of forging and stamping -f nonferrous metals

and alloys on their basis is given in the handbook.

Handbook is intended for the production engineers and the

designers. It can be useful to students and instructors of VTUZ

[higher technical educational institution].

Page 3.

Chapter 1.

METALS AND ALLOYS.

Forms of alloys, their characteristic and use/application.

Aluminum alloys.

Classification, chemical composition, physical and mechanical

properties and technological characteristics are given in'able 1-5
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and Fig. 1-26.

During the construction of forgings in stampings together with

the strength one must take into account the specific weight/gravity,

which determines density of metal. Should be considered also the

thermal coefficient of linear expansion and the possibility of a

decrease in corrosion resistance of pairs (parts from aluminum and

alloys on its basis, which contact with the parts and the assemblies

from other metals).

The values of the coefficient of thermal conductivity and

specific heat can be used during calculations of the time of heating

and cooling of forgings and stampings.

Magnesium alloys.

Classification and designation/purpose, chemical composition and

mechanical properties are given in'able 6-14 and Fig. 27-56.

Magnesium alloys have low density, high ability to absorb energy of

impact/shock and vibrations.

Their high specific heat is also the positive property of

magnesium alloys. The temperature of the surface of parts of these

alloys with an identical quantity of exchanged heat is 2 times lower
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in comparison with the temperature of the surface of parts of

low-carbon steel and to 15-20* lower than in parts from the aluminum

alloys.

flI
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1. Classification on the strength of aluminum and alloys on its

basis.

M ary." , UJ ACTNIU NO An. AB; AMt |&,HCW-

A M M ; A M I2 ; M C H o

II Cpe~Ames .~po~moc'r vaa~- alt AIC2; AH& C1-.

ACia 4-; Ai; AHI
CTUqHOCrT 13JI Atr

tlI BiiCOHOft npo4IOCIl C no- AHS, Bg3. BES ; e
H341ek ,exfoorM-I BBB; BAA23 (Ao 60 a

UBCHNkWm GOO CrSUMM .MEIS)

Key: (1). Group. (2). Strength and plasticity. (3). Alloy. (4).

Mechanical properties. (5). in kg/mm 2. (6). 6 in %. (7). soft,

plastic. (8). It is less. (9). depending on degree of work hardening.

(10). Average/mean strength and plasticity. (11). High strength with

lowered/reduced technological properties. (12). More than 45 (to 60

and above).

*1 -.
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Pages 4+5.

2. Chemical composition of aluminum and alloys on its basis.

(11 flerapywime anfewu I % L.2) Epemac t1pzmeCnB a % (ve Oojiee)

Cz M9 Mn 81 A ~ye S1 Fe Ca Mn N i Zn Kg ~F--S
c Fe-i- NI a

- 07 0. 6p 11 0.7

AZr 'a.3555 0.6 5 1 I 0.6 11 5 0.6 L. .O - 012

AJrZ 1.8-2.8 0.2-0,6 0.4 IM4 0.1 -I.6eS

A~r3 3,2-3. 0.--0,6 - b 0.1e S

AMA4 - 3.-U 04%-02 0.05.-025Cr
0.OM 0.2 - 0.1

0.000-ODlO - e
AW1l -.75.7 0.2-0.6 - 0.4 0. 0-1 0.6pe+S1

AXKj ".~.8 .- 0.8 06-.?.0.1 0.2
.600I-0.005Be 0--

.UISX3 r' 2-30  1 0.2-0.5 - 0 - 1 : -5 - 0 - 01 T .1 1  e 1 0 - . S11B6 13."-.510.15-0.3 10.-.5-10.5 1.2 0.1TI F- +- I0.45F:(S!.

Al 1 S848 0.4A. O4-08 0.71 I0.7 - 0.1 0. - 1.2

F .8-0.7 1 . j - 0.1 S1 . , . P
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M 6 -7 OA-42. - ~ -or . 03 -02 0.1 OAS 06

AX2 35-1 .4-0.9 0.b.x.0 iA-=.N~ 0.6

IJ-2.1 0~I :S- O - 0. - 0.3 - 0. dSk

-AD1 to9ISt.-0. 0 3j d
tk&7 Oj-IAL, 0.3I0. 0.1 .

CA33-2 - -1_______3_

Qow C- - 5--NI(4

IAS- .. !0 . OA4 'O8 0.7t2O4 I.cr; - - 0. 3 . 0.1 0 .71? I
ARb 4-0A 1. 104- . 100J1--t.2 1

0.93C ..1- 1. -
- - j I..5-i L

AB ~2-CAJ0A~4i ____C.L.=A~e 2 0. ~ -- C
895 1.4-2 CA-CSA 02- C. 7 ejIOe+S .1

£. ~ ~ ~ ~efl3-5c J 0iI .. 0 UtL

7_4

B06 2.." 2- U 02-45*.-. .
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Key: (1). Alloying elements in %. (2). Harmful impurities in % (not

more). (3). Alloy. (4). Others. (5). Other. (6). Sum Fe+Si or Fe+Ni.

(7). Sum of all admixtures/impurities. (8). Aluminum. (9).

Aluminum-manganese alloys. (10). Magnalium. (11). Riveting alloys.

(12). Duralumin. (13). High-temperature (strength) alloys. (14).

grease. (15). Forging alloys. (16). High-strength alloys. (17).

Corrosion-resisting alloys.
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Pages 6+7.

3. Physical properties of aluminum and alloys on its basis.

0, (3) (A) C51 (0"
o"(1__ Vne wmzo-eanewpo- H1lo4mmr Roaftamew V- Nj -rnotM '

AflI 2,1 59% (Aln. S7%1 (AH) OW~ M26 AB23a -W no +2D)

Aifl (ynenkhx*R anexrponpo- 0.-% O2) A.X 2565(W--300)
3OtCp S avcn % OT

50% (A~mM) A.Vz ( M 0.31 (400)

Ahr.2 2A OXl76 037(25;; L35 (100) =32 (OT5 o +21D 0.23(100),
24. (2&-ala) 0.26 (400)

Al 2.7 0.031 0.44 (2); GA& (40) 26.2 MNOZ 02(403

A~j2 2B 0476 037(26,: &AD (400) =3,2 -50 no -20) 0.M (200)
(20-M'))02(.

A31W 0^966 C.Y M2)4.2 (W00 23.5 (20-100) 0.2 (to0)
2.57 -26,1 (2D-"0) 025~ (400,

AM74 0.0809 am (25); am (100) U4.3(26-100) .310

AMr5B 2A5 0jw640 02(M6): am (400) 0.26 (W0)

AKin 2.64 0.0710 a.m6(M); am (400) 20.. (20-300 0.23(100)
26. (20-600), .26(400

1118) 2.76 *41003(5): IL66 (40) 23.4 (20- 100j 0.23(200)
25-' (2D-40= 0.26(400)

6.A504 0.36 (M6);.#A (400;, 0.= (100)

1110.04 (flIT) CZ (M); LL: f400) Z' a -50~ no + 0.2$(400)
26.0 (2N--=) 0.19 (100); OMZ (300)
2U. (.-IW 0.2 (100)

BIZ17 7,75 0 OX(2) M.l 9.3600) 23 (30D-4W; O.2 (400)

Mg @400613 (X4CT) am (6), 2k; (r0)2.0-100)
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n23 CAI am61 M. ( 4.r@ (wr =.6 M-0-l); W- PR-400)

AICZ 2. 044)-7 COX (M0). 8.41, #f 0. (20-10) 0.18 (100)
2U.2 (205-300) 0.;44 (400)

AN4 0fl7, am~ a 4 xr m) o e 21.8 (2-G)0.2 (100); 0.Z (4001
24J (W0-=0)

AR'.-t 2120 0.ha ) *2.*~ Aw ISA M10 1 0.19 (100"; oz? (210)
2&.7 (300--400)

BA=2 CAL 0.M1 OZ00); .3 1.0 NX 20- ) :98 M-4O) 0.230(00)
Cs31 (400)

CA 13-1 sip 21-' (2-0-t) CM2 (100); 02', (300)

CArl-2 VA.0 c0i (100-20)0x

AH-I3.6(400-80) 0.2 oft0

ABSf 2A8 OD43 0.15 GV) CR2; 25-S M-310D) 0.20(100); 0.26 (400,
24-1 3-300)

83 Zak 8406f 0.52M). 0.5- A) 24.! M2-100) 0.19 (20); 02, (400)
405 30-8)

09b 2..5 0.04 (awnr 4.r (m6): 0.5 AM. Z.50 n -A-= -03

396 2M oA79 (89vr) 6=~ (M61; a-% am, =.P (2-100) 0.190(00)

2.71 2.7 W2-40D) 0.2 (400)

25 0 (20-400) 0.265 (300)

4 3 o6rai ywaaa imep7pa a C

.... ...
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Key: (1). Alloy. (2). Density in g/cm. (3). Specific resistance in

E2.mmz/m. (4). Coefficient of thermal conductivity' in cal/cm-s *C.

FOOTNOTE 1*. The temperature in *C is indicated in brackets.

ENDFOOTNOTE.

(5). Coefficient of linear expansion I a-10-' in 1/'C. (6). Specific

heat I in cal/g.0 C. (7). to. (8). (specific conductivity in % of

conductivity). (9). from. (10). and.

_4
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Page 8.

4. Mechanical properties of semi-finished products from aluminum and

alloys on its, basis. ~

110'" CocTOamVane Wh Hanps-ieti. Bbpesaw O6pana
*Oja(1

,I nucrakau - q Uk N P

Alit HaraTonaai I 10a AIL (=.p.f b-li 3

AMIU Poaapas Drowwonnial fie w0
WJIN TIPUNI4OW4H ew0oo 4

APYTKl 27 --
AW2 Deal aonjiI

fPym.OS namaw.252

Al~rs UIRUSHOSH

A hirb W7&mnognw 2

(17 41)
AMr LA TaUnouk rmm O(e~ibill 2R-41. 12-16 22-23KII.0mmw (5 SiNCHimocr"

- 1 ' tw I "a) ______

10,16) focne omann 30 17 V
UoMomoa C-rape~om 2 2

____________ _ own((OEuft t8 6
Bob I f~lpoo a [foc80ae *manIou 40

IcrapoHms 5-2

J11 mmaeSUamaHU - 2wo to 1

BA17 ISIUnUNN240 2
2040 I?,OsmmO se 30 28 1 a0

A2111 1TONJUPU H "lOCHYCCTUOH- 2112 ( 0 I o vOH no01 araPen 27 1 4

AWI nUS 37 24 5
N - - -m
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Page 9.

Continuation 'fable 4 at xwr'lm I a$,.a xrium8 6j@ a%

Cnasa iy COC1TOaHM ___ Haflpoummue mupeamn p

taa6PONAr UoCM*MI -

j lJb Ob pgn* WACAb

AH4 I.IJTIM1OHU38: 4
_______ mcne BRAmpuw

DA 0M. OM flco34~ 880

* AH -1 a,5F I.. 3 ... vu m 7-IDoj- 40 3 2
1IYHII IW Tuimpseuva 388 

0A1142 LO~U3Uk flOI6flKSi~ #10 32 -4

1120pflm oyIanVO dr -
OAC-1 )22 bpmi2-J .

Bob wna 82 4(1 .4111 c

IIOHOMKII I00 ad

__9 _ luanoi 49 89 4

HIT&MU082,4 -0 5 5

WmUN11ON (n 30 27 22 7 2

floONa811H 37 mcycr w 2 - - a
WaaTOMas,9 39 37 38 25 2 7

AI(6l.

lUaqUUmm 37 35 -

AS WThMIIOBHN 44 40 32 to

DWWmooH 2 30 -S 4
(. I focnie aaniui 1 7 1

iiI)YTHN V~JCYDpeNHR

Af0 7mccntx
pasueom IrCJI "caapiaIHH 8

04 11r cTje wiuo 8I 5

flupo ocnme BftHIJIKH 102

H oclirhOmiaturo

AA36 00pyHN £ . 0T811011om1

Foile $AmoBJn"a

14 "cycerso" 3
moccaisII
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(4). in kg/mm 2 . (5). in %. (6). Direction of cut of sample/specimen.

(7). lengthwise. (8). across. (9). and. (10). Rods of all

sizes/dimensions. (11). Cold-worked. Annealed. (12). Annealed or not

heat-treated. (13). not more. (14). Stampings. Forgings. (15).

Annealed. (16). Rods of all sizes/dimensions. (17). Partly gathered.

(17a). Annealed (depending on weight). (17b). Rods and wire. (18).

After hardening and natural aging annealed. (19). Wire. (20). After

hardening and natural aging. (21). After hardening and aging. (22).

After hardening and artificial aging. (23). Rods. (24). Rods and

band. (25). they do not undergo heat treatment. (26). Rods of all

sizes/dimensions. (27). After hardening and natural aging.
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Page 10. -

5. Technological characteristics of aluminum alloys.

nfpoHOOTb Kp Ausuarp 04 0Th T MIISpOIypa
Maas CPUIW ar" a A64MM00W 5 ,.

AHf: AICS-1 Cpennnfl , Hai0o.Iee c.JOmime tM--IS0
AH6 BhaCOMaJI L1'

j  
-I00--230X t1 CpeIse3 C~o)HnOCTu

AWCPJIURR 04h 250I'e_____

B-93 Bco H 1100 Pe ae -

A-B majiaR (3 500-6m Hau~aonh m OIHumC
A11.31

AJ133 • m l .. . A, 15o-100

AR; Ar I Mana, . j)
AMrI ieswcotlSl,
AMr3 C e0-1O C.WIUIAPO ( iocJiOm3Le

AMrS

AMr5B ~ CHR pA~iCI)HCi

AM14

lit Cpea RR a. O I5,0

Bob; B9630-mA I -2

D --1 ocJo tI0I~

AW CpeARI. 0 1100 A0 300

CA fl-i H eaa,,cov.a - CpoaeIi C~tOmo ts -

CAII-2 i cpozuwn

Key: (1). Alloy. (2). Strength at 20'. (3). Maximum/overall diameter

of ingot in mm. (4). Degree of complexity of obtained stampings. (5).

Temperature of use/application in CC. (6). Average/mean. (7). High.

(8). Low. (9). Most complicated. (10). Average/mean complexity. (11).

Complicated. (12). Low, low, average/mean. (13). Complicated and

uncomplicated. (14). To. (15). Low and average/mean. (16).

Average/mean complexity. (17). Uncomplicated.

A&".
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-~~~a 6hArrkdI,09

%0 90ic Aq/,e

770

70-- 0 7

too

0 / - ....... 1 0 0j
?30 3.50 430 too 45 330 45o 0

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Diagram of plasticity of aluminum alloy AMts (pressed).

Key: (1). kgfm/cm2 . (2). kg/mn'.

Fig. 2. Diagram of plasticity of aluminum alloy AMg (pressed).

Key: (1). kgfm/cn2. (2). kg/mnm2.
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Page 11.

7 oE

% a f M/mt ___ fl Ar,,h 1,5 & , % - ,.TrMCA,? n o

f0 -j~ia .M6 18 7

n\ 
JJ

--- bd0-- 3o ob

O -O 12 0 0 010 0 1
a, 3 - ,0 6

* l.0 .13 0 '0 0 0 ,o 30 *. o r6g
a) b

Fig. 3. Diagram of plasticity of aluminum alloy AK6; a) cast; b)

deformed.

Poe. 3. ILmsrpauma 0A&rmmw%0ocerx a jnlua.uUIo m maa AHO: a.'>- Narot; 6 )- 8aeop~e

J( /A nuai

0 -, , o .

Key: (i). kgf /cmo . ( ).k /mm
*3 *

a) b

Fig. 4. Diagram of plasticity of aluminum alloy AKB: a) cast; b)

deformed.

Key: (1). kgfm/ CM 2. (2). kg/MM2.

A
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600

11 0 q . O 'p 130 160 2130 41500or 130 250 33So0 &0 ac

a) b)

F'ig. 5. Diagram of the plasticity of aluminum alloy B93: a) ingot/

of 145 mum; b) deformed.

Key: (1). kgfm/cn 3 . (2). kg/mm2.
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Page 12.

8t ,0 go - w e

6.0. 70 -40 1

n 

-7 r

-____ 9 0 10
?.5V0 40 0C IM&5;C' 1:0

Fig 6.Diagramr of plasticity of aluminumr alloy B5 )cs;b

deformed.

Key: (1). kgfrn/crn2. (2). kg/nun 2.
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1.8_w av n em,-n

6 - - . 0 72 60 14 18

2 .'0 16#0 4 10 O 6J 0 j -

I-. ? 0
15 30 0 ; 2; .1 5

Fig. 7. Diagram of the plasticity of aluminum alloy B96: a) cast; b)

deformed.

Key: (1). kgfm/cM 2. (2). kg/mm2.
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xf°m , n, ., In

90 , " c 06o. .. .

40 -

.70 302

Al; 20 2084

19 .8 3c- 7

1 0 350 40 o 0 3 50 4.36C

Fig. 8. Fig. 9.

Fig. 8. Diagram of plasticity of aluminum alloy B,117 (pressed).

Key: (1). kgfm/cm2. (2). kg/mm2 .

Fig. 9. Diagram of plasticity of aluminum alloy AK4 (pressed).

Key: (1). kgfm/cm 2. (2). kg/mm2 .

/ .,,, ._ ..... * . / . .
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Page 13.

KAM fZ (/

7- 30 7P

so 20 B oKr/m10
70 4 0

0 030102

250 j59 43 0  C 390 3-W o0 o

Fig. 10. Fig. 11.

Fig. 10. Diagram of plasticity of aluminum alloy AK4-1 (pressed).

Key: (1). kgfm/crn 2 . (2). kg/mm.

Fig. 11. Curves of flow of aluminum alloy AMts (pile driver).

Key: (1). kg/mm2 .
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10400 ~~ ;1-

0 10 20 J 4 0 ,0 70 ?a , %

Fig. 12. Fig. 13.

Fig. 12. Curves of flow of aluminum alloy AK6 (pile driver).

Key: (1). kg/mm 2 .

Fig. 13. Curves of flow of aluminum alloy B95 (pile driver).

Key: (1). kg/mm2 .

I
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p .r.,i p,,/..

0 0 20 Jo .0 c,% 0 10 70 JO 40,/

Fig. 14. Fig. 15.

Fig. 14. Curves of flow of aluminu alloy B17 (pile driver).

Key: (1). kg/mm'.

Fig. 15. Curves of flow of aluminum alloy AK4 (pile driver).

Key: (1). kg/mm2 .
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Pag e 14.

70 
0C 0 Merod M1 coempaxide (0 a0 UOilsot cocoa*(-

60,1 U~fo k 60 JOA14- *JO*A ) Io~aaKQcm kIgt4 jaaeiaecwp200 ovm. L0 aid
50 50L-U S

1200
40

300 
it

o~300 O
20 0 2

10 400 to

0 20 40 60 do V/1% 0 10 20 30.4,0 509 80,

Fig. 16. Fig. 17.

Fig. 16. Diagram of actual stresses with elongation of high-alloyed

aluminum alloy B95 (N. I. Korneyev, 1. G. Skugarev, I. K.

Kolpashniko).

Key: (1). kg /mm 2 . (2). initial state. (3). hardening. (4).

hardening+aging. (5). annealing.

Fig. 17. Diagram of actual stresses during compression of

high-alloyed aluminum alloy B95 (N. 1. Korneyev, 1. G. Skugarev, i.

K. Kolpashniko).

Key: (1). kg/nmm2. (2). initial state. (3). hardening. (4). hardening-
aging. (5). annealing.
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20oC o bet mel,..eah.* , x" r

7o JKaA#4.Cfmape- L"b r -"DoC
hut

*#MAMA o - ucxodve, reepoa (I-)

60 20
020 a A-Jo 0.M 0cmap()

0 20 0 20 N.-m t ,

0 40 A'

30 2 00 30.000

20 ? 00 30 2

400 300 3007C 20010 Jo ! to 40

i00
0 20 40 60 8o '16 1O 20 3,9 40 .0 60 Z,%

Fig. I. Fig. 19.

Fig. 18. Diagram of actual stresses with elongation of high-alloyed

aluminum alloy of type B96 (N. 1. Korneyev, I. G. Skugarev, I. K.

Kolpashnikova).

Key: (1). kg/mm2 . (2). without heat treatment. (3). hardening. (4).

hardening aging. (5). annealing.

Fig. 19. Diagram of actual stresses during compression of

high-alloyed aluminum alloy of type B96 (N. I. Korneyev, I. G.

Skugarev, I. K. Kolpashnikova).

Key: (1). kg/mm. (2). initial state. (3). hardening. (4). hardeninq

aging. (5). annealing.

~ U

,, ], ~ .J ,, ,, . . .. . .. .
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6
66.4 1

0 00 0
A

,r/M, ''

0 0 '0 804. 1 00

Fig. 20. Fig. 21.

Fig. 20. Effect of general/common/total strain on mechanical

properties of aluminum alloy gl (V. A. Livanov): - center; - - -

periphery.

Key: (1). kg/mm2 .

Fig. 21. Diagram of recrystallization of working aluminum (Si=0.13%;

Fe=0.2%). Rounds, are hotter settling, annealing at a temperature of

settling and flow 20 min in salt bath.

I

t
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Fig. 22. Change in macrostructure of pressed rod from aluminum alloy

in dependence on general/common/total strain (diagram).

Key: (1). ingot.

9. *
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0 20 kO 6 80c,(75

Fig. 23. Diagram of the recrystallization of Duralumin Al1 annealing

with 500 0C for 3 h.

Key: (1). upsetting on the pile driver. (2). upsetting on press.
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0 2 0 4 0 6 0 8 0 E , % 0 0 0 0 0 (@00

Fig. 24. Diagram of recrystallization of aluminum alloy B1117: a)

upsetting on press; b) upsetting on pile driver.[

1000,0

4D4

a0,

Fig. 25. Diagram of recrystallization of aluminum alloy AK6; a)

upsetting on press; b) upsetting on pile driver.
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At

20 200 0

0 20 40 60 1.0 20 t400 60 M,

a) 7 )'

Fig. 26. Diagram of the recrystallization of aluminum alloy AK8; a)

upsetting on the press; b) upsetting on the pile driver.
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6. Classification and designation/purpose of magnesium alloys.

Paboq&A, Yenepaiyps
np. (S') (.4') 8. (m- WTLM aC V

* C-An Cceia cnxAiw Baa~aqWmra
ae24*op- 0 K p& )T-

1t1=O j Kopexen -_________ _________
________ _________ pa j nos pa"oe

4"~qOCTIM Be symat Oozx4bz neperpyloc

M.Ab Mg - MM - .!%ce Bee a- nei*optfp3Fe~n noMT0&6pm.-
WD Mti soorn a =nowxe no @~opue

n p~uf = M147Zo.CUR Peiaffme u a;T06PzxauTa =CT&
U n~cu DOT ad pezue* Upolmocra

h MA: MC - AJ - Ln - Mn 0,)-I~d J 2imau Erunoa nemwOJ~ CTEunCoN-
viol 4oPMU Ann pa6oraa Z Tenosuni cpez=m

I~ Mg - A] - Zn Ma Aon eomxoau oyap

wetiese cbo0orcu1m kowtU orpaznqeffso
-A3 Ad - Un - uWn 3'IoaTC- 110 L50 D1o !W IA'Q rahiflonlWUuOToBonq wa flarpywemni

zeTamee DO 4iolpme epenieg no*nocm Cao-
W_______ 6o".a Mosma -fBe ptem erm

Mg- ] Z -MnUOanML j4'0Ta2xflOfl, saWp~messbaZ neflnel wn~ ~;camim ~ 4cpme cpc-"Mef .enom C&o6oasl xtok

A BM6.Z-I a- ZZ- Zn Ib-Ib U .Ote ofpav6mee unpca puees
~ ~ m pNIZnaoc =aR aro-roaneaoIR ,pvo-

Boraprrh arpynwe neTamel cno)%.

SMAI! Mg - Nd - M - N! 3' Sx VErsm IU Ps~ovi s Ycnounn nowhme.
_____ oft 1maepsM ba.h Mez.-esso paY U M-

£IOaO~M.AIS M T% -1 Mn Xpim cc up% TenpaV > Q C

Notes: 1. Alloys MAl, MA3 and HAS are applied limitedly. 2. Alloys

HA9, MAll, MA13, BMl and BM17 are applied for manufacturing parts,

which work under overheat conditions. 3. alloys MA13 and BMall contain

radioactive thorium in their composition; therefore all forms of

processing must be accomplished in accordance with special rules.

Key: (1). Group. (2). Strength in kg/mm'. (3). Alloy. (4). System

of alloy. (5). Plasticity in range of temperatures of hot
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deformation. (6). Operating temperature of parts in *C (not more).

(7). with continuous operation. (8). with momentary duty. (9).

Designation/purpose. (10). Low strength. (11). High. (12). Stampings

of uncomplicated configuration, which do not carry heavy overloads.

(13). All forms of semi-finished products being deformed and stamping

for parts of average/mean strength and complicated on form. (14).

Average/mean strength. (15). Good. (16). To. (17). Pressed

semi-finished products for parts of average/mean strength. (18).

Forged and stampings of intricate shape for work under conditions of

medium loads. (19). All forms of deformed semi-finished products for

parts of intricate shape. The use/appliGation of smith forging is

limited. (20). Satisfactory. (21). Stampings of blanks for loaded

parts on form of average/mean complexity. Smith forging - is not

recommended. (22). High strength. (23). Lowered/reduced. (24).

Stampings of loaded parts on form of average complexity. It is not

worked by free ductile. (25). Has widest application in industry for

manufacturing large-size loaded parts of intricate shape. The simple

operations of free ductile are allowed/assumed. (26).

High-temperature (strength). (27). Parts for work at elevated

temperatures. Slowly weakening parts at temperatures of >2000 C.

FOOTNOTE 1. They have the lowered/reduced plasticity, especially in

the cast state. ENDFOOTNOTE.
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7. Chemical composition of magnesium alloys.

L0 UA JZsrupyo.ue meaemw a % _ __ (3') flawn"c % (lie caoe)

C Al. Cd Nd, X jZ. Ca, Ni. Al CU at Ne Z. S
I Ti _ _ AII_ _

ILAI GJAI I - - 0.02

VA: I-41A 015~--.in S1.0 e 0 0.01 U Uz
I 

CA

b; I 3$&-5.OAI 0.-E c S-l.5ZB 0,ICa 6.~ .005

XA3 5 .f.-7.DAI 0j-05M t-.5Zzn

BM17 2.5-U4Ct J1.4-22PUM 0.2 0.01 0.01 10.21 0.2-

MAb 7AJ.2AI 0.1!--.5Mn G.Z -O.BZn-

D3M23 1.2-2,003 0Ab-0.OZ!, 2b-U.5 0,03 0.03

______, 0-0.9Zr S.0-.02 CA0 0.0 CAft 0.0

M I .--. T 1.5-2.5k 0.24~ 00.=2A-%003 e

M3I "0..2

KXILI 1.-~h. CAO
I.A0 7j-B A .- 4. :J-2hA g 1 -.- 0.03 j ______ ________

Key: (1). Alloy. (2). Alloying elements in .()

Admixtures/impurities in %(not more). (4). Other.
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8. Physical properties of magnesium.

i anI1.eno,,o.0,.ongmjw..A (2) [|o....*.m

aoT ocmb a PiCW' Qp)U 14010epATypO 1 C:.2U .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. 1,,74

650 (iTepnwA) .4 " . . ......... . . . ,6

650 IM MA,,) .). ....................... 11
"00. .......... ......................... .... . . 1.84

Toqua unauniiotum s C C (I) '*83 ***'
To~xa mna~emWN o ' C . (-I1*H2

Tennora UJlalIeNIn 0 IOA . ...........

Tenno a *cuape.rn a .Aj . ... 1300........... 830
Tennon copauxR 9aA1AI*OAb ................ 100

YAeJbH&l TellOelmHOCTb nPI * C * XG4/ IC. * C (.11 .0

UTjC I ; (is
HO.4I4J 1U T .s . . .i. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
WaU4rU Ir aIm.aIIOr. p. . n. umu n .. .. . . . / C .pa . "OIll.-

4-UI......................................... J

.................................................... .. '9
aJebmce TpoooflporIBJIHme s AixaO-4. flPU TeanepRTYPO 0 C:

300 ... .................. ' 0

650 (rmep,) . ........... ... . 15

650 (,MJI& K,) S ............ .... .. a5

. ...... ............... . . ......... . .. .i3

Key: (1). Designation of indices. (2). Indices. (3). Density in g/cmn

at temperature in OC. (4). solid. (5). liquid. (6). Melting point in

0C. (7). Boiling point in 'C. (8). Heat of fusion in cal/g. (9). Heat

of vaporization in cal/g. (10). Heat of combustion in cal/mole. (11).

Specific heat with 250C V cal/g of OC. (12). Coefficient of thermal

conductivity in cal/cm s of 'C. (13). Coefficient of linear expansion

a-10' in l/OC at temperature in 'C. (14). Specific resistance in

mcal/cm at temperature in *C.

-oA-
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9. Physical properties of magnesium alloys.

|ilaa m lsmw lsi. UUH I~ aTOBSI " " 1 1
MAI.MUAb h1,A2 -sml M.I h aOw1"

nno~ve ap 2, Ca rcm 1.2 t78180LA 1,77
... KOjJ............

ToqK& -aaaesum e "C ..... , 600 615 or7 o4 618

V.0eabDIe Oac p O O lO OTNUeu np1i

1Ha44KUbewr 1,flOUPoiolwOM~ 13PO
20" C S C XA . C .... . 0.18 0.23 0.27 . 0 1 X(7

Ho 4nualeirr an ue9loro pacmpeu
p o u0-t00 C .Sit"  

t/.C . . ,T5 26 259 20$, 256
YAcnIbR ?moeimMoob rps 25* C a :
wg C / C . . ................ 22 0.2 G4 0.20 -

Key: (1). Designation of indices. (2). Indices on alloys. (3).

Density with 200 C V g/cm 3 . (4). Melting point in 'C. (5). Specific

resistance with 20'C V PD/cm. (6). Coefficient of thermal

conductivity with 20'C V cal/cm s of 'C. (7). Coefficient of linear

expansion with 20-i00*C a.10-' in I/0 C. (8). Specific heat with 250C

V cal/g of *C.

I

*. '
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10. Mechanical properties of semi-finished products from magnesium

alloys with 20'C.

(a ElI-,, u *g e axa'. oopaaua ((A I
Cocromme

npfl .ao p maT . a I.5. . . . .

0 30 1 10.0 0 i' 16
25o (b 15 12 2D tO --. 3

ro .(2 21.5 7 .I -
MAS 80 t - I6EI 4I6.5 1l8

III Tro Ab 3axanelmusd 32 228 2 -- 1 .51

-- np~j v o. 0 (o i

r"op2- - 1I -: a n 1 1, -l -- ,

0 100 1 35 29 30 1 .3 9 1 129 .51-j
BM~b.'I(& .o 80 so .oc'rapemi ,

Key: (1). Alloy. (2). Semi-finished product. (3). As-received

condition. (4). in kg/mmi. (5). in %. (6). Direction of cut of

sample/specimen. (7). lengthwise. (8). across. (9). in kg-m/cm3.

(10). on base of cycles. (11). Compression. (12). Torsion. (13).

Shear/section. (14). Rod. (15). Plate/slab. (16). Band. (17). to.

(18). Hot-pressed. (19). Hardened/tempered. (20). Hot-pressed. (21).

Artificially aged.
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11. Mechanical properties of semi-finished products from magnesium

alloys at different temperatures.

]LA-1 rpffe-- Lq W 5 Xprrv- LA BK61-1 wra*-
wa*ma MA21me* Topx~aq#-, X AS zrro A(1) h1M"p 504O4 Do f

Daw n L031008e pemei ma Chee) fmTpeEme) so w
O*~~~~~~0*J~~C. I. 4 10, t I *j _ _ _ _ _ _

ot o , o. ,.. . ,..!
= ___. _. , 3 =fI . ,,,,_ _%_ %17 b 33= ID_ 29 f
,00 23 12 3 ". 16 21 W 

-  
16 r 3 

2
" , 41

11 X1 24. 2- M Mb 3, 19 35-tL:b

1501 D 19 10.5 M~3 tb 4j b a 30 16 12 W 3 -1716 a 17

Key: (1). Temperature of heating in 0C. (2)• MA2-1 hot-rolled
plate/slab 30 mm. (3) in kg/m (4) MA3 annealed band. (5). in %

(6). MA5 rod (hardening + aging). (7). MA8 rod. (8). MAIO rods of 25

mm (hardening + aging). (9). BM65-1 band (aging). (10). BM65-1

stamping with weight of 80 kg.
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In comparison with the aluminum ones magnesium alloys give

considerably larger shrinkage and possess lower thermal conductivity.

During the construction of parts and assemblies should be

avoided sharp/acute cuts and sharp transitions/transfers of

sections/cuts. It is expedient to consider the anisotropy of the

mechanical properties of forgings and stampings, so that the action

of maximum stresses/voltages in the parts would coincide with the

direction of the maximum mechanical properties of stampings.

With the connection of parts from the magnesium alloys with the

parts from other materials it is necessary to consider the

possibility of contact corrosion, while with the connection with the

nonmetallic materials - aggressiveness of the latter.

Some magnesium alloys (MA3, MA5) being deformed to attackable

under the stress (corrosion cracking).
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The nonobservance of the temperature of the end of the forging

and stamping (at too high a temperature of the end of the strain)

leads to the formation of the large-grain structure and

reduction/descent in the mechanical properties or (at too low a

temperature of the end of the strain) to over-riveting and cracks.

(The results of statistical processing of the values of the mechanical

properties of large-size series stampings from float BM65-1 are given

in Fig. 27 in the form the normal distribution curves of the

mechanical properties of stampings, manufactured on the hydraulic

presses, moreover Fig. 27a gives results on ultimate strength, and in

Fig. 27b for the values of elongation per unit length. A limit of the

strength of analogous in the form of parts, but differing in the

weight during the investigation three weight groups (I group to 30

kg, the II group from 31 to 100 kg and the III group - from 101 to

250 kg) virtually have the close values of ultimate strength with the

small advantage in parts of the I group and minimum in the III group;

the level of the values of the mechanical properties of the II group

occupies intermediate position. The characteristics of the elongation

per unit length, investigated on all three weight groups of parts,

change with the same law, i.e., value relative to elongation of I

group 16%, II group 12%, and III group 10%.

The obtained dependence of the values of the limit of strength

and elongation per unit length is explained by the smaller degree 'f

*1A
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the metal deformation in stampings of large weight. On structural

strength of the loaded parts, manufactured from the stampings, great

effect exerts the character of the arrangement of filament over the

section/cut of stamping, determined from the macrostructure.

Fig. 28 gives the photograph of the general view of stamping,

while in the photographs, located more to the right, its

macrostructure in zones A and B, which is characterized by the normal

arrangement of filament corresponding to the configuration of part.

This macrostructure is characteristic for the stampings, manufactured

with the reduced machining allowances.

* .
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12. Typical mechanical properties of forgings from the magnesium

alloys with 200C .

FOOTNOTE 1. The mechanical properties of forgings depend on the

arrangement of sample/specimen (explosive) relative to the direction

of the metal during the deformation. The highest mechanical

properties have samples/specimens, whose axis/axle is parallel to the

direction of the maximum flow of material, i.e., most frequently

along the length of forging, property on the width of forging

somewhat less, and on the thickness - minimum

"') Com nu 
0 

. 0 a I
ca"3. DOO~M...

MA2 t6 Apa oT 27 - SO
MAXI a8 -

61 A3 n3W~S 3 D 3 2 12
MA5 3aaxawa(&*) 31 ; 20
MAl ( Be& Tepo. 22 to 6 S

05piuOo1mMt

&M16-I )AcMCHYeCa irnao It a 12

Key: (1). Alloy. (2). As-received condition. (3). 6 in %. (4). in

kg/mm 2 . (5). Without heat treatment. (6). Annealing of 340* 3 h.

(6a). Hardening. (7). Without heat treatment. (8). Artificial aging.

-p
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30- 1C -/a --

76- -1'1 2 - 7

t32 '12 -- .- -

67 /

6 72829 30 31 6j, 8~6 /0 /40 14 ~82W0
a) 0

Fig. 27. Key: (2.). Frequency. (2). kg/nun2 .
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13. Typical mechanical properties of stampings from the magnesium

alloys with 200C.

(i.)a ),, 11,5))
Cn.. foay4*5pMaK9TN i 6 5 '~ HEALA RD a

MAI M s 4
111TAMidlOUN4 Dell Tfpje.- 22 8

:%UTmiloma BOGom 50 x# 26 14 19b o

_MA ~ aiumc (2 Ka mo- 29 Z4 t2 12.0 6-7o0 7-.
warZ 3W C -S i

-1)IT&VD4 sakaac*- so a 7

SOraio~ oc umh w 25 21 to IA d&.1 it-7

T&M1r1u1o1111 BCO14 50 Ue 30,5 7 12,0
(crapenne t85* - 24 )

?amM~osmI. mOcw AtU II 22 I4 12.0 7.W Q7j

6OCTapemnam

TaMOOK )Urjuo H ,PhlIMANT. 26 16to 610 O

Key: (1). Alloy. (2). Semi-finished products in as-received

condition. (3). in kg/mm2. (4). 6 in %.(5). a-, at kg/mm2 on base

5.10' of cycles. (6). HB in kg/mm2. (7). in kofm/ cr 2 . (8). Stamping

without heat treatment. (9). Stamping with weight of 50 kg without

heat treatment. (10). Stamping (2 kg) (annealing of 340'C - 3 c).

(11). Stam~ping - hardened/tempered. (12). Stamping with weight of 50

kg (aging 1850 - 24 h. (13). Stamping with weight of up to 2 kg aged .

(14). Stamping with weight of 50 kg aged. (15). Stamping (impeller

without heat treatment.
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Fig. 28. Key: (1.). Zone.

Fig. 29. Key: (I). Zone.
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Fig. 30. Fig. 31.

Fig. 30. Model of crystal lattice of magnesium and reference planes

and direction of slip: ABCDE - basal plane (0001); OB - direction of

slip; A'OB' - plane of pyramid of first first-order kind (1011);

A'KB' - plane of pyramid of first kind second order (1012); 00' -

hexagonal axis/axle.

Fig. 31. Curved strains/work hardenings of single crystal of

magnesium with temperature of 250 0 C and at different deformation

rates.

Key: (1). Shear stress. (2). G/mm2 . (3). Shift/shear.

.1
lltk ,
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Fig. 33. Diagram of plasticity of alloy mA2.

Key: (1). kgfm/cm2 .
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Fig. 34. Fig. 35.

Fig. 34. Diagram of plasticity of alloy MA3.

Key: (1). kgfm/cm 2 .

Fig. 35. Diagram of plasticity of alloy BM65-1.

Key: (1). kgfm/cm2; p. (2). kg/mm 2 .

I
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a° i n "
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Fig. 36. Fig. 37.

Fig. 36. Diagram of plasticity of alloy of type BMO13.

Key: (1). kgfm/cm; ...., kg/mm 2 .

Fig. 37. Diagram of plasticity of alloy BMl7.

Key: (1). kgfm/cm 2 ; p. (2). kg/mm.
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is 35 170 04

D 10 20c, 003 4J00 400 C
Fig. 38. Fig. 39. Fig. 40.

Fig. 38. Specific pressures of alloy MA. with dynamic load

(V,=4.4-8.5 m/s).

Key: (1). kg/nun2 .

Fig. 390. Specific pressures of alloy MA8 with dynamic load (F. I.'

Filatov).

Key: (1). kg/mm2 .

Fig. 40. Specific pressures of alloy BM65-1 during dynamic

deformation (F. 1. Filatov).

Key: (1). kg/nun2 .
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Fig. 41. Fig. 42.

Fig. 41. Tentative straight line actual stresses of magnesium.

Key: (1). kg/mm2 . (2). Strain.

Fig. 42. Tentative straight line actual stresses of alloy MA3 (S.' 1.

Gubkin, Ye. M. Sovitskiy).

Key: (1). kg/imm. (2). Strain.
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Fig. 43. Fig. 44.

Fig. 43. Region of solid solutions in systems. *

Key: (1). % the alloying element.

Fig. 44. Distribution of mechanical properties over section/cut of

rod with general/common/total degree of strain 75% (A. A. Lukonin).

Key: (1). kg/mm ' . (2). Kray rod. (3). Middle of rod. (4). Along

filaments. (5). Across filaments.
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Fig. 45. Fig. 46.

Fig. 45. Change in mechanical properties of alloy MA2 in dependence

on degree of strain during forging in form-shaping dies of press (A.

A. Lukonin).

Key: (1). kgfm/cm 2 . (2) ... and ..., kg/mm 2.

Fig. 46. Change in mechanical properties of alloy MA3 in dependence

on degree of strain during forging from degree of strain during

forging in form-shaping dies of press (A. A. Lukonin): a~e along

filament; .- * across the grain.

Key: (1). kgfm/cm2 . (2) ... and ... , kg/mm 2 .
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Fig. 47. Change in mechanical properties of alloy MA7 in dependence

on degree of strain during forging in form-shaping dies of press (A.

A. Lukonin).

Key: (1). kgfm/mm2. (2). . and .. ,kg /rM 2.

Fig. 48. Change in mechanical properties of alloys MA2 and MA7 as a

function of the degree of strain during forging on flat/plane 00and

figure faces 0-0.

Key: (1)..kg /mm 2 .
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A0 MA-7 • O

0ZO 20 o 60 c.% O 0%

Fig. 49. Fig. 50.

Fig 49. Change in tensile strength of magnesium alloys in dependence

on degree of strain during extrusion/pressing and subsequent forging

(A. A. Lukonin).

Key: (1). kg/mm2. (2). Pressed. (3). Forged.

Fig. 50. Diagram of recrystallization of magnesium with settling on

hydraulic press.
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Fig. 51. Fig. 52.

Fig. 51. Di.agram of recrystallization of alloy MA2 with settling on

hydraulic press.

Fig. 52. Diagram of recrystallization of alloy MA3 with settling on

hydraulic press.

20)

0 4 10 I 0 Sac. %0%

Fig. 53. Diagram of recrystallization of magnesium, deformed on

vertical pile driver.

Key: (1). face 35 kg. (2). face 50 kg.

* e-
----------------------------------------
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Fig. 29 gives the macrostructure, observed on the templets (cut out

from the same zones A and B, but from the stamping, manufactured on

technology, which foresees large machining allowances), in which the

character of the arrangement of filament does not correspond to the

configuration of part. The parts, manufactured from the stampings

with the larger allowances as a result of the unavoidable shearing of

filament during the machining, have smaller structural strength,

lowered/reduced reliability and service life of article.

The highest strength has the alloy BM65-1, at the same time its

sufficiently high plastic properties give the possibility to carry

out deformation both on the presses and on the hammers. Therefore

alloy BM65-1 obtained the widest industrial use/application for the

parts of different designation/purpose.

From the magnesium allbys, deformed by the method of forging and

stamping, in the industry find wide application the alloys MA2,

MA2-1, MAS. Alloys MAI, MA3 and MA5 are applied limited, alloys MA9,

MAll, MAI3, BMA1 and BM17 find use in the industry and they are

utilized in accordance with their designation/purpose for

=1
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manufacturing parts which work under the overheat conditions.

With the connection of parts from the magnesium alloys with the

parts from other materials it is necessary to consider the

possibility of contact corrosion, while with the connection with the

nonmetallic materials - aggressiveness of the latter.
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2O30 o 3*
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Fig. 54. Diagram of the recrystallization of the alloy M~A3, deformed

on the pile driver.

Key: (1). face 35 kg. (2). face 50 kg.

40- , 430O .1 40

0 .70 400 60r. 0 l0 40 60 Be,,/%

Fig. 55. Fig. 56 .

Fig. 55. Diagram of recrystallization of alloy RAS with settling on

press.

Fig. 56. Diagram of recrystallization of alloy MA8, deformed on pile

driver.
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14. Hardness, stampings from the alloys MA2 and MA3, manufactured on

the friction press.

(i~ lHo a xrlAM'

CiAAa. CwV11)"Gilk f'unomme

00~ 05,1

MA3 wM.5 67,1

Key: (1). Alloy. (2). NV in kg/nun2. (3). Rod of part. (4). Head of

part.

Page 30.

Some magnesium alloys (MA3, MA5) being deformed udergo corrosion

under stress (corrosion cracking).

Titanium alloys.

Data about the chemical composition, the physical and mechanical

properties are cited in Tables 15-27 and 57-81 1

FOOTNOTE Figs. 61-67 initial state - preliminarily deformed.

ENDFOOTNOTE.
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Depending on designation/purpose and strength at a room temperature

titanium alloys are divided into following groups.

The malleable alloys of the low strength (not more than 60

kg/mm 2 ) commercial titanium BTI-0, BTI-., BTI-00 and dilute alloy

OT4-1. These alloys are applied for manufacturing the parts of

complex configuration, which do not test/experience large loads.

Alloys are suitable for sheet stamping.

The malleable alloys of average/mean strength (60-100 kg/mm2):

medium-alloyed titanium alloys OT4, BT4, alloys BT6 and BT6C, and

also alloys with an a-structure BT5-1 and BT5. They possess

satisfactory technological plasticity and them are applied in the

constructions/designs without the strengthened/hardened heat

treatment. Alloy OT4 found the greatest use/application for

manufacturing of forgings and stampings. Alloys BT5 and BT6 are

applied when the moderate heat resistance with the satisfactory

weldability is required.

The high-strength alloys being deformed: a) with ultimate

strength are above 100 kg/mm 2 : BT14 and BT20 and the experimental

alloys BTl5, BTI6, which apply in the heat-treated state; b) alloy

OT4-2 with ultimate strength in the annealed state o,5 + 120 kg/mm2

(by heat treatment it is not strengthened). Alloys BT14 and BT16 are

-i
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two-phase, while alloys BT15 and BT20 single-phase.

The plasticity of alloy BT14 during the hot working by pressure

is satisfactory. Alloys BT!5 and BT20 during the working by pressure

are less plastic in comparison with the alloy BTl4. The plasticity of

alloy OT4-2 during the working by pressure is analogous to alloy

BTl4.

High-temperature (strength) titanium alloys being deformed:

BT3-1, BT8, BT9 and BT18. The first three alloys have two-phase

(ag)-structure, and alloy BT18 has single-phase a-structure at the

basis. Alloys BT9 and BT18 possess a higher heat resistance. Allo

BT3-1 is most widely used, it is applied mainly for the parts of the

compressors of reaction engines. For the parts, which work at a

temperature higher than 400 0 C, to preferably apply the alloy BTS

which possesses higher strength and thermal stability, than alloy

BT3-1. Alloys BT3-1 and BT8 have satisfactory plasticity during the

hot working by pressure.

Alloy BTI8 has the lowered/reduced plasticity during the working

by pressure in comparison with the alloys BT3-1 and BTB. The

plasticity of alloy BT9 satisfactory; it it is possible to work by

pressure (ductile, by rolling, by extrusion/pressing, etc.).
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Copper alloys.

The data about the chemical composition, the physical and

mechanical properties are cited in-Table 28-37 and Fig. 82-95.

.!
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4.105

043 1.0 4,0 40V(~

Fig. 57. Depth of the alpha-deposited layer of alloy BT8 depending on

temperature and heating time.

Key: (1). electric furnace. (2). gas-fired furnace. (3). h.
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Page 31.

15. Chemical composition of titaniumn alloys.

v)~ M~ awvpmme aamm a % (37) Drimaic a % (ve 6o *,j
______ -n ___ .SzL. Cr 'V. Cr. Zr Si Fe, Nt [C FeI SI Izr 0 N f

0T4.-4 0.-A 0.-l.3 Mn o0T4-1 0 7 -" 01-1.8 Mn - .
OT4 S.&-4. 0.8-2.fl Mm0.1

0T4-2 5.5-.0 1.0-2.3 Mm 05t. r 0.10 030

BT/. 4--E 08-- Mm oil 0.1030

B T 5,- k 4 - 4 .: 2. -3 O n

ET6C 43-515 6 ,-. .131 0M2 0.Lz 0.5 0.05 ax

7%O 5.N-7.0 4JA-4.5 T ex0

BT3-! 5:-61 2.b-3.0 Mo 1.0-2s Cr 015 L00.7 Fe - 0.50 0.18

-T 0,10
BTO 54rr 0.S.0.40 X.- - 01

BT14 3-S-6.0 .-1-4s Mo 0S1. jo - 030
BTI Z-1-3.6 £.-5.0 Mo 5.-10Cr - 30 0.15 - 0. U
BT16 1-30 4-&5.5 xj 4.-Si, v S ~ 03

BTIP 7.2-42 0.2-1h Iwo 10.0322, xr 03f 0.%-1. NI 0.2D

Key: (1). Alloy. (2). Alloying elements in %.(3).

Admnixtures/impurities in -% (not more than). (4). Other.
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16. Physical properties of titanium.
as. 0acmee6Y~YY

0)~nxs Eznnamm oaaya 3 EzioamDKSS '1
D.noTSMvc a FJ......................48 I Xov*ffaw emo sonscem (25C) a £a ca - am

( Tow nzaan ,w 1690 AWCzM40C &- .- -UMM (20*C) 0 rAX& .CA .
iTow mw ux a C .. .. .. ........... . . . . . . X fAep a £zavrpIMuMm upm m IC MR
'T~a 1064~ p ......................... C .....j... .. .. .. .. .. ...
L a~a v-cw -4 S iC C_ .. ;., - ;, . ~ aa m umuya~m~f ie~M8WPoVNu r-2SC) MA.AMD . . . .. . . . . . .24.A.= M
[cP~a$"=e xmko paonvm~i (2b'C) a. -I aX C &-5 -W3 ~C.. .. .. .. .. ............

Key: (2). Designation of indices. (2). Indices. (3). Designation of

indices. (4). Density in g/cxn3. (5). Mel~ting point in *C. (6).

Boiling point in 'C. (7). Heat of sublimation (25*C) in kcal. (8).

Specific heat from 0 to 500 0C V cal/g-*C. (9). Entropy (25*C)

cal/mole.CC. (10). Coefficient of linear expansion (250C) ax10-' in

1/'C. (11). Coefficient of thermal conductivity (25*C) in

cal/cm-s*0 C. (12). Specific resistance (200C) in wQ*cm. (13). f
Temperature of allotropic change in *C periods of grate in A. (14).

a-titanium, hexagonal close-packed lattice, 250C. (15). A-titaniumn of

90011C
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Pages 32-33.

17. Physical properties of titanium alloys.

0 acMllJHeIl Cm a opoTHIRaeuxe C
tICAS. a.10- /a iC .a Ce. x *C P 0M...UI .ro..a-C

O1'4-2 4,55 ,0 (20-100). 0,0:2 (M0); .
8,8 ( 100-200S, 0,1025 (100);
1,4 (20-m300; 0.020 (M0);.
Ole (3w0-400); 0,032 (400);
9,8 (400-300) 0,(J35 (6W);

OT41 k~~bb 8.1 (20-3100); 00220
0T4 ~ f M~ 9,(2-Lq) 032) - -

8.A (30-40);

.,4 (400-500);
9A8(500-4100)

BT4 4,8 9,14 (2D);,.2 " 0.1 (100)i
9.0 (100-200); 0:2 10,013'5 (200);

9.0 ~1211 ....40~ 0.2 (20) 0.1600);
(25)1 4,M)

0T6 4,4 0.3 1,0-008(2o). 0.13 (20M).
8,(20-0(, 0,02.3 (ItAI). 1,15 (2111). 0,14 (200);

19,5 (20030); 0,045 (200); 1.1 10 fl; 0,5(300);
1 0 ( 0-40) 0.027 (300); 1. 0.0 011 (40);
10.6 ('00-30); 0,030 (400), 01 (300); '
20.8 (300-60) 0,03'. (W0); 0.18 (900)

0,0371(4140);

0.04 (100);
0,043(10)

ISTW- 4,42 8.3 (20-(100); 0,021 (25); 1,38S(29) 0,12 (00);
8.9 (20-0); 0,03 (200); 0.13 (M0),
9.1 (20-300); 0.02) (200); 0.135 324
1.6 (20-300) 0,032 (30(I); 0,24 (6,00);

V15 (61(0); 0,032 (601); 018 (500);

10,6 (20-610) 0.035 (500);0100)

9T- Is8 8(20-1700) 0,038 (6m); 2,06 (20 02 (flu);
it),. (2100-bO) 0,041 (200; 0.29 (OW8)

HT,024. (20- 00); 0.23 (23 Im(M) 0 (100);
16(405) 0,02? (00); 0.12 (400);

0.03A (M0); 0,13 (600);
0,020 (700); 0215 (600);

86(-20; 0,037 (200'; 01 51

8.7 ( 1-3U0); 0.0L3 M20S
% .8(2D-400); 0=1.7 (30);
0,0 (21.-600); (130 ('.00);

9.420-600) 11,W.;) NXI4);
0.648 (am()
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Continue 17.

BTS 8.3 (20-014); 0,0)8 (21); 1,11(20) 0,13 (IN1)
S10.3 (21-461)) 0,020 (201.;
v.23 (2-(4) 0.2 ( 241184.
9,28 (20-4M4); 22,4124 (30)4);
02,(241144) U,4 (441);
8.4) (L0-u0) IJ1033 (510ZI

0.036 (PA4X);
0.039 (M00);
(4,0'.3 ON4);

BTIB 4,49 9,0 ~0,047 (L0) 0 (0) ,2(10)

9.6 (20-3001; 0,019 (100?; 0,13 (:)
95:M 00 0.,):3 (M)0 0,14 (300;

9.8 (2140, 0.026 (300); 0, (400);
10,0 (20-11): 0,029 (400)! 0,177 (1500);
I20,2 (20-000); 0,033(5491); 0.29 (80);
I)0.4 (2-10; 0,037 (O0W); 0, 19(700)
101.7 (L20-80U); 0,060 704); 0,2b ON0I~
10,0 (;.0-100) 0.044 (K401); 0.21 (BUDI

0.011 (14)10)

u'ru 4,43 HAI4 (24-)4); 0,0:91 (25); 10 (201; I U)
8, M(14-200); 0,2 (114)) 1.92 (2U4m)), '"

11,1(214-01) 0,112f, :0144 2.02 (,#440); U.18 (34111;
10,U2 (30-40) 0.1127 (3041); 2.2 (WO0); 0,217 (400);

01130) ('00); 2,1'. (700; 0,9(10;
0,3 (1140); 2,14 (M0) 042 (W0)

0.00(700)

BT14 4,152 8 (M0-100); (0.40w 0) 0.12 (100);
8.2 (20-2:w); 0,022- (I00); 0.23 (:Wi);
9.!, (W0-300); 04.0251 (2IM); 0,4(0)
9.14 (W2041); 0,028 (MI(); 0.21I R,0~
R.11 (20-11); 0,03) 00)0); 0,16 (11)1
8:7 (26 -00)4); 0.033 CAW)); C,17 (OW1);
8 (2))-700); 0.1037 (4448); 0.241O7w);.

9.1 (20-900); 0.00 (7m)j; 024 (800)
8,8 (20-900) 0,0446 (900);

0,048 (000)

BT20 4.41 8 (04-))1; 022 (111))( 0,2 (00);
8.2 (20-48)); 1)02. (20); 0:14 W0).;

9,9 (211-441)) ,42 4); 0,2 41 0)
1H,0 (2-14; 4),033 (10); .7(X)

H,4 (w4-74141); 0.Al44 (7011); 0217K)
9,2 (a]-t1j:1) t1.0,3 (480). 0.21 (W0))
8,6(20-900) - 0,047 (9W0)' 0.22(90

V1I 4.2 4/el) 7,7 (-W- lull); (4,927 (.2.2; - 10 (2014)

8. (444~44 0(.0:3 (2144) 0,3 (301
- 9. (18-641) 0,012 (3484) 0.1 48

,3(34W40..1); 0.4232 (WI8);0.7 44;
9,6 (44i0.-14); 0,423)) (1)); 0,1 (4)4)

8040 (410m)));02 (7191
((.W.43 (7444); .2 ()K
9.4140(UM4)' 0.i(40
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In the brackets is indicated the temperature of testing in 0C.

Key: (1). Alloy. (2). Density 7 in g/cm2 . (3). Coefficient of linear

expansion a.l0-' in 1/*C. (4). Coefficient of thermal conductivity c

in cal/cms-*C. (5). Specific resistance p in Q.mm 2/m. (6). Heat

capacity C in cal/g-*C.

Page 34.

18. Possible strain/work hardening of titanium alloys by oxygen and

by carbon.

IIoMIJSUI-
CUOaP- HMO HpoRO-

*am"@ as UPO4.
.a% MOMrus

i y cA opo*.. . .Jf ,
raepoa . . . f0 12 1

l0Amo. . . . . .VAK. 12

Key: (1). Element/cell. (2). Content in %. (3). Increase in ultimate

strength in kg/mm2 on. (4). Oxygen. (5). Nitrogen. (6). Carbon.

I
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19. Mechanical properties of forgings and stampings from titanium

alloys at a normal temperature.

6 (qR) aPnUUU n ,aoxovU SQNGA91690"
Cujias Z; c effiapIaft

S (*)a, 8Thb IS*-f

(~Ie) (/O)-lymxu '% - PmAJO..80 ^
Iioirosmu, wm'famnoeicu u 'nptanu ffarkhwITS I 9-10 I1 4,6umanpa* bo 100 MMU UV2O~M XWBIO 0-101 21 00

BTI-0 45-M0 - 4. 4E~O~1-0

1 as 4,5Grni Saa I~ Uc~cmapeNlqbi.
0T4 70-S0sooO. BTIO I 106-M2 I & I 20.0 I -
BT4 8&.-I5 800 38Lm~noemj. owex ul1O~ Uca~d K ngp y li nsIu

BT 75--25~g to 6UAM0 1 00 4,W noCAt UImepftu.BTS 5-9 10 3.0 1"OeOO onruaeo nia M7-640 *C,
BTS-I 8.-100 25 .' .0 O 3 wAAft 4 %a $06ov"

-a---- 95-110 IIt-lo0 is 2u.j3i6 9-1 0.0 3,0 BTa-1 IOU 10 j25,01BT14 vo 35,0 .6.0

60A') f fu w KoAbutum4 no ewelo L vioA,e OuaDUannpoja 0MC

BT14 85 1 8125.00 T- 4.0I 10.1
Co 00BTS-I So 8 l20 3

BT14 go SO l 1 35I 0 15.0 87- 100 10 1. I
t15iweK*#. uaumatom. fl'nnrnsx

3T14 I 11 14 812(1.) 8@80,nO'CU OAA UNIOINAeHU*t
(~o)\pvynxu U no"OOrna OIGAMAwq duox~I oflbcwwrtw.

M maaBTV 
1 105 1 9 1 30,0 13T15 1 SO 1 12 1 - 4.0~,,oomi ~ e i

B1 I lob 9 1 25.0 18

8718 ~95.8JD02

ia .
-fffl
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Key: (1). Alloy. (2). ... in kg/mm 2 . (3). in %. (4) ... in kgfm/cm 2 .

(4). Forgings, stamping and rods forged with diameter to 100 mm

annealed. (5). Disks and ring, stamped/die-forged and forged

annealed. (6). Rods pressed by diameter to 100 mm annealed. (7). Rods

pressed by diameter to 200 mm hardened/tempered and aged. (8). Rods

and forging with diameter of 100 mm hardened/tempered. (9). Rods and

forging, hardened/tempered and aged. (10). Rods with diameter of

10-20 mm annealed. (11). Rods with diameter of 10-100 mm

hardened/tempered and aged. (12). Stampings, forging and forged rods

with diameter of up to 100 mm after isothermal annealing with

870-6500 C, cooled in air. (13). Rods forged with diameter are more

than 100 mm after isothermal annealing with 870-6500 C, cooled in air.

(14). Disks and ring. (15). Forgings, stamping, rods forged annealed.

(16). Blanks for manufacturing blades annealed. (17). Rods, band,t

forging, stamping annealed. (18). Rods, band, forging, stamping

annealed.

FOOTNOTE . Hardened/tempered and aged with respect to 115; 6; 20;

2.5. ENDFOOTNOTE.
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Page 35.

20. Mechanical properties of forged (according to AMTU [AMTY -

Aviation Metallurgical Technical Specifications] 531-67) and pressed

rods at normal temperature by diameter or by side of square from 65

to 100 mm.

(,) N B (nm-
CELRM eqaYxa)

C% aTI XFMIC1 
2

BTI-c' 25 55e 12 4$-5.5

BTI.* & 40-56 50 I0 .7-5-1

OT46 7-9O 10 30 4 -5-4.0
3yil SD-, 5 35 4.5 3.&-.42

OT6.29 95-110 8 3 3.3-37

32.4 851-105 30 U~ It,4-UA

31 - 100-420 3--3.7

s T tO 30 4 3.-3.8

RT6
4  

r-I7 30 3 3.3--.7

3'g I tOt326 o-Im 4Ja1(7 2TaT:n 3.1-3.4

DT C ~ to 4t 3.2 .

321 1Wj-t20I t8-0 o , j.4-3.8

Note. Samples/specimens for the testing were cut out lengthwise.

Key: (1). Alloy. (2). .... in kg/mmxn. (3). in %. (3a). .... in

kgfm/cmn. (4). HB (diameter of impression) (10/3000) in mm. (5). they

are faculative. (6). not less than.
BT1..............-%--U
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FOOTNOTE '.AS-received condition respectively: annealed;

hardened/tempered and aged. ENDFOOTNOTE.
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21. The mechanical properties of forged (annealed) rods at a normal

temperature by diameter or by the side of square are more than 100 mm

(according to AMTU 534-67).

% a XrA61 4--

BTI-0O 27 361BT 1-00 27 J--,5 25 36 J&

BTI-0 0"  17 32.5

RTT L'15 5

OYT" 1O5S 17 3
aT * 0t--0 8.5 W.' 3.5 &&-[-
0T4;- r6-Z L.OT,-t' 51-1 12 23 I ~
OT4-2 0-110 7 2.Z--7
BT4. - D-105 8.5 2 3

RT3-1 & 25-I3D S 3-,
IM -*L4--"

BT5 1 7-100 16 4.5 61M . 8--tc, 3 LrX.3.7

Btei ,'?,' 2D 4

7.03 I3..

___ % __--L 6 16

DT14 0 ' m 4

Note. Samples/specimens for the testing were cut out in the'

transverse direction of filament.

Key: (1). Alloy. (2). ... in kg/nun2. (3). in -%. (3a). in kgfLm/cm2 .

(4). HB (diametdr of impression) (10/3000) in mm.

FOOTNOTE 1 2 3. Diameter or the side of square respectively: 101-250-

101-150; 151-250 mm. ENDFOOTNOTE. IC
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Page 36.

22. Mechanical properties of rounds with diameter of up to 60 mm at

normal temperature (on AMTU 451-67).

,OTeawa)
a Kr/MJ. (Io /3oo)

BTI-00 30--45 55 12.0 0,-5.5

RI-0 40-55 2 50 10.0 4.7-52O'r4- W--5 45. 70 3s-4L3

OT4 30 4.0
ST41 20-90 11 3 -1-)3,-4.0

,,- -105 8 25 3,0 3.3-3.7,
BT & M-tOb 3 .-- ,

BT-0t 30 .5 3.4-U
331 ,00-102 V, 3,.-3,-,

BT3-t e eiee 120 20 2.0 3,0-313

B57-55.0 3,4.-U,

BT'6-1 S0.-00 -- ,4 -38

• ~ ~ 1 2 .05/-31176 22-1107 30 - 3.%-3,-.

BTI6 le Meuee 110 20 2.5 3,1-3,4

Sb--oo 10 30 .03

a.Y e.wise 10 30 3.2.-3.5Z7 -. 1 9 30 3,3-3,-7

T8 me enee 10D 6 21 3,0-3.1
Re6 30 5.0 3,-3,7BT .ene I 13D 30 2.0 3.0-"
BT91,-l0 0 35 5.0 33.

Tj C ueee -1 6 1V 2.0 3,1-3.4
BTi e e uea 110 6 30 3.0 3A-3.8

The note: samples/specimens for the testing were cut out

lengthwise.

Key: (1). Alloy. (2). in kg/mm2 . (3). 6 with 1=5d. (4). in % not

less. (5). in kgfm/cml. (6). HB (diameter of impression) (10/3000) in

i1
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mm. (7). not less

FOOTNOTE 1. Annealed.

2. Harz--ened/tempered and aged. ENPFOOTNOTE.
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23. Mechanical properties of stampings and flows with thickness to

100 mm.

i oZ%," ,  omeu
0) lR* . 0/MJse eee 0 b A L

: TI-00 30-45 z0 56 k.94-.5

DTI-0O 40-OSb 20 0 10 4:1-52
OT0' / W- 45 7 4.2-0*

OT- J 6 0-7e 15 35 e.5 3Se-4.2
. 70-90 to 30 3.5 3-1-4.0

BTi-2i 3 9 10 a 27 3 3,%-3,7

BT4 8  85-OS 30 U,5 3,-3.
BT5 L 1 25-9 3 3-3
BT531 80 -100 10 Z0 4 3.4.-U.
BT6 ' " -110 3 3,3--3,7
BT6 e menee 1p0 6 2D 2.e re meee nhBTOC 4  19-100 10 20 5,-.

BT6Ce Be menee .105 6 2D e metee -
BT3-1 100-L20 to 25 3.b-3.7

aT3wl egth,20 6 20 len U
Bf 1-120 ( HB dm o pn /nm20125 9 5 3 3 .75IBT eieee 120 4 20 2 3uue,0
BT9 30

B91 10-2 25e menee 120 6 20 2 em .e
ST14J W0-110 9 30 5 3,4-U.

BT. IML-130 7 20 3 3.1-3,7

Note. Mechanical properties were determined in the

samples/specimens with a diameter of 5 mm with the five-fold

calculated length, cut out lengthwise of filament.

Key: (1). Alloy. (2). in kg/nun2. (3). in %not less. (4). in

kg fm/CM2. (5). HB (diameter of impression 10/300) in mm. (6). not

less.

FOOTNOTE '. Annealed.

2 Hardened/tempered and aged. ENDFOOTNOTE.
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Page 37.

24. Mechanical properties of annealed stampings and forgings with

thickness are more than 100 mm.

0~" (Jmame
OTeqaTka

Xr'IAME WSWxj)&' O3O.Cmuu iD zrl ' _lie wenee

BT ,4 "" J ' 19 3

BT. 0 17 32.5 Br1-cr
BT-0 - 15- 43-V.

OT,,4-1 & ! 1 -

074-'It &S-W 10 ~2 3.3-3.7BT4 " lo- s I I . 4-,.,
80-105 t

L6 I - .-- 10, 6 3 3,3-.7

_________ 77 10 ____4 3.4-3.8

BTh3 1 3S

BTS'-1° 3_._ _ ._-_7B-71 W -L , I - I , ..- '
ST14 8&_116 4

B= 90-115 3.o_ 1--13D 14, I

Note. Mechanical properties were determined in the

samples/specimens with a diameter of 5 mm with the five-fold

calculated length, cut out in the transverse or chord fiber

directions.

Key: (1). Alloy. (2). in kg/mm. (3). in % not less. (4). in

kgfm/cm'. (5). HB (diameter of impression 10/3000) in mm.

FOOTNOTE ,, ,. Thickness in mm with respect to 101-150; 151-250;

101-250. ENDFOOTNOTE.
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25. Mechanical properties of annealed forgings of type of rings from

titanium alloys.

Bsxr ri cMI 1 ."_b_

.T 1-00 2Da

BT'
SBT: -U 

SS-

Note. Mechanical properties were determined in the

samples/specimens with a diameter of 5 mm with the five-fold

calculated length, cut out in the chord fiber direction.

Key: (1). Alloy. (2). in kg/mm'. (3). 6 with 1=5d. (4). in kgfm/cm 2.

(5). HB (diameter of ;mpression 10/3000) in mm.

V

[I
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26. Mechanical properties of annealed stampings of type of disks.

3 'LjeeeeK.MCS

C=& fo I B Z

Noes 1. HB
- Sol-tm 2D

(daee o mrsio00300 o l

wihditer of 5 (diamewthr ofimsive-l calculate lenth cuall t

chord fiber direction.

Key: (1). Alloy. (2). Weight of stamping in kg. (3). in kg/mn2. (4).

in %not less. (5). HB in kgfm/cm2 . (6). To.
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27. Mechanical properties of stampings of type of compressor blades.

C" (2.4 * 6 a~'~d a Bi)B (DmaiucTp
Cnaa * UYAM'I %. . I OTHOUqTHA

A) to/amU) 5

OT4 70L 30 a 3.5-4.0

BT3-I too to3,S0 ?_

20 2,b 3,1-3.3

BT5 75 L 31 - _______

BT.%-I so' to 25 3,4-3,8

B 530 3,-3,7

10 9 3,2.-3,7

OTIS 96~ 10 3i1,

Note. Mechanical properties were determined in the

samples/specimens with a diameter of 3 or 5 mmi with the five-fold

calculated length, cut out lengthwise of filament.

Key: (1). Alloy. (2). in kg /mm 2 . (3). 6 with 1=5d. (4). in kgfm/cn 2 .

(5). HB (diameter of impression 10/3000) in mmi. (6). in %. (7). not

less.

FOOTNOTE 1, 2. State of samples/specimens respectively: annealed;
VTMO. ENDFOOTNOTE.
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Fig. 58. Fig. 59.

Fig. 58. Change in limit of strength, viscosity/yield and elongation

in dependence on oxygen content in titanium.

Key: (1). * at. (2). kg/mm2 . (3). % weight.

Fig. .5. Change in limits of strength, viscosity/yield and elongation

in dependence on content of nitrogen in titanium.

Key: (1). % at. (2). kg/nun. (3). % weight.

4 -
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RM C

~~.j4 t7~'

Fig. 60 Fig 61

Ke:() - at. (2) kgmm 3) 1 wigt

Fig. 60. Figa f ehooi. l 61. ict f loyO

Key: (I). kg /mm 2. (2). kgfm/cm2.
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Fig . 62. Fg.63.

Fig. 62. Diagram of technological plasticity of alloy BT3-l.

Key: (1). kg/nun2. (2). kgfm/cm2.

Fig. 63. Diagram of technological plasticity of alloy BT5-l.

Key: (1). kg/mm2 . (2). kg-rn/cm.f
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Fig. 64. Fig. 65.

Fig. 64. Diagram of technological plasticity of alloy BT6.

Key: (1). kgfm/cm2 .

Fig. 65. Diagram of technological plasticity of alloy BT8.

Key: (1). kg/mm2 . (2). kgfm/cm 2 .

lV
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'0. 220l M0 -
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Fig. 66. Fig. 67.

Fig. 66. Diagram of technological plasticity of alloy BT9.

Key: (2). kg/mm2. (2). kgfm/cml .

Fig. 67. Diagram of technological plastic;ty of alloy BT18 (according

to data of V. Ya. Kleymenov, T. N. Sazonova and V. M. Arzhakov).

Key: (1). kg/mm'.
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Fig. 68. Fig. 69.

Fig. 68. Different types of curves of specific pressure of flow (N.

S. Kurnakov, S. F. Zhemchuzhnyy).

Key: (1). Effort/force. (2). Way of male die/punch.

Fig. 69. Possible curves of specific pressure of flow for

low-plasticity materials (N. I. Korneyev, I. G. Skugarev).

Key: (1). kg/mm2 . (2). Time.
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- 90OO.w-?9r'9O

300

-~o _0,oo:,

Fig.00 7060g0 71

tey: (1.kgm0

Fig. 71. Average/mean specific pressure fo alloy BT1 inoge cst ad)

forged states during dynamic deformation.

Key: (1). kg/mm2 . (2). Cast state. (3). Forged state. (4). d-r. (5).

crack.
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Fig. 72. Fig. 73.

Fig. 72. Average/mean specific pressure of alloy BT3-. in cast and

forged states during static deformation.

Key: (1). kg /nu 2. (2). Cast state. (3). Forged state. (4). other.

Fig. 73. Average/mean specific pressures of alloy BT6 during dynamic

deformation.

Key: (1). kg/mm2.
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Fig. 74. Fig. 75.

Fig. 74. Average/mean specific pressures of flow of titanium alloys

during deformation on 40% depending on temperature (forged state):

-- dynamic deformation; - - - static deformation.

K~ey: (1). G/mm2. (2). Types.

Fig. 75. Diagram of recrystallization of pure titanium: I - it began;

II - end.
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loll lop

0~J 2t? 'jo0t.*;e .

Fig. 76. Fig. 77.

Fig. 76. Diagram of recrystallization of alloy of type BT3-1 (initial

state preliminarily forged, needle microstructure).

Fig. 77. Diagram of recrystallization of alloy of type BT3-1 (initial

state -cast).
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8,0 8.0 4 0b

7- 7 00

?v &0 ' 00 ,0,% 0 20 4.0 b 80 c, %

Fig. 78. Diagram of recrystallization off alloy BT3-2 (on macrograin):

a) temperature of complete +#P-transformation of 990 0C (initial

structure equiaxial); b) temperature of complete a+~P--transformation

of 990*C (initial microstructure -needle cx~fl.

Key:-the point of macrograin.

t3 0

70

(j 0*0 60 80 ,% 10n 20 0 60 8'0 L, %

Fig. 79. Diagram of recrystallization of alloy ETS (on macrograin):

a) temperature of complete a+A,4-traasformation of 980-1O000 (initial

microstructure equiaxial); b) temperature of complete

a+f3oP-transformation of 980-10000C (initial microstructure needle).

Key: (1). Point of macrograin.
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°c 
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OC

'000 -XI~

800 600

Fig. 80. Fig. 81.

Fig. 80. heating blanks with diameter of 150 mm on industrial

purity/finish in three-layered inductor: I - temperature of surface

of blank; 2 - temperature of middle of blank.

Key: (1). Cutoff/disconnection. (2). min.

Fig. 81. Heating blanks with diameter of 55 mm at frequency of 2500

Hz: 1 - temperature of surface of blank; 2 - temperature of middle of

blank.

Key: (1). Cutoff/disconnection. (2). s.
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28. Chemical composition of brass.

A I SI SO Pb, N L, MM rtL.SM Sb.M D BI

67-1 jP St, 0A,0 Sb

7" 04% S Q=e
zM 75 &Z.b rP - -

ZiaG 0.W Pb OM Sb 0.0 XS 89

ZAS.4.5 S4-~~~ m.03Pb CUI Pe 'I(J A.aSUWD ,5 Sb 0.00 La

0.07 Pb ft OM01OM

WSM5-0 6 - .2A -6~ n:402 PbI S4.-L:Su 0.02 ab 0W* T 6.01g



OCNoBuMK aaemewm a flpueen a me 0022..

aaB cu Al St, __ Pb, Ni,.., .e, so 8b, MnA Bf p A

aU ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ F 8037-4 .- 40o . C)Sb 03 0.02 0.Sn .51
AE W37l..2%209 ~ Pb 0.6 am 0.0

AMlC &%-1.5413 63,5-46 a-2 5 0.1 iNi 0.35 Fe M.0 Sb 0.)20.0- OF 02 jY 0.5

lima W82 5;-80 U .- 2.0 RD 0.1 Pb 1,0Pe OX25 b 0O3 0.01 OS5-t.Al 1-2
JAmnA 57-3-1 M-59.5 i215-315Am 0.2 Pb _ .

ZE 6-5 1 6647 1 5-.5 N1 -6003 pb PC1N 0.0bb I0.=02 0.01i - 0.3

J10 906-1 W8-O1 1-".75 So 0.03 Pb 0.2

11010-.1 09--71 )-1.5 Al 0.07 Pb
0.10 62e 610.C0i0.0 bG 5 Sb 0.002 0.01 0.

230 6D-1 1-1~ .7 Al 040Pb 00 e10

2C-6 743-1-.0 A1 030 PC 0-

Al C 6 3-3 t z_ _e J 2 - 3 .0 A l - 0 00 S b 0.0 0 2 0 .0 1 t :
AlC 60-I 5"-4 j *.-1.0 A) 015 Fe 0 0.5
zC M611-6 I191 0.5 Fe 0.100 0.003 0.0.. 0.75
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Key: (1). Alloy. (2). Basic elements/cells in % '.

FOOTNOTE 1. Rest is zinc. ENDFOOTNOTE.

(3). Admixtures/impurities in % not more. (4). In all

admixtures/impurities. (5). Simple (dual) brasses. (6).

Multicomponent (special) brasses. (7). Aluminum. (8). Silicide. (9).

Manganese. (10). Nickel. (11). Tin. (12). Lead.
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29. Chemical composition of bronze in %.

,e M NI As. A] SI) SI N Pb P Fe Zn Mn Al cea we

ED. A-, 4-6At 0.03 0.5 0.5

ED. A)W 9-1 -10 Al 0.5 0.02 t.

ED. A;RMn 9-tLAI 
2

-4 1-2 8101 0,fl0 0i 0!l 0.03 0.1 - L 0. M. -

10-3-1 Z.

ED. AW.E 1.-I1 A) '.5--.5 - 3.5-6.
"k - 0.02 0.v 0.3 0.0o

10-4-4 '03 . 0 .1

Ep. AMA 9-2 8--tAJ i..--.5 - "Tm 0 .51 0o3 0.5 1.0 - 1.70

Bo. 32I - - 0,2-.0.65hi -15 A) 45 G51 15~s - 1 0.5
ED, 325 232Be

EDp. MMU3-1 2.lb-. SAi01 I0 ~ 0~ , .3 00 . . .

E p. 1I-3 0iA-1 SI - 0.1- 2,4 -. 4 S - - 0.05 O.0I 0.1 0.1 0. OA

ED. KHO5-2 *.-SS - 1.2-2.3 0.- --

(1) x.,p , M O 1 -- 4 ..-- 5 5 i - f G M~ I O X ' e J ! J 1 1, V A, 3 1 . 1 I 2 G M 1- 0 4 --

Key: (1). Alloy. (2). Basic components'.

FCOTNOTE '. Rest is copper. ENDFOOTNOTE.

(3). Admixtures/impurities. (4). Sum of admixtures/impurities is not

more. (5). Aluminum. (6). Beryllium. (7). Silicide. (8). Manganese.

(9). Chromium.
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30. Physical properties of brass.

k oopacwjpeuman Tni-Yelf TYP1IWIIC' ' . 10-' B 1/' C flpii Tertao BJIHTO- 084m-

Can&*s TG"OAeflep f MCMU1 810'bBICTP pUO-
TMXL C C _____.____ (U2PTMJM BcOpOTN-

QV~~pocr~i (jnoowse

no96 8.S5 0,68 is 0,03 DIM4 0 A10
17

.711W 8,73 0,0005 18,2 0.8 As .GAO 0.00166

fl25 8.75 0.08e 16.7 - - 0,047 00016

JIRO SAO 0.34 - 18.8 0,093 0,014 00011

J171 ,6 19.6-

Mae8 a.80 0,2-0.2 to 0.09 01071 0.0015

R1*1 8.47 OAS8 20.1 am0 Om08 -

J1152 BAl 0.2 A z,0 0 092 0.072 010017

.7159 SAO 0,18 - 41 0,012 GAG-, OAM0
-q)x o roa o OBO0H NT 1 ( NCAA N 06)

(P)AAM~uN,5&saw

8.80
AA 47742 ex2 18.3 1113 0.075

flAllSO 1-1 &,A 2t,6 GAUD91

flA1094--2 8.40 O.2 to j 0.076b

flICW&2- I 8.18 0, 17, 1, Doi 0 1

flu674- I SM 012 - 1, 0,1~.1,':M I Otto'$~'' --

3116. At U 7& 11 I 0.1 72 - 2 6

310H75-4 11,05 1 01 1 Is 1 0,D741 -

31080-I I 1,41N) 0.24121 4 I 0,0

flC74-3 8,7 0.30 18,8 7. 0,078

it 070-1 4 O S 9, 0.0722
Aol- 54. -A 066 -

JICSO-I 28.8 -044

310-I- 8, 0,66 04x2Bowl1toDowi -F

I1
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Key: (1). Alloy. (2). Density in g/cm 3 . (3). Thermal conductivity

kcal/(m.h-deg). (4). Coefficient of linear expansion a.10-3 in 1/OC

at temperature of testing in *C. (5). Heat capacity C in cal/g-C.

(6). Specific resistance p in 0-mm/m. (7). Temperature coefficient

of electrical resistance. (8). Simple (dual). (9). Multicomponent

(special). (10). Aluminum. (11). Silicide. (12). Manganese. (13).

Nickel. (14). Tin. (15). Lead.

MONO
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31. Physical properties of bronze.

f~p^, 0 7 . to GPM 'C V .,

DpN Al - ~ ? ? ) - JGiI

r\ -301 2

Awmnoeswo

Sp. 1'1b 9..2 ,Z 0,35 I8 -- 19. CAWO 8,0006

LA9 
__ _.__ 0, 

QJS

rip. a AWM910-3-I *
fl.AI 1 0441V :7. 0193

2I l IU I I Ut - I -- *I O*tl I

b. AMU 9-2 0.17 17 0,120

.p. 0 ,, 1 -I -1 -1 0 °10 0,10 -

11j.AII(Il3 1-- SAO1 00-0.1

UiP. AMUBD-2 III 414 7 -04

Hyp 161AI, NAI 8.4 0. - I IIU - 1 5. 0,1#7 I

Key: (1). Alloy. (2). Density in g/cm 3 . (3). Thermal conductivity in

cal/cm's-*C. (4). Coefficient of linear expansion .10-4 at C. (5).

Heat capacity in cal/g.*C. (6). Specific resistance in Q.mm/m. (7).

Temperature coefficient of electrical resistance. (8). Aluminum. (9).

Beryllium. (10). Silicide. (11). Manganese. (12). Chromium.
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32. Classification of copper on hardness.

CocTommas0 Cooflers ool COurom Ie8 Cooalru.,r

MrmaAi 7 QW rM a s

40--60 G
* 8 ' % 14 Tmvpnam 0 a l,'V/4 D-% 7" 69:" '

Key: (1). State. (2). Properties. (3). Indices of properties. (4).

Soft. (5). Cast. (6). Solid. (7). in kg/mm2. (8). in kgfm/cm 2 . (9).

On base of 103 cycles.

p
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33. Classification of brass.

ca. HE [10 Tmepjooc"

QS5)n pocran (AmuIOSA)

4iG 0 39 31 400 2 - - T08P~aR (uamneo b0%)

80v S 30 9 150 80 130 'rNopanc1l)

.it : b2,6 60,4 10 boo - - t2o-130

J180 6e 36 15 350 10 40 145

59-668 51-V7 1060 WO 5-7 -

J1670 10500 4 T~ ~ aimmmn 60%)

31A856-O.b 50-40 0 60 64H FO

JIA77-2 68 to - 50 Tto~aa (IIBKJIGD 500,')

flA*CBO-1-1 70 10600 9 30 170 G
flAIMb-3-2 70 100 0 OD 1820IL TsepAm~

J1)M01n9-1-I so [ o 1000 - 05 0800

(Qp
2 1pmmucmaA

.TICO.3 I 060I 00 9 800 16-40 1010 IDr~COCI'ORUHN
Ia. 980 1 1-IW-o Il'4T~

jlHC~b-I,t,.6 700" A890 1 1 I)b4.posaunam

Jl~iiS-2 I(V,)m apeaft~a-aAQ

AjM4Ab7-3-1 - - IoofII upa

3111t6b4 IS -100 1I 200 1 1.5 4 1 TOOapnsn W(uAIU1o 80%)

J1090'-1 28 1 V 108500 140 1 0 2542 m rt

J1062-1 44 so - 25 1 40 Tbp

fl049-I be 42 t0 -

(6)COUN140ax
11074-3 60-70 h2-61 2-5 - TeeQmR

flC64-2 58-6, Q50 4- 00-tzJ
JI633 5 10 600 -

i~cou- as bi
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Key: (1). Alloy. (2). in kg/mm2. (3). in %. (4). Classification on

hardness. (5). Simple (dual). (6). Solid (work hardening/peening

50%). (7). Solid. (8). Cold-drawn. (9). Multicomponent special. (10).

Aluminum. (11). Soft. (12). Silicide. (13). In cast state. (14).

Deformed. (15). Manganese. (16). Nickel. (17). Tin. (18). Lead.

h
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34. Mechanical properties of bronze.

O. 1 .a 00, 1 a I AJ I(ACanu~HI flA" 1Q)- i PuENamms

k )AAK,.muxuesow

8i p A s0 0 4 -12 0 0
bp A7 100 - 11500 3-10 40 154

Bp. A)R 04 55 35 11 600 5

1p. A)H Mu 0.-3-1,5 0 IV t0 00I 2 ) - 1 TjoepM

lip AiIi 10-4-4 77 0 1:IK) 0 11
bp AMu V-2 W 8 0 UZ0 25 - 2

Bp. 12 05 85-90 It 70 1- - 135D-W Tmpa, ~au
lip Hmiii3-t g0 bi III0u1 0.5 - -I Iaawo 60%

ik{p. ~lL , s-2 :0 2  | -- 22 28 150-200 -W a. p e a n o -G u o m A ( i )
lip. MU 80 50 0 2 - Igo I T

Up. X 0.5 0 40 1 MUM 1 11 1 40 f --10

Key: (1). Alloy. (2). in kg/mm2 . (3). in %. (4). Note. (5). Alurmi ,.

(6). Solid. (7). Beryllium. (8). Solid, refined. (9). Silicide. (10).

Work hardening/peening 50%. (ii). Manganese. (12). Chromium.

i-
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35. Effect of oxygen on the properties of copper.

o1 m.... I
npu 700' C, S0 Asum

0.016 =,7 54 77 7.7
0.A40 =-. 50 so -I , ,'

CopW cold -drwn

ornV 23 , I 8 5 8A7.

I0..

0.170 2A .99 57 7
0:W0 21..V 65 3 SI 9 ,

OlliP ) xuII 42JAvna

00 IM D L 6( 21 5': 11,9

Key: (1). Oxygen content in %. (2). in kg//mm. (3). in %. (4). a-, in

kg/mn . (5). Copper, deformed and annealed at 7000C, 30 min. (6).

I

, Copper cold-drawn.

36. Effect of phosphorus on properties of copper.

.014t 2A.1 62 73 7,7

0 :2' . be 2 8 A,

0oAM 23.1 GI so 9.9

6.1401 23, 8 03 85, 101b,,

0.179 2.5 61 . 15 9I,

Z4. 245 63 64 9.4

0,1 26,0 01. go ItOA

0.6050 W:mO 6 04 1,16

Key: (1). Content of phosphorus in %.(2). in kglmm'. (3). in%.()

ct-1 in kg/mm .
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37. Effect of antimony on the properties of copper.

0=11 -4 ? AS: " '.2,1
U AA 1 2 7 .1 . 47
I 'I

Key: (1). Content of antimony in %. (2). in kg/mm2 . (3). in %. (4).

o"- in kg/mm2 .

I,
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ME0 80A HB 9 70-1, 200
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Fig. 82. Fig. 83. Fig. 84.

Fig. 82. Change in mechanical properties of non/without-oxygen copper

at high temperatures.

Key: (1). kg/mm2 .

Fig. 83. Dependence of mechanical properties of brasses on content of

zinc.

Key: (1). kg/mm2 .

Fig. 84. Change of mechanical properties of aluminum bronze in

dependence on content of aluminum.

Key: (1). kg/mm'. (2). kgfm/cm 2 . (3). (weight).
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Fig. 85. Fig. 86. Fig. 87. Fig.JI

Fig. 85. Change in impact toughness of brass (20% Cu) in dependence

on content of lead (I - without lead; 2 - containing 0.5% Pb).

Key: (i). kgfm/cm2 .

Fig. 86. Diagram of plasticity of brass J196.

Key: (1). kg/Mm 2 . (2). kgfm/cm2 .

Fig. 87. Diagram of plasticity of brass J190.

Key: (1). kg/mm'.

Fig. 88. Diagram of plasticity of brass J180.

Key: (1). kg/mm 2 . I
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° 'o 2 0 j o itjO 60 0 8U 90

L1000
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soo 16700 80.5

Cu '0 20 WO W? 31 60 70l *eOZ, %(nebcgi 0 6 '0 'S (I\ZO 0

Fig. 89. Fig. 90.

Fig. 89. Constitution diagram Cu-Zn. ,

Key: (2). (by the weight). i

Fig. 90. Constitution diagram Cu-Al.

Key: (1). (by the weight).

30 Y M I q q 1' 7 0
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Fig. 91. Diagrams of the recrystallization of the treatment: a) the

electrolytic copper: b) brass of the type 1162; c) brass of the type

J168.
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Fig. 93. Fig. 94.

Fig. 93. Diagram of recrystallization of working brass J1070-1.

Fig. 94. diagram of recrystallization of working brass 3159.

00

Fig. 95. Diagram of recrystallization of working brass 3185.
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Chapter 2.

METHODS AND THERMOMECHANICAL PARAMETERS OF FORGING AND STAMPING.

Methods of forging and stamping.

The preliminarily wrought by extrusion/pressing alloys of

nonferrous metals possess a sufficient reserve of plasticity and them

it is possible to work by pressure even in the stressed states with

the presence of the stretching strains and stresses/voltages.

However, the ingots of the majority of alloys and the preliminarily

wrought high-strength alloys should be worked, as far as possible, in

the softer stressed states by extrusion/pressing in the containers

and by open-die forging with the limited broadening, and also in

closed dies.

High alloys possess the lowered/reduced plasticity in the

presence in volume of tensile stresses being deformed and the absence

4
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of the forces, which prevent destruction. Therefore such alloys in

the form of the pressed rods must be worked in the open dies with the

limited broadening, and also in the closed dies with the vertical

surfaces of impressions, which do not have slope angles, for example,

in the horizontal forging machines or under the hammer or the press

in the closed dies with the knockout.

Low-plasticity and brittle alloys should be worked

extrusion/pressing with the counterpressure, when plastic deformation

is accomplished/realized during the nonuniform cubic compression with

high main compressive stresses and during the low strains and with

the tensile stresses.

The classification of the methods of forging and stamping

depending on the plasticity of alloys is given in Tables 1 and 2.-
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1. Groups of the methods of working by pressure.
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forging with free broadening. (11). Rolling in bores. (12). Methods,

which significantly raise plasticity. (13). Extrusion/pressing by

extrusion. (14). Open-die forging with limited broadening. (15).

Flashless die forging with limited broadening. (16). Flashless die

forging without broadening. (17). Extrusion/pressing by extrusion

with counterpressure. (18). Flashless die forging with

counterpressure. (19). Stamping in plastic shell.

P
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Page 54-57.

2. Classification of methods of working by pressure due to

stress-strain and plastic states of machined metal (Rorneyev N. 1.).
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Key: (1). Group. (2). Methods of working by pressure. (3). Diagrams

of methods of working by pressure. (4). Value of principal stresses.

Form of the stressed state. (5). and. (6). Amount of main strains.

Form of the strained state. (7). Value of plasticity and resistance

to deformation. Permissible degree of strain for each reduction in %.

(8). Extrusion/pressing by extrusion and stamping under press in

closed dies without broadening with counterpressure. (9). Very large.

(10). Large. (11). Very high. 75 are above. (12). Extrusion/pressing

by extrusion without counterpressure in containers. (13). Flashless

die forging without broadening and counterpressure. (14). Flashless

die forging with limited broadening on hammers and presses (flash zs

die forging). (15). Large and average/mean. (16). High. to 75. (17).

Stamping in horizontal forging machines in closed dies. (18). First

period. (19). Second period. (20). Stamping in open dies with limited

broadening on hammers and presses. (21). Stamping in open dies with

unlimited broadening on hammers and presses. (22). Average/mean.

(23). Average/mean. 50-60. (24). Forging with lateral pressure

(upsetting in shell and drawing in figure faces). (25). Low. (26).

Rolling of type in box grooves. (27). Rolling type in open grooves

with limited broadening. (28). Smith forging without lateral pressure

(upsetting and drawing) on platens. (29). Rolling type in open

grooves with unlimited broadening. (30). Low. (31). Low. 40-50 (30

- -- -~-9 < ,-- -r
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for low-ductility steel and alloys). (32). Rolling on smooth rolls.

Page 58.

In the methods of the working by pressure, in which the strain

is composed of the free flow of metal with the free broadening and

the metal flow under the effect of lateral pressure, plastic

deformation must be divided into two periods: 1) plastic deformation

flows/occurs/lasts with the free broadening; 2) acts lateral pressure

and occurs a considerable increase in the value of main compressive

stresses.

In the first period the degree of deformation can be applied

only in the limits, the permissible deformations for this metal or

alloy. For brittle metal it composes 10-25*; for low-plasticity

30-50%, while for the metals and the alloys, which possess the

average/mean and high reserve of plasticity, it can be >60%.

Upon transfer from the methods of working by pressure, which

call the brittle state of the metal being deformed, to the methods,

which raise plasticity and considerably raising the plasticity, as a

result of an increase in main compressive stresses, increases the

resistance to deformation.
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To each method correspond the specific stress-strain state, the

value of main compressive stresses, the plastic state of the metal

being deformed, structure and mechanical properties.

The classification of the methods of working metals and alloys

proposed consists of the groups, each of which is characterized by

the form of the stress-strain state; with the value of principal

stresses; by the resistance to deformation; by the form of the

strained state; with the amount of main deformations; by the

plasticity of the metal being deformed, determined by the permissible

deformation.

In proportion to the accumulation of quantitative data the

classification will be supplemented by new groups, new quantitative

indices, which will make it possible even to more accurately produce

the evaluation of the stressed and plastic states of the metal being

deformed and the scientific substantiation of the methods of working

by pressure depending on the reserve of the plasticity of metals and

alloys.

Group I. The plastic deformation of metal occurs under the

conditions for hydrostatic compression, with which from the very

beginning of working by pressure the metal undergoes the effect of

cubic compression with high main compressive stresses, and the

!*
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stretching deformations and stresses/voltages are extremely low. In

this case with an increase in the counterpressure the portion of the

stretching deformations and stresses/voltages sharply is decreased,

and the technological plasticity of the metal being deformed

grows/rises. The stressed state corresponds to nonuniform cubic

compression, and the strained state to opposite diagram with two

compressive strains and one - elongation.

With the extrusion/pressing with the counterpressure and

flashless die forging without the broadening with the counterpressure

brittle and wrought alloys are deformed without the signs/criteria of

brittle state and crack formation. The value of counterpressure must

be for each alloy strictly defined. With the insufficient value of

counterpressure the brittleness of metal or alloy can be and not be

removed. The value of counterpressure can be determined from the

relationship/ratio

p 0,1P,

where P - pressurd of press.

They set experimentally for each metal and alloy of the value of

counterpressure.

Principal stresses, resistance to deformation and plasticity are

*1
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raised with an increase in the counterpressure. Consequently, an

increase in the plasticity at the considered/examined methods of

working by pressure is achieved due to an increase in the resistance

to deformation and expenditure of great work for working by pressure.

Page 59.

Group II is characterized by the mechanical diagram of the

deformation, which corresponds to nonuniform cubic compression, and

by the presence of lateral pressure from the very beginning of

deformation. This mechanical mode/conditions of deformation during

the extrusion/pressing by extrusion and during the stamping is

observed for the duration entire period of working. Exception is

use/application in the beginning of the extrusion/pressing the

so-called pre-pressing - the operation, with which the metal in the

container undergoes common free settling for increasing the degree of

the deformation of the center of the section/cut of blank.

Introduction to this operation removes a shortcoming in the

extrusion/pressing by the extrusion, with which the middle part of

the section/cut is deformed as the periphery of section/cut, only

during the high deformations. The degree of deformation with the

pre-pressing on the average does not exceed 25%, that the brittle

state of malleable alloys is not caused.
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During working of metals and alloys by the methods of this group

main compressive stresses, which affect in the metal being deformed,

sufficiently high, and tensile stresses are relatively small. The

form of the stressed state corresponds to nonuniform cubic

compression, and the deformed state is characterized by the opposite

diagram, in which two compressive strains, which affect from the

deforming force and the lateral pressure from the side of the walls

of container and one tensile strain, which appears during metal flow

from the eyelet of matrix/die. The latter leads in many instances of

extrusion/pressing with extrusion to a decrease in the plasticity of

the pressed metal, and under specific conditions for working (with an

increase in the velocity and a decrease in the temperature of

extrusion/pressing) - to crack formation in the pressed rods,

profiles/airfoils, ducts/tubes/pipes and stampings. Thus, the

stress-strain state of metal during the extrusion/pressing by

extrusion from the observance of the established/installed

thermomechanical mode/conditions obtains satisfaction the plastic

deformation of metals and alloys with this method, that takes place

with the favorable loading.

Therefore the methods of working the second group find wide

application for the cold and hot working by the pressure of

relatively wrought alloys (aluminum, magnesium, titanium, etc.).

During the working by pressure by these methods the plasticity of the
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machined metals and alloys proves to be sufficiently high. The

process of working is accomplished/realized in one machine for

one-two operations, without the formation of projecting edges and

during the considerable deformations. The latter excludes the

possibility of working by pressure during ultimate strain and

provides obtaining in the deformed metal of the macrostructure

correctly oriented in the direction of the metal flow and high

mechanical properties. As a result of the drag-rise characteristics

to deformation during this stressed state and use/application of high

deformations.in many instances it is expedient to apply for the

working by pressure by such methods forge-press, crank and hydraulic

presses, and also horizontal forging machines and machines for th

pulse methods of processing.

Group III. In the beginning of working, in first period of

deformation, before the onset of the contact of metal with the walls

of die/stamp and emergence of lateral pressure, the deformation is

accomplished/realized during the free broadening and the considerable

lateral deformation. This creates dangerous deformations and tensile

stresses in the metal.

The subsequent, second period, relates to that moment/torque of

the deformation, when appears the lateral pressure from the side of

the walls of die/stamp, which continuously increases in proportio- to

7'I
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filling of die/stamp and toward the end of the working reaching

maximum value. With the methods of the third group it changes after

the emergence of lateral pressure or reaction with the side of the

rigid walls of die/stamp, the process of deformation, and the

considerable portion of the stretching deformations and

stresses/voltages is replaced by compressive.

Page 60.

Thus, the special feature/peculiarity of this group of the

methods of processing is the separation of the process of plastic

deformation into two periods: the first period, which is

characterized by the extremely rigid stress-strain state, during

which the metal being deformed is located under the effect of

dangerous stresses/voltages and tensile strains, which in many cases

can cause the brittle state of metal; the second period, when the

considerable portion of tensile stresses and deformations is replaced

by compressive and plasticity of the machined metal sharply it is

raised in the stress-strain state.

Therefore the stress-strain state of metal during the working by

pressure by the methods of the third group must be described by two

different ones for the first and second periods of the working by

mechanical and deformation diagrams.

I I I I II I I I II
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In the first period of working the stressed state in the form of

nonuniform cubic compression with compressive stresses low in the

value acts, and deformation diagram - opposite, with one compressive

strain and two stretching deformations.

In the second period of working in the stressed state, which

corresponds to nonuniform cubic compression, compressive stresses

considerably increase, and in the deformation opposite diagram only

one deformation remains stretching, and two others are tensile

strains.

The basic condition, which must be observed during the working

by pressure by the methods of the third group, for warning/preventing

the sharp incidence/drop in plasticity and decomposition of the metal

being deformed, is the limitation of deformation in the first period

of working with the free broadening to the emergence of the contact

of the metal to be stamped with the walls of die/stamp. During this

period it is possible to apply only permissible in the value for this

metal deformations. The permissible deformations for the wrought

alloys must not exceed 30-50%, for alloys of average/mean plasticity

60%, but for the highly ductile alloys they can reach 70% and more.
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Group IV. In the process of stamping considerable deformation

flows/occurs/lasts during the first period of working with the free

broadening. In the metal being deformed appear the stretching

deformations and stresses/voltages in many instances of high value.

Therefore method is applied for the working by pressure of metals and

alloys of average/mean and high plasticity.

A redlvtion/descent in deformations and tensile stresses and an

increase in the plasticity is produced, as this was indicated during

the analysis of the methods of working the third group, also by the

limitation of deformation in the first period of working with the

free broadening, without exceeding the permissible deformations

indicated for the alloys of different plasticity. This can be

achieved/reached by stamping annular billets, close ones in the

geometric form to the finished article and decreasing the lateral

deformation. Especially this must be considered during stamping of

the alloys, which possess the relatively low plasticity (aluminum,

magnesium and copper alloys).

Second period of deformation in the open dies appears after the

emergence of the contact of the machined metal with the walls of

die/stamp. This period is characterized by an abrupt change of the

mechanical diagram of deformation, in the direction of an increase in

main compressive stresses, which leads to an increase in the
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plasticity of metal.

The stress-strain states of metal in both periods of deformation

will be here analogous to those, which were in detail presented for

the methods of working the third group.

Group V. Plastic-deformation is accomplished/realized during the

limited broadening and the lateral deformation and the considerable

stretch deformation. This occurs, because lengthwise grooves with the

forging in the faces and the dies/stamps are open.

Page 61.

Therefore the metal flow free without the lateral pressure occurs

lengthwise. Forces of friction, which are usually small, prevent the

metal flow lengthwise only.

The described pattern of the flow of metal during the forging in

the grooves determines the favorable stress-strain state of metal,

which affects during the working by these methods.

As a result of the free flow of metal in the beginning of

deformation in the transverse and longitudinal direction the process

of working is accomplished/realized with relatively low main
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compressive stresses, especially second and third principal stresses,

which during this period of deformation are equal to forces of

friction.

The diagram of deformations in the first period of working is

opposite with two those stretching (longitudinal and transverse) and

is one is compressive, from the deforming force.

This stress-strain state of metal into first period of the

working by the methods in question causes the considerable

incidence/drop in the plasticity of the metal deformed by ductile,

which must be considered during the development of the

transitions/transfers of forging.

In second period of deformation, when is created the contact of

the machined metal and lateral pressure, in the diagram of

deformations one tensile strain is replaced by compressive also

already two compressive and one that stretches deformation& act in

the deformation diagram. In this case an increase and second main

compressive stresses occurs, which leads to a considerable increase

in the plasticity of rietal in the second period of forging.

The methods of forging this group find wide application during

the manufacture of the annular billets before stamping of alloys even
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with the relatively low reserve of plasticity.

For increasing the plasticity of wrought alloys by the methods

of working fifth group it is necessary to apply least possible

deformations into the first period and the highest in the second

period, when lateral deformation is relatively small and when lateral

pressure acts.

Since the given methods of processing with respect to the

stress-strain state have considerable advantages over the free

ductile on the platens, it is necessary the smith forging of inoots

and blanks on the platens to replace by the forging in form-shapi

dies or grooves of multipass dies, which consist of the grooves for

the preliminary forging of blanks and grooves for the stamping.

Group VI. Metal working is accomplished/realized during the

nonuniform all-round compression with low compressive principal

stresses and considerably by higher than in all preceding/previous

methods of working, by tensile stresses and by deformations. First

main compressive stress in these methods of working acts from the

deforming force, and the second and the third - from force of

friction, in the value, usually considerably less in comparison with

the force, which accomplishes/realizes deformation. Therefore forging

in such stressed states occurs virtually without the lateral
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pressure.

Since in this stressed strained condition occurs in unlimited

free broadening and absence of lateral pressure from the side of the

rigid walls of instrument, and consequently, with low compressive

stresses, which prevent decomposition, during the smith forging on

the platens, especially wrought alloys, in many instances is created

the brittle state of the metal being deformed with crack formation.

To the creation of the brittle state of metal in the process of

working contributes also the opposite deformed diagram, which affects

with such methods of the working, in which only first main

deformation - compressive and two others, the second and the third -

stretching (from the considerable lateral deformation in the free

broadening and the absence of lateral pressure).

Page 62.

An increase in the plasticity of alloys during working of

ductile on the platens is possible only by a reduction/descent in

degree and deformation rate, and also by the use/application of wide

faces during the forging for an increase in force of friction and

increase in compressive stresses. But working under such conditions

for deformation depresses productivity.

The methods of working the sixth group it is expedient to apply
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for forging of highly ductile and possessing the average/mean reserve

of the plasticity alloys.

If necessary for working wrought alloys forging on the smooth faces

should be produced with the limitation of broadening and replaced the

ductile in the figure faces and in the plastic shells. It is

expedient to apply also the preliminary deformation of ingots by

extrusion/pressing, by extrusion without the counterpressure and in

the presence its, after which the plasticity of metals and alloys

considerably is raised.

Group VII. contains such technological processes of the work.

by pressure as drawing, whose stress-strain state is characterized by

opposite form. In this stress-strain state one principal stress even

one main deformation - stretching. The presence of tensile stresses

and deformations with the drawing is made this technological process

extremely "rigid " .

A change in the stressed and plastic state upon transfer from

the first group of the methods of working to the sixth is

characterized by falling plasticity, decreasing the permissible

deformation, by decrease in the resistance to deformation or

deforming force.

r I
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Therefore the first two groups and especially the first group of

the methods of working by pressure are advantageous from the point of

view of high plasticity and almost unlimited permissible deformation

of machined metal and are unfavorable in view of the necessary

use/application of machines of large power, since the resistance to

deformation of the machined metal in such stressed states

considerably grows/rises. The great advantage of given methods of

processing is also the stability of the processes of deformation with

respect to the constancy of the basic thermomechanical parameters of

processing pressure (speed, degree and deformation temperature) and

uniformity of deformation.

The third and the especially fourth of the group of the methods

of working, on the contrary, are advantageous with respect to the

possible use/application of machines of a comparatively low power and

expenditure of small work for the deformation and are not

advantageous because of the possibility decreases in the plasticity

of the machined metal and low deformation, which can be allowed

during the working. Should be considered also essential shortcomings

in these methods, consisting in the difficulty observances of the

constancy of the thermomechanical condition of deformation and

unavoidable nonuniform deformation.

Therefore the methods of working the first and second groups
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should be applied, where it is necessary to raise the plasticity of

the machined alloys and the uniformity of properties, manufactured

semi-finished products. However, the methods of working the third and

fourth groups should be applied for working of alloys with the large

reserve of plasticity and when of the semi-finished products being

deformed is not required upper limit of mechanical properties.

It follows from the classification that working wrought alloys

by ductile and hot stamping must be performed in the figure faces and

the die impressions, instead of the platens used and the grooves with

as the small as possible free broadening of metal both during the

smith forging and during the stamping; by instrument with least

possible angles of the slope of working surfaces; in the closed dies

instead of the open dies used.

Page 63.

Aluminum alloys. Technical aluminum (AJIl and AL) has high

plasticity. It can be deformed by cold and hot ductile and stamping

with the different types of loading. In this case a change in the

deformation rate does not cause a considerable decrease in the

plasticity of aluminum. Technical aluminum is subjected to forging

and stamping on the presses, the forging machines and the hammers

predominantly on the platens and in the open dies.
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Aluminum alloys soft (AV, AMts, AMrl, AMr2, Af131, AJI33, etc.)

and average/mean strength (a1, AK2, AK4, AK6, B.El7, AMr6, etc.) have

a good plasticity. They are worked by ductile and hot stamping in the

stress-strain states, in which act the deformations and tensile

stresses. Forging the alloys of these groups is produced on the

hammers and the hydraulic presses on the platens and in the open and

semienclosed dies. The hot die forging of the soft and average/mean

strength of alloys is made in the hammers, the forging machines, on

the crank and hydraulic presses.

Fine/small and middle machine parts stamp on the crank presses,

and large/coarse - on the hydraulic presses. Large/coarse stampings

can be stamped, also, on the hammers. Aluminum alloys highly ductile

and average/mean plasticity can be worked by pressure with that

stress-strained states from the rigid (upsetting with the free

broadening) to the soft (flashless die forging without the

broadening) mechanical diagrams of deformation.

The aluminum alloys of high strength (B93, B95, B96, AK3, BA123,

etc.) have the lowered/reduced plasticity in comparison with the

alloys of other groups.
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These alloys are worked by ductile and hot stamping in the

softer stress-strain states and predominantly on the hydraulic and

crank presses. Working alloys with this deformation rate with the

observance of the established/installed parameters of forging and hot

die forging does not shift them into the brittle state.

Stamping fine/small and average sizes of parts is produced on

the crank presses, large/coarse - or, the hydraulic presses. The

alloys of high strength can be worked by ductile and hot stamping,

also, on the hammers.

For working of wrought alloys it is necessary to apply the

closed and semienclosed methods of deformation.

Brittle aluminum alloys, for example, of the type of system

Be-Al and "SAP" must be worked by the new methods of

extrusion/pressing and stamping with the counterpressure and with the

use/application of plastic shells.

The deformation of the ingots of all aluminum alloys, as a rule,

for the exception/elimination of the action of considerable tensile

stresses and deformations must be produced by extrusion/pressing for

deformation 50-60%.
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The determination of the methods of forging and stamping and

form of the stress-strain state depending on the plasticity of

aluminum and other alloys must be produced according to the

classification of the methods of working by pressure due to the

stressed and plastic states of the machined alloy.

Magnesium alloys. The alloys of system magnesium - manganese

with the small additions of cerium (MAI, MAS) possess high plasticity

during hot and fabrication and undergo deformation in the soft and

rigid stressed states (forging, stamping, etc.).

The alloys of magnesium with different content of aluminum and

additives of small quantities zinc and manganese (MA2, MA2-1, MA3,

MA5) have higher strength characteristics and lowered/reduced reserve

of plasticity. The plasticity of these alloys substantially is

depressed with an increase in the content in them of aluminum.

Vage 64.

The alloy MA2, which satisfactorily undergoes forging and hot die

forging even in the rigid mechanical diagrams of deformation,

possesses the greatest plasticity in the hot state. However, the

deformation rate in this case must not be high.

Approximately/exemplarily the same law is established/installed also
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for the alloy MA3, which during such forms of loading or forging and

stamping possesses satisfactory plasticity. Alloy MA5 has

lowered/reduced stored up plasticity and hot working by pressure is

performed with the soft forms of the stress-strain state

(extrusion/pressing in the container, flashless die forging, etc.).

The alloys of magnesium with zirconium (BM65-1, etc.) relate to

the group of wrought alloys. Forging and the hot die forging of the

alloys of this group are produced also with the soft forms of the

stress-strain state with minimum tensile stresses.

High alloys, which possess the low reserve of plasticity, mu

be subjected to forging and hot die forging by the method of

extrusion/pressing - stamping with the counterpressure, which ensures

strain with high main compressive stresses.

Titanium alloys. Commercial titanium (BTl) with the

sediment/residue on the press at a room temperature is not destroyed

up to deformation 50%; with an increase in'the temperature the

plasticity is raised and it can be deformed without crack formation

at 6000 C to 80%, but at 9000 C to 90%.

Titanium alloys BT3-1 and BT5 at a room temperature without the

translation/conversion into the brittle state are deformed by stalic
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upsetting to 10-15%. In the case of upsetting on the press with 600 0C

the permissible deformation composes 60%, and at 900*C - it increases

to 90%.

In the case of dynamic deformation under the hammer the

plasticity of titanium alloys descends to 10-20%. Thus, for the

alloys BT3-1 and BT5 with the sediment/residue under the hammer with

600 0C the permissible deformation is equal to 50%, and at 9000 - 80%.

Titanium during the cold smith forging by upsetting and by

stamping allow/assume the limited deformations. The permissible

deformations during cold working can be increased by the

use/application of forging in the notched strikers and the stamping

in the closed and open dies with the limited broadening, when act the

stress-strain states, with which the deformations and tensile

stresses are relatively small.

During the hot deformation and, especially, at temperatures of

900*C it is above, when the weakening processes are developed,

titanium and titanium alloys have sufficiently high plasticity. From

titanium alloys with ductile and hot stamping they are manufactured

the complicated on the geometric form of machine part (blade, disks

of compressors and other parts).

lot II
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Titanium and titanium alloys low- and medium-alloyed can be

worked by ductile and hot stamping by all methods used, virtually

with many forms of loading. These alloys with a change in the

stress-strain state, in the limits of the technological processes of

forging and stamping used, retain sufficiently high technological

plasticity.

For difficultly deformed titanium alloys can be used the

semienclosed and closed methods of forging and hot die forging -

drawing in the figure faces, upsetting in the plastic shell,

flashless die forging with the broadening and without the broadening.

Such methods with the soft stressed state allow/assume forging an

stamping with the large deformations. Besides the possibility of

working with the large deformation and an increase in the

technological plasticity, this technological process of working by

pressure provides more uniform deformation and obtaining of

fine-grained structure and high and uniform mechanical properties.

Page 65.

The plasticity of titanium and titanium alloys sharply is

depressed in the presence on the surface of the alpha-deposited

layer. Were carried out experiments on the forcing - by upsetting

titanium alloys, which had on the surface the remainders/residues nf
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the alpha-deposited layer.

Bulging test underwent the samples/specimens, in which after the

machining of the alpha-deposited layer they remained on the surface

along the generatrix of black spot - untreated strips.

Samples/specimens were upset on the mechanical crank forging press on

the unheated dies/stamps with 1000'C.

Afterward sediments/residues with the degree of deformation are

higher 50% on the lateral surface of the blanks, where the

alpha-deposited layer remained, wide cracks appeared. The reason for

the appearance of cracks on the lateral surface consists in that that

more brittle, than base metal, the alpha-deposited layer, it is

destroyed as a result of the elongation of the lateral surface of

sample/specimen in the beginning of upsetting, forming the network of

fine/small cracks. These cracks as stress concentrators, with an

increase in the degree of deformation contribute to destruction of

base metal. The depth of such cracks is within the limits of 1-2 mm.

Crack formation with the upsetting of samples/specimens made

from titanium alloys with the alpha-deposited layer occurs during

coating of sample/specimen with consistent grease (the water glass,

graphite, etc.). The appearance of cracks in the case of applying

consistent grease is explained by the fact that the film of
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lubrication between the contact surfaces creates considerable tensile

stresses. The brittle alpha-deposited layer of these stress/voltage

does not maintain/withstand and is destroyed. On the other side

samples/specimens smooth without the cracks are obtained after

deformation by upsetting without the lubrication and with the

use/application of liquid lubrications - petroleum residue, machine

oil, compressor oil, etc.

The lubrications of liquid consistency do not cause the

significant magnitude of lateral deformation and tensile stresses.

The presence of the alpha-deposited layer sharply decreases

technological plasticity of titanium and titanium alloys. The metal,

which has the alpha-deposited layer, is extremely sensitive with the

forging and the hot die forging to a change in the stress-strain

state with an increase in stresses/voltages and tensile strains.

Since, virtually, with all methods of forging and stamping act

tensile stresses and deformations, during the heating under the hot

machining of titanium and titanium alloys one should avoid the

formation of the alpha-deposited layer. This is achieved by heating

prior to the forging and the stamping in the reheating furnaces with

a neutral or oxidation-free atmosphere. The most adequate/approaching

medium for heating of titanium and titanium alloys is argon.

~I
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Titanium and titanium alloys are heated in the air-circulating

furnaces with coating of blanks with enamels.

Copper alloys have the narrow range of temperatures of forging

and hot die forging, low stored up plasticity during the smith

forging and Iigh thermal conductivity in the final stage of working,

in consequence of which these alloys acquire the lowered/reduced

plasticity. Therefore for the copper alloys should be applied the

form of loading with the forging and the hot die forging with the

smallest possible stretching deformations and the stresses/voltages.

Being guided by this, the ingots of copper alloys are deformed

predominantly by extrusion/pressing in the containers, and hot die

forging is usually produced either with the closed methods of working

(flashless die forging), or with the semienclosed methods, or opened,

but with the limited broadening. In this case technological processes

are applied with the smallest possible number of operations, and in

the majority of the cases stamp parts to one pressure or one blow of

hammer. For increasing the plasticity of the metal the containers and

the dies/stamps are preheated to 300-5000 C.

Page 66.

THERMOMECHANICAL PARAMETERS OF FORGING AND STAMPING.
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The thermomechanical parameters of forging and stamping of

nonferrous metals and alloys (temperature of beginning and the end of

the working; general/common/total of deformations; the permissible

deformations, which do not call the decomposition of metal during the

working; the deformations, which determine kinetics of the

recrystallization of working; the deformation rate; the heating rate,

rate of cooling and the stress-strain state of metal during the

working), are set to the results of the complex of the tests, given

in Table 3, being guided by data of Table 2 and figures 1-95, led in

ehapter 1.

Temperatures, speeds and degrees of deformation.

The elevated temperature of the beginning of forging and

repeated reheats between the operations make it possible to

considerably increase the degree of the deformation of alloys. The

high deformation rates with the considerable reduction for one

impact/shock cause the premature decomposition of blank not only at

low temperatures of the beginning of forging, but even with those

increased.

The greatest anisotropy and the lowered/reduced mechanical

properties of the pressed semi-finished products are observed during

the deformation in limits of 50-75%. In the case of
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general/common/total deformation not less than 95% are obtained more

uniform mechanical properties along and across the filaments, or the

general/common/total level of the properties of the pressed

semi-finished products is raised. Therefore during the

extrusion/pressing of profiles/airfoils, rods, and also blanks for

the forgings and the stampings it is necessary to provide the

greatest deformation, which must compose 60-65% for the pressed rods,

intended for the forging and the stamping and 95% for the pressed

rods and the stampings, designated for manufacturing the machine

parts.

Aluminum alloys. Temperature ranges of forging and stamping are

determined according to the diagrams of plasticity, the curves of

flow and the constitution diagrams of the matching systems of alloys.

For the separate aluminum alloys these intervals should be selected

in the limits, indicated in'Table 4.

Degrees of deformation. The highest mechanical properties and

the smallest anisotropy of these properties are obtained during the

general/common/total deformation of alloys in 65-75%. Therefore in

the case of working by pressure of ingots on the blanks, the

forgings, the stampings and other semi-finished products the

general/common/total degree of deformation must be minimum.
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It follows from the diagrams of the recrystallization of working

different aluminum allcys that ultimate strain compose 12-15%. For

the purpose of the exception/elimination of the recrystallization of

alloys with coarse-grain formation, the forging and their stamping

are produced with reduction 15-20% and more for each course of

machine.

The permissible degree of deformation for the working stroke of

machine, determined from the diagrams of plasticity, for the separate

groups of alloys is within the limits, given in Table 2.

Deformation rate. The analysis of the diagrams of plasticity

with respect to a change of the permissible deformations of aluminum

alloys in the dependence on the rate of working shows that the

technological plasticity of alloys noticeably is not depressed with

an increase in the deformation rate. Only in separate high alloys

upon transfer to the high rates of working the permissible

deformations are depressed for each course of machine from 80 to 40%.

In addition to this upon transfer from the static ones to the dynamic

rates the resistance to deformation of alloys grows/rises 1.5-3

times, depending on their alloying. Therefore aluminum alloys can be

worked by ductile and stamping both at the low and high deformation

rates.
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Page 67-68.

3. Methods for testing steels and alloys for determining of

temperatures and other parameters of working by pressure (Korneyev N
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Key: A. Plasticity test by free upsetting. (1). through each of

25-500 in temperature range being investigated. (2). Evaluation of

plasticity is produced on appearance of first crack in

sample/specimen being deformed. They are determined.

B. Plasticity test by impact bending. (1). Impact test

samples/specimens of Mesnager TOC - through each of 25-500 in the

temperature range being investigated. (2). Evaluation of plasticit

is produced on maximums and minimums in curves in coordinates:AIt is

determined by T. (3). cm 2. (4). Optimum temperatures of forging.

C. Determination of resistance to deformation. a). Determination of

relative resistance to deformation by free upsetting (in %). (1). G -

weight of falling/incident parts or pressure; G = const; H - fall;

H=const; Ah - degree of deformation through every 5% in interval of

0-60%; TOC - through each of 500 in temperature range being

investigated; d of samples/specimens - 10-25 mm. (2). Evaluation of

resistance to deformation is produced in value of upsetting (in %) at

this temperature in curve in coordinates; they are determined. b).

Determination of specific resistance to deformation. (1). Is

determined by change of resisting deformation with sediment/residue

either other methods of working by dynamometers or by other measuring
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meters. degree of deformation during testing by upsetting through

each 5% in range. through each in temperature range being

investigated. (2). Evaluation of resistance to deformation is

produced in its value at this temperature in curve in coordinates.

they are determined.

D. Determination of critical temperature of grain-growth during

heating (collecting recrystallization). (1). Through each of 500 in

temperature range being investigated; diameter of sample/specimen

15-30 mm. Grain size is determined by one of the methods used. (2).

Critical temperature of grain-growth in heating corresponds to

beginning of intense grain-growth in curve in coordinates (grain

size). It is determined. (3). grain size. (4). Critical temperature.

E. Determination of interval of critical degrees of deformation with

upsetting (recrystallization of working). (1). through each of 500 in

temperature range being investigated; degree of deformation through

every 2-5% in interval; diameter of samples/specimens, equal to 15-30

mm. (2). Critical degrees of deformation correspond to beginning and

end of intense time of ripening of grain at this temperature in curve

in coordinates; (grain size) they are determined. (3). Grain size.

(4). Interval of critical degree of deformations.

F. Determination of phase composition. (1). Phase composition is

9.
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determined according to fusibility curves of matching systems of

steel and alloys. (2). Diagram of system. (3). Diagram of system.

(4). Zone of brittle state. (5). High plasticity. (6). Zone of

brittle state. (7). Critical increase/growth granulating during

heating. (8). Content of carbon. (9). Working steel and alloys by

pressure as far as possible must be produced in single-phase state,

since with homogeneous structure separate crystallites undergo more

uniform deformation. However, in the case of a heterogeneous

structure the deformation can be nonuniform, as a result of different

properties of the crystallites of different phases. They are

determined general/common/total.

I
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Page 69.

However, being guided by the need of increasing the permissible

degrees of the deformations of light alloys with the working and the

productivity, reduction/descent in the resistance to deformation and

the increase in the viscosity/yield of alloys with the filling of the

impressions of dies/stamps, during forging and stamping the alloys is

more expedient to apply their working on the presses. The tendency of

the use/application of static stabilities of deformation for the

stamping, the especially large forgings from the light alloys at

present are increasingly more fastened. During the extrusion/pressing

by extrusion it is necessary to apply high rates, since the

productivity and temperature considerably are raised with an increase

in the velocity.

For working of wrought alloys it is necessary to apply the

closed and semienclosed methods of deformation.

Brittle light alloys, for example the type of system aluminum -

beryllium and "SAP", must be worked by the new methods of

I:
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extrusion/pressing and stamping with the counterpressure and with the

use/application of plastic shells.

The deformation of the ingots of all aluminum alloys, as a rule,

must be produced with extrusion/pressing.

The methods of forging and stamping and the type of the

stress-strain state depending on the plasticity of alloys must be

defined being guided by the classification of the methods of working

by pressure due to the stressed and plastic states of the machined

alloy.

Magnesium alloys. The temperature intervals of forging and

stamping are given in Table 5-7.

With hot treatment the large dependence of the plasticity of

magnesium alloys on the temperature is considered by pressure. The

high temperature of the termination of deformation makes it possible

to utilize the greatest reserve of the plasticity of alloys, but in

this case coarser-grained structure is formed, which, in turn, causes

decrease in the level of mechanical properties and decrease of the

anisotropy of material. The degree of the softening of the stampings

from the alloy BM65-1, manufactured on the swaging hammers, is given

in Fig. 1, and alloy MA2 in Fig. 2.
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4. Temperatures of beginning and end, the permissible degrees and the

rate of deformation of the aluminum alloys of ductile and by

stamping.

'Vewmc % rpaii II lk C.OPOC7rb aeom.ph- (hAIYycHMUie 0 rWI
RJ.1P IIa(~ "0 n B & e A IM II5JH- "OU"U neipaun

,,ALSMhRot OOOPy- LT

AMU, AMr, AD3, 47-20 350 t --0,3, AM4 m AMprARG, A|H6-1, AA[31, • MUOT, npe- 80 M dlones LIS)
Alo H Ato.I

,Me~oir posanIthi8(t,*

i4. AM&. DA17 47(j-440 400 o..- flp.Cc Aw 40

AM' AU4, AN46-1 476-42' 0 . Moot 0 £CG- MUOaN
AM-B, AMr 430-4w bl OT, 1pecc 0

U92, DOM, B96, 1393 43U-:00 350 0.3 IIP.COUij) lnm

Key: (1). Alloy. (2). Temperature interval of forging and stamping in

'C. (3). Beginning. (4). End. (5). Deformation rate in m/s and

equipment used. (6). Permissible degrees of deformation in %. (7).

Hammer. (8). Press. (9). Hammer, press. (10). Press. (11). Hammer.

(12). and. (13). and more. (14). Cast. (15). Deformed. (16). To.

Page 70.

A reduction/descent in the mechanical properties, as is evident from

given data, at high temperatures of heating and deformation it occurs

as a result of the recrystallization of structure, that also causes
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softening. r'I
Exception/elimination from technology of the factors, which

cause the softening of material during the hot deformation, is a very V
important question, since the magnesium alloys MA2, MA2-1, MA3 and

MAB by heat treatment are not strengthened, but the effect of the

strain/work hardening alloys MA5 and BM65-2 during the heat treatment

is insignificant (Fig. 3).
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5. Mode/conditions of forging magnesium alloys on the hammers and the

presses.

TeMepaTypa KoInm a C aeieb ne~op-.MAUN8 11 01Cna
Hfarpes nPH o 'Cm

'p ii mls oi D IM YtTU ti
M OT IU H i 8 p Il ll Je-

USPHC COJADS ________ pOp*maulm

MAI. MA-.MAb 43U W 4 W 60 80 25

0A0 i O 0 15

MA3, MA5 400 0 3W 280 35 0 -

UNM65-1 410 340 400 3u(' 60 15 20

NAI3, BMH I 480 400 450 3SUi 50 70

BM7 4W 350 40 30 4 65 -

Key: (1). Brand/mark of alloy. (2). Temperature of forging in 'C.

(3). Hammer. (4). Press. (5). Maximum permissible degree of

deformation for heating with sediment in %. (6). Permissible degree

of deformation with broach in %. (7). Beginning. (8). End.
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6. Temperatures of stamping magnesium alloys on the swaging hammers

and the forging presses.

LTeaurSTYl1s ull MIITU

WmTIMn|OlD& -SRTBK
WhOis WTARdIO*

WIjm I ,M , )NUJ (IIUdax

Mt A I. MA2., 430 32D 250
MAI

IMA-1 CM Sw 280 250
MA3, MAb 4W - -

BMO6-l 410 320 2W 240

BM t7 4J3 3fil
MA13 4w0 400M

Key: (1). Alloy. (2). Temperature interval of deformation in 0C. (3).

Drop forging and mechanical forging presses. (4). Work hardening on

swaging hammers. (5). Beginning. (6). Termination.
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7. Temperatures of stamping magnesium alloys on the hydraulic

presses.

WMAIIL "W141 HUI7I$M~

hI Ai

M A1, MA2. 4X2 8 I
HAS 300

MAi-I 400 2w0 250

?dAS. MA5 390 290 - -

BMB2,I 44Ai 310 270 240

Y1 A13 450 L3W

BMJI .21

MAIl 400 3b0

Key: (1). Brand/mark of alloy. (2). Temperature interval of

deformation in *C. (3). Stamping on hydraulic presses. (4). Work

hardening. (5). Beginning. (6). Termination.

Page 71.

For raising the level of the mechanical properties of stampings

one should apply the warm work hardening (final rolling) on the

hammers and the presses at temperatures, given in Table 7 and degrees

of deformation in limits of 10-15%. An increase in the mechanical

properties of the stampings from alloy MA2, manufactured for one

transition/transfer with the subsequent work hardening with 230*C on
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the hammer, it is shown in Fig. 4. The use/application of a

technological operation of final rolling provides the strain/work

hardening alloys, which is accompanied by the formation of fine/small

homogenous structure.

This data shows that in stampings the mechanical properties are

raised with the decrease of grain size.

P'

I

- ,
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Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Key: (1). kg/ram. (2). Longitudinal. (3). Transverse.

Fig. 2. Key: (I). kg/mn2 . (2). Longitudinal. (3). Transverse.

4.
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Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

( Fig. 3. Key: (1). kg/mm2 . (2). Without aging. (3). After aging.

Fig. 4. Key: (1'). kg/n. (2). For one transition/transfer. (3).

Final rolling.

Page 72.

The best structure of alloy and h igh mechanical properties are

obtained with the press forging with the subsequent final rolling on

the hammer with 230-250*C.

A change in the hardness of stampings from alloy MA2 from
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deformation temperature and in the dependence on the number of

heatings (or number of transitions/transfers during the stamping)

shows the character of the softening of alloy (Fig. 5). As a result

of prolonged heatings, i.e., the more prolonged determinations of

alloy at a temperature, the process of recrystallization pass more

completely and magnesium alloys obtains softening.

Taking into account relatively low it stored up the

technological plasticity of the majority of magnesium alloys, forging

and stamping them should be produced on the hydraulic and crank

presses at the lowered/reduced deformation rate. Not lower than 300 0 C

the magnesium alloys virtually little are strengthened in this ca;.

at a temperature of the end of the deformation and the mechanism of

deformation is similar to hot deformation.

Magnesium alloys are considerably better deformed during the

working with the low rates; therefore on the hydraulic presses it is

possible to obtain stampings of low and large sizes/dimensions with a

weight of up to 250-300 kg from all brands/marks of the magnesium

alloys being deformed.

For improvement in the viscosity/yield during the deformation

and best filling of cavities the stamping should be conducted at

temperatures, which correspond to the upper limit,

..... .. . . IriIi-, -I I " " " ' l iI
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established/installed for this alloy. In order to create conditions,

with which is developed the greatest plasticity, stamping in the

closed (flashless) dies/stamps is produced.

i4
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Fig. 5. Key: (1). kg/mm2. (2). Deformation from one heating. (3).

From two heatings. (4). From three heatings.
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8. Degree of deformation for the different diagrams of forging.
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MIA2 430 3407 0 80 1505
mA) 43 340 55 25 10 ' a,
BU6h-4 4W0 0W 40 20 15 - 0
M &b no 380 - - 0 - - -

Key: (1). Alloy. (2). Temperature of forging in 'C. (3). Beginning of

forging. (4). End of forging. (5). Diagrams of forging (see Table 16

V Chapter 5). (6). a broach without turning. (7). b broach to square

or rectangle. (8). Maximum permissible degrees of deformation (in ~

on hammers with weight of falling/incident parts to 2T inclusively.

Page 73.

In the process of stamping in the preliminary or final

(clean/finishing) dies/stamps on the presses, which ensure the most

favorable high-speed/high-velocity bonditions for deformation, the

degree of deformation is not limited during the optimum~ temperature

conditions.

The deformation (see Table 4 and 8).
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Changas in the mechanical properties of forgings from alloy MA2

in the dependence on the degree of stretch are given in Fig. 6, from

which it is evident that the blanks of the rod of alloy MA2 of the

characteristic of plasticity (60,a) are raised with an increase in the

drawing, but ultimate strength virtually does not change. An increase

in the values of impact toughness and elongation per unit length is

explained by an increase in the degree of the deformation of the

preliminarily pressed material.

The variety of drawing is the operation of flattening, made in

the case of drop forging with the large supply without the turnin Dr

with the turning, during which is smoothed the undulation on the

width. In the case of flattening (drawing) on the press during the

metal deformation perpendicular to the axis/axle of blank the

operation is carried out for one stroke of press.

The diagram of the manufacture of forgings from alloy MA2 by

drawing in the direction, perpendicular to the axis/axle of blank, it

is shown in Fig. 7. Forging is obtained by the size/dimension

36x380x050 mm from the pressed blank with the size/dimension

130x1050 mm on the hydraulic press 10000 t for one stroke of

press. Heating the measured blanks before the broach was produced in
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the electric furnace with 380-360'C, for 5 h. The coefficient of the

degree of stretch on the width of blank composed 3.0, and deformation

along the height/altitude of blank 72%. The mechanical properties of

samples/specimens are shown in Fig. 8.

The amount of total deformation during the forging has a

positive effect on the mechanical properties of forgings from the

alloys Fig. 9. Ultimate strength and hardness reaches with an

increase in the total deformation along the filament of the greatest

values. Yield point with an increase in the deformation changes

insignificantly and elongation per unit length reaches the maximum

values during deformation 50-70%, and during large deformations

(80-90%) it is considerably depressed.

Approximately/exemplarily the same laws governing the change in

the mechanical properties from the amount of deformation occur, also,.

in the transverse direction of filament (Fig. 10).

Changes of the mechanical properties of alloy MA2 in the

dependence on the degree of deformation during the press forging are

given in Fig. 11. All values of strength of mechanical properties

with an increase in the deformation grow/rise and plasticity indices

are decreased.
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Fig. 6. Fig. 7.

Fig. 6. Key: (1). kg/m. (2). kgfm/cm2 . (3). Degree of stretch.
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As it follows from the diagrams of the recrystallization of

working magnesium alloys, ultimate strain, which call considerable

grain-growth, do not exceed 10%.

The rate of deformation (see Table 4). At the low speed of

deformation the process of recrystallization has time to noticeably

develop only with 350 0 C, whereas at the high deformation rate

recrystallization is developed at a temperature higher than 350*C.

For the obtaining of homogenous structure and exception/elimination
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of the recrystallization of magnesium alloys, the forging and their

stamping are produced with the reduction for the pass more than 15%.

The diagrams of plasticity of magnesium alloys and the degree of

the permissible deformations show that the alloys with the increased

content of the alloying elements/cells possess the lowered/reduced

reserve of technological plasticity and the degree of deformation is

determined by the deformation rate.
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Fig. 8. Key: (1). kg/mm2 . (2). Kray plate/slab. (3). Middle of

plate/slab. (4). Along plate/slab. (5). At angle of 450. (6). Across

plate/slab. (7). Direction of cut of samples/specimens.
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Fig. 9. Key: (2). kg/mm 2 . (2). Degree of deformation.

Fig. 20. Key: (2). kg/mm2 . (2). kgfm/cm 2. (3). Degree of deformation.
V
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During the working on the hammer the permissible degree of the

deformation of the majority of alloys does not exceed 30-50%, whereas

during the working on the hydraulic press their plasticity

considerably grows/rises and the degree of deformation can be

increased to 70-90%.

Dilute alloys of the type MAI, MA8 are less the speed-sensing of

deformation. They are worked well by pressure both on the presses and
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on the hammers with the large deformations. Furthermore, the

Ii. esistance to deformation of alloys at the low speed of deformation

is approximately/exemplarily 1.5-2.0 times less in comparison with

the working at the dynamic rate.

Titanium alloys. The temperature intervals of forging and

stamping are given in-fable 9-il.

II
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filaments. (4). degree of deformation.
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9. The temperature interval of forging and stamping titanium alloys.

(.. I'SMIuparypud m tpMM 5
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BTI-00 ) 0
MTh-0 7 ~ 0

O T 4 - -- 8 0 0

0T4-l ___ 8 0 0

OT4-2 1100 ON0 10:10

OT~ 150 85 10M1O)T I I b i lO wO

BT t-1 I

T5 1150 l0509W0
BTbI :00 1050

BT6C low ku 950 ROD

[ITS 1 O 100 "

BTV 1156

BT16 lzo M, 00ooo~

BTIS 1000 750 P00 00
1080 m

BT 1130 9W low M

Note 1 1. During forging of ingot under the forging hydraulic

press the lower limit of forging temperature is permitted to descend

against that indicated in the table by 500C.

/

2. During forging of preliminarlly deformed blank under forging

hydraulic press temperature interval of forging can be respectively

lowered on 50*C.

- --
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3. During forging by the method of double-triple

sediment-broach, the temperature of beginning of forging (graph/count

4) with first sediment-broach must be increased for alloys (in 'C):

BT3-1 to 1030, BT6C to 980, BT6 to 1010, BT8 to 1050, BT9 to 1050,

BT14 to 980.

FOOTNOTE . The ingots of alloy BT15 should be deformed only under

the press. It is compulsory to begin deformation from the operation

of upsetting.2. With a diameter of not more than 150 mm. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Page 76.

The subsequent upsetting of ingot and forging the preliminarily

deformed blank for obtaining of more uniform structure and higher

mechanical properties should be produced the method two-, three

multiple sediment-broach with the replacement of faces and angles

with a gradual reduction/descent in forging temperature from the

p-region to forging temperature to region a+p, i.e., heating metal

under the deformation to produce above (region p) or is below (region

of a+p) the complete a+p-+p transformation of alloy (Table 10).
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Degree of deformation. Titanium alloys are deformed extremely

unevenly and for obtaining of homogenous structure and mechanical

properties the metal must undergo large general/common/total

deformation. In contrast to other metallic materials during the

insufficient plastic deformation these alloys detect the tendency

toward the anisotropy of mechanical properties (difference of the

properties between the longitudinal and transverse

samples/specimens), which can be considerably reduced, if

general/common/total deformation will be greatest. The preferred

orientation of crystallites (fibrousness), caused by one-sided

deformation, is another of the possible reasons, which call the

anisotropy of the properties of semi-finished products from these

alloys.

The purity of alloys also has a considerable effect on the

anisotropy of properties. The existing methods of melting make it

possible to obtain the initial metal of the necessary purity/finish,

but subsequent heating and high-temperature deformation in air lead

metal to the oxidation and the intense saturation by gases (oxygen,

nitrogen, hydrogen) and with other harmful impurities (carbon), which

even in a relatively small quantity, decrease mechanical and

technological properties, deformability and raise the anisotropy of

tI
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the properties of metal.

Investigations showed that at a general/common/total deformation

approximately/exemplarily 75-80% and a temperature of forging in

interval of I000-800*C anisotropy of the mechanical properties of an

alloy of the type BTI is obtained thesmallest (Table 12).

• V1
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10. Temperature of the phase transformation of titanium alloys.

ILI)
IBTOC 940

6 Boo 970

BTS-I 970 i-s

13T5-1 rU 10

1 T22 nSo

Key: (1). Alloy. (2). complete transformation.
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11. Temperature of forging and hot die forging of basic titanium

alloys.

u aUN1 (.3) TemaispaTypa a T

U HUSHE iec MUflOTaZ

BTI 950-700 9B0-700 1000-0U

BT5 OP•

.Ot1Od ' V4O 100 10 5-1101)( I ItK) - B.O)T -l I

BT4 Mo -850 10110-Ki0f, 1U31l-A5'0
BT 9-8,50 9I66-1D0 980 - OW
BT8 102D-550 1000-80 10O'.O-8w

BT3.- l00-80 "9--W I -850

BTU& 9 00-570 f 110-900

Key: (1). Alloy. (2). Structure of alloy. (3). Temperature in 'C.

(4). smith forging. (5). stamping. (6). on presses. (7). on hammers.
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A total deformation of approximately 75% provides the

decomposition of cast dendritic structure and in this case the

mechanical properties of the alloy are raised: increase the limits of

strength and viscosity/yield; they are raised

(approximately/exemplarily 2 times, in comparison with the cast

state) the characteristic of plasticity and the value of impact

toughness. During this general/common/total deformation the
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mechanical properties of longitudinal and transverse

samples/specimens are virtually identical, i.e., the anisotropy of

properties is minimum. In this case the microstructure of metal is

uniform and characterizes a sufficient study throughout entire

section/cut of blank.

Analogous to law in the effect general/common/total deformations

on the structure and the mechanical properties are obtained for the

alloyed alloys of type BT3-1, BT5, etc. Homogenous structure and

minimum values of the anisotropy of properties in these alloys can be

achieved/reached during the higher general/common/total deformation

of order 90%. With an increase in the alloying of the alloy, the

total deformation for achievement of homogenous structure and

mechanical properties must be in limits of 85-9014.

During the development of the technological processes of forging

and hot die forging and the determination of temperatures and

deformations for the separate operations of working by pressure it is

necessary to be guided by the volumetric schemes of

recrystallization, which show a change of the size of the grain of

the metal being deformed in the dependence on the degree of

deformation and temperature.

The temperature of the beginning of the recrystallization of

, \I

-i-
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working pure titanium is equal to 600 0 C. With an increase in the

degree of deformation from 10 to 40% it descends to 550*C, while

during deformation 80% - to 450-500'C. This temperature is above for

titanium alloys. Thus, in alloy BT5 (5% Al) it composes 8000 C, in

alloys BT3-1, BT8 and BT9 it is equal to 900-9750 C.

Ultimate strain, with which occurs a considerable increase in

the micrograin, in titanium alloys are within the limits of 2-12%.

During the deformations, which exceed 85% on the diagrams of the

recrystallization of these alloys the second maximum is observed. The

formation of texture during such high deformations makes the

crystallographic orientation of the crystallites of very close. The

crystallites with the differing little orientation at high

temperatures are coalesced according to the law of the coalescence of

crystals. The second maximum is formed as a result of the development

of the process of the collecting recrystallization, when metal

undergoes high deformations.

In accordance with the diagrams the recrystallizations of

perfecting deformation for each course of machine during the forging

and the stamping must exceed critical ones and be taken as the equal

to 15-20% and more, but not higher than 85%. It also follows from the

diagram of the recrystallization of working titanium alloy BT3-1 that

the interval of ultimate strain is expanded with an increase in the

temperature of forging and stamping and the maximums of ultimate

strain increase.
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12. Anisotropy of mechanical properties of alloy BT-l.
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Key: (1). Initial state. (2). Amount of general/common/total

deformation in %. (3). Mechanical properties. (4). kg/mm 2 . (5). in %.

(6). kgfm/cm 2 . (7). Cast ingot. (8). Forged longitudinal direction of

filament. (9). Forged transverse direction of filament.
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From this it is possible to draw the conclusion that the forging

and stamping pure titanium and titanium alloys at too high

temperatures leads to an increase of grain size in the forgings and

the stampings. Coarse-crystalline structure in the forgings and the

stamped/die-forged machine parts depresses their mechanical

properties. Being guided by such a kinetics of grain-growth during

forging and stamping titanium alloys at different temperatures of

working, the temperature of the beginning of forging and hot die

forging the two-phase alloys of higher 920-980*C is not applied in

...
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practice.

In this case one must take into account that in the case of the

incomplete completion of the recrystallization of working in the

process of forging and stamping, and also during the cooling from the

temperatures of the end of the working, the softening completely is

not removed and the technological plasticity of alloys is depressed.

For the purpose of the retention/preservation/maintaining plasticity

one ought not to allow/assume reduction/descent in the temperature of

the end of forging and stamping these alloys in lower than the

temperatures of the beginning of recrystallization. Consequently,

kinetics of recrystallization determines the plasticity of metal

during the working.

On the other hand, and the temperature, and the deformations in

the process of forging and stamping must be accepted in such limits,

which would create the thermomechanical conditions of obtaining the

prescribed/assigned structure. The structure can be either not

recrystallized with the deformed crystallites in the direction of the

metal flow, which have strain hardening, or recrystallized, in which

the strain hardening virtually completely is removed/taken in the

process of recrystallization and crystallites acquire rounded form.

By the form of that obtaining during the forging and the
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stamping by macro- and microstructures are determined the mechanical

properties of forgings and stampings from titanium alloys.

Consequently, by the degree of the development of the process of

the recrystallization of working during the forging and the stamping,

the cooling after working by pressure and the heat treatment are

determined the technological plasticity, macro- and microstructure

and the mechanical properties of wrought titanium alloys. This must

be considered during the development of the technological processes

of forging and stamping.

Deformation rate. With the forging and drop forging in many

instances the recrystallization of working does not manage to be

completed. The plasticity of titanium alloys being deformed at this

rate is depressed. During the manufacture of forgings complex-shape

on t.4e configuration and drop forgings the metal can convert/transfer

into the brittle state and its plasticity of the impression of

dies/stamps are filled incompletely with the decrease. An underspeed

of deformation during the forging and the stamping and the

use/application of presses instead of the hammers proves to be from

the technical side more justified. The recrystallization of treatment
tI:

under such thermomechanical conditions flows/occurs/lasts with the

large completion and the plasticity of metal in the process of

forging and stamping in effect is not depressed.

9...
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Kinetics of the recrystallization of working during the forging

and to stamping shows that plasticity, the structure and the

mechanical properties of the metal being deformed are determined by

the temperature-velocity conditions for working and by the degree of

deformation accepted. The degree of deformation for each course of

machine should be applied higher, but the rate of deformation is too

great. In connection with this stamping titanium alloys it is

necessary to produce on the hydraulic and crank presses at

temperatures not higher than 950-9800 C.

Copper alloys. The temperature intervals of forging and stamping

Mble 13). Copper possesses the greatest plasticity in the range of

temperatures of 800-950 0 C. At these temperatures copper yields well

to forging, hot die forging and extrusion/pressing. It is expedient

to produce forging of copper at 820-8600 C. With the optimum

temperatures of forging and hot die forging they are: 730-8200 C for

brass 3159, 750-8500 C for brass J162.

Page 79.

As a result of the fact that during the extrusion/pressing the

stressed state softer in comparison with the ductile and hot

'1 r ; . .~ - m ml ,,- -
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stamping, the range of temperatures of extrusion/pressing can be

expanded to 650-8500 C. The temperature of the hot machining of brass

J168 is located in interval of 650-8300 C. The greatest plasticity of

alloys at temperatures indicated is connected with the fact that

these alloys at such temperatures have the phase composition, which

consists of a+A phases or only of a p-phase, which possess the

sufficiently high reserve of plasticity.

Bronze Bp. AX 9-4 has highest plasticity with 850 0 C, and the

permissible range of temperatures of working alloy must be

maintained/withstood within limits of 800-9000C, when bronze is in

single-phase state. Since in the process of stamping occurs the m

intense cooling of the metal being deformed by the walls of

die/stamp, forging this bronze is produced at 850 0 C, and hot die

forging with 900*C. Hot working by the pressure of copper alloys at

higher temperatures is accompanied by a decrease in the plasticity

because of the excessive increase/growth in brass and bronze of the

crystallites of beta-phase and by weakening the strength of

crystallites. With a temperature decrease, beginning with 450 0 C or

lower, formation into brass little plastic p'-phase, plasticity of

these alloys during the working sharply :s depressed. Furthermore,

deformation at such temperatures leads to the considerable drag-rise

characteristics to deformation. Thus, the working of brass J159-1 at

600 0 C with reduction 40% causes an increase of the resistance to
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deformation already 4 times. An analogous reduction/descent in the

plasticity is observed also in bronze Bp. AX9-4. The lower plasticity

of brass and bronze with a temperature decrease is explained, just as

has already been indicated above, by the presence of brittle zones in

brass with 300-7000C, and in bronze Sp. AX 9-4 at 650-7000C.
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13. Temperatures of the hot deformation of copper alloys.
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Key: (1). Alloy. (2). Temperature in *C. (3). forging stamping. (4).

extrusion/pressing. (5). Copper. (6). Brass. (7). Bronze.
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Degree of deformation. The process of the recrystallization of

copper alloys with coarse-grain formation proceeds in the case of hot

machining during ultimate strain, which for these alloys are within

the limits of 10-15%. The recrystallization of the treatment with the

formation of fine/small grain occurs when forging and stamping are
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accomplished/realized during the higher supercritical deformations

and at established/installed temperatures of working for copper of

800-9500 C and for brass and bronze of 750-850*C. On the basis of this

stamping copper and copper alloys must be produced with the reduction

with that exceeding 15% for each course of machine.

Deformation rate. The narrow range of temperatures of forging

and stamping of copper and copper alloys necessitates the performing

of working by their pressure with the smallest number of operations

and transitions/transfers, i.e., with the closed methods. During the

working by the closed impedance methods to deformation grows/rises.

On the other hand, an increase in the rate of working also increases

the resistance to deformation. Taking into account these laws

governing the change of the resistance to deformation in the

dependence on the stressed state of metal and deformation rate,

stamping should be conducted predominantly on the crank and friction

presses; is allowed/assumed also working at the dynamic rate and on

the hydraulic presses.

Heating blanks.

The process of heating measured blanks must provide the optimum rate

of reaching/achievement of the required temperature in the blanks and

its sufficiently uniform distribution over the section/cut. The
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higher the rate of heating (i.e. the less its duration), the more

economical (profitable) the heating is. However, during the

excessively rapid heating as a result of considerable temperature

gradient over the section/cut of blank in the metal thermal stresses

can appear. Therefore, the allowable speeds of heating are

distinguished technically possible and.

The heating time can be calculated according to the following

formula, derived by theoretical method.

where t - heating time; 4 and f. - average/mean final and init

temperatures of metal; At - difference in the temperatures in the

section/cut of the heated blank in the constant velocity of the

heating

where the rate of heating c
-
n

'
w

-
il

*
a; S - thickness of the plate of

the heated metal; a - rate of heating surface in m2 /h, determined to

to diagram (page 404, Fig. 135, metallurgical furnaces,

Metallurgizdat, 1951) k, - shape factor (for different shapes of

bodies it is selected according to table).

With the repeated operations of forging the time of heating -'e

I.]
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blanks, which cooled off to the lower limit of the

established/installed temperatures, can be decreased by 50%.

Cooling forgings.

Since the light alloys have high thermal conductivity, their

cooling after working by pressure is carried out in the open air.

Rate of cooling after hot working by pressure is divided into

two period: to the temperatures of the beginning of recrystallization

and from the temperatures it is lower than the temperatures of the

beginning of recrystallization.

The first period can be carried out with the high rate. The

thermal stresses are small, phase transformations only begin as a

result of the course of recrystallization processes in this

temperature range, volumetric changes and stresses/voltages appearing

from them reach low value.

Page 81.

Strain hardening with the course of recrystallization is absent and

the plasticity of metals and alloys sufficiently high. Therefore in

the first cooling-down period metal is located in such state, which

[ -f
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cannot transfer it into the brittle state.

The second period must flow/occur/last with given speed. in the

area of such temperatures at high rate of cooling the thermal

stresses and the stresses/voltages, which appear from the phase

transformations, can be considerable, since in the cooling process in

the range of these temperatures the metal passes through critical

points. Can be formed the stresses/voltages of the significant

magnitude from the pressure of hydrogen in steel, when rate of

cooling is determined for the forgings and the stampings made of

steel. Rate of cooling during this period one should determine by

analytical or experimental methods and strictly check under the

established/installed conditions.

By analytical method rate of cooling is determined on the basis

of the following calculations: the temperature differential of

deformation in the process of working by pressure; thermal stresses;

residual stresses/voltages; stresses/voltages from the volumetric

changes during the phase transformations, the nonuniform deformation

and the strain hardening: the determination of rate of cooling, which

ensures the diffusion of hydrogen made of steel and the

exception/elimination of the formation of flocs (for the case of

cooling steel).

- -. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . - . -.
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The calculation of a temperature drop of deformation in each

given moment in the cooling process is performed for determining the

temperature, beginning with which the beginning of cooling, according

to the formula

where izm - time of cooling forging or stamping in the minutes from

temperature t4 to temperature t.; begins g - weight of forging or

stamping in kg; F - middle surface of forging or stamping in the

process of drawing, upsetting or stamping.

This temperature can be set, also, according to the indices of a

pyrometer if it is determined for current production.

The calculation of thermal stresses is produced with the

following methods.

If cylinder with an initial difference in temperatures &S. is

heated with a constant velocity of C4 per hour, then the value of

longitudinal stresses is determined from the equation

o' i--V 8a RN2

+ (5,a 0

where p - coefficient of linear expansion; E - modulus of elasticity;

V - Poisson relation; ON - heating rate; R - radius of cylinder; a -
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thermal diffusivity 0.02 m 2/h; r - coordinate or the distance of heat

flux from the surface of the heated metal; at. - initial difference

in the temperatures; f - designation of the sum of infinite series; 7

- time interval.

Investigating the solutions of this equation, it is possible to

show that wi-th the sufficiently wide interval of time, namely, with

,r0.5R2 /a, fun*ction f as a result of the smallness of its value it is

possible not to take into consideration.

For the same heating of plate the equation of thermal stress

takes the form:

a x .- _-- [--!- (I - 31* +

where S - thickness of plate; x - coordinate or the distance of heat

flux from the surface of the heated metal.

In this equation also at certain sufficiently high value 7ZS 2/a

function f takes such low values, that it can be

disregarded/neglected.

Page 82.
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Residual stresses/voltages in the cylindrical rods and the

thick-walled ducts/tubes/pipes are determined by removing/taking of

the concentric words, measurement of the deformations of

duct/tube/pipe or rod and the calculations of stresses/voltages

conduct according to the formulas:

longitudinal

tangential

O.=(~.,-F)~A~, (dF/
radial

E F ap-F

in which E - Young's modulus; P - Poisson's coefficient; F.., - area

on the external diameters; F - area of the internal section/cut of

duct/tube/pipe; ei - relative change in the length; c0 - relative [
change in the diameter; R - inside radius of duct/tube/pipe (for rod

R=0).

Residual stresses/voltages in the disks are determined via the

cut of rings, measurement of their diameters and computation of

residual stresses/voltages (tangential - a. and radial Oc) according

to the formulas (longitudinal stresses in the disks with the

cut/section they are removed/taken).

8
0 - (0 - o,),

PuAN
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where 6 - thickness of ring, p. - radius of external filament;

o0= ,+ AD E;

AD - change in the diameter of ring, they accept negative with the

decrease of diameter after cutting.

If temperature and residual stresses in the sum do not exceed

the yield point of malleable alloy, then the presence of such

stresses/voltages is admissible and the stresses/voltages of this

value cannot cause crack formation during the cooling after forging

and hot die forging.
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Page 83.

Chapter 3.

ELEMENTS OF CONSTRUCTION OF FORGINGS AND TOOLS, POWER OF MACHINES.

The hydraulic and crank presses, which ensure the mo: favorable

high-speed/high-velocity conditions for deformation, are

equipment for forging of nonferrous metals and alloys on ti±eir basis.

However, aluminum, copper, titanium and magnesium alloys MA2 and

BM65-1 can undergo forging, also, on the hammers.

The basic operations of forging are upsetting, drawing,

piercing, bending and cutting.

SEDIMENT/RESIDUE.

To upsetting (Fig. 1) they apply:

for obtaining the forged blanks with the considerable transverse
.4

sizes/dimensions at the relatively low height (pinions, disks,

L .-
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flanges) of the initial blanks of smaller cross section;

as the preliminary operation before the piercing with

manufacture of ring-shaped blanks;

as preliminary operation for the decomposition of cast structure

and corresponding increase in the mechanical properties;

for increasing the degree of reduction during the subsequent

drawing.

The mean diameter of blank at any moment of settling (Fig. .

Degree of deformation with the sediment/residue

Sho -h M
h0  A

or

to 1 h _ IOU

Main deformation

6 - -- Ju (i - J

With h,/h<l.2 or e<20% with a sufficient for practical purposes

precision/accuracy it is possible to consider that 6=e.
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Misaligned volume ve-vnlp; with h,/h<1.2 (with e<20%) with the

error in limits of 10% it is possible to consider that ve. v . where

V - volume of the upset blank.
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e; 4/ b [

u1c. *J d

• t"f " al

Fig. 1. Diagram of upsetting.

Page 84.

The effort/force, necessary for the upsetting in the hot state

under the press (see Fig. 1),

P = moeF,

where m - coefficient, depending on the conditions for upsetting

m=l+m/3.d/h; P - coefficient of friction in this case m=0.5; 0.

limit of the strength of material at a temperature of upsetting

(Table 1); F - cross-sectional area of the upset blank; d and h -

respectively diameter and the height/altitude of the upset blank.

Example. To determine effort/force of press for upsetting of

blank of the alloy AK6, d,=200 mm and h,=480 mm to a height h=250 mm.

-I

!1
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The mean diameter afterward upsetting

Upsetting temperature by 400*C; m=0.5; 0,W.:6 kg/mm2 .

rn-I d .280,
m-l+ •X - 2__. ,2;,
, : 5 - -3 2,504 -,

nds z2801P - oF -,2 i.26.-61544m

=443117 kgf.

Consequently, upsetting can be produced on the press by

effort/force 500 t.

Required energy of impact/shock for hot upsetting

where '1&- efficiency of impact/shock, equal to 0.8-0.9; A,- work of

deformation for the latter/last impact/shock;

A , WIPCIi i.tV 1  I '

- speed factor. Under the percussive influence of forces w-3-4;

e-degree of deformation, taken for the latter/last impact/shock.

Usually it they select less than the critical. For the aluminum

alloys it is possible to accept '= 0.03-0.05.

j
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For obtaining A. in the kgfm one should substitute 0, in kg/mm';

V in cm3 .

The necessary number of blows of the hammer
A

where A - work of deformation for entire process of upsetting;

(to substitute LA in the kgfm, a, in kg/mm3 , V in cm ).

Example. To determine the weight of the falling/incident par

of the hammer for upsetting of blank of the alloy AK6 to a height

h=100 mm; d=160 mm; h,=300 mm. The mean diameter after upsetting

dmmd /1//" J/.m 7U+.- -
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1. Tentative values of limit of strength c, in kg/mm2 of some alloys

at forging temperatures (according to graphs r24, 47)).

TeosmpaTypa a I C Temnepayps a I C

AAWiture CUAa~b Uw IkoH c,4aIM

A Ata 8 4 SA Dp, AIM'9-4j ",I 1 .:1,
,,6 - 14 6 6 - Dp. 2 to , -- -
A6 O 15 9 6 4,5 2

- T~rulwroibw a COw

AJS It ,3 9 7,5 - 7T 7,b A -2.5 I
B95, 715 5.5 3,5TI

A3s4r I 0 t 3 2 BT3-1 23 10 7, 2.6 2

MA2 62T 14 1 5 2 1 -

1II 2 65 G 7
BMW- 3 2 5

B.A -17 - 5 2.b 2 1. 3 S a : 3 1,

Key: (1). Alloy. (2). Temperature in OC. (3). Aluminum alloys. (4).

AMts. (5). Magnesium alloys. (6). Copper alloys. (7). Br. (8).

Titanium alloys.

Page 85.

Upsetting temperature 4000 C; m=0.5; 0,- kg/mm;

+ d + 05 279
m - 1+ .r - 'o6"

- 1,405;

-- 0050 cal.

With w=3 and s.-0,04

A. m.oMV - 3,1,405-6.0,04 X

wuo- a: the kgfm.
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Accepting nv=,8, we obtain

. "3=7978 kgfm.

Average speed v, of-the ram of steam-air swage at the moment of

impact/shock is equal to 6.5 m/s, then

where G weight of the falling/incident parts of the hammer;

G = 79783700 kg
2 =1 2,=15

We select hammer with G=3000 kgf.

Then L.-3=002,1b=6450 kgfm;

- - 1,78;
A wml, V= a. 1,78 •. 050 =

, 193 600 x'.; ()
A 193 6W

S ,8. 6450 =w 85 YAaPO.

Key: (1). kgfm. (2). impacts/shocks.
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The height/altitude of initial blank for the upsetting must be

not more than 2.5 of its diameter. With h.>2.5 d. y of blank appears

the tendency toward the maximum bend, whose elimination is connected

with accomplishing of additional operations.

To upsetting of cylindrical blanks on smooth faces they apply

with the work under the press or the hammer, as a rule when piercing

is the following operation.

The height/altitude of the blanks, upset under the hammer, is

limited to the course of moving elements. If h, - height/altitude of

initial blank, and H - complete course of the moving elements of the

hammer, then it is necessary for the correct flow of the process of

upsetting, in order to (H-h,)>0.25 H.

To upsetting of blank with the stem (Fig. lb) they apply with

the work under the press; when drawing is the following operation. In

this case the ends/faces of blank after upsetting are convex, which

prevents the formation of concave ends/faces during the subsequent

drawing of blank.

To upsetting in the backing rings (Fig. 1c) they apply for

manufacturing the blanks of gears, disks and other forgings with the

stepped part of the small diameter, but the considerable
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height/altitude. In this case drawing out of the ends of the blank to

the diameter of stepped part is not rational in connection with the

large difference in the diameters of initial blank and stepped part

of the forging. The internal surfaces of backing rings are made with

draft/gradient of 5-7', which provides the easy removal/output of

rings from the forging. One backing ring is utilized for the forging

with one lug.

To upsetting in the ring (Fig. ld) they apply for the forgings

of the type rod with the boss, when the diameter of initial blank can

be selected equal to the diameter of rod or somewhat smaller (Fig.

le), and also if blank can be preliminarily drawn out to the diam !r

of rod (Fig. lf).

Finishing operation - rolling on the diameter make for the correction

of the barrel-shape form of the lateral surface of forging after

upsetting by taps of hammer or by the presses of press during the

rotation of the blank, established/installed to the edge/fin, around

the axis/axle (Fig. lg). Sometimes in this case apply backings/blocks

or swages/snaps (Fig. lh).

Page 86.

DRAWING.
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Drawing is accomplished/realized by a series/row of consecutive

squeezings. The parameters of each n squeezing they are (Fig. 2):

reduction - reduction ratio or the degree of deformation on the

height/altitude
hn-_ - h. M,.

My, - hn-je. I

h. = h.,- (1 - 9n);

the degree of the reduction

F nl = In 1

A,. ,.-- = 1(1.1- 1).

After one squeezing throughout entire length ', of blank its

complete length

- (in -

relative broadening or the degree of deformation on the width

a i 
i '

- ,, 1  G1. -tQ'

a. ( - - a

whence Aaeae, or

An., - a,,-

an - a.-, (I + tn.) =- anl |- - n)

-Fn1

conversion factor or the ratio of the width of forging to its

height/altitude after this squeezing

.4
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, n  a. + &an,

an-1.

The value of squeezing during the drawing is selected such that

if necessary for the subsequent turning coefficient Q would not

exceed 2-2.5 (Fig. 2c).

1
I<
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a) djb

77 110 1$6 14I2IlI121

Fig. 2. Diagram of drawing.

Key: (1). clamp.

Page 87.

The degree of reduction for several squeezings is equal to the

product of the degrees of reduction for each squeezing. Degree of

reduction for ent'ire operation

wow - loI' Al - L~, - lo -. (1- t)L*.

The less the broadening and the greater the elongation of blank

with each squeezing, the more the degree of reduction, i.e., the more
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intensely proceeds the process of drawing. The intensity of drawing

increases with the decrease of width b of face or rate I of feed, and

also the decrease of the coefficient of friction. The intensity of

drawing grows/rises with the use/application of the carved or rounded

faces, and also the swages/snaps..

Rules of drawing. Drawing without the swages/snaps, directly

under the faces can be produced with the turning on 90' (Fig. 2d) or

along the helix (Fig. 2e). The second method is applied during

forging of the alloys, which have the low rate of recrystallization

at forging temperature.

With the first method the turning after each impact/shock or

press is not necessary. It is possible to deform one side of blank,

supplying it along the axis/axle and after this to make turning.

Reduction e must be less than the value, with which the conversion

factor Q exceeds 2-2.5 and the formation of the clamps (see Fig. 2f)

is possible. For example, during forging of ingots under the presses

the absolute value of reduction Ah 150 mm. The value of reduction on

the latter/last squeezing must be more or less than the critical

degree of the deformation of the machined alloy at this temperature

for warning/preventing grain-growth, supply for obtaining the smooth

surface must be less than the difference b-Als virtually 1=(0.4-0.75)

of b (where b - width of face according toljables 2).
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For obtaining the forging of round cross section blank they

first extract to the square, whose section/cut is somewhat larger

than the required round cross section. Then by squeezing along the

diagonal (Fig. 2g) are dulled angles aid they roll the obtained

octahedron on the average. Final upsetting is produced in the

swages/snaps or the notched strikers. Such faces are very effective

for the churning of corners of a square (Fig. 2h).

Selection of press and hammer. Press for the d-rawing of this

blank it is possible to select according to Table 3, and the required

effort/force it to determine according to the formula

P - ymo,

where 7 - coefficient, which considers the effect of the diagram of

deformation. For the drawing in the platens 7=1, and in the carved

7=1.25;
3c-e+. I

if a>1, then c=a and e=1, if a<l then c=1 and e=a; here a - width or

the diameter of blank, I - supply.

Ii
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2. Tentative width of faces of swages and hydraulic presses.

H Jpalla 60oIMA

I , 4

I4, M1470-KO

- 0 -. PI ,15 2: 2A-&

750 IUtI-I0IU I 5-~O- tx 4,00- 5011000 0- 1 o-_ 100 30 I4 -5M
W 120 150 140 -:.-----M,, 21J 360-420

I%0--I:0 7S 1 50-2 3 0 WM -5w

15 -0 )- 4010 4 000-80

AIX)0 20-3510 MW0 W,-70U

(UM) = 000 WW oo-&o0

4tkJJ MW 1000 SO o

0000 330-400

Key: (1). Weight of the falling/incident parts in the kgf. (2). Width

of face of hammer in mm. (3). pneumatic. (4). steam-air. (5).

Effort/force of press in t. (6). Width of face in mm.

Page 88.

For determining the effort/force it is possible to take the

initial values of a, h and 1.

Example. To select press for the drawing in the platens of blank

of the alloy AK6 with the sizes/dimensions of a,=h,=1000 mm. Blank is

maximum for the press 1200 t and is minimum for the press 3000 t (see

Table 2). Average/mean value corresponds to press in 2000 t.
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Testing. We accept the temperature of forging 400OC; then o.,*on 6

kg/mm', u=0.5; the width of face for the press 2000 t b=429 mm (see

Table 2), 1=0.75 b=0.75-420=315 mm.

With the given a, and I we obtain c=a0=1000; e=l=315;

+3c-c e

3.1000-315 35
=1+ -- 0,5M -,6.1000 • , -l,07:

P = mo,avl = t,07 •6. 1000-315- 2022300 kgf,

whence P=2022 t.

Consequently, press 2000 t is acceptable for accomplishing this

operation.

Hammer for the drawing it is possible to select according to

Table 4, and required effort/force it to determine and to test by

calculation, on the basis of designation/purpose or evaluation of the

degree of deformation, obtained for one impact/shock, according to

the formula
1IMLM4 A0
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To work of deformation for one impact/shock

For obtaining A in the kgfm one should substitute O. in kg/mm2 ;

F in cm 2 ; I in cm.

Example. To select steam-air swage for the drawing in the

platens of blank of the alloy AK6 with the sizes/dimensions of

a,=ho=200 mm. Blank is maximum for the hammer 750 kgf and is minimum

for the hammer 5000 kgf and is minimum for the hammer 5000 kgf (table

4). Average/mean value corresponds to hammer 2000 kgf.

Testing. We accept the temperature of forging 400*C;

kg/mm2, w=3; 7=1; m=0.5; the width of face for the hammer 2000 kgf

(table 2) b=250 mm; 1=0.4 b=0.4.250=100 mm.

With given a. and I we obtain c=a,=200 mm; e=1=100 mm;

M'1 3 c-e e
m, I + A

200 00 00+ .20 • 0,5. P- i ,09;
Fo - .20 = 400 ems;

A 3. 1 • ,09 6 400. Oe - 75 00 .

We accept 1n1, 0,8; L, = 2.15G.

Then for two-ton hammer L,-430U kgfm; %lL. - 75 Lu, 0.8.4300=7=n00

e, whence c-0.8-4300/7500-0.046.

I .
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3. Dependence of the effort/force of press on the diameter of blank.

X CX~IOI0 0 NCIOlHOA"rt..l.. 0 1 0 ., .

Nm N 0 Q M X(i AA

g aswx aooM

9 1~

541 I9 5510 3 (NMI1 R(110 2UN0
IN9 3W1 =)1 4 4(MR) 210 11";

I (110 4 0) 9101 6 (MNMI 1400 21111
1:(I Y10 wo1 a ON0 2o w MIN)

box0 010 12150 80(M I01 0
(1 7)1) 1300 10000 2100 20

2 0 8050 9500

Key: (1). Effort/force of press in t. (2). Diameter of initial blank

in mm. (3). maximum. (4). minimum.

4. weight of falling/incident parts of swage for drawing.

I //) (,) C~opoua Naap,a ,
I*IRO. Ja~- u|S~MOTp ucionjoll

bIJIt qa. S iZ'OTOUIII lil'

Bar ". RW" I Nc I aR0 +CTIMINH. CpOJ . Mau.

21)0 114 - 91I0 40 0

300 05 0 40
400 75 - m I0
000 80 too9

(74AA paO30Y9&X A00O

500 I80 120 180
750 ) f 40 2Wt0

IM)0) lie) 1b0 230ISO) M~ 290 280
XW0 140 LA0 W11
25M 150 225 310
30M4 265 230 330
4000 1180 z1) 370
000 210 275 400

Key: (1). Weight of the falling/incident parts in t. (2). Side of

square or diameter of initial blank in mm. (3). min. (4). media. (5).

max. (6). For pneumatic hammers. (7). For steam-air hammers.

--I ' - +' '.. ..I +I " "+*. :- , . . " . . . . :
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This degree of deformation for the first squeezing is

satisfactory.

Basic operations. Flattening. Each press or impact/shock with

the flattening must provide the greatest broadening with smallest

elongation. It is expedient to produce this operation with wide

platen with the greatest supply 1.

Distribution on the mount/mandrel (Fig. 3). Forging is conducted

with the rotary supply of blank. The long side of face is paralle. o

the axis/axle of forging. Reduction

F 6I9 D)ucp

Auxiliary operations. Drawing out of tail (Fig. 4a) is applied

mainly during forging of ingot from the side of riser. The length of

it is approximately/exemplarily 2 times more than diameter.

Rough draft - plotting on the surface of the blank of marking

deepenings (Fig. 4b) is accomplished/realized by fullers of small

diameter.

Narrowing - increase of marking deepenings before necking of he
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specific thickness is accomplished/realized, depending on the

required profile/airfoil by different unrollings, fullerings (Fig.

4c, d, e).

r
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Fig. 3. Diagram of unrolling ring on the mount/mandrel.

117

Ilk AI
Fig. 4. Diagram of auxiliary operations during forging.

Page 90.

The narrowing of round blank should be made in the semicircular

swage/snap (Fig. 4f), gradually turning the blank around the

axis/axle.
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The formation of steps in indentations is accomplished/realized

in the following sequence: rough draft, narrowing at the depth of

step or indentation, drawing of step or indentation. If the length of

the section of the blank, where is made step or indentation, is

considerable, then drawing is produced directly with faces (Fig. 4g).

At the low length of section they preliminarily conduct drawing with

the use/application of flat/plane or oval unrollings (Fig. 4h). If

step either indentation one-sided, then to avoid squeezes from smooth

side drawing is made by unrollings (Fig. 4i) or by faces

established/installed crosswise (Fig. 4j).

In order not to intersect filament in the zone of the formation

of projection, unrollings with the gradually decreased radius (Fig.

k) are applied.

Planishing either smoothing along the length is made for

eliminating the inequalities after drawing by tap of hammer or by the

presses of press. Supply is designated the greatest for the faces 1-b

used.

PIERCING.

Piercing without lining ring is applied for the formation of

through and blind openings in the forgings (Fig. 5a, b, c). With this
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method of piercing the distortion of the form of blank (decrease of

its height/altitude, an increase in the diameter, the appearance of

barrel-shape form, and also convexity on one end/face and concavity

on other (Fig. 5d and e) occurs. Ratio H/h, can be determined

according to Table 5, and the greatest diameter of blank after

piercing according to the formula Dma1 .1,13x

X g/! IV + f{ (H- h)- 0.5,F.1,

where V - volume of blank in mm3; f - cross-sectional area of punch

in mm 2 ; F, - cross-sectional area of blank in mm2; H and h - in nun

(Fig. 5).

The effort/force, required for the piercing, is determined f.

the formula

P - maof,

where

Piercing and backing rings is made for the formation of openings

in the blanks of small height/altitude (Fig. 5f and g). In this case

waste (metal scrap) formable in this case is more than with the

piercing without the backing ring, but the distortion of form is

less.

The formation of openings with a diameter of >400 mm in the

ingots is predominantly accomplished/realized by hollow broaches.
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Ratio H/h. depending on ratio d/D, and h/h,.

d JH/li. 11 ili,'U /15I,, Q'L'",hJ,, 0, 3 o' ,,

0.2 0.00 0.0 093 0.04
A 00M, 0 , ,, 0 . b

0.6 0.2 0 .74 0.76 0 M

0.7 0.81 0.60 0.7H 0,O
0,8 0.53 0.5M 0,63 0.68

Key: (1). with.

berm (1)

Fig. 5. Diagram of piercing.

Key: (1). Face. (2). Broach. (3). Blank. (4). Support/socket. (5)'.

Ring.

Page 91.

In this case the center of ingot is removed, what is great advantage.

CUTTING.

L 1

ik q .- .... . ,.e= -- '" - " " ' " ---- " ' " - ...



II
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Are applied two methods of cutting the blanks: cutting on one

side (Fig. 6a, b, c) and cutting from two sides (Fig. 6d, e, f).

-' • • . .. ,. h ,-: 
-

. ", . , , . ,- . - , . ,



T__. LT IJ

ir'W6M f (4)

Fig. 6. Diagram of cutting.

Key: (1). Axe. (2). Square. (3). Ends/faces. (4). Projecting edge.

BENDING.

Bending is accompanied by the distortion of the initial form of

the cross section of blank and by the decrease of its area in the

zone of bending (Fig. 7). A radius in the inflection point of blank

must not be less than one-and-a-half thicknesses of its section/cut.

The thickening (Fig. 7b) is made for preventing the decrease of

section/cut in the zone of bending on the blank in the necessary

place.
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Fig. 7. Diagram of the distortion of the initial form of blank during

the bending.

COMPILATION OF THE DRAWING OF FORGED BLANK.

Source document for developing the drawing of forging is the

drawing of the clean/finishing part, whose contours/outlines will be'

applied to the drawing of forging by conditional dotted line.

The machining allowances and the tolerances in size are

determined according to Table 6 depending on the length of part, form

and sizes/dimensions of its section/cut. Under each size/dimension of

forging, in the brackets, they enter/write the appropriate

size/dimension of clean/finishing part. If chopping is the

latter/last operation of the technological process of forging, then

the ends/faces of forging are left chamfered (see drawing/draft in

-Fable 6). The rake angle must not exceed 100. If forging has
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rectangular cross section, then allowances and tolerances designate

according to the maximum size of section/cut.

In the drawings to the forgings for the parts of

critical/heavy-duty designation/purpose they usually indicate the

necessary fiber direction, which must be provided with technological

process.

In the drawings to the forgings for the especially critical

parts sometimes is provided for the special extra thickness, from

which are cut out the'samples/specimens for the mechanical tests and

the metallographic examinations. Forgings can have the special extra

thicknesses, provided for by the technological process of the

subsequent machining. In all cases the form and the sizes/dimensions

of extra thicknesses must be matched with the appropriate

specialists.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE TECHNOLOGICAL PROCESSES OF FORGING.

The technological processes of forging blanks of the alloys of

nonferrous metals in the part of the selection of initial blanks,

balance of metal, content and sequence of operations and shaping

virtually in no way differ from the technological processes of

forging steel blanks. Exceptions are the losses of metal to the
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carbon monoxide, which during forging of the alloys of nonferrous

metals are not considered, the thermomechanical modes/conditions of

deformation and heating devices.

For a trouble-free operation of forging aggregate/unit the

latter must be serviced by two heating installations, of which the

blanks overhang consecutively/serially. The values of

charges/shrinkages must be connected with the heating time and the

rhythm of work, thus, in such a way that the heating devices would

not limit forging aggregate/unit.
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6. Machining allowances and tolerances in size of forged blanks,

manufactured on hammers and presses.

rn;

Ig J'a3e:PM Ae- (3)
TeRM, 11s 14o- fpMoyoM4a n p S i OmhJloIeHt npl, -- melpe D,

ACAjiug L Topue na311a- "m pI&3Mepl cWeiR A is B B AIMa~~&ll 4OTC8 up".-

UyCHH Ii 110- 
UYCHH *~5 50-80 8018 I I 8-210 =0-no0

Ato 250 D, A. h 4 t_ I's I -t2 6 -1--"
L 12 , 15 = ± -X

zA-500 D, A, B 5-2 6-6- 2 7 3 8-. 3 12+ 4 I4't 4
L 15_5 20- 23_-8 11 +8 32110 3 ..- 10

500-800 L), A, B 6_2 4*2 81-2 11+3 12-4 13*t4
L 18 5 9~7 Z"8 ~+ 35 1*10 48± 12106-11 D, A B 7J:2 2 -3 11_3 2 4 IL'1 4 15.

L U24+0 2'6 8 30 -110 ,35 u 0 --12 4b t2
D01M A, B b 2 10 3 12 4 13±4 15±8 16 5

L 26=8 30"- 38N 10 :-t 10 45 .±t 12 45 12

2DO0-2 4] D, A, B 10-4 3 12.3 14±4 1 ±5 17±_.5
L 30 - 8 33± 20±83810 45 :t12 45+1i- 2 -

Key: (!). Length of part L in mm. (2). Sizes/dimensions of part, to

which are designated allowances and tolerances. (3). Allowances a and

b deviation with diameter D, or sizes/dimensions of section/cut A and

B in mm.

-
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Page 93.

Chapter 4.

ELEMENTS OF CONSTRUCTION OF STAMPINGS AND TOOLS, POWER OF MACHINES.

Open-die forging.

During planning of parts from the alloys of the nonferrous

metals, manufactured from the stamped/die-forged blanks, it is

necessary to consider: technological special features/peculiarities

and physical properties of material and possibility of manufacturing

the part with the minimum expenditures of metal and labor/work; the

specific special features/peculiarities of hot die forging, i.e., to

indicate drafts the non-machined surfaces, which do not lie at the

parting plane; to designate necessary radii of couplings, transition

and curvature; it is correct to select the relationships/ratios

between thickness and width of fabric, height/altitude and thickness

of edge/fin.

The parts, manufactured from the stamped/die-forged blanks, must
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have smooth transitions from one section/cut to another. It is

especially important so that the parts would not have the large

difference of the cross-sectional areas, arranged/located on the

small of distance from each other.

Pretreatments are accomplished/realized mainly by free ductile

which it is labor-consuming and it does not provide the distribution

of material with the necessary precision/accuracy. The increased

consumption of metal is observed in connection with this during

stamping of blanks for the parts with the large difference in the

sections/cuts. The large volume of the metal, extruded from the

cavity, leads to the rapid wear of dies/stamps, and the nonuniform

distribution of flash along the contour/outline of part causes

nonuniform stresses and strains of die/stamp, misalignment and

displacement, the leading to the distortion forms of the blank to be

stamped.

Elements of the construction/design of stampings.

During the development of the drawing of stamping it is

necessary to select the joint of die/stamp, to establish/install the

optimum relationships/ratios of structural n. ents/cells, to mark

machining allowances and tolerances in size, to select drafts.
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Joint of die/stamp. During the selection of the die line it is

necessary to be guided by the following general considerations:

it is desirable so that the parting line would lie/rest at one

plane or maximally this would approach. In this case the equipment is

characterized by simplicity and low cost/value, the process of

stamping proceeds more easily and with a smaller quantity of

waste/reject, than during the stamping with the joint over the broken

line;

blanks with the broken parting line should be furnished in the

die/stamp so that its sections would be sloped and horizontal pla

at angle not exceeding 600 (Fig. 1&). This arrangement of parting

line improves the conditions for stamping and trimming flash;

in the stampings with the bilateral projections, the edges/fins

or the indentations parting line should be marked out on the middle

of the lateral surface of the greatest perimeter of part (Fig. lb,

c). This facilitates the control of the possible displacement of one

half of stamping relative to another;

in stampings of box-shaped form and similar to them - parting

line must pass through the apexes/vertexes of walls (Fig. ld, e, f,

g).

I
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In this case is obtained such fiber direction, in which the stampings

possess the best mechanical properties and in their walls are not

formed clamps, leakages and other defects/flaws;

during the selection of parting line it is necessary to approach

the arrangement of stamping in one face of die/stamp (Fig. l,h, i).

This considerably decreases the cost/value of the latter and raises

the precision/accuracy of stamping;

\

in the general cases it is desirable so that the parting line

would pass on the greatest perimeter of stamping. In this case the

depth of the die cavities minimum, thanks to which is facilitated

their filling and is reached optimum productivity; the value of

allowance for the creation of draft is decreased, thanks to which the

consumption of metal descends and the labor consumption for

subsequent machining.

The thickness of fabric is the basic structural element of the

stamped/die-forged blank both from the point of view of effect to the

weight characteristics of part without the machining of fabric and

0.
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from the point of view of the complexity of obtaining the fabric of

small thickness by the methods of hot die forging.

The possibility of obtaining the fabric of minimum thickness is

determined by the resistance of metal to deformation, by rate of

cooling of blank in the process of stamping, by temperature of

deformation and by corrosive properties of metal.

According to the data of E. P. Unkson the average/mean specific

resistance to the deformation: with free upsetting of the round

blanks
q-crr 1+0,17±)

with upsetting without the broadening of the rectangular blanks

9 (1 + 0,25

where a,- yield point at deformation temperature; d - diameter of

blank after upsetting; a) the smaller side of rectangle; h) the

thickness of the upset blank.

From these formulas it follows that the specific resistance to

deformation grows/rises due to an increase in the yield point in

connection with cooling of blank and due to a change in the form,

i.e., increase in ratio D/H or a/h.
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According to the same data the true resistance to deformation,

2-3 times the exceeding average, is determined from the formula

2p1

where x - distance from the center of sample/specimen, to the point

where is determined stress/voltage, or according to the simpler

formula, which is obtained from preceding/previous by decomposition

in the series/row and simplification,

Maximum stress/voltage (in the center of fabric with x=0)

ag-- Or +
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/ pOQ. .OO

Fig. 1. Parting lines in the blanks.

Key: (1). Parting lines. (2). incorrect. (3). correct.

Page 95.

Accepting p=0.5 for the case, when shearing stresses 7 attain the

maximum value, caused by the equation of plasticity, we will obtain

Minimum stress/voltage (from the edge of fabric with x=a/2)

nal Or.
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Thus, with an increase in ratio a/h is raised not only

average/mean specific resistance, but also voltage difference between

middle and edge of fabric, which, in turn, increases a difference in

elastic deformations (u,,w u-',,,) in the appropriate places of

die/stamp (Fig. 2). The amount of elastic deformations according to

the formula of Boussinesq is equal to

P P(I -- ,)

where P - external forces, which cause deformation; X - Poisson

ratio; E - modulus of elasticity; s - distance from the point of

application of force to the point, at which is determined elastic

deformation.

A difference in elastic deformations in different places for the

die cavity leads respectively to different thicknesses of fabric -

greatest in the middle and smallest on the edges (the so-called

lenticular form). Consequently, the maximum thickness of the fabric,

obtained by hot die forging, is the thickness, for obtaining by which

the necessary specific pressure does not exceed elastic limit of

steel, from which are made the dies/stamps. Furthermore, the

thickness of not undergoing subsequent machining fabrics is regulated

-I
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by a difference in the thicknesses in the center and in the edges.

Taking into account an increase of the thickness of fabric as a

result of the wear of dies/stamps, which depends in essence on the

resistance to deformation, and change in the measure of contraction

as a result of the instability of the thermal mode of stamping, the

elastic deflection of dies/stamps must not exceed certain part of

half of the permissible positive deviation of the thickness of fabric

(keeping in mind thickening fabric into both sides due to elastic

deformations, wear, etc. of the upper and lower dies of die/stamp),

i.e.

where } - coefficient, which considers, what part of half of the

permissible positive deviation can be used for the distortion of the

form of fabric (lenticularity) from elastic deformation of face (for

the aluminum, magnesium and copper alloys E=0.6; for the the titanium

t=0.5); Ah - permissible positive deviation of the thickness of

fabric in mm.

In the formula are not considered elastic deformations of the

material to be stamped, which can be disregarded/neglected in view of

the high plasticity of metal during the hot deformation.
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If the value of elastic deflection proves to be more than

-,nmt-'i., first this indicates which to obtain the required

thickness of fabric by stamping is inexpedient and it should be

increased. This decreases the elastic deflection and the wear of

dies/stamps as a result of the resistance to deformation. The final

dimension of fabric is obtained by machining.

I.
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Fig. 2. Diagram of elastic deformation of die/stamp.

Page 96.

I.-

In certain cases the minimum thickness of fabric is determined

not technical capabilities of its obtaining by the methods of hot die

forging, but by physical properties of material. Thus, for instance,

in magnesium alloys the minimum thicknesses of structural

elements/cells are determined by corrosion resistance.

In the determination of the thickness of fabric physical and

shop characteristics, ratio of the width of fabric to the thickness,

area of fabric and ratio of its length to the width have vital

importance. The greater the area of fabric other conditions being

equal the more must be the thickness of fabric, while the greater the

ratio of length to the width of fabric, the fact the thickness of

fabric can be less.

The blanks, which consist of one thin fabric, barely are

-t •
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encountered in the practice of hot die forging. Usually it is the

element of the construction/design of part. In combination with the

edges/fins the fabric forms the open (Fig. 3a) and closed (Fig. 3b)

sections/cuts, whose form exerts a substantial influence on the

thickness of fabric. In the open section/cut the width of fabric

(Fig. 3c) is decreased from the presence of edge/fin and is actually

equal to a,=a-a 2 , and a,/s<a/s in the flat/plane section/cut of the

same width.

11 t

Si-
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Fig. 3. Form of lines of blanks with thin fabric.

Key: (1). Receiver of excessive metal.

Page 97.

Furthermore, the edge/fin of the open section/cut contributes to the

retention/preservation/maintaining heat in the fabric and thereby it

improves stamping conditions. Consequently other conditions being

equal the thickness of the fabric of the open section/cut can be less

than flat/plane one.

In the closed section/cut width a, (Fig. 3d) fabric also is

decreased from the presence of edges/fins, but the conditions for the

formation of thin fabric here are considerably more complicated than

in the open section/cut. The edges/fins arranged/located along the

edges impede the displacement of excessive metal from the fabric in

the flash (Fig. 3e). Therefore it is possible to consider with a

sufficient degree of accuracy that the conditions for the formation

of thin fabric in the flat/plane and closed sections/cuts are

analogous.

Lightening hole on the fabric of the closed section/cut is

utilized as the additional receiver of excessive metal (Fig. of
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echis) and it actually decreases the width of fabric. It is possible

to consider in this case that the conditions for the formation of

thin fabric in the closed and open sections/cuts are identical.

For the effective use of a lightening hole as the receiver of

excessive metal its area must comprise not less than 50% area of thin

fabric.

"MM"

lA
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1. Thickness of fabrics v for different sections/cuts.

IIJ OIG21 / tf)e cII- IaOIkd
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12 K 224 1 6 22 X100 5.0 26:5 15h.0 26.5
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M .09U 2500 N , 114 ,0 MA 28.0 2D0

Key: (1). the 1st group of sections/cuts. (2). Projected area of

stamped/die-forged blank on parting plane in cm". (3). Alloys. (4).

Aluminum and copper. (5). Magnesium. (6). Titanium. (7). Groups of

sections/cuts. (8). To. (9). SV.

Page 98.
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Table 1 gives the values of the thicknesses of fabrics depending

on the area of stampings for various forms of sections/cuts.

For facilitating the metal flow in the closed sections/cuts with

the large distance between the edges/fins of fabric they sometimes

make by those thickening from the middle towards edges/fins (Fig.

3h). In this case the thickness of fabric in the middle part of the

section/cut is determined from the formulas: for the double-T

sections/cuts

s, s -- (L+ R) tgy;

for the channel sections/cuts

S, = s (L+ R) tg-,

where s - thickness of fabric, determined according to tables 1; y -

angle of the slope of fabric, determined according to tables 2; L and

R - sizes/dimensions, usually indicated on the drawing.

Drafts on the surfaces of stampings, perpendicular to the

parting plane, are necessary for the removal/distance of blank of the

die cavity. Are distinguished drafts: the external a, furnished along

the outer duct parts, and internal , that are furnished along the

contour/outline of indentations.
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Small drafts cause the formation of the undercuts in the cavity

of die (Fig. 4), which are the result of the large stresses/voltages,

which appear in the zone of barb bridge from the deformation of the

metal ensuing/escaping/flowing out in the flash.

Forming undercut causes sticking blank in the die/stamp.

The value of internal drafts depends on configuration and

material of the blank to be stamped, and also on the equipment used

and the instrument (presence of knock-outs die).

The value of effort/force P, necessary for the removal/dista, a

of blank of the cavity of die (effort/force of knockout), is

characterized by the formula

where F - lateral surface of indentation in the stamping, which

encompasses its projection; o - stresses/voltages on the contact

surface of stamping and projection of die/stamp, which appear as a

result of.shrinkage; u - coefficient of the friction of the metal

being deformed against the die/stamp at a temperature of knockout;

- internal draft; Z - sign, which indicates that if the stamping has

several deepenings, then their lateral surfaces are totaled.
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As this follows from the given formula P=0, when

IL-tg.

In the specific cases, when configuration, overall dimensions

and material of stamping are known, the values of drafts depend on

the form of section/cut and relation of height/altitude h of part, or

element/cell of part, to which is given the stamping draft/gradient,

to width b (Fig. 5).
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Frq ,4. Fig. 5.

Fig. 4. Diagram of formation of undercuts in die cavities.

Key: (1). Undercuts.

Fig. 5. Element/cell of part, to which is given draft.
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In the carrying out of stampings in th dies/stamps with the

knockouts such drafts/gradients must be selected, that the

stresses/voltages appearing with the knockout would not cause

warping/buckling (deformation) the stamped blanks.

Virtually it is not always expedient to designate different

drafts on the external and internal surfaces of stampings. Thus, for

instance, different drafts in the double-T and channel sections/cuts

4

-I '
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complicate sinking die. Different drafts on the external and internal

surfaces can be applied for stampings or elements of the stampings,

which have the shape of the bodies of revolution, for which the die

cavity is worked on the turning boring machine, but not by milling.

Most widely used for the alloys of the nonferrous 4mes
metals are forging inclines at 3-7.

If different drafts are obtained at the separate places of

stamping, then must be unitized them, after making different

drafts/gradients only in the places, which do not cause difficulty

during sinking of dies.

It is expedient to make the external drafts/gradients of

stampings of high altitude, which have the shape of bodies of

revolution, by variables (Fig. 6). In this case draft, which comes

out on the parting line, is made with the equal to 70 at depth C, of

15-20 mm, and with larger depth of -1.5-2'. This gives perceptible

metal savings and somewhat decreases the volume of subsequent

machining. The optimum values of drafts are given in Table 2.

I4
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Fig. 6

Diagram of variable forging incline.
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2. Drafts a (external) and p(internal) in deg. For the blanks of the

aluminum, magnesium and copper alloys.
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7
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Key: (1). a) the open sections/cuts. (2). or. (3). Thickness of

edge/fin 2R,, in mm. (4). To. (5). SV. (6). b) closed sections/cuts.
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FOOTNOTE 1*. Drafts/gradients for types I and I to determine

according to table, drafts/gradients for type III are indicated on

the drawing/draft. ENDFOOTNOTE.

(7). Type. (8). c) stampings of shape of bodies of revolution. (9).

d) stampings, manufactured in dies with knockouts'.

FOOTNOTE *. For those indicated above, and also for titanium alloys.

ENDFOOTNOTE.

(10). e) only for stamped blanks of titanium alloys'.

FOOTNOTE 1. Drafts/gradients for the first four types to determine

according to table, drafts/gradients for fifth type - are indicated

on the drawing/draft. ENDFOOTNOTE.
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Thickness of edges/fins, the radii of transitions, bending and

couplings, the angles of the slope of fabric. The extrusion of metal

in the cavity of the dies, which form edges/fins on the

stamped/die-forged blanks, occurs due to the stresses/voltages, which

appear due to the stresses/voltages, which appear in the volume b'rng
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deformed as a result of limiting the metal flow to the sides by the

bridge of barb groove, and also by the action of the forces of

external friction, which prevent the displacement/movement of metal

over the contact surface of die/stamp and its displacement in the

flash.

The value of specific pressure q, necessary for the displacement

of metal into the conical cavity, can be determined according to Ye.

P. Unksov's formula

II
where O,.yield stress of metal at deformation temperature; a -

apex angle of conical cavity in rad; f - smallest cross-sectional

area of cavity; F, - greatest cross-sectional area of cavity.

If we instead of the conic section examine trapezoidal, then the

area ratio it is possible to replace with the appropriate relation of

the thicknesses of edge/fin in base/root b. and at apex/vertex b and

formula will take the form

q - I- I

Change a in this formula is examined only at constant values of

b, and b, in this case an increase a leads to the decrease of the
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depth of cavity, which facilitates its filling and, on the contrary,

decrease a increases the depth of cavity and thereby impedes its

filling, i.e., raises required specific pressure.

As follows from the given formula, stress/voltage, necessary for

the extrusion of metal into the inswept cavity, it grows/rises with

increase a,, i.e. during cooling of blank, and also with increase in

b. and decrease b.

Page 101.

PaeRatio b,/b>l, i.e., in the die cavity always must be draft. 2

nearer this relation to 1, i.e., the less draft, the less the

specific pressure, necessary for the filling of the inswept cavity.

When draft is absent, b./b=l specific pressure q=O. This means that

with the extrusion of metal into the cavity with the vertical walls

the deformations of metal, included in this cavity, does not occur,

pressure is here expended/consumed only on the extrusion of metal,

i.e., overcoming friction between the metal and the vertical walls.

The pattern of the flow of metal with the filling of edges/fins

in stampings from the aluminum and magnesium alloys differs

significantly from stampings from copper and titanium alloys.

---------------------------A
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The flow pattern is determined by the relationship/ratio of the

temperatures of the beginning of deformation and preheating of

dies/stamps. The temperature of the surface of the die cavity at the

moment of deformation is determined from the formula

T - 2WS 2

where ,,,- temperature of the beginning of deformation; tus-

temperature of preheating dies/stamps.

The nearer i. and 'u, the less the temperature differential

between the surface of the blank being deformed and its middle, the

more plastic the metal on the contact surface and the better its

displacement/movement in the process of filling of cavity occurs.

Fig. 7a shows filling of cavity during the deformation of

titanium alloys, while in Fig. 7b - aluminum alloys.

With the filling of the edges/fins of the open sections/cuts

excessive metal arranged/located on both sides of edge/fin is fixed

into the edge/fin (Fig. 7c). With the filling of the edges/fins of

the closed double-T sections/cuts the intense metal flow through the

edges/fins occurs, since excessive metal is extruded in the flash, as

shown in Fig. 3e.
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If in the open sections/cuts the thickness of edge/fin, other

conditions being equal, depends only on the height/altitude ol

edge/fin, then in the closed double-T sections/cuts under the same

conditions the thickness of edge/fin depends on the height/altitude

of edge/fin and distance between the edges/fins, since this distance

determines a quantity of metal flowed/occurred/lasted through the

edges/fins by itself.

It is customary to assume that in practice the thickness of

edge/fin must be 6.5-10 times of less than its height/altitude.
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Fig. 7. Diagrams of filling of the die cavity during stamping (X%-.

the place of intense wear).
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For the edges/fins of a small height (approximately/exemplarily to 10

mm) the thickness of edge/fin they usually designate 2-4 times of

less than the height/altitude due to the difficulty of sinking die

with the very narrow cavities (less than 2 mm).

The conditions of filling of the edges/fins of the closed

channel sections/cuts depend on the arrangement of parting line. if

parting lines are arranged/located on the bottom (Fig. 7d), then the

conditions of filling are the same as in the double-T section/cut. if

parting line is arranged/located along the top of edges/fins (Fig.

//
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7e), then the conditions of filling of edges/fins become more

favorable than for the open sections/cuts. In this case excessive

metal flows in the flash not perpendicular to edges/fins, which is

considerably better both from the point of view of the

retention/preservation/maintaining high mechanical properties in the

zone of transition from the fabric to the edge/fin and from the point

of view of the prevention of different defects/flaws in the same

zone, which occur during the arrangement of parting line on the

bottom.

The distance between the edges/fins is the most important

structural element/cell, which has a considerable effect on the

process of hot die forging. The smallest distance arsn between the

edges/fins depends mainly on height/altitude h of edge/fin. The

higher the edge/fin, the more must be the distance between the

edges/fins. With upper edges and insufficient distance between them

(Fig. 7f) the projection of die/stamp, which molds fabric, rapidly is

worn.

Greatest distance !,, between the edges/fins depends in basic

on thickness s of the fabric, which connects edges/fins. The thicker

the fabric, the more can be the distance between the edges/fins.

Limiting values ama and amn are given in Table 3.
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At the variable distance between the edges/fins and their

constant height/altitude (Fig. 8a) of value a,,, and ain,, those given

in table 3, can be respectively reduced and increased by 20%.

In the presence of the hole, whose area composes 50% of area of

fabric, the greatest distance between the edges/fins is not limited.

Value which is not smaller, than the relationship/ratio of

height/altitude and thickness of edge/fin, has a radius of coupling

edge/fin with the fabric. The value of this radius is great for

opened and in particular for the closed sections/cuts. With an

insufficient radius the couplings in the base/root of the edges/fins

of the open sections/cuts are formed their kind of the undercuts

(Fig. 8b), which weaken edge/fin and, in addition to this, the

conditions of the flowing in of metal into the edge/fin deteriorate.

'"' ''" ~................................
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3. Distance a between the edges/fins in mm.
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and copper. (4). Magnesium. (5). Titanium. (6). To. (7). SV.
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The analogous undercuts of edges/fins with an insufficient radius of

coupling are formed in the base/root of the edges/fins of the closed

channel sections/cuts with the arrangement of parting line on the top

(Fig. 8c). An insufficient radius of coupling in the edges/fins of

the closed sections/cuts together with a deterioration in the

conditions of their filling leads to the formation of "leakages" in

the base/root of the edges/fins (Fig. 8d), which are the consequence

of the metal flow into the barb groove above the already filled with

metal die cavity, which forms edge/fin.

44

an opr 4.Mgeim 5) iaim 6.T.() V

Page 103
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In the section/cut of any form a radius of coupling is the most

strongly worn place for cavity by the force of intensely moving on it

metal with the filling of cavity. It is established/installed, that a

radius of coupling insufficient in the value very quick-operating,

until it reaches some optimum value, with which its state for a long

time is stabilized.

Thus, the value of a radius of coupling depends on the shop

characteristics of stamping and on a quantity of moving on it metal

with the filling of edge/fin; therefore, other conditions being

equal, in the open sections/cuts the value of a radius of coupling

depends on the height/altitude of edge/fin, and in closed - from the

height/altitude of edge/fin and distance between the edges/fins.

The radii of bending R, and R, (see drawing/draft in Table 4)

are not decisive for the process of shaping, but nevertheless to some

degree they affect quality of the blank to be stamped and stability

of die/stamp. First of all the bending radii with their insufficient

value can.lead to formation within the cavity of the cracks of

thermal, fatigue or thermal erosion origin.

The small bending radius at the apex/vertex of edge/fin is

~I
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badly/poorly filled with metal. Under deformation conditions on the

press the place indicated can remain not filled, but during the

deformation on the hammer for the clear shaping it requires a large

quantity of impacts/shocks, which detrimentally affects both the

stability of die and efficiency of the hammer (large quantity of

rigid impacts/shocks it is possible to lead to a breakage in the

stock/rod of hammer).

The value of the bending radius depends on the depth of cavity.

Radii of transitions R2 (Fig. 9) have very vital importance.

With the filling of edges/fins the metal flow along the edge/fin

occurs. With an insufficient radius of coupling in the site of the

joint of edges/fins folding and clamps is possible. if a radius of

transition couples edge/fin with any massive element of stamping, or

it couples two massive elements/cells, then with its insufficient

value at the joint the fold, which is the consequence of the

nonuniform metal flow with the filling of cavity, is formed.

L4
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Fig. 8. Fig. 9.

Fig. 8. Sections/cuts of blanks with variable distance between

edges/fins.

Fig. 9. Radii of transitions.

Page 104.

The value of a radius of transition depends on the

height/altitude of the coupled elements of stamping.

The values of the enumerated structural elements/cells for

sections/cuts different in the form are given in Table 4-6.

In the tables of the inclination/slope of the fabric of the

closed sections/cuts indicated depending on the height/altitude of
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edges/fins and distance between them. About the advisability of

applying the thickened fabrics it was mentioned in the section about

the thickness of the fabrics (see page 96).

It should be pointed out that if in the closed sections/cuts are

made the lightening holes, then the sizes/dimensions of structural

elements/cells in such sections/cuts (thickness of edge/fin and a

radius of coupling edge/fin with the fabric) can be reduced in

comparison with the sizes/dimensions of the structural elements of

the analogous sections/cuts of not having lightening holes, since the

use of a lightening hole as the receiver of excessive metal decreases

a quantity of metal, extruded in the flash through the edge/fin.

In the case of the presence in fabric of lightening hole the

thickness of edge/fin and a radius of coupling edge/fin with the

fabric should be designated according to Tables 8 with the decrease

of the distance between the edges/fins to one interval.
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4. Radii (in mm) of couplings R, transitions R3, bending R,, R2, R.

and R, and the thickness (in mm) of edges/fins 2R,,

stamped/die-forged blanks of the aluminum, titanium, copper and

magnesium alloys.

+Ai 
RN,

I ITITIITilIO- MrtM nl IlI)IOTIM

0 JiKam rily'
w o upm It M L, A w .) - 0 e I , I i J M IJ

111CTM h( I I III OGTM

$Mb-I), ?A3 M

5, (0 3 jo-

7 Y-1 2.0
e 5 20 3.,5 8 8 4 16-11 2,1

* 16 25 a 2.5 2,5 -- - 10 8 10--2 3,0

S. .3 -. 1O 8.0 3.0 4.0 5 12 6 0 2-35,5 4,0
* 35.'. 50 12.,5 4.0 4,0 5.0 6 15 8 35.5-50 5.0
S50 71 15 -,5 8 .0 8 6 1 0 50-71 5.0

* 71 o100 0 7.0 - - 10 25 12 71-IU0 10.0

Key: (1). Height/altitude of edge/fin or the depth of cavity h. (2).

Alloys. (3). titanium, aluminum (MA2 and BM65-1), copper. (4).

magnesium. (5). Thickness of fabric or depth of cavity. (6). To. (7).

SV.

i
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5. Radii of couplings R, bending R,, thickness of edges/fins 2R, and

angles of slope of fabric 7.

A aunaiume..ae, Natr.U.Mm 0 H.AHMe c.a.a(s)

0A M

Ih^ A RiT~p 4&-80 1zl~ W~8 C a 2.50

R.__ JV R IIt I ig ;J.1 R JRH V IR y -Y u I tjf,

4 -I I b 10" .'-2
-12.5 -7

6O3 2 1 0 .1 ...

lB-95 II 24! 1..b a1 a )b B3d I

:,-35 , IV a lb 3,5 Ib b ,

35.5--50 2 4 15 4 1"30' 2U , 25 6

50-71 ,0m 4.5 " b 5 25 0 S30 7 I *

71-100 25 5 25 6 25 6 3D 7 30II i iI

6 ?KTHOiUM C U8l4Mold (10,)

" ,dl U 0I ALMI

hml CmJ~ 40 U

iotb 3 it i. 10 T

0 b 3 - 2 --

5-,- 0 4 6 2 2., 2
30-13; a 10 2.b 2.5 3 3

18-25 to 2.5 - 25 15 3 1-20 U. ~
__ 3 r

-35,bO 15 - 4, b , S ] ,0
5 3U

5U,- 71 - 19 1 vbi
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Key: (1). Aluminum magnesium and copper alloys. (2). To. (3). SV.

(4). Titanium alloys.
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6. Radii of couplings R, bending R, and R2 , thickness of wall b

angles of slope of fabric 7.

A. AamuuneImae, NIrinHO,,., u eI.,e cuaammi (a)

B- ALM
80 12 CS.-

R, B -- b R Iab R

A 00 b 2 5 5 5 5
2 3 I

1-le 6 2A5 a 8 0 6

16-M 2.5 6 3, 8 4 . 8 5.b 8 7

25-35.5 3, 10 4.0 10 6 10 7 2
*  

10 8

35.5-50 5 12.5 0 12.5 7 12,5 b 12.5 9 1"30'

50-71 6 15 8 15 9 15 10

71-100 7 -20 20 2D 12

100-140 8 - 25 14

. Trn. om. cm ennsew M

A

.,I M

iAo I0 5 5 5 4 5 5
2 3 1.

10-16 6 6 0 4.5 8 6

16-25 2.5 8 4 8 5 8 6 8 7

M-35,.5 3,5 10 5 - O 6 - 0 7 ? 20 8

35.5-50 5 12.5 e 12.5 1 12.5 8 12,5 V 1*30'

5--71 6.5 5 8 15 lU 15 It

71-100 a _ 30 12 2D 13

Key: (1). Aluminum, magnesium and copper alloys. (2). To. (3). SV.

(4). Titanium alloys.
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Example. Fig. 10a shows the closed sections/cuts of stampings

without the lightening holes. A thickness of edge/fin 2R, and a

radius of coupling R are assigned according to tables 5 for the

height/altitude of edge/fin h=30 mm and distance between the

edges/fins a=130 mm.

If we in these sections/cuts fulfill lightening holes, as shown

in Fig. 10b, then sizes/dimensions R and R, must be designated also

according to tables 5 for the height/altitude of edge/fin h=30 mm,

but for distance of a between the edges/fins not in the limits of

125-180 mm, as this occurred in the absence of lightening holes, but

in the limits of 80-125 mm.

With the variable distance between the edges/fins (Fig. 10c) or

at the variable/alternating height/altitude of edge/fin (Fig. lod, e)

the structural elements of section/cut should be determined in terms

of the corrected values of distance .. ,, between the edges/fins and

heights/altitudes h.p of edge/fin, determined from the formulas:

h1 1  + 01111 n
h"" M - (tla + hi lin

p o. 10, ); D
h jp 0 ,5 h , u , (I + B 1 0 ) (A A R

poc. 10, 0).

Key: (1). (for Fig.).
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Pro

IA -T

Fig. 10. Closed sections/cuts of blanks.

Page 108.

The structural elements/cells of parts with the closed

sections/cuts and with the dissimilar by the height/altitude

edges/fins (Fig. 10f) one should designate as follows: the smallest

distance between the edges/fins to select as arithmetic mean of the
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distances, determined from the greatest and smallest edges/fins;

radii of couplings of edge/fin with the fabric and the thickness of

edges/fins select from the greatest edge/fin.

Indentations in the stampings. The thickness of cross connection

and the form of indentations in the stampings for the case, when hole

is not broached, but indentation is made for the purpose of metal

savings, they are determined as follows: with h50.45 D (Fig. lla)

ao O,ID; c 0.078D;

DI h
r=+

value R is determined according to Tables 4 with 0.45D<h<D (Fig. llb)

D cos -2hsin a2 (OD; WD a

values a and R are determined according to rables 2 and 4.
when D <h<Z,D (Fig. llc)

c - L -- O,6D; a - 0,2D; R, m O,D; R, = 0,4D

values of a and R are deternined according to Tables 2 and 4.
The thickness of cross connection and the form of indentation in

the stampings for the case, when hole is broached (Fig. liD), it is

determined according to Tables 7 and B.

Allowances and tolerances.

All stamped/die-forged blanks, as a rule, are subjected to

subsequent machining. The degree of accuracy of the

* *1**
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stamped/die-forged blanks is quantitatively determined by two

factors: by machining allowances and by tolerances in size.

1 .J
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4-4

Fig. 11. Thickness of cross connection with the form of indentation

in the stampings.

7. Thickness of cross connections in indentations in mm.

a 4 j 6 1 8 40 1 2

Key: (1). To.

8. Radii of coupling r into mm and angles of slope 7 in deg of cross

connections in indentations.

VSA
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kh*IC Im.8 . o. '. . 1-30 -LO to..-2oo

S a
WOIM A 0 5- &.iZ !n 5 10 !0

-15 Xo 2 a0 12 i 2-
, 30 a 50 to 12 :+ 15 2D 25

50- -20 2b 30
33.80.20 - 25__ _ 30 35

.120 . -o -5 40 3
* iSO * 05

Key: (1). Depth of indentation in mm. (2). To. (3). SV.
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CFrom the point of view of technology of forging working shouf

be distinguished two kinds of the allowances: technological and to

the machining.

Allowance technological, connected with the need for an increase

in the sizes/dimensions of some structural elements of stampings due

to their industrial production non-suitability. For example, the

section/cut of part, given in Fig. 12, cannot be made by hot-stamping

due to the excessively thin fabric, upper edge and insufficient

radius of transition from the edge/fin to the fabric. The enumerated

structural elements/cells must be increased in this case, which

entails the weight increase of part, if we do not tool it. The weight
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increase of part in a number of cases is impossible; therefore such

parts are worked, although they could go into the matter also

concerning the untreated surfaces. Such the allowances, whose value

is determined by the possibilities of plastic deformation, have vital

importance for the forging production and they are usually called

allowances.

Machining allowance (Table 9), connected with the need of

achieving of necessary precision/accuracy and purity/finish. The

amount of this allowance is determined by the required purity/finish

and the precision/accuracy of surface after machining, and also by

the distortion of form, which occurs with the hot die forging

(displacement, warping/buckling, the negative deviation of tolerance,

and also defects/flaws on the surface in the form of flaws, clamps,

gas inclusions, etc.).

The amount of allowance they designate according to the largest

overall dimension of part, depending on material and required

purity/finish.

Tolerances in size. Table 10-19 gives tolerances for different

sizes/dimensions of the stamped/die-forged blanks and permissible

distortions of their form.

1.

.!
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Fig. 12. Section/cut of nontechnological part with the thin fabric.

ra. Machining allowance (allowance for side in mm).
AJIkOMI1I~IhJB0, M~rIMeiilMS I _ Tnra..omMe~ C ji~a#

8HOwabnimu M MCnHhle CUJIM ID)(rallapuwrtullC-7) I
pomUepraM- unc 8mC HCTOT o0Oo' MU (-.2.

Ca ' .0( '
4" 0 0A80 I' 150 1,00 t.50 1.75

,,C". 40ow.YS 1,00 1.50 1,:75 1,2= t.75 2X0
0I50 * 10 t,2 1,75 2.00 1.50 2,10 2.25

9: 100 ' 110 1,5s0 .#0 2"5 t,75 2;5 2,50
* 160 * 250 1,75 2.25 2.50 2,00 2,50 2.5

U 250 * 360 2.00 2,50 3,00 2.25 2.75 3,25
300 5W0 2.25 2.75 3.,5 2.50 W,00 3x.0
bOO 630 2,0 3,00 3,50 2,75 3,25 3,75

* 630 b 0 2,75 3,50 4,00 3,00 3,75 4 .
o00 1 00 3,00 4,00 4.,0 3,50 4,50 5.00

1000 * 1250 3,50 4,50 5.00 4,00 5,00 5.50
* 1250 . 16100 4.00 5.00 5.50 4,50 5.0 600

1 200 0 4:5'0 5.50 6.2n 5.z 6.25 70
2 2000 * 2500 5.25 6.25 7,00 6,00 7X 7,75
250 * 3150 6.00 7,00 8.00 7,00 8.00 9.00
3150 4 O40 7.00 6,00. 9.00 8.00 9.00 10,00400 * 5000 8.00 9,00 0.00 9,00 10.00 11.00

6 5000 ' 300 8,00 lo.0 l.00 10,00 11.10 12.00
* 1300 * 9000 10,00 11,00 12,0 11,00 12,0 13,00

Key: (1). Largest overall dimension of stamping in mm. (2). Aluminum,

magnesium and copper alloys. (3). Titanium alloys. (4). Class of

purity/finish of working. (5). To. (6). SV.
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10. Tolerances for vertical (perpendicular parting planes)

sizes/dimensions of stamped blanks (bilateral wear).

naoma npox- b A r 5 I
UoUn, TaunV- , ) 08CIMome,,, B

USJOrO BKHN

pa-beMa mTahla warmneux x ,nmu~X CgaBzo* (en

+ep6a W.. g. L. .. W.._,
-6.0 0.2 . +0.3 -- 0.15 +0.5 --.. ' +4.3 -. 15 +0.4 -02 +0. -4.3

C 6. 6.0 0o +o -0.12 +a. -02 +0.6 -02 +0-25 -,.15 +0.5 -03 to.; -03
10 * 16 4102 -0.15 +0.4 -02 +.9 -1 2 .;+OAI -0- 4-0.6 -0.3 +0o -0A
16 2 -+035 -- 0.15 +ob -03 +^.. -o. +0. .5 -0 +0.7 -03 +1.0 -0.5

U 25u 40 +0,4 -0.2 +0.6 -0,3 +1.0 -0.L -0.5 --0, +0. -0.4 +1-2 -06
40 - 80 +0.5 .-0.3 +0, .-. A +1.2 -0 -- 0.6' -0R' +1.0 -0.5 +1.5 -0.6

S 40o 160 +0.6 -0.3 +1.0 -0.4 +t, -. 6 40. -0A +1.2 -0.6 +2x0 -0.6
. 160 am3 +08 -0 +1I-- -04b +2.0 -0.6 4. 1.0 -4Z.+5 -1.5 -07 +f-2.5 -1.0

3 33) * 480 +1,0 -0.5 +1.5 -06 +2.5 -1.0 +1.2 -0.6 +1.8 -0.8 +3U -1.2
S480 , 800 +1.2 -- 0.6 1,8 -0,7 +3.0 -1.: +1.5 -0. +2.Y -1.0 +3. -U1.5

n 8 * 1250 J 1.4 --0. +21 -0.4 +3.5 -1. +1 U --. , +2.6 -12 +-U -1.6
* 1250 * I 700 +1.6 -01 +2 A -1.0 +4) -11 +2.1 -. 0 +3.0 -1.4 +. -._0
* 1700 240 +1.8 -0.9 +2.6 -1.2 +4L -10 Z-.- -1.2 +3.5 -1.6 +5.0 ---.

* 220 3000 +2.1 -10 +3-" -1. +5.0 ---o +4.0 -1.8 -+16 -2.5
* 3000 * 4000 +2.4 -1.2 +-3.6 -1.6 +5.5 -2.5 - 4.5 -2.1 4-6.5 -3.0

4000 * 5300 +2.7 -1.3 +4k0 -1.8 4-61 -+25 -2.4 +7.5 -3.0

S3o 6300 +2.9 -. 4 +4.3 -19 +6.b -43,0
3 600 $ 6000 +3.2 -1.6 +42 -2.2 +7.1 -3.2

* 8000 a 10000 +3.6 -1.6 +5.3 -24 +7.7 -. 5
* 1000 1200 +3,9 -,9 +". -2,7 +6.4 -3.
* 12 500 * 16 000 -43 -2.1 4-6,4 -3.0 +0.2 -4.2
* 16000 r 20000 +4.8 -2A +7.1 -3.3 +0.0 -4.5
- 21000 W OW 000 +5.3 -2.6 +. -3,,, +11.0 -5.0

Key: (1). Projected area of the stamped/die-forged blank on the

parting plane of die/stamp in cm2 . (2). Classes of precision. (3).

Deviations in mm. (4). For stampings from aluminum magnesium and

copper alloys. (5). For stampings from titanium alloys. (6). upper.

(7). lower. (8). To. (9). SV.
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11. Tolerances for vertical (perpendicular parting planes)

sizes/dimensions of stamped/die-forged blanks (wear in one

direction).

ILAzom8A=Upoes- I 6 6
53r3 U olMi -oB3 (3-') On9uzOneuza h r-

saro~mc

W2 U=OckOCrb fLanR wmnomoii 3 aawzezwbx, n= wuenmo
p31b3a wyawna 2 Me::imax cmiaeoB SIO Z"3 TRMEBHI CUX BO

a-M 7C7x IQ.__ _G_

4.05 -oIo 441.08 -0.1 1 0 4AM -0.15 4-0.10 -OX _L0.15
6.0 io(, 10 ,--0.06 -0.12 4-0.10 -0.18 -L0.I2,s -. 440 --.I.1 .1.90.10 --_ -0JL, -OZ

010 16 +.08 -015 -F0,.12 -Z 0.1 -,...-+.10 -. 0 +-.25 --O -..M -4.
1 26 * o--0.08 -0.1- .4-0.1 -. 2022 -. 3D -0.0 --0 -"0 4M -0.I5 -.033 .-0- -. 50
Z * 40 +0.10 -0.30 .0.7 -0.30 4-0.21 -4.5D -A4,5 -2X -0 --O-.O -+3 4M-0.60
4 60 s 0 +0.12 .- 0.2 ..-.,0 -O.40 + .2. -. 0 "415 -. X +. -0 0 --0.75
8 a) 160 -.-0.15 -0.30 -+0.= -0.50 0X .-0. -T..c -0.0 0.30 --0O 60..1 -O

*160 33 3 0 -43OX -0.4.0 +a2 -0O.60 +0Z0 -1.00 -4-O -050 +03' _t.75 -f-05 -1.1
32 4 90 +0.3 -0. -50 +0a-_ -0.80 --. 4O0 -1.0 X -4m* .+-0..4 --0.0 -9-O -1-

* wo o +030 -0.60 +0b0 -0.90 -0. ,0 -. 50 .W.,.4o -0.75 +.50 -1.10 -4-OZ -1.75
W O I 250 +403 -- 0.70 +.40 -1.00 -0A -1.9 -0.. -Ok -O.' -. 3 -02) -2"

I Z1,O 1 2 700 +0.40 --0.80 .+0.,0 -1.20 +.,', -3 _. -100 40.70 -. 50 -..12" -.- 3
I 1~ 70 240 +0/.5 -0.90 +a,60 -1.40 +ON -Z-30 -40 -1.3 -4-0k 29 iiX 25

: 20 3000 -4-0.50 -1.00 ..-0.70 -1.60 -R9-, -20 A0. -. D +.2 -%0
* 3600 4000 4-00 -1.20 -0 0 -1.80 +1.10 -2S0 - -1.00 -= +LI -.. M

40 OW 5 300 4M -1.0 +O -2.0 ,-.-1.2 -3 + -2.50 +1.1 -.

, 300 600 +0,70 -1.50 +1.00 -2.0 +I.0 __a
3D F~ OD P00 0.80 -1.6 +41.10 -2.4.0 4.1.0 .. 3x

am 10000 90 -1.80 +2.=0 -2.8 -+1*6 _&4
. 10 OW V 15W0 +1,00 -200 +10 -210 +t1ic -4.M
.. 12500 . 16000D +1.10 -23D +2I.50 -am2 +11 -4.M
. 2660 . 20 5O -240 +t.30 -350 .1,O -5.00

20W - 25000 +130 -2,60 +1.90 -3.90 .x -5- 0

Key: (1). Projected area of the stamped/die-forged blank on the

parting plane of die/stamp in cm2 . (2). Classes of precision. (3)'.

Deviations in mm. (4). For stampings from aluminum, magnesium and

copper alloys. (5). For stampings from titanium alloys. (6). upper.

(7). lower. (8). To. (9). SV.
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12. Tolerances for horizontal (parallel parting planes)

sizes/dimensions of starnped/die-forqed blanks (bilateral wear).

6),1 m-2-. +of --6 , +oI--. -6o o 0 -
*iiLi~i wramosom in axwumeubI. xaraveabx Ann manaa za yTasovw cwaao&

- Y9'-~ I % . N-m I- pm 1%0- rp-R V'-- N'i-a Y4-. 4z.
(Ono 16 +Q.3 --011 +0.4 -0.2 -1, -0.3 -0 -0-1 + -0. +0'" -04

Ca. 16 A +e0 -- 02 -" -0.M -- 0.6 --0.4 1.-0. -03 -1C -03 +06 +G --0.4
* 2 40 .-. -4 -- 0.6 --O. +,7 -6145 +10.6 -4.3 +1 -.. +- -. 1

* 40 P00 +40.6 .- 0.3 +-0's --0,4 409 -0.6 -1-0A -0.4 +1.0 -0.1 +1-- -0.s
60 200 --0. , -A - -06 +12 -- 0.8 +1.0 -.0.6 +12 -0.A +11 -1.0

20 160 -1.0 -0.6 +1.2 -02 +1.5 -1.0 +t2 -0. +1. -1 +1.8 -12
60 50 +1.2 -.O +1.5 -1,0 +2,0 -12 +.1 -1.0 +1 -- 12 +2, -1.

2 360 +1.5 -1.0 +1.8 -1-2 +2.1 -1.1 +-1.6 -1-2 +2.1 -. 5 +U2 -. s
S360 00 -1.8 -1.2 -21 -4.5 43,0 -2.0 +2.1 -1.1 4-2 -1.8 +4. -2-

3 0 x 63 +2.1 -t4 +2- -1. +3.5 -2-0 +-A -18 -3.0 -2.0 +U -21
6W ID00 +2A -1.6 +2.7 -2"Z +4.0 -2.5 +2.7 -2.1 4-. -2.5 +U -30
60 * 2000 +21-,7 -1.5-;-3,0 -2.4 4-l.5 -30 +3.1 ---A 44 +4 -U

1000 L250 -40 -2.0 -- 31 -. 6 -+5,0 -. 5 ,4-3% -2. + -. 5 +50 --40
IZ0 J* 0 - -- 3 + . -3- +5.5 -. 0 -5.0 -4.0 +.0 -5.0
1600 MOD20 +36 -2.6 -9-4.1 -3,6 -j-6.0 --4.51 +5.5 -415 --. 0D -4.0
UM 00 '-, +94. -30 +5.0 -4.0 -6.5 -51.0 _______ 06. -10 "t6. -'.V

*250 3150 49-4.5 -3.3 +- -4.5 -9-7.6 -5.6
3150 40 +5.0 -32 +6 -5.2 +8.6 -6.7

31' 6M0 b 5W +5.6 -42-1-7.1% -5.9 -9.7 -7,6
*W M 0 ON0 +&.2 1 -U. +&A8 -6.7 +10,9 -8.7

630 D a0m +-48 -5.4 4-9Z -7,6 +12,4 1-10.0
Key: (1). Size/dimension of the stamped/die-forged blank in mm. (2).

Classes of precision. (3). Deviations in mm. (4). For stampings from

aluminum, magnesium and copper alloys. (5). For stampings from

titanium alloys. (6). upper. (7). lower. (8). To. (9). SV.
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13. Tolerances for horizontal (parallel parting planes)

sizes/dimensions of stamped/die-forged blanks (not depending on weav).

(.) Xnaocw ToYVoc

4 5 6 5 I 46

Pao'ba L M Am O I00 M>Koe u •MM eu ,u ~ eb M TK 0 " MTrsnl aa

x ntl C0-aBOb '

16 A -. CM -- 1 +3 --0 +0.16 --. 8 - -0.12 0 2 .-0.18 -. M _
M. 40 +0.10 -0.10 +0.15 --0.15 +o_--o -.20 +0.15 -0.15 +0='  --G= +o4M -4.30

+0.30 -00 +4.18 --is +xox4Z
40 60 L.0.1: - 0 2 4-O .0 - 0 -0 . 00 - 0 G8 i . 7 -027 -. . -0 1

60 0 1W +o.ts -..I -+0-3D --0.30 +o.. -0.5 0.-& -.50. m . -. 3. -,%.5_ -0.5o

300 1 1W0 -L4-M --am +GAD -0.40 +0.ox -0.60 +0M5 -Gm +K.50 -0.50 -o. -0.70
,60a 0 m.o .-0.-1 .+0.50 -0.50 +ox -0 +o.50 -0.50 +0.30 -0.70 +-lW -1.0

" W5 . 380 -()-W -.y _- o --030 +1.20 --t.Z +o--0 _0x% -0.900 --4 +10 -W -1.30

0;, _045 +1.00 -6-1.50 -50 -ox - .+1.00 4 1 -I= -1.7 -17
. 50 630 -hoS -am I- -1.2 +1,0 -1.80 +1.00 -I,00 +1.50 --1.50 +t..1 -:.,to

b 40 8 -00 -:4 . -1,00 +1.50 -1.50 43.3 -2.20 +1= -= +1.80 -1.80 ,_-,5 -2.50
b W P 00 +1.30 1.3.30 1. -1.80 +2.0 -. 41.50 -150 43-.10 -:!1 -&A -3.OD

. 1000 1250 1.50 -1.% o 2. -: o ,-30 -3.00 +-4o -1.8 o +.50 -2.50 -. 0 -3.50
b o 5t00 . 4.4.+8 -1 +:3.50 -. 50 +350 -3.50 +2,10 -2.10 -3,00 -3.00 -4A -4.00

6 l6o V100 M 4-2J0 -2.10 +.&00 -,00 +4.00 --400 +2.
50  -2.50 +3.50 -3L.W -. LW

a W *Z0 .4.A.4 -2AD +35W -350 -6-4,50 -. 50 -.+31) -300 4A0 -40 -37.00 -50
b 2W 315 o L2,80 -2.60 - -4.00 +3,00 -.00

*3130 P 4WO 3.40 -&.40 +4.50 --4.50 +5,60 -5.00
0 M- so 500WW 4 -4.0c.' 4.10 -5.10 44.30 -6.3D

MW 'W -r
4

.
5  

-..4_V +S.60 -Si. 7.0 +7,O -700

W10 6000 45Z -5.00 .44%o --430 .+4.00 -LWD

Key: (1). Size/dimension of the stamped/die-forged blank in mm. (2).

Class of precision. (3). Deviations in mm. (4). For stampings fro i

aluminum, magnesium and copper alloys. (5). For stampings from

titanium alloys. (6). upper. (7). lower. (8). To. (9). SV.

- .i
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Page 114.

14. Tolerances in size of uncoordinated technological radii of

stamped/die-forged blanks.

19 46 614" 6 I I j
psOrn" ffRZT lOO M OTKflOHCKHR ABT~aOM

pha*ep
94 I 0 O lo Z IKMHI4NBMZ 1DI TTfO

2.5 +t,0 -0.5 +1.5 -0,5 - - +1.5 -0,5 +2,0 -0,5 --

3,0 +15 -0 +20 -1,0 - - +2U -0,5 +25 -t,0 - -
4.0 +2.0 -1,0 +2,5 -to - - +2,5 -1,0 +8.0 -1,0 - -
5.0 +2h0 -1,0 +2., -1,0 +3,0 -1,5 +2.5 -1. 5 +.0 -1.5 +3,5 -2.0
60 +2.5 -1.0 +3.0 -1,5 +-,5 -2.0 +$A0 -1,5 +3.5 -2,0 +4 -2,0
810 +8.0 -1,5 +3,5 -2 4.0 -2.0 +85 -20 +4.5 -20 +-5.0 -2,5
0 +30 -1,5 +-4.0 -20 +5.0 -2,5 -1-4,0 -2,A +5.0 -2,5 +6.0 -,0
1 25 +3,5 -1,5 +4,5 -2.0 +5.5 -2 -1-4,5 -2,0 +5.5 -2., --6,5 -B,0
15' +3 -2.0 +4,5 -2.5 +6,0 -3,0 +4.5 -21 +5,5 -3,0 +7,0 -,
20 +40 -2,0 +5.0 -2,5 +65 -3,5 +5,0 -2.5 +6,0 -3,0 +15 -3,5
- -- 4.0 -2,0 +5.0 -2,4 +7.0 -35 +5,0 -3,0 +,5 -3,5 +B0 -4,0
30 -+4b -2,5 +5.5 -3,0 +7.5 -3,5 +5,5 -3,0 +7.0 -3,5 +8.5 -40
35 +5.0 -2,5 +6,0 -30 + ,5 -4,0 +6. -. ,0 +7-.5 -3,5 +8,5 -4
0 +5. -3.0 +6,5 -3,5 +8.0 -4,0 -1-0.5 -3,0 -17.5 -4.0 +9,o -. 5 1

45 +5,5 -3,0 +7,0 -3,5 +6.5 -4,5 + .5 -3,5 +8.0 -4,0 +9,5 -5,0
50 +6, -3,0 +7,5 -40 +9,0 -45 +70 -SA -,4.5 -. 5 +10 -5,0

Key: (1). Nominal size of a radius in mm. (2). Classes of precision.

(3). Deviations in mm. (4). For stampings from aluminum, magnesium

and copper alloys. (5). For stampings of titanium alloys. (6). upper.

(7). lower.

15. Permissible displacement (in mm) on the split plane of die/stamp

for stamped/die-forged blanks.

- , -
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IIj&wtmAjb npuets- -ItASOCki 7-MOcMI nA()1115111M"CM. acu aasc
UIHM WrMIIUT-mno(.21 UIN WYaUIISSAAHt'sl "~roTOOMM iSaTOH

iA I OCK(oc'b IIA I&J1iOCIOCTb
pa rbeUa ztaMna parJbMa lnTaUlwa

a6 *- i 4 1,, 0,5 0,5 G6 i 5 6 ,0 .3 -A4,s 0 0, 8 OO.20 0.40 C. I ) o 2 2'60 1,40 2A0 2AW
Cm 8I W.5( 01b UA oz3 2240 3 . 80 1 .00 2A2 2045

10 W O 0,20 0.30 0,40 800 4 4000 1,0 2.40 31)
10 b 25 0.24 0.36 0,50 4WO 5.300 2.00 2,00 8,30

25P40 04 0,40 0.0 5330,8300 2.20 280O 30
40. v80 0.30 0.50 0.80 .8300 8O0 2M5 3,10 4.00
80 x 160 0,40 0,88 1,00 8000 1000 2.80 ,40 4.40

S 160 a 320 0.50 0.0 1,20 10000 12 500 3.10 3,80 .,80

. 320 48 0,60 1.00 1.50 12 500 16 000 3,40 4. ".20
* 480 b800 080 1,20 1,80 1 6000 2D 000 3,70 4,O 5.0

800 v1250 1,00 1,50 2,10 20 00 25000 4A30 5.00 6.00

M D,"0 100 IA 1,80 2,40

Key: (1). Projected area of the stamped/die-forged blank on the

parting plane of die/stamp in cin'. (2). Classes of precision. (3).

To. (4). SV.
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Page 115.

16. Permissible warping/buckling (in mm) of stamped/die-forged

Hlfah Ha8CU TOIHOCTM

p "?"bi..lk pa3Nep .
WIFaMIIOIE8*IH OI sla-

I D'7OiflH it ,MMat XTJIJI WTMIlOa8H HU BJIMJMM- .lw1 WTaUIIOMOH Ha TaA1UO-~ IheuM
r
, WMUI'IIKIWI M NA- *

(8 - il -CuablMQ, US____

0 .1 0.10 0.15 0.3: 012 013 0.0Ga ,.o1 A ,,5 (112 .3 C CA 0.5
ri 40 U;W CA , Q,35 0,3 0. 0

a 40 10 11.4 1.30 ,40 0,4 0. 0,8

00 100 0.30 0.40 0.0 0,45 07 1,0
* 100 1,0 0305 0.60 0,0. 0.5 O's 1.2

100 2 0 O.O 0,00 00 00 019 1,4

z 20 310 (1,45 11.70 1,00 0,7 1,0 1,

3,10 6W 0.50 IIA1 J, 0.8 1,2 1,8
bU 40i;/) VAX 0,x 1,40 01,11 2.0
Div1 MU811 0.711 1.041 1.0 1.1 1. 2,a 11 *KI 111 0.,?O 0) 1,40 0,0 2.0

S1OO I 00 00 1.0 IN, 1,3 I's 2,7

* 1000 1260 0.b 140 2,10 I. 2,2 313

* 1250 L10 1,10 10 I 2,40 17 2.8

* 1600 b 200v 1,30 . 1,80 2,70 2A 3,0 4.5

LU t0 251 1.10 2.2U 3,30 2.5 .5 5,0

MOO b 31S60 1.70 2,1w 3A -

3150 .o4000 2,00• 3,00 4,0

.4000 15000 2.50 4,00 6,00

.6JO0 t300 3,00 5,0) 8.00

UNO1 PW8W0 4.10 GA.1 SCAM)

Key: (1). Largest overall dimension of the stamped/die-forged blank

in mm. (2). Classes of precision. (3). For stampings from aluminum,

magnesium and copper alloys. (4). For stampings from titanium alloys.

(5). To. (6). SV.

17. Tolerances for drafts of stamping blanks.
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Spao yau4 (Y)mIomn

3+V30' -0*30' I, t0 +f3' -*O

+0o3O' -0*30' +1-00, Mt0, +2-30' -13'

10 +1 00' - 1 *1' +r0 '0' -I*W' +Z30 -13g

12 +1'30' -1*001 +130 -11.V, +?0O -20W

+.o -s' +rw'~ -iao +r-4W -aao

Key: (1). Nominal size of draft in deg. (2). Classes of precision.

(3). Deviations. (4). upper. (5). lower.
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Page 116.

In them are provided for three classes of the precision: by the 4th,

the 5th and the 6th (first Lhree classes they are reserved for the

stampings, obtained on the special technological processes).

"the 4th class of precision is intended for determining the

maximum deviations of the sizes/dimensions between the nontreatable

surfaces of the structural elements of technologically effective

stampings, i.e., the stampings, finished in accordance with the given

is above recommendations.

beviations with respect to the 4th class of precision cannot be

designated to the following structural elements of stampings:

to the thickness of the fabrics of the closed sections/cuts

(double-T channel) in the distance ratio a between the edges/fins to

thickness s of fabric it is higher than 15 for the stampings from the

aluminum alloys and in the absence of possibility of designing on the

fabric of receiver for the removal/distance of excessive metal in the
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form of lightening hole or in the form of thickening, which is

removed by machining;

to the thickness of the fabrics of the open sections/cuts

(T-shaped) and cross-shaped in the ratio of the width of fabric to

thickness b/s>20;

to the thickness of the fabrics of flat/plane sections/cuts with

b/s>15.

Tolerances according to the 4th class of precision can be

ensured with the observance of the following conditions:

The correct distribution of the material of the initial blank of

shaped ductile on the hammers or with upsetting in the horizontal

forging machines;

by use of hot sizing;

the 5th class of precision is intended for determining the

maximum deviations of the sizes/dimensions between the non-machined

surfaces of the technologically effective stampings of all I'

configurations (without the limitations, accepted for stampings of

the 4th class of precision).

The observance of the same conditions is required for
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achievement of tolerances according to the 5th class of precision as

for the tolerances according to the 4th class with exception of the

use/application of hot calibration.

-he 6th class of precision is intended for determining the

maximum deviations of the sizes/dimensions between the machined

surfaces of stampings of all configurations. Tolerances according to

the 6th class of precision can be achieved/reached by the common

methods of forging working.

'I
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18. Manufacturing tolerance (in mm) from the axial alignment of the

broached holes in the stamped/die-forged blanks.

HaNGOJIb.IIIIII nccayqu~l

|fir St hrH oTODI " 4s 5

e ~ . 1, t 5 8
a , 0 0.6,

1 10 160 0.8 1:5 2.
N O1(0 b L50 1.2 20 3,0
20 . 3101 .o 2,5 i0,1

S 31 .i 11 2,1) 3.0 4.2
P O , 30 2.5 35 48
v Im b am 3,0 A0 5

Key: (1). the maximum size of the stamped/die-forged blank in mm.

(2). Classes of precision. (3). To. (4). Higher than.

19. Permissible remainder/residue from flash (in mm) on perimeter of

shear/section of stamped/die-forged blanks.

Ndoni nsOillH ra- LAV~acchi ToqMocTU
1a1m 11 parep -ilrraMl~u no jatBO
3SI'OTOBHN 3 AMA

( a. ,tO 0,3 0.3, 0,30.3 0,.3 0.6
S 40 to 0.4 (. 0.

, 0 n I00 0 0 0,9 1,3
100 1 W 0, 1,2 1.7

) 60, %O LO 1,5 2.0
0 250 NO t 2 18 2.,4
P 300, 300 1. 2.0 28

S 00, C30 . 23 3?
63 U , 800 t,8 2.7 3,6
800. , 000 20 3.0 4N

1000* 1250 23 3,4 4,
1250, 1600 2A 3.8 1,0
l P10 2000 3P. 41,0 55
WW v ZbOU 35 3.0 6,0

The notes: 1 - with the cutting of flash on the saw bands is

allowed/assumed the following remainder/residue from flash at the

length of the stamped/die-forged blanks to 1000 mm - 3 mm, obove- 1000

mm - 6 mm.
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2. Remainder/residue from flash to 20 mm is allowed in places of

roundings.

Key: (1). Largest overall dimension of the stamped/die-forged blank

in mm. (2). Classes of precision. (3). bove-44). to.

Page 117.

Designation/purpose of tolerances. With the designation/purpose

of manufacturing tolerances it is necessary to be guided by the

following positions (Fig. 13):

1) if dimensions H and s are vertical, determine the thickness

of the stamped/die-forged blank and cause the bilateral wear of

dies/stamps, then tolerances on them are determined depending on the

projected area of the stamped/die-forged blank on the parting plane

of die/stamp Cable 10);

2) if sizes/dimensions h and h. vertical, determine the depth of

indentation in the stamped/die-forged blank and cause the wear of

die/stamp in one direction, then tolerances on them are determined

depending on the projected area of the stamped/die-forged blank on
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the parting plane of die/stamp and following conditions; if the

bottom of deepening (h) is not removed by gap or machining -

according to'able 11; if the bottom of deepening (h,) is removed by

gap or machining - according to Table 10 (with the opposite sign);

3) if sizes/dimensions D horizontal, determine length or width

of the stamped/die-forged blank or its element/cell and cause the

bilateral wear of dies/stamps, then tolerances on them are determined

depending on the value of the corresponding size/dimension according

to Table 12;

4) if sizes/dimensions d horizontal, determine length and wiL

of indentation in the stamped/die-forged blank they cause the

bilateral wear of die/stamp, then tolerance value for them, indicated

in'[able 12, they are accepted with the opposite sign;

5) if sizes/dimensions L and L, horizontal and cause the

one-sided wear of dies/stamps, then tolerances on them are determined

by half tolerance value for the doubled size/dimension (2L or 2L,),

undertaken according totable 12. For size/dimension of L the

tolerance is taken with the same sign, while for L, with the

reverse/inverse;

6) if sizes/dimensions A and I are horizontal, determine

Li.
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distance between centers of bosses or other elements/cells or cause

the wear of dies/stamps in one direction, then tolerances on them are

determined depending on the value of the corresponding size/dimension

according totable 13;

7) for the noncoordinated technological radii R tolerances are

determined depending on the value of a radius according to Table 14;

8) displacement tolerances of the stamped/die-forged blanks in

the parting plane of die/stamp are set depending on the projected

area of the.stamped/die-forged blank on the parting plane of

die/stamp according tortable 15. Displacement tolerances do not

depend on other tolerances and are addition to them;

9) the permissible warping/buckling (curvature,

sagging/deflection) is set to the largest overall dimension of the

stamped/die-forged blank according to'table 16. Tolerances for the

warping/buckling do not depend on other tolerances and are addition

to them;

10) tolerances for drafts are determined depending on the value

of draft according to-Cable 17. Tolerances for drafts do not depend

on other tolerances and are addition to them.

S ----- -
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11) manufacturing tolerance from the axial alignment of the

broached holes is determined depending on the largest overall

dimension of the stamped/die-forged blank according to table 18;

12) the permissible value of remainder/residue from the flash is

set to the largest overall dimension of the stamped/die-forged blank

and the method of trimming according tol'able 19.

.11
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Fig. 13. Sizes/dimnensions of blank for the designation/purpose of

manufacturing tolerances (tolerances).

Page 118.

Remainder on flash does not depend on other tolerances and is

addition to them; I

13) tolerances for dimensions are entered/written in the

numerical values;

14) depending on the manufacturability of the separate elements

of the stamped/die-forged blanks tolerances in size of these

elements/cells can be designated according to different classes of

( precision;

I. -i " ." - . . . .
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15) if the section/cut of the stamped/die-forged blank in the

plane, perpendicular to joint, has a form of wheel/circle, then

tolerance for the diameter of this wheel/circle can be defined both

to the vertical (according to Table 10) and horizontal (according to

'Cable 12) sizes/dimensions. Is accepted that of them, whose field is

more;

16) tolerances in size, which are absent from the drawing of the

stamped/die-forged blank, but they can be designed on the basis of

the available sizes/dimensions, they are determined according to the

appropriate tables, but not by summation or by the subtraction of

tolerances for the separate sizes/dimensions;

17) sometimes in the production of the stamped/die-forged

billets for the parts with the large and thin fabrics, or in the

absence of the deforming equipment of necessary power tolerances in

size can be designated not according to present tables, but according

to the agreement of client and user.

Examples of the calculation of tolerances and allowances for

stampings. Example 1. Fig. 14 gives the drawing of the machined

cover/cap from the aluminum alloy AK6 (AMTU 262-55). To the machining

is assigned the allowance 1.75 mm to the side (according to Table 9,

for the aluminum alloys at the frequency of the working V 4 and w:lb
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the largest overall dimension of 173.5 mm).

Fig. 15 gives the drawing of the stamped/die-forged blank for

the same part.

[
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00 76

Fig. 14. Fig. 15.

Fig. 14. Drawing of cover/cap.

Key: (1). Rest.

Fig. 15. Drawing of blank for cover/cap.

Page 119.

Are assigned the following tolerances:

for the horizontal sizes/dimensions:

on diameter i73,5i:j (Table 12 for the sizes/dimensions the

160-250th, 6th class of precision);

- - - - - ---- - - -.- - - - - - -
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on diameter 76.:: (Table 12 for the sizes/dimensions the

60-100th, 5th class of precision;

in diameter 46.5-,:: (fable 12 for the sizes/dimensions the

40-60th, 6th class of precision taking into account the position,

noted on page 117 of p. 4);

on diameter 154t!: (Table 12 for the sizes/dimensions the

100-160th, 5th class of precision taking into account the position,

noted on page 117 of p. 4);

to the vertical sizes/dimensions:

on height/altitude 4t,51:05 (sable 10 for the projected area the

160-320th, 6th class of precision);

on height/altitude 33,5".,o, (fable 10 for the projected area the

160-320th, 6th class of precision);

on the thickness of cross connection 5 . (able 10 for the

projected area the 160-320th, 5th class of precision);
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in the depth of indentation , ( able 11 for the projected

area the 160-320th, 6th class of precision);

in the depth of indentation 2u,.s . (Table 10 for the projected

area the 160-320th, 6th class of precision taking into account

position, noted on page 117 of p. 2);

to the radii of bending and transitions R:: and CIr:a:I (Thble

14,5th class of precision);

for the displacement - 0.8 mm (Table 15 for the projected area

the 160-320th, 5th class of precision);

for the warping/buckling - 0.6 mm (IMable 16 for the

sizes/dimensions the 160-250th, 5th class of precision);

to drafts - 50±10 (Cable 17, 5th class of precision);

to the remainder/residue of flash - 1.5 mm ("able 19 for the

sizes/dimensions the 160-250th, 5th class of precision).

Example 2. Fig. 16 gives the drawing of the machined rocker from

the aluminum alloy AK6 (AMTU 262-55). Machining allowance is assigned

2.25 mm to the side (according to Table 9 for the aluminum alloys

A
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with the purity/finish of the working V 6 and largest overall

dimension co 173 mm).

Fig. 17 gives the drawing of the stamped/die-forged blank for

the same part.
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Ak2o 034

Fig. 16. Drawing of the machined rocker.

Key: (1). remaining.

Page 120.

Are assigned the following tolerances:

for the horizontal sizes/dimensions:

on diameters a41,,t,, 291;|, 28*0,: (Table 12 for the sizes/dimensions

the 25-40th, 5th class of precision);

on the width of part zos.: CTable 12 for the sizes/dimensions

the 16-25th, 6th class of precision);
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on the width of part ,. (fable 12 for the sizes/dimensions

the 16-25,6th class of precision taking into account the position,

noted on page 117, p. 5);

on profile of part 0.: Mable 12 for the sizes/dimensions the

25-40th, 5th class of precision taking into account the position,

noted on page 117, p. 5);

on the distance between centers 9±0.1 (Table 13 for the

sizes/dimensions to the 16th, 5th class of precision);

on the distance between centers 50±0.2 (Mable 13 for the

sizes/dimensions the 40-60th, 5th class of precision);

on the distance between centers 142±0.4 (fable 13 for the

sizes/dimensions the 100-160th, 5th class of precision);

on diameter 20,5:j- Cable 12 for the sizes/dimensions the

16-25th, 6th class of precision taking into account the position,

noted on page 117 of p. 4);

to the vertical sizes/dimensions;

"* I . . . ..-.. . .. . .. . .. ... ....L L_ L.-.- . , .
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on height/altitude24,5:,11., (Table 10 for the projected area

the 25-40th, 6th class of precision);

on height/altitude C:f: (able 10 for the projected area the

25-40th, 5th class of precision);

along the profile/airfoil of part 2,5t0:: ('able 11 for the

projected area the 25-40th, 5th class of precision);

in the depth of indentation (,5a:: able 10 for the projected

area the 25-40th, 6th class of precision taking into account the

position, noted on page 117 of p. 2);

to the radii of bending and transitions/transfers:

R ,.:;,  "L oi:8; R25_,. (Table 14, Ith class of precision);

for the displacement - 0.4 mm (Table 15 for the projected area

the 25-40th, 5th class of precision);

for the warping/buckling - 0.6 mm Ctable 16 for the

sizes/dimensions the 160-250th, 5th class of precision);
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to drafts of -50±1 (Table 11, 5th class of precision);

to the remainder/residue of flash - 1.0 mm Ctible 19 for the

sizes/dimensions the 160-250th, 4th class of precision.

Determination of required force for the stamping.

The weight of the falling/incident parts of the stamping

double-acting hammer; for the stamped/die-forged blanks circular

cross-section, can be determined according to the following formula:

x (0,75 + dOOD',) D,,uat.

I
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Fig. 17. Drawing of blank for the rockers.

Page 121.

For the stamped/die-forged blanks of noncircular ones in the

plan/layout - according to the formula:

G,=- k (I -( 0,005D,;) ( i.i + _ ) "

x (0,75 + 0.001D.',) X

X+ 0,1 DL b.

where G,, - nominal weight of the falling/incident parts of the

stamping double-acting hammer in kg; D. diameter circular

cross-section stamped/die-f orged blank in CM; D,,,, -11', - the

.4,,,

staipede-oged blank ifnocm;car in ro e a/an t h

For hed/ sampred/dere blanks in CMonp. avrge/ma ne withe 
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noncircular in the plan/layout stamped/die-forged blank in cm; , -

area of noncircular in the plan/layout stamped/die-forged blank in

cm2; L,, - length of noncircular in the plan/layout

stamped/die-forged blank in cm; a, -the limit of the strength of the

material to be stamped at a temperature of the end of the stamping in

kgf/cm2 (Table 20); k - coefficient, which considers the properties

of the material to be stamped. for the aluminum, magnesium and copper

alloys k=10-15; for the titanium ones - k=12-18. The greatest value k

is accepted for greatest values .

All of the falling/incident parts of the swaging hammer of

simple action is determined from the formula

G.,- (1,5+. 1.8) G.

rhe effort/force of hot-stamping crank press for the

stamped/die-forged blanks circular cross-section can be determined

according to the formula

For the stamped/die-forged blanks of noncircular ones in the

plan/layout - according to the formula

P -8 (1 - 0,0 1)", ) 1',1 +x

(comprising formulas the same as for determining the weight of the

falling/incident parts of the swaging hammers).
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The effort/force of hydraulic press is determined from the

formula

P a s nFk,

where P - effort/force of hydraulic press in the kgf; z -

coefficient, which considers deformation conditions:

1

Smith forging ... 1.0.

Stamping the blanks of simple configuration ... 1.5.

Stamping the blanks of complex configuration ... 1.8.

Stamping the blanks of very complex configuration with the sharp

transitions between the sections/cuts; stamping blanks with the large

waste metal in the flash; stamping blanks in the presence in metal of

the cavities, filled with outflow ... 2.0.

m - coefficient, which considers the effect of the volume being

deformed:

L I 1110 * ' I(IO O.D-O.7
I , I, I II "1 , .-- ,

10 lO. u 15low ( -o.515 4IS N • " U -,- k
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Key: (1). Volume of the blank to be stamped, in cm2 . (2). to. (3).

o..bove.

F - projected area of the blank (without taking into account flash)

to be stamped on the plane, perpendicular to the direction of

deforming force, in cm'; k - specific pressure in kgf/cm 2 , that

corresponds to the final conditions for the deformation: for the

stamped/die-forged blanks with the thin and wide fabrics of the

aluminum, magnesium and copper alloys k=5000, of titanium alloys

k=6000; for other stampings from the aluminum, magnesium and copper

alloys k=3000, from titanium alloys k=5000.

20. Limit of strength of some alloys at temperature of end of

stamping. [\M.p., I Mar

AM-. 4 * -An t 9-10

AMr, 16-18
AMr3 __ _ 14X1W

AMr5B to-I MA'
A M 0:, 13 - MA3 I'-

Au -r- , 5
AI.' hl W0'

AR{4. 0 , n5
AM4-1 BTI b

.ll __7 STi
AH4,- 7- b

Iul-, 7-s re ' ) i g8r
Key: (1). Brand/mark of alloy. (2) . in kg/m.

Ii
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The force of friction press can be determined according to the

formula

P - 2kouP,

where P - effort/force of friction press in the kgf; k - coefficient,

which considers the conditions for deformati-on (rate, etc.). For the

friction presses k=5; o, - ultimate strength at a temperature of the

end of the stamping in kgf/cm 2 . F - projected area of the

stamped/die-forged blank on the parting plane in cm2 .

Elements of the construction/design of dies/stamps.

The drawing of the stamped/die-forged blank is the source

document for planning the forging dies. Dies/stamps for the alloys of

nonferrous metals in practice in no way differ from the dies/stamps,

used for stamping structural steel. They can be made on the cubes and

on the insets. Such structural elements/cells of dies/stamps as

setting places, guides (locks and column), adjusting angle plates,

holes for the transportation remain the same as for steel. Exception

Mia,
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are barb grooves, indentations for tonghold, etc., which for the

aluminum and magnesium alloys have its specific special

features/peculiarities.

Shrinkage for the stamped/die-forged blanks of the aluminum

alloys under the conditibn of heating die/stamp in the process of

work on 300-350 0 C composes 0.8%, at a temperature of die/stamp of

lower than 250'C shrinkage must be not lower than 1%.

For the magnesium alloys the shrinkage composes 0.7-0.8% during

heating of dies/stamps on 250-3000 C. For titanium alloys at an

optimum temperature of heating dies/stamps (300-400'C) the average

value of shrinkage varies in limits of 0.6-0.7%. for the copper

alloys the shrinkage can oscillate in limits of 1.2-1.5%.

Barb grooves. In the dies/stamps for the blanks of the aluminum

and magnesium alloys the thickness 2a of barb bridge and a radius of

coupling r the wall of cavity from barb bridge are obtained

satisfaction considerably greater (approximately/exemplarily to 30%)

than for steel. The nonperformance of this condition can lead to the

cracks along the parting line of the stamped/die-forged blanks, which

are developed after trimming of flash (beyond repair).

Tables 21-23 give the sizes/dimensions of barb grooves for the
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varied conditions of stamping the blanks of the aluminum, magnesium

alloys and different stamping equipment. For stamping the blanks of

copper and titanium alloys of value a, i and r, it is necessary to

decrease by 30%.

Indentations for the tonghold. Flash forming during the stamping

is inclined to the cracking and the department/separation from the

body of stamping. The open indentations for the tonghold present

great danger in this respect, whence can escape the piece of flash

and traumatize the people located hereabout. In connection with the

use/application for stamping the alloys of the nonferrous metals of

predominantly single-pass forging dies there is no need for the o,

tongholds; therefore they make them by those closed (Fig. 18).

Finish of the surface of the die cavity. In connection with the

fact that the aluminum and magnesium alloys are stamped at

comparatively low temperatures and with the smaller than for steel,

stamping drafts/gradients the removal/distance of stamping from the

die cavity with the common purity/finish of working is difficult;

therefore the die cavity must be manufactured with the purity/finish

V9, which is reached by polishing.

Fig. 18. Coverage of indentation for the tonghold.
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21. Grooves of swaging dies.

" 710

riI _

Racree Evmnak-

2.0 5 ~ IQ. X . 0 3.0
201 ~ 3.0 6 10 2 5 2.'0 2. 3-

.2. 4.5 S 2 5 ' 2.D 3.0 11
. .. 1. 10 15 Is so 3.0 3.5 4L5

W63 1 8.0 12 lb 16 45i.0 4"., 5.5

Note. Type I is applied during the stamping with the normal-

flash;

type 11 is applied during the arrangement of the die cavity in

one lower die (upper die smooth);

type III is applied during the stamping with the large excess of

metal.
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Key: (2). Type. (2). Weight of falling/incident parts of swaging

hammer in m. (3). Depth of groove H1. (4). with sediment. (5). with

extrusion. (6). To. (7). ao-c e.
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22. Flash pans of dies/stamps to crank hot die-forged presses.

I ul/n~

) r.m I \7

(_S lffnL i 1Drlb L Y!nT

M -.0 6 .0 9 .0 D 123

10.4 Lbo II U 2-
5.0 1.0 120 =0 3. 4 . 4.5

6 ~ U 12.0 1" 12.0) 4 Z $X 315

The note: Size/dimension L is designated at not less than 40 mm,

type IV is applied for the calibration operations; types 1, 11 and

III are applied in the same cases, as for the swaging dies.

Key: (1). Type. (2). Effort/force of press T. (3). Types. (4). with

sediment. (5). with extrusion. (6). To. (7). Higherthan.

Page 124.

For facilitating obtaining the prescribed/assigned purity/finish the

I[

• .,-. •:,
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heat treatment of dies/stamps for the aluminum and magnesium alloys

is performed by a somewhat greater hardness. For stamping of copper

alloys, the die cavity is made as for steel. Purity/finish of working

the die cavity for titanium alloys V9.

Stamping in the horizontal forging machines.

Aluminum and titanium alloys are stamped mainly in the

horizontal forging machines.

Rules of the calculation of the transitions of upsetting. The

maximum length of rod, which can be upset for one course of machi.-

without the defects/flaws, depends on the diameter of the upset rod

and is determined by the coefficient of the upsetting

where L. - length of the upset part; d - diameter of initial blank.

With the upsetting of aluminum and titanium alloys it is

necessary to observe the following relationships/ratios of lengths

and diameters of blanks.

Relationships/ratios of lengths and diameters of the blanks:

with the upsetting of blanks with the even/plane end/face, i
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the matrix/die, without the limitation of broadening (Fig. 19a):

d in mm >5o 30-5o <30k, o 2 i's vi is;

with the upsetting of blanks with the rough draft under the

piercing or with the unequal end/face (Fig. 19b)

d in mm 50 30-50 .30

The degree of deformation for one transition must not exceed

50%:

with the upsetting in the male die/punch (Fig. 20a) of the rods

with a diameter of

d. Dn h k
higher than 30 mA: LOW L,3d 1,2d<4

30 .u: i,05d i,2d iZdr3
to
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23. Grooves of dies to friction presses.

I / a L hr

T, 5 , I0 c l
250 1Ud5 = 3

Note. Types I, Ii and III are applied in the same cases, as for

the swaging dies.

Key: (I). Type. (2). Force of press in m. (3). with sediment. (4).

with extrusion.

Fig. 19. Upsetting of blanks in matrix/die without limitation of

broadening.

Key: (1). Male die/punch. (2). Matrix/die. (3). Blank.
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The calculation of the second and following of transitions is

performed on the mean diameter of the truncated cone of the

preceding/previous transition, adhering to the recommended

relationships/ratios for the first operation of upsetting in the male

die/punch (Fig. 20b): d,- ,05d,,;D'= 0,6 x (D,, + d,,);

with the upsetting in the matrix/die with the limitation of

broadening and without limitation of length L, of the upset part it

is necessary to adhere to the following relationships/ratios (Fig.

21):
d >30 um. , DM- 1,2;d l 30 Ai, D <- 1, 15.

Basic concepts of piercing. Diagram 1 (Fig. 22) - cavity is

formed in essence due to the distribution of metal to the sides. 'The

cross-sectional area of initial blank is equal to the area of cross

section of the pierced part. In the Ist operation by upsetting in the

matrix/die is gathered the collar, whose sizes/dimensions correspond

to the sizes/dimensions of part. Rough draft under the piercing for

the direction of piercing mandrel sometimes simultaneously from the

upsetting of collar is obtained satisfactorily. Collar serves for

centering the blank in the following groove and eliminating the

deformation in the direction of piercing. Depending on the depth of

cavity one or several transitions produce piercing into. Upon
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penetration of punch the metal is heard to the sides, forming cavity.

With the piercing considerable tensile stresses in the pierced part

of the blank after penetration of punch of deeper than the

height/altitude of collar appear. The fact indicated creates the

adverse conditions for the deformation of low-plasticity aluminum

alloys.

Diagram 2 (Fig. 23) - piercing with counterflow of metal

(reverse/inverse extrusion/pressing). The diameter of initial blank

is selected equal to the diameter of part. Piercing occurs under the

conditions for nonuniform cubic compression; therefore it is possible

to apply it for obtaining the cavity in the blanks of the low-plai _c

metals. The effort/force of piercing according to this diagram is

considerably more than according to diagram with the distribution of

metal. The depth of piercing in this case is limited to the value of

course and to the graph of the efforts/forces of machine.

Diagram 3 (Fig. 24) - piercing unites in itself the elements of

the deformation of diagrams I and 2. In the first operation on the

end/face of blank is upset the collar, whose diameter is equal to the

diameter of part, and its height h-0.3D.
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dnn

A, 4,

Dn

Fig. 20. Upsetting of blanks in the male die/punch.

Key: (1). Matrix/die. (2). Blank.

rn1M ~ aO~ U ku 2-A

Fig. 21. Fig. 22.

Fig. 21. upsetting of blanks in matrix/die with limitation of

broadening.

Key: (1). .Matrix/die. (2). male die/punch. (3). Blank.

Fig. 22. Diagram of piercing due to distribution of metal to sides.

------ - h im
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Key: (1). Initial blank. (2). operation.

MW~o~~viaA

Fig. 23. Fig. 24.

Fig. 23. Diagram of piercing with counterflow of metal.

Key: (1). Initial blank.

Fig. 24. Diagram of piercing with preliminary upsetting of collar.

Key: (1). Initial blank. (2). operation.

.I
a.
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Collar serves only for the centering of blank in the piercing groove.

Piercing is produced with male die/punch with the spherical or

conical end. In the initial period of piercing simultaneously with

penetration of punch into the metal, there occurs upsetting of the

blank, since collar in this case does not hold blank, but only it

serves for its centering. Penetration of punch into the material is

accompanied by upsetting until the compressive stresses caused by the

punch become less than resisting of the unpierced/unbroached part of

the blank. The distribution of blank to the sides with the metal flow

towards the male die/punch in the final period of piercing occurs

after this.

Compilation of the drawing of stamping. They develop/process the

drawing of stamping on the basis of the drawing of clean/finishing

part. To the machined surfaces of part they designate the allowance,

whose value is determined according to Table 9 depending on the

value of linear dimension and class of the purity/finish of the

surface. If the blank is upset on the mount/mandrel, then with the
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designation/purpose of allowance for the end/face, which adjoins it,

it is necessary to consider the depth of hole in the blank for the

approach of the guiding part of the mount/mandrel. After the

machining of end/face must not remain the traces of hole. Tolerances

in size of stamping designate according to Table 24.

i"

t.

-t - ~ -.-- 4
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24. Tolerances in size (in mm) of the stampings, manufactured with

upsetting in the horizontal forging machines.

HD.o 0 50-100 100-10 C1 be0

D D 50 j
10o 0 +1,5 j 1,0 +2,0 +1,5 -2,5 +2.0 +3,0 4-2.5

-- ,. -05 -1,0 -10 -t.,, -1,0 -20 -1.5

Ca. 50 AD 100 +2.0 +2.5 +2,5 +2.0 +30 +2.3 f-3,3 +27
-1,0 -1,0 -1,5 -1.0 -_ 20 -5 

Ca. 100 AD 15C +2,.5 +2,0 +3,0 +2,5 +3,3 +2,-, +3,, +3,',
-1,5 -1,0 I -20 -1,5 -2,0 -1,5 -2,U -2,0

Ca. 160 +3,, +20 + .3 +2,- 4.3,, -- 3.0 .. o + 3!,
-2,uI - -2,0 -1,5 -2,0 -20 -25 -2,0

Note. For inside measurements tolerance - with the opposite sign.

Key: (1). and. (2). to. (3). above.

I
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25. External drafts on end surfaces of collars.

a pab .. I I 

Key: (1). h or h, in mm. (2). a in deg. (3).-To.

Page 127.

The permissible distortions of the form of the upset blank

(displacement, wall thickness variation, ellipticity, etc.) are the

same as for the steel stampings. The value of drafts depends on the

relationship/ratio of the sizes/dimensions of separate structural

elements/cells and character of their shaping. With the upsetting in

the matrix/die of blanks without the collars (Fig. 25a and b) drafts

are not given to external surfaces. With the upsetting in the die of

blanks with one collar on the middle (Fig. 25c), or with two collars

at the ends (Fig. 25d) external drafts/gradients a on the ends/faces

of collars designate according to Table 25.

During the shaping in the male die/punch (Fig. 25e) external

draft 3 depends on ratio L/D:

L/D = 0,3 + 2.2, += 15'+';

L/D=2,2+ 4.2, 30'+ V.
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The elements of stamping, obtained by outflow (section A, Fig.

25e), are performed without drafts or with the draft/gradient in 10

with deep cavities.

Angle A can be determined according to the formula

15 y--0,3) min.

If L/D<0.3, then 9=0.

With the piercing of blind holes (Fig. 25f) internal draft y

depends on ratio u/d:

- o ,5 + 2,5, y - iS+ 30';

=25 -t-4,5, -1 - 30' + t.

Angle 7 can be determined from formula 7=(l/d-0.5) min. If I/d<0.5,

then 7=0.

The radii of bending and junctions (Fig. 26) are determined from

the formulas

0.2h + i .;
0.070(d +O 1) -*; re-,2d AL.

Remaining radii are determined depending on the amount of
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machining allowance and they usually accept maximally possible ones.

Determination of the effort/force of upsetting. The required

effort/force P of upsetting is determined on the effort/force,

necessary for the deformation in the final groove:

p 5 (1 - 0,0UID,) D,. N/(6.a ywoa
as ywauua);

U -O,UJI D) (W. + IU a

Key: (1). without the account for the burr. (2). taking into account

projecting edge.

where Dv - diameter of the upset blank; a - specific resisting to

deformation at a temperature of the end of the upsetting.

Design features of dies. The clamping groove of the normal

design, accepted for steel, does not provide the required clamp of

blank of the aluminum alloys. Its use/application leads to the

displacement of metal in the axial direction in the process of

upsetting, result of which is the incomplete shaping of stamping.
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Fig. 25. Fig. 26.

Fig. 25. Designation/purpose of drafts to blanks, obtained by

upsetting.

Fig. 26. Radii of bending of junctions.

Page 128.

Grooves in the clamping part of the groove for an increase of

the intensity of clamp in this case are not applied, since on the

subsequent junctions they lead to the formation of clamps and folds

on the clamped part of the blank. To avoid slipping of blank in the

axial direction besides the clamping part of the groove, is applied

the detent in tongs (Fig. 27a) or into the waP' of die with the use

of special mount/mandrel (Fig. 27b).
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For the case of stamping with the detent of blank in tongs the

length of the clamping part of the groove they take: with 4m,>60 mm,

as equal to L,.D= 3 d,.; with dm,<60 mm, equal to La~p-4da In this case

the part of the blank with a length of 1=0.5 d.... but is not less than

30 mm, it must it is located in the clamping part of the tongs (see

Fig. 27a).

The structural elements/cells of mount/mandrel and indentation

in the matrix/die and the initial, upset blank following: the

diameter of mount/mandrel d. 6-+-10 mm; the diameter of the

corresponding hole in matrix/die d&.-do,+(2 4) mm; the length of the

end of the mount/mandrel, which envelopes in blank 4,-(,5+2,0d0 :

draft/gradient at length Lo it is equal to 30; the length of hole in

blank ,= 1o+ (2+ 3) mm. Mount/mandrel performs with bearing flange

D,= 25+3o mm; the diameter of hole in the die under the flange of-

mount/mandrel D.- D+(4+ 5 ) mm.

Material for the dies/stamps and the insets, and also the

modes/conditions of the heat treatment of dies/stamps and norm of

hardness after heat treatment are the same as for the steel stampings

(GOST frOCT - All-Union State Standard] 5950-63). This also relates

to the tol-rances for the manufacture of the die cavities and the

purity/finish of processing.
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CALIBRATION.

Mechanism of cold strain during the calibration. The process of

cold strain during the calibration, as in other cases, it is

accompanied by the strain/work hardening (work hardening/peening)

metal, which leads to a change in mechanical properties and thereby,

in larger measure, the higher the degree of strain.

The character of a change in the mechanical properties after

cold strain for the aluminum alloy AK6 is given in Fig. 28, from

which evidently that with an increase in the degree of strain are

raised the strength indices (ultimate strength, viscosity/yield and

hardness) and descend plasticity indices (elongation, contraction and

impact toughness).

Aluminum alloys are less sensitive to the work hardening/peening

than steel. Work hardening/peening as a result of cold deformation is

utilized for an increase in strength of parts.

The comparison of the mechanical properties of the specimens

made from aluminum alloy AK6, cut out from the nondeformed

hardened/tempered blanks, with the properties of the

samples/specimens of blanks, deformed in the freshly hardened state1,

and of the blanks, deformed in the annealed state and after this

Ik.
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subjected to hardening, they showed that the limit of the strength of

longitudinal and transverse samples/specimens from the blanks,

deformed in the annealed state, and also impact toughness are not

distinguished from the strength.and the impact toughness of specimens

from the nondeformed blanks.

FOOTNOTE 1. The strengthened aluminum alloys for 2-4 h after

hardening possess high plasticity and can be worked by deformation.

State for 2 h after hardening is called freshly hardened.

ENDFOOTNOTE.

EMMONS........................-.
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Fig. 27. Schematics of the detent of blanks with the upsetting.

Key: (1). Male die/punch. (2). Blank. (3). Matrix/die. (4). Mandrel.

(5). Tongs.

Page 129.

Elongation per unit length and relative reduction of area in the

samples/specimens, deformed in the annealed state, to 30-50W are more

than in those not deformed. In the blanks, deformed in the freshly

hardened state, ultimate strength, mainly in longitudinal specimens

is raised by 2-3%, at the same time to 20-30% descend impact

toughness, elongation per unit length and contraction.

Since the plasticity has a great effect on the efficiency of the
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machine parts, subjected to alternating loads, the use/application of

calibration of aluminum alloys in the freshly hardened state due to a

reduction/descent in the plasticity is inexpedient. Therefore one

should produce the calibration of alloy AK6, either in the annealed

state (since in this case are raised the characteristics of

plasticity) or after hot die forging, if the degree of strain is

comparatively small.

Hardening after the calibration of the parts of complex

configurations leads to their warping/buckling and to the very

labor-consuming straightening, while the calibration in the freshly

hardened state retains the precision/accuracy of the sizes/dimensi s

of part. A reduction/descent in the plasticity of metal is decreased

with a decrease in the degree of strain during the calibration. So

for example, during the manufacture of compressor blades of jet

engines the degree of strain during the calibration does not exceed

5-6%. This small reduction does not lead to a reduction/descent in

the plasticity of parts from the aluminum alloys, calibrated in the

freshly hardened state, but it makes it possible to avoid

labor-consuming straightening.

In the process of calibration nonuniform strain distribution by

the volume of blank occurs.

For decreasing the nonuniformity of strain, if the

construction/design of blanks allows, on the surfaces, subjected

calibration, one should pit (Fig. 29).

-I

- .
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6."4 %, 6,,68,PA H8Xf/~,

40028 8(J -I,

230-C

is~ ~ -Z%0 7 i

2020 Z s14I

6o 

-0.20 02 30 0 0 00

Fig. 28. Mechanical properties of samples/specimens after cold

deformat ion.

Key: (1). kg/mm2 . (2). kgfm/cm2 . (3). impact toughness. (4).

hardness. (5). cm. (6). Strain.
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Fig. 29. Indentations in the blanks for decreasing the nonuniformity

of strain during the calibration.

Page 130.

By microstructural analysis, the measurement of hardness and

microhardness of individual sections and crystallites of structure

established/installed, that the greatest strain/work hardening occurs

in the middle part of the volume beihg deformed and is decreased f n

the center to the periphery. Fig. 30 gives the distribution of

microhardness over the section/cut of samples/specimens from the

aluminum alloy AK6, upset in a cold state with different degree of

strain.

Permissible degree of cold strain. The values of accompanying [
degrees of cold strain (Table 26) are established via the averaging

of the degrees of strain, with which begins the decomposition of

metal with the reserve of plasticity in 15%.

Special features/peculiarities of strain during the calibration.
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The flat surfaces of blank after calibration become convex. Sometimes

the convexity reaches several tenths of millimeter. The value of

convexity affect the mainly following factors:

the mechanical properties of the material being deformed - the

stronger the material, the greater the convexity;

the elastic and mechanical. properties of the metal of die/stamp

- with an increase in the modulus/module of elasticity and hardness

of the metal of die/stamp convexity is decreased;

the form of blanks - convexity increases with an increase in the

ratio of the diameter of article to its height/altitude;

the lubrication used and the finish of the surface of the

instrument (by use/application of lubrication it is possible to

decrease the value of the convexity of ends/faces during the

calibration by 30*).

The appearance of convexity on the calibrated flat surface is

caused not only by the nonuniformity of normal stresses, which appear

as a result of contact friction. The considerable portion of

convexity is obtained due to the elastic deflection of die/stamp.

According to Ya. M. Okhrimenko the value of the elastic deflection of

I
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die/stamp during the calibration (stamping) is set to known in the

theory elasticity to the formula of Busineks (see page 95), according

to which the vertical displacements W of points on the surface of

elastic half-space (in the case of calibration by sufficiently thick

stamp slab) under the action of the external forces of P correspond:

Different technological procedures (Fig. 31) are applied for

decreasing the convexity of ends/faces during the calibration. The

precision/accuracy of the calibrated articles can be increased by the

use/application of concave ends/faces on the blanks, intended to

calibration, and also by the calibration of dies/stamps with the

convex working surfaces.

|Mliflo JMiiii.-
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Fig. 30. Distribution of microhardness over the section/cut of

samples/specimens.

I
Key: (1). Distance between the impressions.

26. Permissible degree of cold strain during calibration.
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-

Key: (1). Brand of material. (2). State of samples/specimens during

strain. (3). without heat treatment. (4). in freshly hardened state.

j (5). Deformation rate in m/s. (6). Permissible degree of cold strain

during calibration in %.

94 l+ _ : + .. . . . .. . . " - " + I I. .
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The concavity of the ends/faces of blanks and the convexity of

the working surfaces of the slabs of die/stamp are set they

experimentally and approximately/exemplarily correspond to the

convexity of the ends/faces of blanks in calibratin by flat slabs. V.

I. Zalesskiy and A. I. Shtrymov recommend for obtaining the flat

surfaces during the calibration the applying of the die/stamp, shown

in Fig. 31c. This die/stamp must be designed so that upon

reaching/achievement of the maximal load its unsupported part would

be deflected to the value of the convexity of ends/faces.

The value of the convexity of ends/faces can be determined

according to the empirical formula, proposed R. I. Kazachenok

F= [,0005la. + ( 2 -2) k,] (\',

where F - total convexity of two ends/faces; d and h - diameter and

the height/altitude of samples/specimens, for which the value of

convexity is determined; o. - limit of the strength of the material

being deformed in kg/mm 2  k,,p - coefficient, depending on the degree

of strain e during the calibration:

9 Mb 0.10 0,15
A 0, 003 DM DAN

-9-

I NT l l ..
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The tentative value of the convexity of the end/face of

samples/specimens with the settling by flat/plane slabs can be also

determined according to the empirical formula of L. A. Shofman

(k

where u - coefficient, equal to 10-15 for the solid samples/specimens

and 5-6 for the annular samples/specimens: k and a,,, - specific

pressure and yield point of the material being deformed in kg/mm; D

-outside diameter of sample/specimen in mm.

Requirements for the blanks, subjected calibration. With the

small allowance for calibration tne required finish of the surface

will not be achieved/reached, with the large allowance the

precision/accuracy descends and considerably increase the horizontal

dimensions of the part of the blank to the subjected calibration.

An increase in the horizontal sizes/dimensions can cause the

need for additional machining, furthermore, the large broadening of

the calibrated part of the blank can cause the distortion of form and

warping/buckling its remaining part, this fact is considered during

the development of technological processes and planning of equipment.

The sizes/dimensions of the stamped/die-forged blank, perpendicular
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to the direction of upsetting, are decreased, so that after the

upsetting we obtain required dimensions. Calculation is performed on

the basis of the equality of the volumes of the machined part of the

stamping before and after calibration and assigned allowance.

For the volumetric calibration they stamp blank with the

decreased dimensions in the parting plane, but with those increased

along the height/altitude (thickness).

In accordance with the requirements for the precision of the

calibrated blanks are established/installed three classes of the

precision/accuracy: the calibration of the increased

precision/accuracy; normal (common) precision/accuracy; the

calibration hot, planar.

Table 27 gives allowances for calibration for different classes

of precision/accuracy in the dependence on the area, subjected

calibration, and ratios d/h.
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a) b)

Fig. 31. Technological methods of the decrease of the convexity of

ends/faces during the calibration.

Page 132.

Allowance for calibration is set to Table 27 with the addition

to it of half of negative deviation of the appropriate size/dimension

before the calibration. Consequently, nominal allowance for the

calibration b

where n is the allowance adjusted according to Table 27b - negative

deviation of the appropriate size/dimension before the calibration.

Maximum allowance for the calibration

as "-7 +A.,

~2
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where a - positive deviation of the appropriate size/dimension before

the calibration.

Minimum allowance for the calibration
b

IJz. -- -.

Maximum deviations of the sizes/dimensions between the surfaces

of the stamped/die-forged blanks, subjected calibration are set to

the 4th class of precision according to Table 10.

Values of the fields of tolerances in size between the

calibrated surfaces depending on areas subjected to calibration,

ratios d./ho and classes of precision/accuracy are given in Table 28.

Depending on the designation/purpose of the calibrated blank the

tolerance range can be distributed in a desired manner.

Tolerances for the horizontal sizes/dimensions of the

stamped/die-forged blanks, the upsettings perpendicular to direction,

and also the tolerances in size, on the thickness, not machined by

calibration, are designated just as for the stamped/die-forged

blanks, not subjected to calibration. During the determination of

allowances and tolerances for calibrating the surfaces of

rectangular, elliptical or other form it is necessary to proceed from

the area of equivalent wheel/circle.

ILI
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Before the calibration the stamped/die-forged blanks must be

classified into groups with the difference of sizes/dimensions in the

thickness within the limits of 0.3 mm. With the high

precision/accuracy of calibration the interval is decreased to 0.2 mm

or even to 0.1 mm. The readjustment of press is required for

calibrating each group, since otherwise it is not possible to obtain

the required precision/accuracy of sizes/dimensions.

Stampings with ratio do/ho:2 are calibrated with the necessary

precision/accuracy without the classification.

Table 29 gives maximum deviations of the horizontal

sizes/dimensions of stampings, obtained after calibration. These

deviations are attainable under the condition of decreasing

horizontal dimensions before the calibration of the values, given in

Table 30.

i4
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27. Allowance for calibration in mm.

Ao2t d/ho 2g r a 4 no II

Uo= Np S IL'I r0op.R. rop2msrWo4 (X5 rIopmq,.
M a , p l oWhi,- Hop- p.JOCHO.- If0.9Wo. -1 JIocno- fIQwh f 'op. loIoo
men- wuih- cU An tutu M&Ab- CM u WONSM* Wjb" Cli
USC R s nxarn,- Ifi l M aRam- max MJI KAJIIM-OpoIHa mnpOpx- OpOCsua

2.8 O,t5 0, 0. 0,12 0.0 0.20 0,10 Ot2 0,12
m. 8 2,6 o 6,0 0. 3 0.30 o 0.30C 0 0,10 O ,t5 0,5
. 26, ia I AO 0.20 0,30 00.30 . 25 0,35 0.20 0,20 0.15 0, 5

6 10 x 1 .0 0A . 5 0.25 0.35 0.A5 0.20 0.30 0-30

to , * 0,' 0,50 050 0.30 0,45 0.45 CA2 0.35 0.3
- 25 .40 0,40 o 08 0,80 A 0.50 0o2.5 0, 04 5 0,45

4 40 80 0.70 0,70 0.80 0.60 0.0 0 .0
o CA. 0.0o ,1'!

I I0 * 260 0.90 O0 017
.280, 2so - 0,0oo,- 0.80o- 0,

320 480 - 1.00 0,210 0IS
4 600.WX 1.2 1.0 lO

Key: (1). Area, subjected calibration in cm3. (2). Increased. (3).

Normal. (4). Hot planar calibration. (5). To. (6). above.

Page 133.

For the elements of the stamped/die-forged blanks of simple

configurations the value of the decrease of horizontal sizes before

the calibration can be determined according to the formula of that

recommended by S. I. Klyuchnikov

2F h
toP (h + Ak),

where F - area of the horizontal projection of the calibrated

section; P - perimeter of the calibrated section in the horizontal

plane; h - thickness of section after calibration; Ah - allowance for

I 'I
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cal ibrat ion.

Determination of required effort/force for the calibration. The

effort/force of press for the planar calibration is determined from

the formula

P q F.

where q - specific pressure; F - projected area of the part of the

blank being deformed to the horizontal plane.

The specific pressure:

for the cylindrical form

+

for the square form

for the rectangular form

I + 3b- a

for the ring

where v - speed factor, equal to 1.4-1.6; o,- yield point of
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material after calibration, i.e., reinforced by work

hardening/peening; m - coefficient of external friction, equal for

Duralumin during the calibration with lubrication 0.06-0.09; d -

diameter of blank after calibration; a - side of square or the

smaller side of rectangle after calibration; b - large side of

rectangle after calibration; D - outside diameter of ring after

calibration; d. - inside diameter of ring after calibration; h -

height/altitude of blank after calibration.

For the small degrees of reduction in ratio d/h<5 satisfactory

results gives the conditional dependence between q and o.:

for upsetting by 5% q=0.9 a.;

for upsetting by 10% q=1.1 .
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28. Field of tolerance in size between the calibrated surfaces in mm.

d/h

U, 2.o2 LS) Co.2no4 . s o. ,,;
S) rpyan .oqn

ulpraR - n M

AI4UMU.O, U -- ,'nj1 (,9 ropnil ol) ~ o irapNo--n
a CA llob- Ilo1. IuIJcIto- IloUW- 1op. uJOe- IIO A . I Uo- OOnw

W081I MiJg)- ClIIUR Wall- ULAk, CNTgMtI Ina". I OMrui-
ilia Ilan IRnJM- Ilan Hl n mailfil- Han UAN kiM-

03)i3MB OponMA OPOOKS

'ao 2,8 0,11 0,15 0,20 0.12 0.18 0,Z. 0,O am 0.30
Ca, 2,a Aa 60 0.12 0,18 , 0 Z 0.15 OW 0,30 0.20 030 0,0
* 6,0 1 30 0,16 0 0.30 0.20 0.30 0,40 0,25 0.A 0.45

SP0 0.20 131 O0 0,25 0J 0,45 03 0A5 DA
10 1 21 0,24 ( 0.315 0A 0 0 0,45 0. 0,5 1 0,50 0.90

.25 40 02A 0,40 0,55 0,35 0,50 0,60 0,40 0.0 0,70

• 40 0 0,4 0,00 0.55 0,70 0.0 0,80

90 1 tO0 0.30 01 0,90
1W 33) , 0,0 t 100

* 320 * 48D 090 1s,00 1.10
OW 4to 801, 1,10 1.20

Key: (1). Area, subjected calibration, in cm3 . (2). To. (3). above.

(4). Class of precision/accuracy. (5). Increased. (6). Normal. (7).

Hot planar calibration.
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Pages 134+135.

29. Tolerances (in mm) for horizontal sizes/dimensions of elements of

stamped/die-forged blanks after calibration.

U4/6 d/- ~ LS) 1 10 3 1 I. G M. 4.&"

L-') To-u..c P--f.P06 00-A a .. i.m~.~.

. a II . i I r I i , , . i I , ,I .i ,

-. .+4,1 -0.4 +0. -64 q+1.9 1 -A
C. 2A am41 .- 4,b +1.2 -@A +L.2 _

10 +. -& -as +1.5 +1-44 +

-A -_ _ _ +1. 1 [A --0U + 1 -4 + 48l+1J t-41- I I -01 I 1+-4.b - + + , -_- +. - .: -.

1'& W. "U - __ "__

• +51 .1 --

(4). Precision/accuracy. of~ Aazwbidmin between alibrateFOTOT .* Inceaed H oml --Ho plnar h - up-er

- o. EDFOO1AOT.6 t +1 a - A +1 j -O + .5. 1 -4 1 I -* a:. -I a+0 -46 +.2_

+l. IA.. +t.5 I I+.2A +1.5 +8A +..a U + -41
of 0. +1.21 -4111.11 -"A +2 -1+J 4A +.0 -41A +U. -1.a 1-.~JI4I~ 0 1 1

Q +lA~ -41J ~ -*4' 4 +-- +1. -4A 4 JIA +:.2Jl.

40 +2. - .0 -1+II 1-01

Key: (1). Area, subjected calibration, in cin2. (2). To. (3). above

(4). Precision/accuracy of sizes/dimensions between calibrated

surfaces'.

FOOTNOTE . nl - Increased; M Normal, Ml Hot planar; B upper;

-lower. ENDFOOTNOTE.

IL
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Page 136.

30. Values of decrease of horizontal sizes of elements of

stamped/die-forged blanks before calibration in mm.

L01 d/Dt
lljMUnAUlb LI.l J10 2 c1Co. 2no 3 ICQ CIA 31k04

aonaepr"MuR
M&MM'pOSM* .AN ToM1oc psamepou MeNAY HJINOpokISISWU m U6OepKocT- J'

II , I 'll i" it j 11'1 n I t , . u

2, * 01 , 0,0 0.8 0,8 0,8 1,0 jl ,0

* A 8 00 1,

0 .1 0 0,A 0,8 0/. U# t, .

* I1 .• 0.8 1,0 1,0 t,I 1,4 1,4 a, a & I 1,8

0 Z a 40 1.0 1,2 1.2 1.2 1, 1,6

* 0 0 80 1.4' 1,4 I.8

S 90 D 5160 1,5

& 160 * 32D t., - 2,0 - 22

0 3M • .480 2,0 2,2 2,4

. 480 .8 a 2.2 2,4 2,6

0Apaea %dlah5A n O O A?0
fooaWepI'ScMaR

"anxMTpopm. ToqisocmT pSaM6oP
e 

m6lY KAIAH(6poBiSHKlMM DOMPKOCTIRM I
a CJM .4

n liiIrulin Io nI ii n3 ii ii n u

no 2, 2 t 1, 2 1,2
( Ca 2AO 6 0,9 1.2 1,2 . L40. 12 r, , ,2 12

* 6 8 10 1,2 1:: 1,5 1 , -1,2 1.S , 5 1.5 2,0 2,0

* 10 . I 1,2 1.5 14 1's I, t5 2 2,0 2 9 20 .2.A
* 16 • 2b 1,4 1,8 1. t.5 2,0 2,0 t,5 23 .0 ,0

* M .40 l.5 2.0 2,0 1.8 2,2 2.2 1 .8 2.4 2 2,3 3,2 8,2

* 40 . 80 2.2 2. 28 3.4
- 2,2 - 2.4 2,8 -

W lW 320 -2.4 -2.6 1.30

MW "o *4 2.0 - 2.8 - 3,2 - 3,6

40 NO 2A8 30 3,4 44U

Key: (1). Area, subjected calibration, in cm'. (2). To. (3). above.

(4). Precision/accuracy of sizes/dimensions between calibrated

surfaces' .

FOOTNOTE . - increased; H - normal; frf - hot planar.

• I
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LP /Mernw mapgUPAU (giecaw MeP~row"

0) b)

Fig. 32. Examples of constructions/designs of combined dies.
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Key: (1). Daylight space. (2). Place of marking.

Page 138.

Dies/stamps for the calibration and their strengthening

block-brackets must be rigid. A quantity of parts in the direction

strains must be minimum in order to decrease the strain of die/stamp

due to the clearances between the separate parts. The bearing surface

of die/stamp must be sufficient so that the surface of a

block-bracket would not be deformed.

Die/stamp for the planar calibration (Fig. 32a) consists of

upper and lower plates/slabs, upper and lower transfer plates/slabs

and block gages. Plates/slabs supporting/reference and transfer are

the repeatedly utilized parts of die/stamp, and block gages are

manufactured for each concrete/specific/actual part, which must be

calibrated.

In the practice are applied other constructions/designs of

sizing dies, for example with the the wedge-shaped attachment of the

calibration plates/slabs (Fig. 32b) or with the fastening by the

special clamp (Fig. 32c). Base plates are manufactured from steel 35

or 45 and thermally work to hardness HB 302-340.

4.
... ...-.
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Transfer plates/slabs manufacture from steel 45 and thermally

work to hardness HB 364-415. Block gages are made of steel Y1OA or

X12M and thermally work to hardness HRC 58-60. Dies/stamps for the

volumetric calibration are performed with the guide pins (Fig. 32d).

Sometimes, with the large bulging out loads, calibration insets are

pressed into the special rings (Fig. 32d).

F
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Page 139.

Chapter 5.

TECHNOLOGY OF FORGING AND STAMPING.

Forms of initial materials.

In connection with the high cost/value of the alloys of

nonferrous metals the form and the sizes/dimensions of initial blanks

must be maximally approximating forms and sizes/dimensions of

stamp ngs, which will make it possible to reduce to a minimum the

so-called unavoidable technological losses and mainly the loss of

metal to the flash.

The pressed, rolled, forged semi-finished products (Table 1),

which are applied in the state after hot deformation, w'ithout the

heat treatment, serve as initial material for the carrying out of

forgings and stampings from the alloys of nonferrous metals. In

certain cases during the manufacture of large forgings and stampings

(with exception of copper alloys) are applied the casting (ingot) by
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weighing from 500 to 4000 kg by diameter respectively from 350 to 850

mm. The ingots before the ductile are tooled. The purity/finish of

working must be not below V4. Sharp transitions from the channel and

sharp/acute faces upon transler from the lateral surface to the end

are not allowed/assumed.

The surface of the rods, utilized for stamping the blanks in

particular with the non-machined surfaces, must be turned to the

complete removal/distance of defective surface layer. The finish of

the surface of the machined/turned blank must be not below V5. If

defects/flaws remain after machining in the individual sections, them

it is necessary to remove by slanting trimming, with the depth of .at

less than 0.5 mm.

The quality of the surface of the rounds is considerably better

than forged ones and pressed. Forged rods are applied for the

manufacture: forgings and large-size stampingr, if obtaining rods for

them pressed or by rolling is difficult.

Forged rods are heterogeneous in the structure and are unstable

according to the mechanical properties. Therefore as the initial

material they do not satisfy completely the requirements, imposed on

the quality of dies.
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In order to obtain the high quality of forged semi-finished

products, it is necessary to apply the highest degrees of reduction.

A heterogeneous structure of forged rods during the manufacture

of them of large critical/heavy-duty forgings and stampings causes

crack formation in the metal and large quantity of waste/reject of

articles. For manufacturing of forgings and stampings to preferably

apply rounds, then pressed and lastly forged. Rounds in comparison

with those pressed and forged ones have the best surface and more

homogenous structure and mechanical properties.

Form and sizes/dimensions of initial blank must ensure obtaining

good-quality stampings with the minimum displacement/movement of

metal in the die cavity in the process of shaping. This is especially

important for the stampings from the aluminum and magnesium alloys,

on surface of which usually are formed the defects/flaws with the

complicated displacements/movements of metal in the process of

stamping.

* 9
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Page 140.

1. Forms of initial materials, used for manufacturing of forgings and

stampings from alloys of nonferrous metals.

0 ) (X) 33RNDi k'0-" I q IUS)

Azxrmu HepTLw~c ( a\epaeEAV7 -MT 347-61 ?a- CT38X~nu
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eO)KB O o4W07-
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v erpow -6 OeqeNne no *O 07oto 12 n0 20 AMf s0307e noK3oao
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"=Wo0 Vpif paw- 60-250 . An =a fn ceplimtoro Upo.
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Key: (1). Alloys. (2). Rod. (3). Band, pressed. (4). Plate/slab,

rolled. (5). Ingot. (6). pressed. (7). forged. (8). rolled. (9).

Aluminum. (10). They are supplied according to GOST. (11). They do

not apply. (12). They are supplied according to AMTU 347-61 with

thickness of from 12 to 80 nun for series carrying out of large/coarse

stampings of complex configuration. (13). For carrying out of large
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forgings.and stampings. (14). Magnesium. (15). They are supplied

according to AMTU 516-65 with diameter of 8-160 mm for series

carrying out of forgings and stampings. (16). They are supplied

according to AMTU 478-61 with section/cut of up to 130 cm7 for series

carrying out of forgings and stampings of low and average sizes.

(17). They are supplied according to AMTU 474-61 with thickness of

from 12 to 30 mm for series carrying out of large/coarse stampings of

complex configuration. (18). Only in job work of forgings and

stampings. (19). Titanium. (20). They are supplied according to AMTU

487-62 (Tables 3 and 6). They are applied only with development and

mastery/adoption of new alloys. (21). They are supplied according to

AMTU 534-67 (Tables 4 and 6) with diameter of 60-250 mm for series

carrying out of forgings and stampings. (22). AMTU 451-67 (Tables 2

and 5) with diameter of up to 60 mm for series carrying out of

forgings and stampings are supplied. (23). In production of large

forgings. (24). Copper. (25). They are supplied according to GOST

1945-59 of copper Ml, M2, M3. Rods are brass according to GOST

2060-60. Rods are bronze according to GOST 1628-60. (26). They are

supplied for series production.

Page 141.

The volume of blank (Fig. 1) is determined from the formula
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VdI - V'. + V.0w,

where v.,- volume of stamping, calculated according to nominal

sizes, increased to half of the positive deviations (sizes/dimensions

of cavities in the stampings they decrease by half of negative

deviations); Vo6- volume of flash, determined from the formula

Vd- (SM + kSnp) L,

where S. - section/cut of the bridge of flash (Fig. 2); s.,-

section/cut of the receiver of flash; k - solidity/loading factor of

the receiver of flash, depending on the complexity of forging for

stampings of the simple configurations k=0.25; the average/mean

complexity k=0.50; the complex configurations k=0.75; L - perimeter

of the loci of the centers of gravity of the sections/cuts of flash.

With a precision/accuracy sufficient for practical purposes, valu.

during the production calculations they take as the equal to the

perimeter of stamping.

The sizes/dimensions of barb grooves are given in Chapter 4.

Form and sizes/dimensions of initial blank depend on the

configuration of stamping.

For the stampings, which have the shape of bodies of revolution

and close to them, stamped by upsetting into the end/face, the length

of blank they select the equal less than its three diameters, i.e.,

L~ e~ 3db

,*
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The diameter of blank is determined from the formula

- 0,75

The majorities of stampings stamp from the blanks "on

flatly/planely". For the stampings from the alloys of the nonferrous

metals, whose initial blanks are hammered, the section/cut of initial

blank is selected only over the greatest section/cut of stamping,

i.e.
Le + 2 (SM + kSr)

Length of blank I.,---

They reshoe the selected initial blank to the necessary form in

conformity with the form of stamping. The preliminary preparation for

blank for stampings of small width with the thickening at one or both

ends should be produced in the horizontal forging machine (set of

material for the thickened part of the stamping). In this case the

section/cut of initial blank must be selected over the smallest

section/cut of stamping.

The preliminary preparation for blank for stampings of those

decreasing or simultaneously attenuating and expanding from one that

thickened and expanding from one butt end can be produced on the

forging rolls. In this case the section/cut of initial blank is
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selected over the greatest section/cut of stamping.

Both upsetting in the horizontal forging machine, and rolling

are more productive than forging, but the carrying out of stampings

from the alloys of nonferrous metals are very sharply applied in the

practice.

Cutting measured blanks.

Initial materials from aluminum, magnesium and copper alloys are

cut to the blanks on circular saws, slicing-lathe machine tools,

mechanical knives and high-speed horizontal milling machines, it

special for this of those fitted out.
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Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Volume of blanks: a) forging; b) drawing/draft for

calculating volume.

Fig. 2. Section/cut of bridge of flash.

Page 142.

Cutting on the shear press is not allowed/assumed in connection with

the possibility of formation in the places of the shear/section of

the microcracks, which during further deformation can lead to the

considerable defects/flaws.

In the case of forging the blanks, designed for obtaining of

several forgings, is expedient the use/application of the subsequent

chopping immediately after forging. For the magnesium alloys, besides

MA2 and BM65-1, the cutting in the hot state is not recommended.

Cutting blanks in the hot state can be applied from the initial
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material with a diameter of up to 100 mm with the observance of the

thermomechanical modes/conditions of forging. During cutting of

blanks the broadening to 10-20% in the direction of cutting .at the

length of 10-15 mm occurs.

Cutting on circular saws (Table 2 with the speed of rotation of

disk 30-35 m/min and with minimum supply provides obtaining blanks

with the clean ends/faces. At the speed of rotation of disk it is

less than 25 m/min and to minimum supply ends/faces have uneven

surface, which with some forms of forging can lead to the formation

of cracks. After cutting from the edges of blank are chamfered for

the purpose of deburring.

For cutting the blanks of titanium alloys, besides equipment

indicated above, anode-mechanical and abrasive machine tools are'

applied; their cutting on the abrasive machine tools is limited. The

diameter of the blank cut must not exceed 60 mm. To the diameter of

20 mm cutting is performed without the cooling lubrication.

Anode-mechanical cutting of blanks of titanium alloys performs

both on the disks and on the strip/tape machine tools. The water

glass of specific weight/gravity 1.28-1.32 is applied as the working

liquid medium.
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Cutting titanium blanks on the shear press is performed in the

hot state with the heating to the temperatures, given in Table 3,

with exception of the alloys BT1-00; BTI-0 and OT4-0, which can be

cut in the cold state.

. --
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2. Cutting blanks on circular saws during different modes/conditions

of cutting.

JIMANSp ,et.crpo- 'a aetp peimy MOuR 06OTO IO lSIU "AmCUa
aroTOamH MOTopS mo a3 AL qaCM eyGoaCI nUCKS O A IS_a a a a Ma MIIY? 1MM 00-

____0__ 2,2 ANC I __to__1 __

50 2.2 NO 5s 3 0.7

W 5.~2 W 5____ _ 33 0,

Key: (1). Diameter of blank in mm. (2). Power of electric motor in

kW. (3). Diameter of saw in mm. (4). Thickness of cutting edge of

teeth in mm. (5). Number of revolutions of disk per minute. (6). Rate

of feed of disk in mm in one revolution of disk.

bI
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3. Temperature of heating blanks of titanium alloys for cutting on

shear press.

jTeuac- o o,

canaaty Qu" 1
. .1,,,

II

0T4-1 NO 750 BT8 V5 ow
OT4 900 BTO

BT4 920 800 B BT14 900
OT&.2 9 40 MW BT15
BT5 A ABTI5

BTb-i
--~ Io DTI 8 01I900 _

BT6 IC o00 BTA
BTO WAD -am 2

BTS-1 30 SW T

Key: (1). Alloy. (2). Temperature in 0C. (3). heating is not above.

(4). cutting is not below.

Page 143.

Cutting on hammers and presses of the preliminarily deformed

blanks is produced only in the hot state and when the blanks must

undergo further working by pressure. The data about the temperature

of heating the blanks before the cutting are cited in Table 4. Ingots

can be cut only at a temperature of the beginning of deformation

(-able 5).

Cutting ingots and rods on the lathes is performed by the

4
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cutting-off tools, equipped with the plates of hard alloy BK8.

The geometric parameters of the cutting-off tools:

a,..... =1.5 ; f=0.2-0.3 ram.
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4. Temperature of heating deformed blanks of titanium alloys for

cutting on hammuiers and hydraulic presses.

Tons ows

'1 B COWO

DT4 I 9 W O N W ee
O T 4 930B T14 9

Key:- (N). Aloy (2).b TeprtrOnWC 3.haig sntao

(4). cuttin isoy not. bemprtreowC.() etigi otaoe

(4.ctigisntblw
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5. Temperature of heating ingots from titanium alloys for cutting on

hammers and hydraulic presses.
To une- Ta .,-

C uaa (t, mu "-* Cs

HT(IC0 10r 1aclIT 1-0 B I
OT 24 0 0 0 _______OT --1 oIoT Tw

MT 20M0 910 H. 10 O
BT4 105 2000 RT14 lob l0go
C)T4-2 I100 2l00 BT15 120 111

,I- 1000 BTIG 1000 lob
I 

11 0 _

Key: (1). Alloy. (2). Temperature in 'C. (3). heating is not above.

(4). cutting is not below.

I
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6. Maximum deviations of length of measured blanks during cutting on

diffterent equipment.

Q,,,,.&p \ J.LL ..B HIU O

I OG6pjuol .. G6 N. OA4 00A4ecl af- l10WOlln I WIIOAIIICOb II 0 s " I IO I 52

CiioC'foM ko WIoM, £'. jJ- G.4Oiia. -o. 4 ,o - 6.0 ± IU

se0aM flecm oi p Ca OK' (2us. 0 B " ,5,02,0 2, 1

L " + 01.' 1,0 I 1.)
gam,-. a,. ..-U 0n ,. ,i -I LA I I.

Key: (1). Equipment. (2). Diameter of blank in mm. (3). Length of

blank in mm. (4). To. (A).Above.(6). Maximum deviations in mm. (7).

Shear press, hammer for smith forging, hydraulic press. (8). Circular

saw, metal sawing machine, anode-mechanical machine tool, abrasive

machine tool. (9). Cutting machine, high-speed milling machine.

Page 144.

Modes/conditions of the cutting: cutting speed v=25-30 m/min;

supply to s=0.2-0.3 mm/rev.

The sharp edges of ends/faces in cut-off blanks, if they are

intended for the stamping into the end/face or the upsetting on GKM,

to avoid clamps, must be rounded in the blanks with a diameter of up

B
.>.,~j, - -,~
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to 50 mm, R=1.5-2 mm and in blanks by diameter are more than 50 mm

R=3-4 mm.

The stripping of blanks of titanium alloys is produced by the

cutters, equipped with hard alloy BK4 or BK8 with the following

geometric parameters: = 0°; a= -12; p=45*; a, =45'; X=00 ; R=l.5 mm;

f=1.5-2 mm. The modes/conditions of the cutting: cutting speed

v=15-30 m/min; supply s-0.5-0,8 m/min; the depth of cutting is

t=5-10 mm. In this case it is necessary to apply the cutting fluid

(5% emulsion according to GOST 1975-53), supplied under the pressure

10-15 atm.

Tolerances for the length of blanks of different materials,

obtained during cutting on different equipment are given in Table 6.

Heating blanks.

Heating the blanks before the ductile and the stamping must

ensure:

the uniform heating of metal to the prescribed/assigned

temperature throughout entire section/cut in the minimum time;

the minimum saturation of the heated metal by gases (hydroge-

II
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oxygen, nitrogen);

the non-admission of cracks due to the sharp temperature drops

over the section/cut of the heated metal;

the avoidance of the prolonged processes of recrystallization,

and consequently, minimum grain-growth;

a precise accomplishing of the prescribed/assigned

mode/conditions of heating on the temperature, the rate and the

heating time.

Furnaces for heating of blanks. In all cases, when this is

possible, should be preferred furnace with the continuous load,

ensuring the specific rhythm productions, and consequently, higher

productivity and making it possible to better utilize electric power.

In the small-scale or unit production (large forgings) the

possibility of using the continuous furnaces is limited and is

necessary to apply the chamber ones of furnace with the intermittent

load. In the large-scale and mass production, where after by the

determined by production aggregates/units (hammers, presses, forging

machines) is fastened a small quantity of same-type parts,

successfully are applied the automated furnaces with the continuous

load.
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The electric heating furnaces of resistance it is expedient to

apply for the heating prior to forging and stamping the blanks of

small section/cut or intricate shape with the insignificant volume of

production, and also in cases *hen high requirements on the quality

of heating (high degree of uniformity of the temperature in the

working chamber, the high precision/accuracy of the control of

temperature, etc.) are imposed especially.
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Fig. 3. Electric furnace.

Page 145.

Resistance furnaces, chamber type with the shielded heating

elements, with the forced circulation of air and with the automatic

temperature control (Table 7) found the greatest use/application. The

possibility of guaranteeing any temperature conditions and the

ease/lightness of the automatic control of this mode/conditions are

the advantage of these furnaces. During the heating the temperature

drop in the blanks, which depends on the heating conditions, occurs:

the smallest temperature drops it is possible to achieve in the

electric furnaces with the forced circulation of heated air by
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powerful/thick fans.

The plants of the electrothermal equipment of the Ministry of

Electrical industry manufacture standard installations for heating of

measured blanks, in particular revolving type electric furnace

CAO-21-Il-3/5 test M-02 (Fig. 3), which is the modernization of the

previously released electric furnace OKB-494. The advantages of new

furnace are the following:

in the furnace is established/installed fan with the best

aerodynamic indices and the best efficiency, which provides the more

uniform heating of blanks;

the heater of cutting, which improves repairability both furnace

itself and heater without the removal/output of cover/cap;

in the drive of rotating mechanism of hearth they are

established/installed new reducer and variator, that ensure the

reliable and uninterrupted work of mechanism.

Technical characteristic to the electric furnace revolving

CAO-21-II-3/5 test M-02, intended for the heat treatment and the

heating prior to stamping of blanks of the nonferrous metals and the

alloys at a maximum temperature of heating to 500C.
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Power in kW ... 75+10%.

Operating temperature (it is regulated automatically) in *C ... 500.

Number of thermal zones ... 1.

Atmosphere of furnace ... air.

Warmup time to operating temperature in h ... 4.

Weight of blank in kg ... 156.

Specific consumption of electric power in kW-h/kg ... 0.26.

Time of the determination of parts in the furnace in min ... 10 -,0.

Productivity of furnace in kg/h ... 250.

Sizes/dimensions of working space in mm:

the outside diameter of the rotating hearth ... 2200.
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the inside diameter of the rotating hearth ... 880.

height/altitude and the width of discharging window

200+230+420.

Speed of rotation of hearth in rev/h ... 6.33.

Total weight of furnace in t ... 9.
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7. Fundamental characteristics of electric heating furnaces.

Pal ) pago- MO lO~ ifenlo W"ilpy-

Mouugcmf I 5ry
Tim e u,. HeA malop a , jx o Joo iUMoro

ue69 a M, Jrr&aJ . 1

-x0 25 80-70
W4x 1 41 W ho I 411-110

\ l-t\bAM60& -I t700 113I "- "

gle~b srp Yo..
lle'4b H-yc* lbaorO () 880 15 ItO-.4J

Key: (1). Type of furnace. (2). Size/dimension of working chamber of

furnace in mm. (3). Power in kW. (4). Number of zones. (5). Weight of

simultaneously charged metal in kg. (6). Continuous furnace. (7).

Continuous load 150-300. (8). Revolving type furnace.

'. In these furnaces the simultaneous heating of the measured

blanks of the larger weight (approximately/exemplarily to 50% more

than the weight, indicated in the table), is allowed/assumed; in this

case the heating time must be increased to 25%. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Page 146.

Furnaces are equipped with instruments for the automatic

temperature control with the precision/accuracy within limits of

±10 0C.

For the measurement of the temperature in the heating zon- the
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thermocouple is established/installed at a distance of 100-150 mm

from the blanks.

Under the furnaces it should not be covered/coated with sheets

from the high-temperature (strength) alloyswith the content of nickel

above 50%-, since in this case the sticking of blanks is possible.

The blanks charged into the furnace must be purified from oil,

metallic dust, projecting edges and other pollution/contamination. It

is necessary strictly to keep track of the fact so that steel blanks

would not remain in the furnace and the charged blanks did not come

into contact with heating elements.

The blanks of the heated batch must be placed in the furnace so

that their uniform warming up (it must be provided free air

circulation) would be provided. During the arrangement/position of

blanks on the hearth of furnace in one series/row, it is necessary to

pack them with certain interval.

Blanks must be charged into the preliminarily heated to the

prescribed/assigned temperature furnace (according to the

modes/conditions, established/installed for this brand/mark of

alloy). When in the furnace blanks were heated at higher

temperatures, it is necessary preliminarily to cool to bake lower
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than the prescribed/assigned temperature on 50-1000 C, then to raise

temperature to the prescribed/assigned for this alloy and after 20-30

min holding.to produce the load of the blanks of new batch. The

blanks with a diameter above 150 mm should be manipulated in every 30

min.

During the manufacture of the parts of critical/heavy-duty

designation/purpose (disks, compressor blades, etc.) from titanium

alloys with the low allowances, heating blanks prior to the stamping

should be produced in the furnaces with prot :tive atmosphere for the

purpose of the exception/elimination of the formation of the

alpha-deposited layer.

The use/application of a protective medium in the form of

technical argon protects from the formation of considerable scale and

decreases the value of the alpha-deposited and transition layers

(Fig. 4-10). However, technical argon does not create overall

protection. The use/application of purified argon is more effective

protection.

The use/application of protective coatings in the form of the

enamel, which consists of oxides SiO, BaO, TiO 2 , MgO, A12 ,, zrO.,

CaO, Na,O,, BO,, protects from the formation of scale and decreases

the value of the alpha-deposited layer. Enamels shield well metal
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during the heating to 1000-10500 C.

One should consider that the protective coatings (enamel) react

during the heating with metal itself, loosening to it oxygen;

therefore the alpha-deposited layer increases with an increase in

temperature and heating time. Shielding enamels are simultaneously

lubrication.

The permissible retention time of blanks of the alloys of

nonferrous metals in the furnace at a forging temperature must

correspond to the data, given in Table 8-14.

With forging of ingots from titanium alloys with a diameter of

350-400 mm to the rods or reshoeing of rods to other sizes/dimensions

it is necessary to be guided by the data, given in Table 15.

Its temperature, naturally, is depressed after the load of

blanks in the furnace heated to the necessary temperature, while it

begins slowly to be raised after the termination of load.
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8. Time of heating aluminum, magnesium and copper alloys.L(?,)~ AxamIp man "AunaI earoroU a AL%

50 (aswq a." 1 Ca- 600 IUD I Co. 100

(e') CBaaum* (a mux) narez t Am, BNIU6TJpS (TOAU&NU)

kAn am~amwe a maruuemIMS . IA T - Lb +0OM (d - 50) I 2.0

(rT GHMII... .. .. .. . 0.76 T ,0 +CA)(d -50) 1.0 1

Key: (1). Alloys. (2). Diameter or thickness of blank in mm. (3). To.

(4).above.(5). Time (in min) of heating 1 mm, diameter (thickness).

(6). Aluminum and magnesium. (7). Copper.

Page 147.

With forced outages with duration to 6-7 h the temperature in the

furnace for the blanks of the aluminum alloys must be lowered to

430-4700 C, and blanks left in the furnace; with the interruptions of

more than 7 h of blank it is necessary to unload from the furnace.

During heating of blanks of the magnesium alloys MA3 and MA5 with the

interruptions to 4 h, and alloy BM65-2 to 2 h the temperature of

furnace must be lowered to the lower limit, established/installed for

each of alloys in question, whereas blanks must remain in the

furnace; with the interruptions more than 4 h for the alloys MA2, MA3

and MA5 and more than 2 h for the alloy BM65-1 blanks it is necessary

to unload from the furnace.

iA
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9. Time of heating magnesium alloys.

Cuas V'.

MA3 4M 5 45 3

MAS MJ4 4A 2-

Key: (1). Alloy. (2). Temperature of heating in 'C. (3). Heating time

in h.

10. Permissible retention time in furnace of preheating blanks of

titanium alloys.

061U.I0 ...a .. IlM-
* MM r o" N rpoa

(.31zlco0 S.e bCa :4. 2,0

rwio 21Wu

0 2,0 a. 250 &

Ao 40 Ao ho

Key: (1). Maximum section/cut of blank in mm. (2). Heating time in h.

(3). To. (4). above.

__ __4
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11. Time of heating blanks of titanium alloys to temperature they are

ductile.

Tonwnn Ao aepdepaY yp ,
'ro a mlomui no OIk- larpes

RIall ANA: aHN) CafO- 13P Id-we=,p ia n1MY&Lere nopnr')pe

* O14,111 BII .t 140 4 1U)

(lie Onee) (iO Monee)

400 50 100

350 t30
390 40 I

;90 I,

Duo (1

140 55

120 50
tOO 20 45

11) 25
411 15 go

55

2'. 10 I

go l

t5 1 10

Key: (1). Thickness or the diameter of blank in mm. (2). Heating time

to forging temperature from reading/indication of recording

potentiometer in min (not more). (3). Heating time at forging

temperature in min (not less). (4). and less.

12. Maximum permissible retention time in furnace of blanks of

titanium alloys.

4.

'
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Key: (1). Thickness or the diameter of blank in mm. (2). Maximum

permissible retention time of blank in furnace at forging temperature

in min.
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Page 148.

13. Mode/conditions of heating some copper alloys.

TI N OCTh npe
(I) eemc P81 T- Mlp"'"xmmJeb

Cua"a - arorumnx r - parypa a neu c 2eauepa~ypoS RC .Oc ON
a oj. ' 0 nequ o__ _- p marpea"

JITO0 d-120 36-50 0, 0,35 1,0
:.v0x:0 400 900 - 2.05 3,0
300 xa 30P 70 3,0 OAD 33.

,J t d-120 35 -0 0.18 0,35 0.9

'-A x20 400 - 2,5 0
SUx33o0 700 8,0 0,40 ,5

JIHUI-5 4-120 35-50 80 0,5 0,25 0,75

250x:50 400 2, 2,5
30OxJ0( 700 2,75 0,80 AD

d-400 1400 4, 0,,8 4,0

A)KMU d,120 35-50 0,15 0,3 0,85

W1I-I 250x2 0 400 O 2. 3,0
300 x SW 700 3,0 0.80 3.5

J)M45&6- d-i32-0 0 0.98 00815 Io

X)x "-150 400 280 2A 0o50 2-i
3OUxJOO 700 2,, 3,A

Key: (1). Alloy. (2). Section/cut of blank in mm. (3). Weighing in

kg. (4). Temperature of furnace in *C. (5). Heating time in furnace

with temperature of 'C. (6). Duration of holding in h. (7). Total

heating time in h.
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14. Heating temperature prior to stamping on GKM.

~ Caaaa )Nmepwrypa marposs a IC Te SnPaTypa ,tarpIe N

FRTI-0

BTI-00 810 B T6 9M

OT-0 M BTS 0 MBT9 0 7
OT4-I BT1 4 1
UT'. o4 N 97K) B330
BT4 91) 9A BT15 BI w
OT'-2 w10 110
BT3-1 930 950 BTi8 980

-__ _ 1000

BrT. 070 B= M no

Key: (1). Alloy. (2). Temperature of heating in *C. (3). optimum.

(4). not above.

15. Examples of modes/conditions of heating blanks of titanium alloys

for forging to rods and reshoeing of rods.

. e,, Te.ueparyps , a .: C nO pIrpa m

1 &A. :R O ,M I 9T34 IM, BTI4I S1 I B4, STS

Sw 0 301 1050 150 1100

120 tau j 9W U0 W

Key: (1). Diameter of blank in mm. (2). Heating time in min. (3).

Temperature of heating in *C on brands/marks of alloys. (4). initial.

(5). final.

-0
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Page 149.

- 3*limpvecoaR ,, L 0 MoNAUlv4O

M~ AlpA3~ o Ma~viM R~~

AM02085 7700OJ0

0~0/0800 ~20

0 19 7,0 3.0 I4,,.v

Fig. 4. Fig. 5.

Fig. 4. Hydrogen absorption of samples/specimens made from alloy BT8

depending on heating conditions. Samples/specimens 0 15 and 20 mm.

Key: (2). Electric furnace. (2). Gas-fired furnace. (3). h.

Fig. 5. Depth of defective layer of alloy BT8 during heating in

electric furnace depending on medium.

Key: (2). Defective layer. (2). Scale. (3). Alpha-deposited layer.

(4). "transfer" layer. (5). Air argon. (6). h.

4
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Fig. 6. Fig. 7.

Fig. 6. Microhardness of samples/specimens made from alloy BT8 aft_

heating in different media.

Key: (1). kg/nun2. (2). Microhardness. (3). h. (4). Air. (5). Argon.

(6). (electric furnace). (7). Distance from surface of

sample/specimen.

Fig. 7. Value of increase in weight depending on conditions of

heating alloy BT8: 80-gas-fired furnace; x-x - electric furnace;

A-A with greasing glass + talc; o-o- with coating with enamel "B";

- with coating with enamel "A"; A-A - in medium of argon.

Key: (1). mg. (2). Increase in weight. (3). h.
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Fig. 8. The depth of the alpha-deposited layer in the

samples/specimens from the alloys BT8 depending on medium, the

temperature and the heating time: o__o _ in the gas-fired furnace;

x-x - in the electric furnace; D-o- with coating enamel "A"; ,-r-

with the coating with enamel "B"; A-A - with the facing by the water

glass + talc; L-L - in the medium of argon.

Key: (1). h.

Page 150.

With the renewal of work the blanks located in the furnace must be

heated to the upper limit of deformation temperature.

During heating of blanks of titanium alloys it is necessary to

provide minimum retention time of their at a temperature more than

8000 C. Heating cylindrical blanks is better to produce induction with

method. Annular billets should be heated in the electric systematic

or two-chamber furnaces. Heating in the gas-fired furnaces can be
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produced in the oxidizing atmosphere, moreover flame jet from the

injectors must not wash the heated blanks.

Heating by induction ones with the method and in the electric

furnaces is produced in the air atmosphere. Furnaces must be equipped

with temperature controllers. The temperature in the working chamber

of furnace must be uniform - the temperature differential in the

different zones must not exceed in electric furnaces of 200 C, but in

mazut of 300 C.

The advantage of induction method consists in the sharp

shortening of the total time of heating (approximately/exemplaril

3-4 times in comparison with the heating in chamber type furnaces).

With this method the depth of the alpha-deposited layer is decreased,

the danger of the appearance of cracks is decreased during the

deformation and the strength characteristics of the deformed

semi-finished products are raised.

The advantage of induction heating show the following examples.

The total heating time show the following examples. The total time of

heating blanks with a diameter of 150 mm, of titanium alloy of the

type BT3-1 in the three-layered inductor at the commercial frequency

is =20 min. In this case the difference between the temperatures of

surface and center descends to the minimum 1 min after the

disconnection of current. With the common method of heating in the

high-temperature box furnace this time would comprise about 75 min.
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Since grain-growth occurs above temperature of polymorphic

transformation, it is expedient for the blanks of large cross

sections to apply preheating before 800 0 C and then to

accomplish/realize rapid heating in the inductor to the necessary

temperature. This makes it possible to decrease the stay of the blank

in the high-temperature range to 2-3 min.

The time of heating blanks with a diameter of 55 mm at the

frequency of 2500 Hz is 4.5 min, whereas during the heating in the

box furnace it is necessary to 27 min. The time of heating ingot with

a diameter of 420 mm in the induction furnace with a diameter of 450

mm, which works at the commercial frequency, is 60 min. For the

heating in the same inductor of the ingot with a diameter of 360 mm

it is necessary to 70 min.

Modes/conditions of heating blanks by induction method.

Diameter of blank in mm ... 150 70-160.

Optimum frequency in per/s 50 500.

Diameter of blank in mm ... 50-120 30-80 15-40.

Optimum frequency in per/s ... 1000 2500 8000.
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In the inductors it is expedient to produce heating in the

large-series production of the relatively small nomenclature of

blanks different in the diameter. With the large nomenclature of the

blanks of different diameters and the limited volume of production

the use/application of induction muffle furnaces, which work at the

commercial frequency, is expedient. In the furnaces of such type is

feasible heating blanks with a diameter of 20-150 mm. The

construction/design of furnaces of such type makes it possible to

produce heating metal in protective atmosphere. Induction muffle

furnaces possess the best energy indices, easily yield to automation

and rapidly are heated in comparison with the high-temperature

resistance furnaces.

Preheating blanks during the heating in the two-chamber furnaces

is produced to 800 0 C. The necessary for the preheating time after

load into the chamber/camera with the temperature indicated is

determined from the calculation 1 min to every 3 mm the maximum cross

section of blank. Time, necessary for the heating after the transfer

of blank of preheating chamber into the chamber/camera of final

heating, the same as for the preheating.

The time, necessary for the heating in the one-way fired furnace

IL
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after the load of blanks into the chamber/camera with the temperature

of the beginning of forging-staniing, is determined from the

calculation 1 min to every 2 mm the maximum cross section of blank.

For the blanks with a diameter of SV 400 mm it is necessary to

apply only two-stage heating. In the case of small outage the

temperature of furnace, in which are located the blanks, should be

lowered to 800 0C and after interruption again raised it to the

temperature of forging-stamping at a velocity, permitted by furnace

output. With prolonged outages of blank of the furnace they unload

and they pack to the dry floor/sex.

Technological processes are ductile.

The manufacture of forgings from the alloys of nonferrous metals

is accomplished/realized according to the flow charts, given in Fig.

11 and 12 and in Table 16.

The diagrams of forging are divided into simple'ones, when blank

undergoes only upsetting or broach and complicated, that are the

combination of two simple diagrams. In the latter case they are

labelled depending on a quantity of the upsettings accepted and

broaches:

L .....-
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diagram 1 - one upsetting and one broach to the size/dimension;

diagram 2 - two upsettings and two or one broach (see Fig. 11);

diagram 3 - three upsettings and three or two broaches (see Fig.

lZ)

In the diagram the forgings must be indicated the sequence of

transitions and in each transition - value of upsetting blank; the

arrangement of longitudinal axis according to the relation of the

applied force; the method of upsetting and broach (upsetting into the

end/face or with the insertion of faces to the "cap" of broach by

sections with the indication of value or flattening throughout the

entire length of blank).

Page 153.

Shoeings I and the II groups of control, manufactured of the

pressed rods with a diameter are more than 150 mm, for the purpose of

guarantee in the forged semi-finished product of the highest and

uniform mechanical properties it is necessary to hammer according to

diagrams 2 or 3. The longitudinal axis of the initial pressed blank

should be furnished in the forging in accordance with the form, the

designation/purpose and the conditions for the work of part,

I
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manufactured from this forging. For the forgings of axisymmetric form

(of type" disk", ring, cylinder), articles of the type of flanges and

the like the longitudinal axis of blank must be furnished in the

direction of the axis of the symmetry of part, and in the forgings of

another form - in the direction, in which it is necessary to ensure

maximum mechanical properties.

For the purpose of the creation of the best conditions for the

manifestation of the greatest plasticity of alloys and in particular

magnesium ones, forging must be produced them in the figure faces.

Drop forging, which create the high deformation rates, it sh id

be in the beginning of process produced with taps with the degree of

deformation for each impact/shock not more than 5-8%. The degree of

deformation can be gradually increased in proportion to forging.

During the forging on the presses the degree of deformation virtually

is not limited.

Faces for the forging must be thoroughly ground; their edges

must be rounded (R=10 mm not less). Before the ductile the faces must

be warmed thoroughly to 300 0C. In comparison with the upsetting on

the unheated faces the degree of deformation with upsetting on the

faces, heated to 300*C, it is raised on the average by 35% for the

aluminum ones and by 25% - for titanium alloys.
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16. Diagrams of forging blanks and forgings of alloys of nonferrous

metals.

1 rl. lO inlHpoS nmNao
lOmOk InPOTftN(os
mpoeU*NH yaapUo
Oce savOTOSHE

iI. MMO'o3Je~.o flo)- I"i

II. HIroTomaenfe 33Z0-
Y+oDHN ocanKoiS C no- U.
Noll OUSpoN DGOXOHts

I.H oa neLIPH DOIme 8 O1

atom SarompOlu pSk-

.OC 'OpO~efl KOmalOR

yniaao3 m nepemosna
c 6anbWerO N&NeTPaa aubam

Key: (1). (1). The manufacture of blanks by broach is perpendicular

to the axis/axle of blank. (II). Manufacture of forging by the method

of upsetting. (III). Manufacture of blank by upsetting with the

subsequent drawing across the grain. (IV). the manufacture of the

annular billet of many-sided ductile. (V). Manufacture of annular

billet by drawing and reshoeing from the larger diameter to smaller.

Notes: 1 - less plastic alloys MA3 and MA5 to deform according

to diagrams I, III, IV and V is not recommended because of the

initiation of the cracks (diagram I, I1 and V) of brittle
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decomposition (diagram IV).

2. Operation of drawing relates to number of rigid diagrams of

strain with large tensile stresses, in connection with which drawing

of ductile under hammer does not have extensive application as a

result of limited possibilities of increase in degree of deformation

for one heating.

Page 153.

With the upsetting on the cold faces there is no metal flow over the

contact surface. The most intense metal flow, which is accompanie Dy

refinement of grain and by the formation of the oriented structure in

the direction of flow, occurs directly under the stagnant layer. The

intensity of the metal flow in the middle of sample/specimen is less

than in the layers, adjacent to the stagnation sections of contact

surface. With the upsetting on the faces, heated up to.SS00C, the

stagnant layer is observed only in the range of the zone of initial

contact, the metal flow over the contact surface occurs out of these

boundaries/interfaces.

The decrease of the resistance to deformation with the upsetting

on the heated faces occurs due to an increase in altitude of a layer

of moving metal.
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Fig. 11.

Key: (1). Upsetting.. (2). Broach with rolling. (3). Broach to square.

(4). Rolling. (5). Fitting/landing it is end. (6). Broach to

size/dimension.

I
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Fig. 12.

Key: (1). Upsetting. (2). Broach to square. (3). broach to square.

(4). Broach with rolling. (5). Rolling. (6). Fitting/landing it is

end. (7). Broach to size/dimension.

Page 154.

In the case of upsetting on the cold faces of titanium blanks with

ratio d/h=10 the real height/altitude of the layer, where the metal

flow is observed, it composes 70-80% of the height/altitude of the

upset blank, with upsetting on the heated faces - 90-100%. During

forging of alloys, in particular aluminum ones and magnesium, for the

purpose of the prevention of the adhesion of blanks to the faces the
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latter should be periodically sprinkled the talc.

The standard technological processes of forging aluminum,

magnesium and titanium alloys are given in Table 17-28.

Special features/peculiarities of forging copper alloys. The

insignificant deformations to 30%, which can be used during forging

of brass J159 by free upsetting are virtually insufficient for working

of brasses in the series production of free ductile. Therefore during

the cold and hot working by the pressure of copper alloys they avoid

this stress-strain state.

For increasing the plasticity of copper and copper alloys

instead of the forging by free upsetting are applied the upsetting

with the lateral pressure or the extrusion/pressing ingots by

extrusion in the container.

In order to raise the plasticity of brass 3159 and other copper

alloys with upsetting, the values of second and third main

compressive stresses increase. Upsetting with the higher lateral

pressure in comparison with the free upsetting reach by this way.

If during the free upsetting, which is accompanied by virtually

free broadening, brass J159 converts/transfers into the brittle state,
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then with the upsetting with the high lateral pressure, for example,

in the collars, the plasticity of brass considerably is raised (Fig.

13).

I-

. . t+ -+- • .+ + , + , . .. . .. + ,,4
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Fig. 13. Upsetting brass 1159 with the lateral pressure in the collar.

Key (.1). Upsetting brass. (2). Crushers. (3). Brittle state. (4).

Plastic state.

I,
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17. Standard technological process of forging aluminum alloy.

oepsault. ceuesb 06opyRosaswe. 40pasJ

Peais aoo0o05014 AiCmOS&n niM

Harpea no 80" C iCswnepuan 5J nKTpMCCftnfl

tiamerma 01A J00 IT
* Q rKA oal a 3HUqun-a MOiA T

Key: (1). Drawings/drafts of transitions. (2). Operation. Degree of

deformation. (3). Equipment. Form of faces. (4). Cutting blanks. (5).

Circular saw. (6). Heating to 4800C. (7). Box electrical furnace.

(8). Rough draft. (9). Swage I T. (10). Faces, smooth. (22). Drawing

out of end. (12). Faces, figure.

• , J,,, ,
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18. Standard technological process of lorging aluminum alloy.

.Onepaub, CeneHb OOopyaomawMle OopUa
3Crnmam nepezonos ;fa..1U,,.U 13 60A14O5

&p-O14 58I-U709014 K HRlM

IIro lb a 1 ZLC UlV C1m o Hoe awf bmo n ,o T

I OUrfOLK Ua • HOIoOMhIU 0o1' a T

__ir __u__ar ____. 6). Tain OHUS NoaouxwA moarn 3 T

zoo

Key: (1). Drawings/drafts of transitions. (2). Operation. Degree of

deformation. (3). Equipment. Form of faces. (4). Cutting blanks.-(5).

Circular saw. (6). Heating to 480 0C. (7). Box electrical furnace.

(8). Broach to rectangle. (9). Swage 3 T. (10). faces, smooth. (11).

Rough draft. (12). Drawing out of end.

I

i
" A t .. ... ' '' . L , . . ... _ -- .. ... : " -
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19. Standard technological process of forging aluminum alloy.

befolaba lielkaxT2pi0eio ._.O6opyosatme. 4)OpMa

VAO& nedoipmanuita

3a84HcM& TOPUOB

HR ,)2 AO 470" C R A S, aHrpH490KR
" t neLab

t. Oca .a 9ooqNSA MOIOT 3 T

11pOLU41,iJ lbLNI MWaIo? 3 T

1iarpou no 4V C HnMuepiwR 8aiOXTpMlo vC1

PACHUTlia Ia Onpaime HU8O mll.dt WUJIO? 3 r

L r-'; 0  
flp aa u puau

Key: (1). Drawings/drafts of transitions. (2). Operation. Degree of

deformation. (3). Equipment. Form of faces. (4). Cutting blanks. (5).

Circular saw. (6). Trimming of ends/faces. (7). Heating to 470*C.'

(8). Box electrical furnace. (9). Upsetting. (10). Swage 3 t. (11).

Faces, smooth. (12). Piercing. (13). Box electrical furnace. (14).

Unrolling on mount/mandrel. (15). Straightening/trimming along

ends/faces.

. . ... .- -1
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Page 156.

20. Technology of manufacture of forgings for disks from alloys BM17

and MA3.

O pIOW . CCT P T .1-1 8 PGwioHiN-rnPaI
3crsa nepeoja nelb 4IopMaQIH U .0"') I ?yP) I, C I lrp"O05

n J.T,,. .pei - - roY-.IJowu
Co ,aIIHAR BAI'O- mTmmr tipj 40-0- " CTOexa, DOC 112 xf -U 'reqcIe 10-15 %;

MA3 ip 415" C 40-.

t v IOo&Ama, 35% U3M 7
MJ-3U0; _ _ _ _

MA-3

o .-.. , % (I0M .I,,N.. .17-
j k ai~m3% QI 0)4b UC. MA- W C

flpecc 300 r_,,

aF

450-300;
t 445 1MA3

Ocamca, 33% I0ipen: BM17 -

BUT--'mHa, 20%M"7

OcaAKa, 43% 400-300; eB M 172 7.-, C;
MA3 MA3 - 3 CW-230

Key: (1). Drawing/draft of transition. (2). Operation. Degree of

deformation. (3). Equipment. Form of faces. (4). Temperature in 'C.

(5). Mode/conditions of reheatings. (6). Cast or pressed blank,

weight of 112 kg. (7). Homogenizing annealing with 490-500 0C for

10-15 h; MA3 at 415 0C 40 h. (8). Upsetting. (9). Drawing. (10). Press

is 300 t and above. (11). Heating.
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21. Technology of manufacture of forgings for disks from alloys BM17

and MA3.

W"'CINIR Ci- 01T m611 Y S S(OS-n0TP

Sara60o1Ia - I -. -I p

OanaN& O loc 00r BMIaomm 1i00 Harpc0 jo-

Shame 3410; SMA3 MI- ai0

Bu ma, 50% flpcc mo10 , B MI7 5oo- Q -61Hf wC

NZliJOw 300.; MA3 U 1

BUTAIM141mw, 20-pc W I
411 111.1

*1 1 1%a~ajl FL. Mi MA3 b i lM7 biCZL17 450 Qla I_ _I
Key:"aI'701 (1).N Drwigdrf of trniin (2) Oprtit Dere of-01r
deformation (3).2l Equiment Gomo ae.().Tmeaueo

forgin in) DrwC.drf (5) Md/otinstof. reheatings.t(6). Casting (7)

Homogenizing annealing: 490-5000C for 10-15 h; for MA3 at 415±5*C for

40 h. (8). Upsetting. (9). Press is is 3000 t and above. (10).

IL*
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Heating. (11). Drawing. (12). Flashless die forging. Blanks are

bended out 2 times. (13). Upsetting and straightening/trimming

forging according to sizes/dimensions.

'4
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22. Technology of manufacture of forgings for disks from alloys BM17

and MA3.

aOaua oopeooM uon.k zlmuK~lPalahM J '

romoreNHaMpyDo-
JANTAR SarOTOa2B u amoOmr:

490-1.r C 9 TL-
qellue 10-15 ,4;

pgnn MA3 npu415" C It b," C• II ___ 6)
T86C *OMii 40 %

OC49, bio* o Hnrpon:

Q 0 Ilin1M.1114- C; c 4III ,
MA3-3W C

1IM1T
b4ml - _____________MAa -

BMTH,-S6, 18%

w?"WO Na, n ']e BMI7 11O n;60% (a neTP 3000 r 450-300; BMI7 450 C;

wcKe) H swine MA3 3W MA3 SW C

OCaA U, 0% 400-30 BMI7'-4I. C;
MA3 3 -bO MA3 SW C

Key: (1). Drawing/draft of transition. (2). Operations. Degree of

deformation. (3). Equipment. Form of faces. (4). Temperature in *C.

(5). Mode/conditions of reheatings. (6). Casting. (7). Homogenizing

annealing: 490-500*C for 10-15 h; for MA3 at 415 0C±50C for 40 h. (8).
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Upsetting. (9). Press 3000 t and above. (10). Heating. (11). alloy.

(12). Drawing. (13). Stamping, 50% (in center of disk). (14). Free

upsetting, 50%.

~,
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23. Technology of manufacture of forgings from alloy "MA5.

(36Teuunep s-yV owRb -peminu

( I )jio-L ) C4
DCx.. DepOlOj S Oapumn Il3peMm 0 g O6apyAnameUT.

Ilarpe- RawM IS HI&IIMC~i
ON 0 4

CpAe 00TiltIM hOC.

X 175"1 AL t ... .. .°'" " Tos"""lc~ji
x I 11"aw SO - - waeaA CiW

(5Jco~ C~( IbI , flhih | .... ft :41H Ill Q(kUr,iaw iI
r 1 iarpenol1 b. . 5 +- Jj

I c peccou. 7me nPYTHA I h
I I1,,u.s .. ...... ._ (.. .+,

r I I ptecc JAW~l 7, mon-

'¢N.pl (r+2)+++
030 -. .. . -- - - I- i-"OPc2ops MMMM

peams 0 .epy 1 % 4)

( kr*P0 u8J '.4W A&M AN-.LHOaaR Hjas/'r~~~l- ~ , roi, S BarI, f I l tnhh 4 (0 * '~lllll 11 , l . .- - - (2+' | Fulua;,lll cl 
, '  

U i at..IU ' 11

c..rAbe MA, ByoO0m.
W UOUT~ ON

Harps~ hs 11 b®

4 fbOlm .... ovuJ l)npecc 6(00 -.

Tp~~upea~ye m sqe- -lo%

to oupMII uM aIIIoIONCUAURPONA11m ,M 3- . I-- ++le111. . . ,il~l

lipmeMMa OTH 3. 3

Key: (1). Drawing/draft of transition. (2). Operation. (3).

Temperature conditions. (4). heating time in h. (5). beginning of

operation. (6). end of operation. (7). Equipment. Instruments. (8).

in OC. (9). Upsetting. (10). Piercing. (11). Measured ingot after

machining+505x1750 mm. (12). Lathe. (13). Homogenization. (14).

step/stage. (15). Wells. (16). Heating. (17). Furnace. (18).

Extrusion/pressing rod on 260 mm. (19). Horizontal press 12000

t, container 520 mm. Die 262 mm. (20). Cutting into measure

*1
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1=480 mm. (21). Circular saw. (22). Machining of blank with 0260 mm

on 0250 mm. (23). Lathe. (24). Deburring and centers. (25). Drill.

(26). Upsetting and piercing of blanks. (27). Press 6000 T. (28).

Tongs. (29). Aging. (30). Etching and trimming. (31). Etching bath

and drill. (32). Oxidizing. (33). Bath, oxidized. (34).

Inspection/acceptance OTK. (35). Delivery to storage.
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24. Technological process of forging washers' on titanium alloys.

FOOTNOTE 1. This technological process provides obtaining in the

forging of more uniform and finer/smaller structure and higher

mechanical properties. ENDFOOTNOTE.

?a
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to the measured blanks. (7). Press 2000 T or hammer 5 t. (8). Heating

blank. (9). Fullering on the average 200 mm. Upsetting. (10). Press

2000 T or hammer 5 T. Upsetting-broach is produced: a) from the

temperature of A-region, b) from the temperature of A-region close to

the boundary/interface of complete a f3*-transformation and c) at a

temperature of c+-region. (11). Broach to square 200 mm with

replacement of faces and edges/fins. (12). Heating. Fullering and

upsetting on h=100 mm. (13). Upsetting produce at temperature, which

corresponds to a+p-region with degree of deformation is not more than

40% for carrying out.
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Page 160.j

25. Technological process of smith forging of annular billets prior

to stamping of large-size blades of titanium alloys.
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Key: (1). Drawing/draft of transition. (2). Operation. (3). Equipment

and indication under conditions of forging. (4). Heating ingot. (5).

Furnace. (6). Broach of ingot to square 200 mm. Cutting to the

measured blanks. Heating blanks. (7). Press 2000 T or hammer 3 t.

(8). Fullering on the average 200 mm. Upsetting. (9). Press 2000 t or

hammer 3 t. Upsetting-broach is produced 2 times from the temperature

of 9-region with the gradual reduction/descent to the temperature of

quantitative transformation. (10). Broach to square 180 mm with

replacement of faces and edges/fins. (11). Heating. (12). Rollin and

upsetting. (13). Hammer 3 t. Upsetting-broach is produced 2 times

from the temperature of a+p-region. (14). Broach to square 110 mm,.

(15). Drawing out of tail section of blank. (16). Hammer 3 t.
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Page 161.

26. Technological process of forging blanks prior to stamping of

lever of titanium alloys.

*He.4"D i I p&.C4trritof ngaimi Ii 11APr~ca tiloh
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Key: (.). Drawing/draft of transition. (2). Operation. (3).

Equipment. (4). Cutting blanks of calculated length and heating to

prescribed/assigned temperature. (5). Furnace. (6). Drawing on

platens. (7). Hammer 250-450 kgf. (8). Chopping. Heating. (9).

Bending to preset angle. Heating. (10). Drawing of ends of lever.

(11). To chop off excesses, straighten-trim forging.

A;

.
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Page 162.

27. Technological process of forging and unrolling rings from

titanium alloys.

QI') UCHNSa fophzuAs (3)Oupa""0i c OcPvAaMa.
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Key: (1). Drawing/draft of transition. (2). Operation. (3).

Equipment. (4). Heating blanks. (5). Furnace. (6). Upsetting blank.

(7). Hammer. (8). Piercing of upset blank. (9). Upsetting on

mount/mandrel 150-180 mm. (10). Hammer horn 4.5 T. (11). Calibration

on height/altitude. Heating. (12). Calibration on height/altitude.

(13). Heating. Unrolling on the special mill.

ii
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28. Technological process of bending and twisting of parts from

titanium alloys.

Ta 3 YIIR 0 HI MM 84S

c ) Cllfirpall+ Iion PHMI(y ,_

as*C Ue 6awe

UT-I

IJT44 ojil W_ _ _ __ _ _OT+-! #WM 7W1

OT4-2 M0 NO WWoO

BT0 900
Br3-i 930

BT5
1000 920

BTSi-I

BTiC750

BTU 920

BT9

BT 14 90W 71050

BT15 bU b86 O00

BTIO 330 700 650

BT0 SI0 9008:0

B7.2 860 7W0 700

Notes: 1. In order to avoid considerable grain-growth and not to

worsen/impair mechanical properties, the heating temperature must be

lower than temperature of the complete a+A-A-transformation of the

alloy (see dhapter 2 Tables 10).

2. Surface of bend or twisted surface must not have external

i I
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defects in the form of shortenings, dents, folds, motches and cuts

from machining. The surface finish is achieved by thorough forging or

machining. At the worst the defects/flaws can be distant by slanting

trimming by emery wheel. Otherwise the surface flaws will serve as

stress concentrators and contribute to formation of wrinkles and

cracks at the moment of bend or twisting.

3. Surface of blank must not have deeply penetrating

alpha-deposited layer, which is formed in process of prolonged

heating under forging at temperatures, which exceed temperature of

complete polymorphic transformation. The alpha-deposited layer has

low technological plasticity and therefore can be formed deep cra s

on the surface in the place of bend and twisting.

4. Blank must be evenly thoroughly heated throughout entire

section/cut of bend or twisting.

5. Faces must be heated to temperature not lower than 250 0 C.

Key: (1). Alloy. (2). Heating temperature under bending and twisting

in 0C is not above. (3). Temperature of end of bending and twisting

of °C is not below. (4). under hammer. (5). under press.
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A change in the relationships/ratios between the stresses with

the upsetting in the ring can be represented in the form

Lateral pressure on the surface of ingot raised all compressive

principal stresses and lowered the stretching deformations and

stresses/voltages. The plasticity of alloy considerably increases as

a result.

In the process of this upsetting in the collars, the brittle

state of alloy is not observed even during the deformation, which

exceeds 35%.

The upsetting of copper and copper alloys in the collars with

the high lateral pressure is produced with the observance of the

general rule: free upsetting of blank to the emergence of the contact

of the upset metal with the internal wall of instrument (ring) can be

produced with the degree of deformation, with which copper or alloy
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on its basis do not convert/transfer into the brittle state. As it

was shown above, this degree of deformation for brass 159 was equal

to 30%.

Lateral pressure with the sediment/residue can be introduced,

also, from the very beginning of Upsetting blank. For this is applied

the upsetting with the lateral pressure in the ring, in which is

arranged/located the blank with possible the minimum clearance (Fig.

14). With the residue according to this method the ring undergoes

elongation. The force necessary for the elong'tion of ring with the

residue, and creates lateral pressure. The value of lateral pressure

is determined by the strength of the material of ring. The greate

the strength of ring, the greater the lateral pressure. With the

upsetting in the ring the given rule of upsetting with the lateral

pressure they do not apply, since ultimate strain, which shifts the

upset metal into the brittle state with the method of upsetting in

question, considerably increases.

Upsetting with the complete lateral pressure in the ring, with

the lateral pressure from the very beginning of deformation is

applied for forging of the low-plasticity and hard-to-deform copper

alloys.

After upsetting the blanks undergo finishing operation - rol' ng
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on the smooth ones or in the notched strikers (Fig. 15).

Drawing is applied for obtaining the forgings of intended sizes

or for obtaining of rods or bands of off-measure length, from which

are cut or are cut in the hot state measured blanks prior to further

forging or stamping. The upsetting-drawing is applied for the

thorough study of metal.

For the drawing are applied flat/plane or notched strikers (Fig.

16), and also swages.

. E±.
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Fig. 14. Fig. 15.

Fig. 14. Upsetting with complete lateral pressure.

Fig. 15. Finishing (rolling) blanks afterward residues.

Fig. 16. Faces, used for drawing: a) flat/plane; b) carved; c)

semicircular carved; d) rhombic carved.

Page 165.

Notched strikers are semicircular and rhombic with angle of
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A-90-1200. The productivity of drawing on the notched strikers by

20-40% is higher than on the flat/plane ones.

Exhaust forging operations are accomplished/realized on the

swages or the presses, and also on the forging rolls. Drawing out of

the ends of the pressed or rounds from copper and copper alloys, for

example, for the capture/grip with further draw plate operations is

produced mainly on the forging rolls.

Exhaust operations in the limits of the small weighing of blanks

are produced with the hand feed, and the blanks of large weighing -

with the aid of the outdoor/floor or suspension manipulators.

The platens for the exhaust operations (Fig. 17) apply for the

highly ductile alloys, and notched strikers (especially semicircular)

- for the less plastic ones, since they because of the comprehensive

reduction prevent the emergence of side tensile (destructive)

stresses.

In the process of the drawing of copper alloys it is necessary

to attain the great lengthening of blank and its smaller broadening.

This is reached due to the small supply of blank for each reduction.

The less the broadening and the greater the elongation of blank with

each reduction, the greater is obtained the reduction, i.e., the more

.. .. . ...... . "... .. ... . mn - lll ' . 4
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intensely the process of drawing occurs.

The value of reduction (degree of deformation on the height)

should be designated, taking into account the technological

plasticity of one or the other copper alloy, and also the need for

the sufficiently good study of metal. With the high degrees of

reduction for each press (impact/shock) is possible the formation of

the clamps (folds) of the metal, to which contribute the sharp or

worn edges of faces.

Drawing with the consecutive one-sided reduction throughout

entire length before the turning is more favorable.

Drawing consists of the elements of the separate upsettings,

consecutively/serially made in the process of the technological

operations of drawing. But it differs from the upsetting by the more

uniform conditions for the comprehensive metal deformation, which is

evident from the diagram, represented in Fig. 18.

With the upsetting-drawing the separate zones of deformation,

which are formed during the upsetting, change their position due to

the turning. In particular the 1st zone of the smallest deformation,

obtained with the residue, in the process of exhaust operations is

converted into the 2nd zone of larger deformation.

kit-
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During the drawing after each press (impact/shock) the upsetting

occurs. The conducted investigations showed that the degree of

deformation for the course of machine with the upsetting of brass 3159

cannot be higher than 30%, since large deformations give alloy with

the upsetting into the brittle state with crack formation. Therefore

during the drawing of brass J159 and other copper alloys the degree of

deformation must not exceed 30%.
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Fig. 17. Fig. 18.

Fig. 17. Diagram of drawing on platens.

Fig. 18. Metal deformation during drawing: a) blank; b) deformation

after first impact/shock during drawing; c) groove of blank on 90

d) deformation after turning and second impact/shock during drawing.

Page 166.

Hence it follows that the copper alloys during the smith forging

by drawing on the platens do not allow/assume working with the high

deformations.

Therefore in the plant practice in the series production the

ingots of copper alloys rarely are worked by free ductile. The method

of forging with is changed only during the manufacture of unit

S- --
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articles or during the manufacture of short runs. Moreover, in the

case of applying the exhaust operations with the method of forging it

is necessary forging to produce in the notched strikers, which are

selected depending on the plasticity of alloy according to lable 11

(Chapter 2). In the series production the ingots from the copper

alloys are deformed by extrusion/pressing on the horizontal presses.

During the extrusion/pressing by extrusion the mechanical

diagram of deformation is characterized by the nonuniform cubic

compression, during which main compressive stresses considerably are

higher in comparison with the ductile upsetting and the drawing.

Therefore during the extrusion/pressing by ingot stripping from the

copper alloys undergo considerable deformations, in this case the

pressed metal does not convert/transfer into the brittle state.

Industrial Processes of Stamping.

Stamping the alloys of nonferrous metals to more preferably

produce on the hydraulic, mechanical and friction presses, since at

the smaller than on the hammers, deformation rate more uniformly

flows metal and, therefore, less is formed defects/flaws on the

surface of stampings. The diagrams of deformation should be selected

such, from which obtaining the required form occurs due to the

extrusion (extrusion), but not due to upsetting.
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Drop forging.

In the absence of the press equipment for stamping they

manufacture on steam-air and other swaging hammers with a weight of

the falling/incident parts of 500-2000 kgf even more, in the open

dies and predominantly from those pressed (aluminum, magnesium,

copper) - rolled and forged (titanium) blanks.

However, with stamping under the steam-air hammers it is

recommended to treat only more plastic alloys for the production of

the parts of low weight.

from the alloys of average/mean plasticity on the swaging

hammers it is possible to make the parts of simple form and only when

initial blank is close in form and configuration of the obtained

stamping. It is expedient to deform the parts of different complexity

of the less plastic alloys for two transitions of press.

In the case of the fulfillment of works in the open single-pass

dies on hammers stamping must be begun with taps, gradually

strengthening them. From the moment/torque of forming the flash, in

connection with the more favorable diagram of the stressed state, the
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degree of deformation is not limited. To apply multipass dies/stamps

is inexpedient in connection with the fact that after each deforming

operation it is necessary to remove defects/flaws on the surface of

blanks.

The redistribution of initial material is usually produced by

free ductile.

Press forging.

There are two methods of the stamping: 1) from the preliminarily

prepared annular billet, which is open ductile on the flat/plane or

shaped faces and in its configuration is close to the finished

stamping. Then annular billet is stamped in the single-pass forging

die with one or several heatings; 2) measured blank without the

preliminary forging directly enters the stamping. The filling of the

die cavity with metal depends on the form of blank and groove in the

die/stamp.

Page 167..

With the press forging should be designated two transitions -

preliminary and final, since with the degree of deformation of more

than 40% for one stroke of press in the flash the considerable volume
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of metal is extruded, in consequence of which the die cavity is

filled not completely.

In the case of the combined (press hammer) stamping for two

transitions, first transitions it is necessary to fill on the press,

the second - on the hammer.

During the manufacture of complicated blanks with the sharp

transitions between the sections/cuts additional transitions for the

preliminary deformation on the press must be provided for.

Repeated stamping is produced with intermediate trimming of

flash, with the subsequent etching and the trimming of surface flaws.

Repeated stamping can be accomplished/realized in one die/stamp

or in the special preliminary dies/stamps, which gradually lead blank

to the final dimensions. Preliminary transitions are designed just as

for the stampings made of structural steel. The following procedure

of the determination of form and sizes/dimensions of the section/cut

of preliminary transition (Fig. 19) is recommended for blanks with

the double-T sections/cuts. The shaded cross-sectional areas (Fig.

19a and b) must be equivalent. In the preliminary transition (Fig.

19a) the fabric is made more thickly and a radius of coupling

edge/fin with the fabric is more, due to what the edge/fin become
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below. On the final transition excessive metal must be directed from

the fabric of preliminary section/cut into the edge/fin, without

having given to it to leave in the flash. Certain excess of metal,

which appears as the continuation of the fabric of section/cut, is

provided for this in the section/cut of preliminary transition after

the edges/fins. The excess of metal has a thickness h radius R of

coupling with the edges/fins the same as fabric. The length I of the

excess of metal depends on thickness h and radius R of coupling with

the edges/fins the same as fabric. The length I of the excess of

metal depends on thickness h and radius R and usually do not exceed

10-15 mm. In this case double-T section/cut can be considered as two

cross-shaped sections/cuts, put one to another by fabrics. With final

rolling of this section/cut the excessive metal, arranged/located

after the edges/fins, immediately forms flash and partially goes into

the edge/fin (see Fig. 19b), and the metal located between the

edges/fins, it goes only to the filling of edges/fins. This form of

the section/cut of preliminary transition provides obtaining the

blanks of double-T section/cut without the defects/flaws. The forms

of the sections/cuts of preliminary and final transitions for the

standard stamping are shown in Fig. 20.
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Fig. 19. Fig. 20.
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Trimming flash. In stampings from the alloys of nonferrous

metals flash they trim as a rule in the trimming dies. To the cutting

of flash in stampings from the aluminum and magnesium alloys on the

saw bands they apply only in the cases of large overall dimensions

and the small numbers of stampings, when the manufacture of the

trimming dies is inexpedient. To the cutting of flash in the

dies/stamps in stampings from the aluminum and copper alloys they

produce in the cold state, of the magnesium alloys MA2 and BM65-1 at

a temperature not lower than 2200C of the alloys MA3 and MA5 in the

range of temperatures of 220-3000C, of titanium alloys - at

" " : .. . , ... - -. " .. . .
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600-8000C.

Depending on the form of stampings trimming flash is produced

either with the pushing or cutting male die/punch. With the cutting

by the pushing male die/punch (Fig. 21) clearance 6 between the

matrix/die and the male die/punch they designate according to'lable

29 depending on height/altitudeh, equal to distance from the cutting

edge of matrix/die to the plane of the adjoining of the male

die/punch (see Fig. 21). At the variable/alternating height/altitude

for this stamping they designate clearance 6 on the smallest height.

In the case of trimming by the cutting male die/punch (see Fig.

21) clearance 6 is determined according to tables 30 depending on

thickness a of the shorn flash.

The binding face of male die/punch to the stamping must be

thoroughly urged to avoid the formation of the pressures/clamps,

which can lead to the waste/reject, in particular, if

pressures/clamps occur on the non-machined surfaces.

The piercing of holes in the stampings is produced under the

conditions of the cutting male die/punch (Fig. 22a), when the

broached place rests on the matrix/die in contrast to the steel

stampings, where the piercing is produced by the predominantly

tI
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pushing male die/punch (Fig. 22b).

Effort/force for trimming of flash is determined from the

formula
P = apl(A + 6 + 1,2R),

where ot - tensile strength immediately in kg/mm1 ; nl - perimeter of

shear/section in mm; a - nominal thickness of flash in mm; 6 -

positive devia ion of the thickness of forging in mm; R - radius at

the output/yield to the barb bridge in mm.

The force for the piercing is determined from the formula

p. - a5 (I, + 61),

where a, - actual thickness of the punctured cross connection in mm;

6, - positive deviation of the thickness of cross connection.
4'
Flashless die forging (Fic. 23-24).

I- -" "l rF : ' ,, .. ..
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Fig. 21. Fig. 22.

29. Clearance 6 between matrix/die and male die/punch with cutting.

h.0 0 ak
6. No

a) O(,peJ u "IlAUJl IlIIJAIIthJIUAU

a). rimI fsbt phnlIU ap.

-. +

flash by tepsing male die/punch. b). Trimming

Page 169.

The major,.advantage of flashless die forging (flashless) is

considerable metal savings because of the absence of projecting edge,

technological of necessary in the open dies. With the higher

cost/value of alloys in nonferrous metals in comparison with steel,
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this advantage has vital importance. Also need and additional

operations and instrument for flash trimming drops out.

For alloys which have the lowered/reduced plasticity, with

flashless die forging the more fav.orable diagram of the stress-strain

state with the sharply pronounced cubic compression with relatively

low tensile stresses occurs.

Flashless die forging can be produced both on the hammers and on

the presses. On the hammers it is possible to stamp only alloys with

the increased plasticity, i.e., the same as with open-die forging.

For flashless die forging the most adequate machines are the

crankshaft, friction and hydraulic presses.

Stamping in the horizontal forging machines.

Horizontal-forging machines (GKM) relate to the type of

crankshft-brass mechanisms, whose slider, which carries working tool,

has reciprocating motion in the horizontal direction. Most widely

used and characteristic for GKM in connection with titanium alloys

and other structural materials operation - upsetting.

Examples of technological stamping passes in the horizontal
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forging machine for the aluminum and magnesium alloys. 1. Stamping

part of type rod with boss in machine 400 T (Fig. 25). They stamp the

blank with a diameter of 35 and with a length of 315 mm of the alloy

AK4-1 in three transitions: in the first groove in the male die is

accomplished/realized the conical set of metal; in the second groove

- set of the second cone; in the third groove - thickening (head)

finally takes shape in the die to the necessary sizes/dimensions with

the insignificant end flash, which is removed during the machining of

stamping.
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Fig. 23. Fig. 24. Fig. 25.

Fig. 23. Diagrams of stamping in that closed preliminary (a) and

final (b) dies/stamps.

Fig. 24. Diagram of flashless die forging (a) of shaped parts (b).

Fig. 25. Key: (1). groove. (2). End projecting edge.
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2. Upsetting of part with deep piercing in machine 600 T. The

blank with a diameter of 55 mm and with a length of 145 mm of the

alloy AK6 with the preliminarily drilled hole with a diameter of 8 mm

and with a depth of 15 mm under the mount/mandrel is stamped in two
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transitions (Fig. 26): in the first groove the blank is upset with

the set of collar, the secondly - is accomplished/realized the

piercing with the final shaping of stamping.

3. Stamping part of type of sleeve/beaker with blind hole and

central extension in machine 600 T. They stamp the blank with a

diameter of 80 mm, with a length of 76 mm of the alloy AK6 with the

preliminarily drilled hole under the mandrel in two transitions (Fig.

27): in the first groove is upset the collar, the secondly the final

shaping of stamping by piercing with the extrusion of metal to the

male die/punch.

For titanium alloys the set of metal most frequently is produced

in 2-4 transitions during stamping of parts of the type of rod with

the boss, when the relationship/ratio of the length of the upset-rod

to the height/altitude of the upset part composes 1:4+1:8 (Fig. 28),

also, in one transition with relationship/ratio 1:2 and less.

Besides upsetting on the GKM, it is possible to perform the

operations of bending, narrowing, piercing for forming of blind

cavities, gap for obtaining of open-end holes, extrusion, etc.

Table 30 gives the most widely used series/row of GKI with the

indication of two forms of the designation of the size/dimension of

machines and corresponding conditional number accepted.
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Fig. 26. Fig. 27.

Fig. 26. Key: (1). Mount/mandrel. (2). groove.

Fig. 27. Key: (1). Initial blank. (2). Mount/mandrel. (3). groove.

Fg e l
1,

. Fig. 28. Technological process of stamping on GKM - upsetting.
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Key: (1). Arbitrary mark of melting. (2). transition.

30. Most widely used series/row of GKM.
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Key: (1). Conditional number (in the inches). (2). Designations of

GKM with value of maximum permissible pressure' in T.

FOOTNOTE 1. The pressure of machine is the basic index, according to

which is set the admissibility of stamping on it the parts of

intended sizes. ENDFOOTNOTE.

(3). Designation of GKM with dimension of diameter of upset rod in

nm.
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Stamping with the use/application of high-temperature
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thermomechanical working.

For the purpose of an increase in the fatigue and static

short-term and prolonged strength properties of titanium alloys

(property they are raised by 20-30%) is applied the so-called

high-temperature thermomechanical working (VTMO).

Stamping of parts with the use/application of VTMO is

recommended for titanium alloys of the type a+,6 (alloys BT3-1, BT6,

BT8 and BT9). It consists in the coincidence of the operation of

stamping with the subsequent water quenching.

Stamping in this case is produced on the same equipment, as

common stamping, but it is more preferable to use a press.

The degree of deformation with VTMO for obtaining the optimum

strength and plastic properties must be within limits of 40-50%, and

the heating temperature under the deformation - should correpsond to

the values given in Table 31. The optimum heating temperature must be

on 20-30 0 C lower than temperature of complete (a+I3tp-transformation).

For obtaining of effect of VTMO and uniform strength and plastic

properties in this case the thickness of stamping during the

use/application of VTMO due to the low thermal conductivity of
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titanium alloys must not exceed 30 mm; initial blank must have a

structure, which does not exceed the 5th Doint of the scale of

microstructure (Fig. 29) and the 4th point of the scale of the

macrostructure (Fig. 30) of titanium alloys.

Stampings should be cooled in the tank with the running water,

whose temperature must be supported within limits of 30-700 C.

Immediately after stamping before the cooling in the water it is

necessary to trim flash and to conduct straightening. The time of

conducting operations (stamping, trimming flash and straightening)

from the moment/torque of removal of blanks from the furnace to the

cooling in the water must not exceed 40 s (50 s for the alloy BT3-1).

By optimum time it is 30-35 s, also, for the alloy BT3-1 of 40-45 s.

Shorter time, especially for the alloy BT3-1, leads to a

reduction/descent in the plastic properties (strength it is raised).

Longer time leads to a decrease in the strength properties.

After stamping of parts with the use/application of rTMO, they

must be subjected aging. The temperature of aging and the holding

time during the aging are given in Table 32.

- .'- -
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31. The temperature of heating prior to stamping of parts with the

use/application of VTMO.

(C$) (-=Te,.ePRyP

IM-I ?)DUTd

Key: (1). Alloy. (2). Heating temperature by ±10 0C. (3). and.

32. Aging temperature and holding time during the use of VTMO.

T'' e /) I Bp' Z

'S 60 07 j 570 50

Key: (1). Alloy. (2). Temperature of aging in *C. (3). Time of ag. g

in h. (3). From -to -.
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Lubrication during the stamping.

During stamping of aluminum and magnesium alloys as the

lubrication apply artificial wax, oil with graphite, animal fat and

oil steam engine cylinder oil. Good results gives also the complex

lubrication of the following composition (in %): 8-25 PbO 4 ; 10

graphites, 10 talcs and remaining oil "steam engine cylinder oil I".

4
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In this lubrication PbO. it can be replaced by stearate of lead in

the same quantity.

During stamping of titanium and copper alloys as the

lubrications apply petroleum residue and oil with graphite, and also

different enamels of glass, etc.

After applying a lubricant onto the wall of cavity is produced

the blowout with the compressed air for the purpose of more uniform

distribution and for the removal/distance of the excessive

lubrication of the die cavity.

Standard technological processes of stamping.

The standard technological processes of stamping are given in

'Table 33-53.

~4
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Fig. 29. Scale of the mnicrostructures of titaniun alloys.
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Fig. 30. Scale of macrostructures of titanium alloys.
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33. Technological process of stamping.
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Key: (1). Drawings/drafts of transitions. (2). Operation. (3).

Temperature conditions. (4). Heating time in mrin. (5). Temperature in

0C. (6). beginning. (7). end. (8). Equipment. Instrument. (9).

Cutting blanks. (10). Circular saw. (11). Washing of blanks. (12).

Washing machine. (13). Heating. (14). Electrical. (15). Stamping. a)

upsetting; b) in the finishing groove. (16). Furnace KFlfmlf 630 T,

forging die. (17). Trimming flash. (18). Press of trimming 100 T,

trimming die. (19). Etching. (20). Etching baths. (21). Trimming of

defects/flaws. (22). Drill. (23). Calibration. (24). Furnace Kh 630

T, calibration. (25). Control. (26). to sphere.

i

Temperature__conditions._(4)._Heatingtimeinmin._(5)._Temperaturein

Was in machine (1 ) H tig.... ...... ecric l (15) St m i g ,a) ...-
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34. Technological process of stamping.
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Key: (1). Drawings/drafts of transitions. (2). Operation. (3).

Temperature conditions. (4). Heating time in min. (5). Temperature in

*C. (6). beginning. (7). end. (8). Equipment. Instrument. (9).

Cutting blanks. (10). Circular saw. (11). Washing of blanks. (12).

Washing machine. (13). Heating. (14). Electric furnace. (15).

Stamping. (16). Furnace KrH[f] 630 T. (17). Trimming flash. (18).

Trimming press 100 T. (19). Etching. (20). Etching baths. (21).

Trimming of defects/flaws. (22). Drill.
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35. Technological process of stamping.
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Key: (2). Drawings/drafts of transitions. (2). Operation. (3).

Temperature conditions. (4). Heating time in min. (5). Temperature in

*C. (6). beginning. (7). end. (8). Equipment. Instrument. (9).

Cutting blanks. (10). Circular saw. (11). Heating. (12). Electric

furnace. (13). Forging. a) broach to the square; b) chopping. (14).

Swage 500 kgf. (15). Etching. (16). Etching baths. (17). Trimming of

defects/flaws. (18). Drill. (19). Stamping, preliminary. (20).

forging die. (21). Trimming flash. (22). Trimming press 150 T. (23).

Trimming die. (24). Trimming of defects/flaws. (25). Drill. (26).

Stamping, final. (27). Control.

4 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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36. Technological process of forging parts from magnesium alloy MA2

on swaging hammer.

08
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Key: (1). Operation. (2). Temperature conditions. (3). Temperature in

*C. (4). heating time. (5). beginning of operation. (6). end of

operation. (7). Equipment. Instrument. (8). Cutting blank

(drawing/draft a). (9). Saw. (10). Heating blank. (10a). h. (11).

Electric furnace. (12). upsetting into end/face (drawing/draft b).

(13). Hammer 1.5 T. Faces. (14). Heating prior to stamping. (14a). 1

h of 40 min. (15). Stamping (drawing/draft c). (16). Hammer 2.0 T.

Dies. (17). Trimming flash. (18). Press 100 T. Die and male die/punch.

(19). Etching. (20). Bath. (21). Trimming of defects/flaws. (22).

Drill. Milling cutters. (23). Oxidizing. (24). Control and delivery.

(25).. Size/dimension of blank in mm. (26). Weight in kgf. (27).

blank. (28). forging. (29). Yield of suitable in %. (30). Note. (31).

Temperature of dies is not less than 250 0C. Lubrication - machine

oil.
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Page 177.

37. Technological process of stamping part (weight of 30 kgf) from

alloy MA2-l on hydraulic press.
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Key: (1). To the extrusion. (2). Operation. (3). Temperature

conditions. (4). Time in h. (5). Equipment. Instrument. (6). Measured

ingot with diameter of 500x900 mm (drawing/draft a). (7).

Homogenization of ingot. (8). Wells. (9). Heating. (10). Electric

furnace. (11). extrusion/pressing (drawing/draft b). (12). Horizontal

press. Container 0 of 520 mm. Matrix/die 62x295. (13). Layout of

blank (drawing/draft c). (14). saw band. (15). Overflow of blank

(drawing/draft d). (16). Vertical press. Squeezing-out die/stamp.

(17). Trimming of blank. (18). Drill. (19). Preparing stamping

(drawing/draft e).-(20). Vertical press. Preparing die/stamp. (21).

Trimming flash, trimming and etching. (22). Saw band. Bath. (23).

preliminary stamping (drawing/draft f). (24). Vertical press.

Preliminary die/stamp. (25). Final stamping I (drawing/draft g).

(26). Vertical press. The finisher. (27). Final stamping II

(drawing/draft g). (28). Vertical press. Final die/stamp. (29).

Trimming flash, trimming, etching and oxidizing.
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Page 178.

38. Standard technological process of stamping parts (weight of 100

kgf) from alloy BM65-1 on hydraulic presses with a force of 12-15

thousand T.
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Key: (1). Operation. (2). Temperature conditions. (3). Time in h.

(4). Equipment. Instrument. (5). Casting after machining (drawing a).

(6). Lathe. (7). Homogenization. (8). Electric furnace. (9). Heating.

(10). Extrusion/pressing (degree of deformation 62%) (drawing/draft

b). (11). Horizontal press. Container V of 540 mm. Matrix/die 0( of

320 mm- (12). Cutting into measure (slant of cut not more than 5 mm)

(drawing/draft c). (13). Circular saw. (14). Machining with 0 of 320

mm to 0 of 310 mm. (15). Trimming of sharp edges and ends/faces.

(16). Drill. (17). Upsetting (degree of deformation 65%)

(drawing/draft d). (18). Vertical press. (19). Trimming of

defects/flaws. (20). Preliminary stamping (drawing/draft e). (21).

Vertical press, preliminary die/stamp. (22). Trimming flash. (22a).

Saw band. (23). Etching and trimming of defects/flaws. (24). Bath.

(25). Final stamping (drawing/draft c). (26). Vertical press, final

die/stamp. (27). Heat treatment. (28). Wells of aging. (29). Etching,

trimming and oxidizing. (30). Control and delivery.

I
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Page 179.

39. Technological process of stamping parts (weight of 230 kgf) from

alloy BM65-1 on hydraulic presses.
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Key: (1). for investigation. (2). Withdrawal/departure. (3).

Curvature of gaging blanks of vapors of machining of not more than 3

mm. (4). Turning the barrel. (5). Operation. (6). Temperature

conditions. (7). Time of heating in h. (8). Temperature in *C. (9).

beginning of operation. (10). finishing of operation. (11).

Equipment. Instrument. (12). Homogenization. (13). Wells. (14).

Machining of ingot with 0 670 on 0 of 630+2 mm. (15). Lathe. (16).

Heating for extrusion. (17). Electric furnace. (18).

Extrusion/pressing. (19). Horizontal press. Container 0 of 650 mm.

Matrix/die 0 of 420 mm. (20). Cutting into measure (slant of cut to

10 mm) (drawing/draft a). (21). Circular saw. (22). Machining of

blank 0 420±2 on 0' 400±1 mm. (23). Trimming of centers and

sharp/acute. (24). Drill. (25). Heating for forging. (26). Upsetting

(drawing/draft c). (27). Vertical press. (28). Trimming of

defects/flaws. (29). heating. (30). Preliminary stamping. (31).

Vertical press. Preliminary die/stamp. (32). Trimming flash. (33).

vertical turret lathe. (34). Etching and trimming. (35). Bath and

drill. (36). Final stamping I (drawing/draft d). (37). Etching,

trimming of defects/flaws. (38). Bath and drill. (38a). Final

stamping II (drawing e). (39). Final die/stamp. (40). Heat

treatment-aging. (41). Wells of aging. (42). Etching and trimming of

defects/flaws. (43). Oxidizing. (44). Bath. (45). Control and

delivery.

.......
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Page 180.

40. Standard technological process of stamping parts (weight of 60

kg) from alloy MA5 on hydraulic press.
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Key: (1). Operation. (2). Temperature conditions. (3). Heating time

in h. (4). Temperature in *C. (5). beginning of operation. (6).
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termination of operation. (7). Instrumentation. (8). Homogenization

of ingot (drawing/draft a). (9). step/stage. (10). Soaking pits.

(11). The same. (12). Heating for extrusion. (13). Electric furnace.

(14). Extrusion/pressing (coefficient of drawing - 4) (drawing/draft

b). (15). Horizontal press. Container 0 540 mm. Matrix/die 2 of 262

mm. (16). Cutting into measure. (17). Circular saw. (18). Machining

of blank on (drawing/draft c). (19). Lathe. (20). Heating

for forging. (21). Upsetting (degree of deformation 65%)

(drawing/draft d). (22). Vertical press. (23). Trimming of

defects/flaws. (24). Drill. (25). Heating prior to stamping

(drawing/draft e). (26). Preliminary stamping. (27). Vertical press.

Preliminary die/stamp. (28). Trimming flash. (29). Saw band. (30).

Etching and cleaning of defects/flaws. (31). Etching bath and drill.

(32). Heating. (33). Final stamping. (34). Vertical press. Final

die/stamp. (35). Heat treatment, aging. (36). Electric furnace of

aging. (37). Etching, trimming of defects/flaws, oxidizing. (38).

Bath. (39). Control and delivery.
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Page 181.

41. Standard technological process of stamping part from alloy BM65-1

on crank press.
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Key: (I). Operation. (2). Temperature conditions. (3). Heating time.

(4). Temperature in OC. (5). beginning of operation. (6). termination
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of operation. (7). Equipment. Instrument. (8). Cutting measured

blanks (pressed rod). (9). Saw band. (10). Heating. (11). 2 h, 30

min. (12). Electric furnace J1H-15. (13). Preliminary stamping. (14).

Crank press 2000 T. Final die/stamp. (15). Trimming flash. (16). Saw.

(17). Final stamping. (18). Trimming press. (19). Etching. (20).

Bath.. (21). Trimming of defects/flaws. (22). Drill. (23). Etching

and oxidizing. (24). Control and delivery.
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42. Standard technological process of stamping the parts from alloy I

BM65-1 on the crank press.
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Key: (1). Operation. (2). Temperature conditions. (3). Heating time.

(4). Temperature of *C. (5). beginning of operation. (6). termination

of operation. (7). Equipment. Instrument. (8). Cutting blanks of band

with thickness of 25x78x2l3 mm. (9). Saw band. (10). Heating. (11). 1

h, 20 min. (12). Electric -furnace Mi-15. (13). Preliminary stamping.

(14). Crank press 1500 T. Final die/stamp. (15). Trimming flash.

(16). Final stamping. (17). Trimming press. (18). Etching. (19).

Bath. (20). Trimming of defects/flaws. (21). Drill. (22). Etching and

oxidizing. (23). Control and delivery.
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Page 183.

43. Standard industrial process of stamping part on alloy BM65-1 on

crank press.
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Key: (1). Operation. (2). Temperature mode/conditions. (3). Heating

time. (4). Temperature in *C. (5). beginning of operation. (6).
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termination of operation. (7). Instrumentation. (8). Cutting blank of

band with thickness of 35 mm. (9). Saw. (10). Heating. (11). 1 h, 20

min. (12). Electric furnace nH-15. (13). Preliminary stamping. (14).

Crank press 1500 T. Final die/stamp. (15). Trimming flash. (16). Saw

band. (17). Final forging. (18). Crank press 1500 T. Final die/stamp..

(19). Trimming press. (20). Etching. (21). Bath. (22). Trimming of

defects/flaws. (23). Drill. (24). Etching and oxidizing. (25).

Control and delivery.

i-.
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Page 184.

44. Technological process of stamping disk on titanium alloy (during

stamping it predominates settling) (I group).
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Key: (1). Drawing/draft of operation. (2). Operation. (3). Equipment.

(4).. Blank of washer (it is obtained by method two-, three-fold

upsetting-drawing). (5). Heating. (6). Furnace. (7). Stamping. (8).

Hammer 16 T or press 15-20 thousand T. (9). Trimming flash. (10).

Trimming press 600-800 T. (11). Straightening. (12). Trimming of

defects/flaws.

I|
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45. The technological process of stamping the disk from titanium

alloy (during the stamping it predominates extrusion) (I group).

Ilarpes ne-u
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Key: (1). Drawing/draft of transition. (2). Operation. (3).

Equipment. (4). Heating. (5). Furnace. (6). Stamping a) transition,

preliminary. (7). Hammer 10 T or press 10 thousand T. (8). Heating. b)

transition, final. (9). Trimming flash. (10). Trimming press 600 T.

(11). Straightening.

!-
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Page 185.

46. Technological process of stamping blades from titanium alloy (11

group).

A II~ w~; 1111431(tL o IJLIIIII UiII. 1141MMIei I MIMw"Iee,.. "&,fM.I

flarpome)

I I 'it

Key: (1). Drawing/draft of transition. (2). operations. (3).

Equipment. (4). Heating. (5). Furnace. (6). Stamping a) transition,

preliminary. (7). Version II - recommended die-forging crank press

2500 or GKM52.5". (8). Trimming of diefects/flaws. (9). b) transition

is final. (10). Trimming of seam. (11). Straightening.
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47. Technological process of stamping the large-scale blades from

titanium alloy (11 group).
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Key: (1). Drawing/draft of transition. (2). Operations. (3).

Equipment. (4). Shaped blank (it is obtained by method of two-,

triple upsetting-broach). (5). Heating. (6). Furnace. (7). Stamping.

(8). Hammer 13-15 T or press 8000-10000 T. (9). Trimming flash. (10).

Trimming press 1000-1200 T. (11). Straightening. (12). Trimming of

defects/flaws.
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Page 186.

48. Technological process of stamping parts of type of fork-bracket

from titanium alloy (III group).
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Key: (1). Drawing/draft of transition. (2). Operation. (3).

Equipment. (4). Heating. (5). Furnace. (6). Stamping a) transition

preliminary - bending. (7). Jetty 1 T. (8). Heating b) transition,

final. (9). Furnace. Hammer 1 T or press 2500 T. (10). Trimming

flash. (11). Trimming press 200-300 T. (12). Straightening. (13).

Deburring.

.. .. li ! ... .. I ni ' " L , . : '. -' , • .
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49. Technological process of stamping the frame from titanium alloy

(IV group).

;ICRUA .O61110AU (l)Ouepaumnq 06OOpyAo06MIN (5)

LiD ~ilarpien

IRuatia 6acouiofl aa'o"OSmn me- MaAo? 5 T
TCUAOM ABU&"&O U0MANN-UPCP-

tIAa4Npm716fi&R WTaMflOIKb 1'Nj~jfUnMUJUION apaceSO I T

oarp..p L.-%6q0

Cso)

O6peOM.a 06num OpauoB npece 1000 T

Key: (1). Drawing/draft of transition. (2). Operation. (3).

Equipment. (4). Heating. (5). Furnace. (6). Forging annular billet by

method of dual upsetting-broach. (7). Hammer 5 T. (8). Preliminary

stamping. (9). Hydraulic press 30000 T. (20). Final stamping. (11).

Trimming flash. (12). Trimming press 1000 T. (13). Straightening.
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Page 187.

50. Standard technological process of stamping cup from alloy n1-59 on

friction press.

(.i ~ ~T~uali.~TYP~hmA orJu7 7

Ouopaummsi~~ O4pnaaim 4 H

0lcBl~I Omeill~

lWx7, Ail
(I 21irpe BaroTomm cm 0
Q UrmmO&i 0,mmmmHlOmws ipeoc (41 780

,g Tpamimennme T~iSMmeU 16l1bU
(tSAB4 Kom11 Newl K .1 1"ca~ al own (a)pwmnaa ZT

xalkw~ccm'yo o6OOtmy

Key: (1). Operation. (2). Equipment. (3). Temperature conditions-in

*C. (4). Beginning of operation. -(5). End of operation. (6). Cutting

measured blank 60x7.9 mm'.

FOOTNOTE 1. In the absence of rod 0' of 60 mm the blank can be cut of

the smaller diameter with the subsequent upsetting to 2' 60 mm. (7).

Circular saw. (8). Heating blank. (9). Furnace. (10). Stamping. (11).

Friction press. (12). Tempering. (13). Etching. (14). Etching ba -ths.

(15). Control and transfer to mechanical working. (16). Monitoring

desk.
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51. Standard technological process of stamping the limb/dial from the

alloy .1-59 on the friction press.

, 0ItLIhH ?5,?5&MH

(b C:ItI uIso~ UUTSSI Jem~wuaaaww ( 0-

I~xW A5AL21

(aZ I nuI Aim. - ~ ~ & t Js

k~ IPIIUIIMMII1 U1811TpJ)"bluro o1- O0peaaaoll upew (aS

~ o~uycI lesia, IAu
(7 Tpanjoeitwe Tpuueu~i haaa inis (It '

HUT UM ncpclnaR M U- kH0MTPlblIM CTOE J*
qaM4chiyI O6pOOTY

Key: (2). operation. (2). Equipment. (3). Temperature conditions in

*C. (4). Beginning of operation. (5). End of operation. (6). Cutting

measured blank 90x10 mm2.

FOOTNOTE 1. In the absence of rod 0of 90 num the blank can be cut

from rod 0~ of 50 nun with the subsequent upsetting to O of 90 mm.

ENDFOOTNOTE.

(7). Disk saw. (8). Heating blank. (9). Furnace. (20). Preliminary

stamping. (11) Friction press. (12). Preheating. (13). Final

stamping. (14). Piercing of central hole 2.
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FOOTNOTE 2. Operation is introduced for facilitating the machining.

ENDFOOTNOTE.

(15). Trimming press. (16). Tempering. (17). Etching. (18). Etching

bath. (19). Control and transmission to machining. (20). Monitoring

desk.

F~
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Page 188.

52. Standard technological process of stamping cone from alloy JI-59

on friction press.

clL3 TexitepaTypnSfl PCISNM 0 a
Onepalulhn 06oPyJoaile 0L1 M,111%

(M' OJh$1Mn
511  

UIJIJUIMM S

It I arpI 3arOTOvIcIIM f"e i, C4 ' 780
( © IlIrTMnfODNM 6Upi 5lohI.M8a 11poc C0II) 78U I 730
(a., JTh)Cv i Ile'II, 300
(IS Tpaau aeu Timabloe umaHi (IV) -

- ohItrpoJII.OII CneJiClmR a me- SB U HTpORLHhlS CT" (it*)'

Key: (2). operation. (2). Equipment. (3). Temperature conditions in

0C. (4). Beginning of operation. (5). End of operation. (6). Cutting

measured blank 35x32 mm .

FOOTNOTE 1. In the absence of rod J6 of 35 mm the blank can be cut

from rod 0 of 30 mm. ENDFOOTNOTE.

(7). Band saw. (8). Heating blank. (9). Furnace. (10). Stamping.

(11). Friction press. (12). Tempering. (13). Etching. (14). Etching

baths. (15). Control and transmission to machining. (16). Monitoring

desk.
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53. Standard technological process of stamping tanks from the alloy

3I-59 on function press.

0

(3 TIncjiarpaiai Ijhi iD C
OIrnLu ~pI n ss]e q a,T u I~p~ I'IIul, smU "I olepat .. { oJ ej aL4 I

pe.Ilia Meplg .arroomw JjeuToqlsR lual (7)

(0 I ilarp u' arotonmil IiarpenaeJlilan ne'b Ell) 780
( Ic JIIlll;Dtmp|aTeNaRl Wl h 1 - WpItMUNHOWafl u1p1CC Let 7 80 730

11 I IoUrpcal I IrpOIDBTeflI'lIB 11 lebMl3 UTWLD i tallJ IT111TMflOMHD'4 lpbillc DiDIIU51 111|CC 780 730
C r4 ()TIIYCI( I I ru o

i
aTeJ

b
H

8
n tI ll4bI

1 Tpa maenlMO TpoasJti s lai all IIIIl (44-

Key: (1). Operation. (2). Equipment. (3). Temperature conditions in

*C. (4). Beginning of operation. (5). End of operation. (6). Cutting

measured blank 35x27.8 mm .

FOOTNOTE 1. In the absence of rod Z" ef 35 mm the blank can be cut

from rod 0.of- 30 mm. ENDFOOTNOTE.

(7). Saw band. (8). Heating blank. (9). Reheating furnace. (10).

Preliminary stamping. (11). Friction press. (12). Preheating. (13).

Final stamping. (14). Tempering. (15). Etching. (16). Etching bath.
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(17). Control and transmission to machining. (18). Monitoring desk.

Page 189.

CALIBRATION.

Planar calibration is accomplished/realized by reduction between

the slabs of the separate elements of stamping and is applied for

obtaining of precise sizes/dimensions and required purity/finish of

separate flat/plane ones and curvilinear irregularities. Planar

calibration can also undergo roughly by cut surface of parts. During

the planar calibration the free flow of metal in the direction,

perpendicular to the displacement/movement of the deforming

instrument, occurs.

Reduction can undergo simultaneously two or several surfaces.

These surfaces can be located in several parallel planes (Fig. 31a).

To avoid warping/buckling the separate not subjected calibration

places of blank, in particular with the considerable distances

between the calibrated sections, these places undergo the partial

reduction (straightening/trimming).

Volumetric calibration is accomplished/realized via the
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reduction of blank in the die impression with the extrusion of

excessive metal in the flash (Fig. 31b). Forming flash is trimmmed in

a special die/stamp, and it is most frequently removed by machining.

In the process of hot calibration the dies/stamps must have a

temperature of 200 0C for the massive blanks and 300-3500 C for the

blanks with thin cloths. The optimum equipment for the hot

calibration is hot-stamping presses. This operation is feasible on

the single-acting hammers. Function presses and double-acting hammers

should not be applied in connection with the danger of a breakage in

the stocks/rods or the actuating screws due to the so-called "dry"

impacts/shocks. Coining presses should not be applied for the hot

calibration, since the thin parts of the blank manage to support in

the process of the increase of deforming forces, as a result during

the removal/distance of blank of the die/stamp it can obtain

additional warping/buckling.

Lubrication during the calibration. For calibrating the blanks

of the aluminum alloys are applied the following compositions of

lubrications (in %): 60 vaseline of technical; 30 soaps of economic;

10 stearins.

The lubrication, which consists of 75% of fish fat and 25% of

stearin, is somewhat less effective.

* IL
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The use/application of the lubrications indicated decreases the

required effort/force of calibration to 8-20%.

One should apply for the calibration the paraffin/kerosene

lubrications, which make it possible sometimes to lower specific

pressure on 50-60%, providing in this case the alignment/levelling

specific pressure on the end/face of article considerably decreasing

the convexity of ends/faces.

Steel, utilized for the sizing dies, can resist, by specific

pressure on the order of 200-250 kg/mm 2 . Alignment/levelling and

reduction/descent in the specific pressures will contribute to a

considerable increase in the stability of calibrating instrument.

The use/application of paraffin will make it possible to upset

the samples/specimens with relationship/ratio d/h=16, whose

sediment/residue under the normal conditions it is difficult in the

form of high specific pressures and low stability.

The insufficient finish of the calibrated surfaces is an

essential shortcoming in the use/application of lubrications. In this

respect the calibration without the lubrication, which with a

9. -.. m
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sufficient surface finish characteristics of block gages gives the

surface finish in many instances higher than grinding, has an

advantage.
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I

LI) uo"ma a)

Fig. 31. Key: (1). Upper slab. (2). Upper part of die. (3).cLower

slab. (4). Lower part of die.

Page 190.

The method of dual calibration is very effective.

The first calibration - without the lubrication serves for

obtaining clean and smooth butt ends. By this operation is taken by

75% of allowance for calibration. The second calibration is produced

with the lubrication and serves for the correction of the convexity

of butt ends obtained during the first calibration.

Surface Cleaning of Stampings.

The surface of stampings from the alloys of nonferrous metals is

cleaned with etching (Table 54).
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54. Compositions of etching solutions.

U(a Teunepa- n pono- ( )
Marepnan Typa Owroejm-
Urrnm Coma pacreopa pacm . OCTb l as"aleum-

NaIP0 - 50NSCOa - U
(0 cn nKolo - 30) a 0-70 2 Oo spm-

Anmue-U) Bom - IA

NO o l NO H uAJ K OH - ( 7O-0) a 01)
tie) Bo , A 40-0 2 Tpanaeume

HNO, Yn. DOC 1,4--I A Houasa11,oan 2-5 Oou8eune

CrO* - W61 -mIs pacroop UW' 00-t-) 3-L
(CI&) HNO, - 9o-N0 NIA y . aec 1, 00J-O 1u--0
Alartaaeme KCrO, - 0 el.

N08,a=l 1- -3--b / i
NsOll . n KOH - 5-70# 40-50 2-3 6eamnp-

n') I pamcrlop 11,S0. - 110-130 /.A

TNrraioimae + HF - 70-W% a/A 2 011-5
cunamm 1 2 pOcTSop: H.SO. - 10-ZIA/s

An / .+ NF- 3-45 ./b 55 t 10-M 10 6-O

Fp.A)(M Toana - I A 15--m0 2

I I NO, - 2. a + yk .l 4 15-20 3-5 Ilpenpapm-
II)C - 2 (.., '+. nDOc 1,19 TVJfLIaHD
Ijgrnklueall cumm - I -; ' - 2 MMaasoM

I NO, - 75 em'; ya, aec 1.4 a
1I.SO* - 100 re'; y. 'ee 1, 4 15--20 3-5 rfJ11ueCboe
HCI - I cab; R. = 1,10 TpSa, ge

____ Bona -8,

Key: (1). Material of stampings. (2). Composition of

solution/opening. (3). Temperature of solution/opening in *C. (4).

Duration in min. (5). Designation/purpose. (6). Water glass. (7).

Water. (8). Degreasing. (9). Aluminum alloys. (10). or. (11).

Etching. (12). ud weight. (13). Room. (14). Bright dipping. (15).

Magnesium alloys. (16). 20%solution. (17). Titanium alloys
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FOOTNOTE 1*. Scale on the surface of stampings from titanium alloys

has the chemical stability, which considerably exceeds the stability

of base metal. Virtually it is not soluble in many aggressive media;

therefore it is with difficulty removed by etching. Scale must be

machined preliminarily in the fusion/melt of alkali or should be

cleaned mechanically in the shot-blasting or hydroblast apparatuses,

and then removed etching in the solutions/openings, indicated in the

table. Technology of mechanical cleaning is the same as in remaining

stampings. ENDFOOTNOTE.

(18). solution/opening. (19). Bronze Bp. AXM. (20). Brass. (21).

Glossy carbon black. (22). Preliminary etching. (23). Glossy etch 3.

Page 191.

Basic Defects and Methods of their Elimination.

Together with the well-known defects/flaws, such, as incomplete

filling, the misalignment, the loss of geometric dimensions, that

occur and during stamping of structural steel, are encountered

specific for the alloys of nonferrous metals defects/flaws

defects/flaws (1ables55-57).

Ii
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55. The most widely used defects/flaws of the waste/reject of

stampings from titanium alloys.

Tpmuut no Autt~ux pahrbeto
't. iemca.cmcniutl meTRAnu. !0ripm HaqoCTmeIiiioW MC~aife x lopomcm
I2. MeTw a3ujoxo ,Iarpr. ero Harpeme UepojA wuITmommog aigoxo-

E-14 M&Aj PaJYC SMIJAH NO 110110CT 3 010- '101. YTOICITb cOnROIt
Rao. '02 YOAejINq.: PaUNayc axoas I O06AOA.

f . IIITaMUOUxS II2 WoOr SaUhawOIIHO1 :103. likThxUOaam Ma MwOR.I JVIQ aimmoul n
30U10071. HOCTh.

All. 'Irtcaaiepnc roalarno Pepa '0 1I ooe iiarpeue wMeiAjti N Aom-
'2. M&Aj pJmJIyc ouiei~Rnn peOB c NoO- 16O'IIM IIPOVP8e UITMNII io063OjiAuo:
JIOTOM.I.Y"PAC14irt~ ue~ "NoOUPNWOM* P06pS

.h03. Ilaotto itarpeT mCTaxtJ. C flrojzomtou.
nh. Uzaoxo flporipCT WITRMf. V3T~YOaCTryb PiOPO.

t%)3. CRKaIUaiOU TUAINOO 11OJIOTII. ol YTWOTNAoin IIWTno.

a 101HT14 NGIflAA it mucv Opasoaa- It Tony MOOtII~hR TSnr UWIOCTU, rAe
KRAi BWArNU. O0JNaYOwenI MaintaiN.

POCZIPOAGRU 00%,Ma HSTaJ 2 MCOROi

~IICIII.00#AI1nO 147"l OT:uiii 1.1 C a arO mta Roa3) neponphoa~ba no.
3)1. IIIIipBMunbIIoo OPMU hiclouilbos B- JOCTb w ani"' %ON 111efOAT9114u1hON 06owe

*r"I OwelutCI MCI& AoAojb DuojiCI

Z 3 Hapywaaaim DO)tiIN )tUItt3)IU1 M_____________________

Y'TOJIUlOIIII1dZ NecYah IlffUG tiD~' OC'O- W)SC1O, SaBDOTOnNB JIOJIR OUT). am.
GeliliUCTH HB BJ1WNHIINTIIU~x CIIJINMU6 aiKne opmiIM C YWC7M. IYWH~UA IAI@aOPMA&MM B 71B-
NocTo "pfI, Yn l'JIHCTUIJ CI YXTYIJB. WMo wULIwxM MCTEI DOOIIN
,I HOTCH C1161ICTSIIII N111INOIT1I It&,i~ 54
rI388u0 K IIOOOJI*.Wanx Creiirn1tl ne41UpU"Aa

Key: (1). Reasons. (2). Methods of elimination. (3). Cracks along

parting line. (4). Poor quality metal. (5). Metal is badly/poorly

heated. (6). insufficient thickness of flash. (7). Radius of output

from cavity in the flash is low. (8). Drop forging of high power.

(9). During good-quality metal and its good heating before stamping

it is necessary. (10). To thicken flash. (11). To increase radius of

output in the flash. (12). To stamp on hammer of necessary power.
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(13). Leakages in bases/roots of edges/fins. (14). Excessively thin

edges/fins. (15). Radius of coupling edge/fin with hammer is low.

(16). Metal is poorly heated. (17). Die/stamp is poorly thoroughly

heated. (18). Too thin a fabric. (19). During good heating of metal

and sufficient warming up of die/stamp it is necessary. (20). To L
increase radius of coupling edge/fin with fabric. (21). To thicken

edge/fin. (22). To thicken fabric. (23). Clamps. (24). Poor setting

blank. (25). Deficiency of metal in place of formation of clamp.

(26). Accurately set the initial blank, overlapping those places for

cavity, where clamp is formed. (27). To increase, or more correctly,

to distribute volume of metal in initial blank. (28). Folds. (29).

Incorrect metal flow from. (30). Irregular shape of initial blank

(31). Incorrect laying of blank. (32). Disturbances/breakdowns of

mode/conditions of heating. (33). Blank must overlap die cavity how

is prevented displacement/movement of metal along cavity. (34).

Heterogranular structure in section/cut of forging. (35). In

thickened places of forgings in particular from aluminum alloys

coarse-grained structure occurs, what is consequence of repeated

heatings and small degrees of deformations. (36). Initial blank must

be selected taking into account necessary deformation in thickened

places of forgings.

Ij
-D
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56. Defects/flaws of forgings from titanium alloys, their reason and

the methods of elimination.

Aa)Ilpm"Hu CiOO6 vaot"awNb
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Key: (a). Reasons. (b). Methods of elimination. (c). Cracks and

strains. (1). Low technological plasticity. (2). Forging at low

temperatures. (3). Local cooling down during forging. (4). Taps of

hammer or press forging (alloy BT15). (5). Temperature of end of

forging not lower than stipulated in tables. (6). Preheating

instrument is not lower than 250*C. (7). Surface cracks. (8).

Formation of deep brittle alpha-deposited layer as a result of

heating before ductile at temperatures of higher than 1000 0 C and long

heating time in this case. (9). Coarse-machined or untreated with

surface defects of blanks. (10). Heating to produce at smallest

possible temperatures, smallest possible time or in protective medium

(argon or helium). (11). Machining is not below 74 or slanting

trimming of defects/flaws by emery stone. (12). Internal cracks.

(13). Metallurgical defects/flaws in ingots: a) hammered out

inclusions/connections W, Mo, Cr. b) the hammered out inclusions-of

the oxygenized sections as the result of the introduction of the

oxidized pieces of withdrawals/departures or as the result of the

oxygenized small pieces of sponge/jaw. (14). Flowing in of

lubrication during extrusion/pressing of rods. (15). Rejection of

blanks via fluoroscopy and ultrasonic test of blanks. (16).

Inclusions/connections. (17). Metallurgical defects/flaws in ingots

W, Mo, Cr, oxidized films, during addition with melting of

withdrawals/departures of switching on of differently etched sections

.............................
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(bands or spots) of another chemical composition. (18). Rejection of

blanks via fluoroscopy of blanks and ultrasonic test. (19).

Nonuniform and rough structure, nonuniform and low mechanical

properties. (20). Insufficient study of metal. (21). High temperature

of forging. (22). Heating of metal during forging. (23). Nonuniform

warming up of metal. (24). Forging by method of 2-3-fold

upsetting-drawing with replacement of faces and edges/fins with

gradual reduction/descent in forging temperature from the A-region to

temperature (z*1)-region. (25). Final forging from temperature

(a A)-region. (26). Forging on less powerful/thick equipment by

weaker blows of hammer or by reduction of press.

(J
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Pages 192+193.

57. Defects of the forgings of copper alloys and the methods of their

elimination.

()CA;O~A 1100 yPtOA 4S.

uH1.1%iP131 ipyjin to pIyeblux ci CIJU44PH o~ac (
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Key: (1). Reasons. (2). Methods of elimination. (3). Chipping at

angle of 45'. (4). it is formed with the upsetting of slightly

elastic difficultly malleable alloys during use/application of large

deformations. (5). To decrease degree of deformation with upsetting.

(6). Cracks on lateral surface of upset blank. (7). They are caused

by tensile stresses and deformations on lateral surface as a result

of increase of diameter of upset blank in process of upsetting. (8.

To remove inequalities (stress concentrators) on lateral surface and
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to decrease degree of deformation with upsetting. (9). Lamination.

(10). It occurs as a result of high chemical heterogeneity

(liquation, porosity and other metallurgical defects/flaws) in center

section of ingot or blank. (11). To increase degree of deformation to

value, with which in all three zones of upset blank it was more

critical, is more than 15%. (12). Nonuniform structure of metal after

upsetting is obtained as a result of nonuniform deformation and

formation of zones in upset blank with different deformation.

______ .
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Page 194.

Chapter 6.

FORGING AND STAMPING OF BERYLLIUM AND ALLOYS.

Beryllium.

The chemical composition, physical and mechanical properties.

Metallic beryllium is obtained by its thermal restoration/reductic

from the fusion/melt of salts or electrolytically. Obtained by one of

these methods beryllium is remelted in the vacuum ovens.

Technical melted beryllium has the following chemical

composition:

Be) Mi 1 N ) mIn o p a sa Ge " 1 MI S N I A l M

Key: (1). Be (on the difference).

The admixtures/impurities of such metals as Ag, Cr, B, Cd, Li,

V.C-
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etc., are contained in considerably smaller quantities. Oxygen,

depending on the method of obtaining the metal, is contained in

different quantities, mainly in the form of oxide of beryllium.

The metallic beryllium, obtained by remelting from the

electrolytic scales, has less than admixtures/impurities to

comparison with the beryllium, obtained by remelting from it is

regulus the thermally restored/reduced metal.

Further cleaning admixtures/impurities from metal is produced

via distillation, zone refining and other methods.

The cast beryllium, obtained by induction melting in the vacuum

or electron-beam melting, can be used as the blank for the working by

pressure. However, coarse grain of casting complicates the process of

processing and it does not make it possible to obtain sufficiently

high mechanical properties. The limit of the strength of casting does

not exceed 15-20 kg/mm 2 , but elongation per unit length is virtually

close to zero. Cast beryllium possesses low technological plasticity

during the working by pressure [69) and [84).

The low quality of cast material is to a considerable extent

caused also by the tendency of the molten beryllium toward the gas

saturation, which can cause the appearance of pores and cracks in the
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crystallizing casting, and also by the extremely high chemical

activity of this metal, which enters in the liquid state in the

chemical interaction with the majority of elements/cells, including

with the material of crucible.

However, if during the working by pressure it is possible to

strongly grind grain of casting and to avoid the appearance of cracks

and other seats of decomposition, then deformed - preliminarily

pressed extrusion - metal is not inferior on the quality to the

metal, obtained from the powder blank.

By the most promising ways of an improvement in the quality c

cast beryllium for the purpose to make possible its use/application

as the blank for the extrusion/pressing, forgings and stampings,

should be considered alloying with its low additives Ti, Nb, Zr and

other elements/cells, which grind the structure of melted metal,

effect on the metal ultrasound, the centrifugal casting,

crystallization under the pressure.
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Cermet blanks - basic form of materials on the basis of

beryllium, which in practice found use for manufacturing of forgings

and stampings. They are obtained by the hot pressing of powder in +he
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vacuum or by preliminary extrusion from the hot-pressed material on

the powerful/thick presses. Possibly also obtaining forgings and

stampings of beryllium is direct from the powders by the method of

hot pressing in the vacuum.

The type of initial metal, its purity/finish, method of the

preparation of powder and value of the particles of the powder exert

a substantial influence on the properties of blanks and deformed

semi-finished products. Table 1 shows the purity/finish of the types

of the beryllium, obtained by different methods. The standard powder

of brand QMV of the common and increased purity/finish (firm Brush

Beryllium Corp., USA) is manufactured from the distilled beryllium,

obtained by the method of restoring the fluoride of beryllium by

magnesium. At present the powder of brand QMV, and also the powder,

obtained via electrolysis from the fusion/melt of beryllium chloride

using the method of firm "Peshiney" (France) are the most widely used

powders, produced in USA and France for the manufacture of articles

made of the beryllium.

Compact blanks of the powder of beryllium abroad are obtained by

hot pressing in the vacuum ovens at a residual pressure 10-2-10
-
3 mm

Hg and at 1I00-1200*C in the graphite molds at the specific pressure

50-60 kg/mm 2 for several hours. Blanks acquire in this case the

density, close to the theoretical (1.85). Is possible obtaining

4.1
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compact blank by cold molding with subsequent sintering [84).

Table 2 gives the data about the effect of nature of powder

(methods of obtaining the powder) on the mechanical properties of the

bar blanks, extruded I at a temperature of 450 0C with the degree of

stretch of approximately 4:1 of the blanks, obtained by hot pressing

at 1050*C and pressure 7 kgf/cm [84).

FOOTNOTE In contrast to the hot pressing of beryllium, product of

which are compact blank, briquette, extrusion/pressing through the

matrix/die is accepted to call extrusion, extrusion. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Fig. 1 shows the effect of grain size to the mechanical properties of

the beryllium hot-pressed in the vacuum depending on temperature. As

can be seen from graph, finely dispersed powders provide, especially

at temperatures to 600 0 C, higher characteristics.
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1. The chemical composition of different types of the powder of

beryllium [69, 84].

_______r outan . 1 M A j f 0

ICIII A) . . . . . ..... I J.i 0.15 0.05 U.0)j 0.00~ U.7
STo meS, noutnuituA00

JINTHOCI4MA 4.nilani'CYU1e...............VB,4 .K. 0 0 4 W 06 X 4 0.00 JI OAM~ I ,o

UKalW4) 9914 0,09 0.0165 oxog 0 A0 01 01
I Knorompito Am-

"k W. U. K, 1C~LUA) 99.9 0,0035 0.A12 0X06 CON0 0.015 0,015

A08 .. .. ... . ..... 99,95 0,0AA 0.001 0.000 0.0 0,018 0,A=0

Key: (1). Type of beryllium. (2). Be in 1%. (3). Admixtures/impurities

in -%. (4). Standard powder of brand QMV (USA). (5). Highly purified,

the same. (6). Powder electrolytic of firm "Peshiney" (Prance). (7).

Flake-shaped electrolytic (France). (8). Repeatedly distilled (A. W.

R. E, USA). (9). Zone-refined after 5 passes.
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This is caused by an increase in the specific surface area of grains

with the decrease of their size, and also b an increase in the

content of oxide of beryllium, since the oxidation of surface [841

occurs in the process of grinding, hot pressing.

Fig. 2 shows an increase in the content of BeO with an increase
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of the specific surface area of grains in the powder and respectively

an increase in the limit of strength and elongation per unit length

[84).

The accepted in the world practice standard powder - 200 mesh

size (-56 P) has maximum grain 70 g, average particle size of

approximately 20 m and specific surface area of 1500-1900 cm2/g [84].
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2. Mechanical properties of the samples/specimens of beryllium,

manufactured from different forms of powder [84].f) ('qu)u flooo.oo,, [ | j} oploau ,'11 (1011~U11o, )-
(a) .JI yJo..J~t lopoom , J)Oay'*e m nJ I lit W

CMUoSCTuai HMM H8 H&|)O" BJICKIpOJuOM SkJISMTPtIUMTh- OT~tMTMIX II ISA-"oCCmuwJwA4- f1ioJIy-jcnuSI£m ~ iIC Iawk4.1,
I MoR G°aM ('.-..M u .x) secCHM syyMO CflUTMOI

look - b' (42-) xAtinbeo (HY .- ; CR2T)l
(5-12 At) "x)fAI AIX)

0, V xl'Jcm.. . . 3 18,5 *2,5 "2A-74,0

OT a kil'......... . ....... 0I 16,7 42A 29,1-S,6
6 % ) ............ . .... 2,1 0,

Key: (1). Properties. (2). Powder, obtained by restoration/reduction

from vapor phase (5-12 m). (3). Powder, obtained by electrolysis

(420-840 A). (4). Powder, obtained by grinding electrolytic flakes

(15-25 m). (5). Powder, obtained by grinding poured in vacuum ingots

(15-25 P). (6). in kgf/cm 2 . (7). in %.
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Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Effect of grain size on mechanical properties at elevated

temperatures of hot-pressed in vacuum beryllium QMV [84).

Fig. 2. Some properties of beryllium, hot-pressed in vacuum,

depending on value of specific surface area of beryllium powder [62);

,g.- diameter of grain after sintering; A.- diameter of particle.
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Key: (1). kg/mm2 . (2). Specific surface area of powder.
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The presence of oxygen (oxide film) has a positive effect on

properties, since grain-growth with hot pressing (1100-12000 C)

impedes. In the absence of oxide film (or with the low oxygen

content) at these temperatures rapid grain-growth occurs.

A considerable effect on the mechanical properties of blanks

have also the available in the beryllium admixtures/impurities,

especially Fe, Al, Si and C [793.

The solubility of iron in the beryllium is small -2.5% weight

(0.9% at) at 12250 C. With a reduction/descent in the temperature

the solubility sharply is decreased. Beryllium with the iron forms

the series/row of the intermetallic compounds BeFe, BeFe, Be ,Fe,

which even with the low content embrittle metal.

Especially harmful impurity is carbon, which, forming carbides,

not only embrittles beryllium, but also is caused the

intercrystalline corrosion of material.

Aluminum and silicon with those defined content (0.6-0.1%)

~1* *
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relationship/ratio (Al/Si=0.21) can beneficially affect during the

sintering both the decrease of porosity and mechanical properties

[79].,[

Table 3-5 gives the physical and mechanical properties of the

beryllium at a room temperature, obtained by extrusion/pressing from

the powder of brand QMV (USA).

The most valuable property of the hot-pressed beryllium is

isotropy property in all directions. This is explained first of all

by the fact that grains in the process of extrusion/pressing (in the

closed container), which is characterized by the very high and

uniform stresses/voltages of cubic compression, occupy the most

varied position. High-pressure use/application with the specific

forms of processing, for example extrusion, subsequently leads to the

ordering of texture, the formation of texture and causes, as a rule,

the considerable anisotropy of mechanical properties in the direction

of the axis/axle of extrusion and in the perpendicular direction.

Therefore, from the point of view of the guarantee of the

greatest uniformity of properties, the hot-pressed blank is best

initial slug, stamping and others water-in the working by pressure.

The mechanical properties of the hot-pressed blanks are given in

Fig. 3 and 4.
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3. Physical properties of beryllium.
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Sound propagation velocity in m/s. (11). Reflectivity (for white

color). (12). Cross section of capture/grip of thermal neutrons in

b/atom.
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Giving a comparative evaluation of the pressed and extruded

blanks (against latter/last for greater detail, see below) it should

be pointed out that the absence of the anisotropy of properties gives

the possibility to deform the hot-pressed blank in any direction,

whereas preliminarily textured material (rod, band) when the large

anisotropy of properties is present, requires special approach dur j

the selection of method and direction of strain. However, properties,

especially ultimate strength and the elongation per unit length of

the textured material in the direction of the drawing of grain, 2-3

times often exceed the properties of the hot-pressed blanks.

Therefore during the selection of slug and stamping the part, which

in the construction/design in the determinate directions bears large

loads, should be utilized the textured material, obtained by the

method of extrusion (extrusion/pressing through the matrix/die).
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4. Mechanical properties of pressed by different methods beryllium

[62, 84).

X.v' GoJoAHoupOCCO Ra.k| 1AI 22,5b 0,1

cnewm~mS npu 10W

rleta npepeceoaxu two:

p' mi. <+. C u Igasesu 2 0,2

9,p5 T Icm m

(9, -pM 6,5V C. U Assesos ,4O,S T Ij

I.) Tennopeoe auh II upw 252

• .WjiC uI nplimmII 14 Tlc.mg

M r~lle44 ~i§ & 51614YO r~pM

CP~ lIeqe , DpUM HIuIv ClR

( ) . C 1 ZASJmIMU 212' 0.0
.1 T/,M',

JpM 11;; C M AftaUMl 37,8 1A

-] O. Tic.' .

0.2 7'J0.1

Key: (1). Characteristic of metal. (2). mechanical properties. (3).

in kg/mm'. (4). 6 in J%. (5). Cold-pressed and sintered at 10500C.

(6). Heat-pressed. (7). at 450'C and pressure 14 t/CM 2 . (8). at 5650C

and pressure 9.85 t/cm 2 . (9). at 6500C and pressure 7.0 t/cm2 . (10).
Heat-pressed at 450*C and pressure 14 t/cm2 and sintered in vacuum

with 1050C. (11). Hot-presse d. (12). at 750C and pressure 2.1

t/cm 2 . (13). at 11000C and pressure 0.2 t/cM 2 .
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5. Mechanical properties of beryllium from powder QMV (USA) [62, 84)

hot-pressed in the vacuum.

o a xr,,AIA ........ 31,9
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I1)E UPS C~flaTHN e, xIA,'. . 31.10

)b)J1~40H4MeIT IlYacMou& . 02
#I) G up. xpyqemw X Xr/,A-A' n,5

a DI fl., ,, oM Cpese.i I' .' .. .. .. . 25.5~a
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Key: (1). Designation of indices. (2). Indices. (3).. in kg/mm 2 . (4

with elongation in kg/mm2 . (5). 6 in %. (6). E with elongation in

kg/mm2 . (7). a in kg/mm2 -deg. (8). during compression (0.2%) in

kg/mm 2 . (9). E during compression in kg/mm2 . (10). Poisson ratio.

(11). G during torsion in kg/mm 2 . (12). G during dual shear/section

in kg/mm 2 . (13). (samples/specimens without cut) in kgfm/cm2 . (14).

Work of percussive tensile failure in kgfm.
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Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. Boundaries/interfaces of values of limit of strength of

hot-pressed beryllium of brand QMV depending on temperature [62, 84).

Key: (1Y. kg/mm 2.

Fig. 4. Boundaries/interfaces of values of elongation of hot-pressed

beryllium of brand QMV depending on temperature [62, 84).
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Thus, the increased strength of the textured material in the

direction of extrusion can be effective used in the

construction/design. When the considerable anisotropy of the

properties of material is not allowed/assumed on construction/design

conditions, one should produce the forging (upsetting) of the

extruded blank for the purpose of deformation in the perpendicular
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direction to the axis/axle of extrusion, or utilize the hot-pressed

blanks. However, the latter on the strength in one of the directions

will somewhat be inferior to the blank, obtained by the first method.

Technological processes. Extrusion/pressing by extrusion is

considered as the method of the preliminary strain of ingots or

cermet blanks before the ductile and the stamping.

Beryllium has the hexagonal close-packed lattice with parameters

a0=2.2854 A, c,=3.5829 k,c,/a 0 =l.5677.

The strain of beryllium occurs in essence due to the shift/sh

on the plane of base (0001) and prism lIU1O), moreover in both cases in

direction [1210). Twinning occurs on planes [1012) in direction

[1011), and decomposition on basal planes (0001) and prism I1Ou. With

the elongation insignificant shift/shear on the plane of base

(elongation 2-3%) is observed, after which the fracture begins.

During the compression the shift/shear on the plane of base is

feasible more considerable. Under .the conditions, when elongation is

basic stress/voltage or when considerable elongation in one direction

occurs, is observed the reorientation of crystals in such a way that

basal planes (0001) are furnished in parallel to the direction of

axis of dilatation.
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Fig. 5 shows the dependence of the breaking stresses of

shift/shear basal planes and prism from temperature [83]. As can be

seen from the figure of up to 500 0C of the stresses/voltages,

necessary for the shift/shear on the plane of prism considerably

higher than breaking stresses on the plane of base, and at a

temperature of -500 *C they become approximately/exemplarily equal.

With the extrusion, as during the rolling, as a result of strain

occurs the considerable development of texture, basal planes

obtaining preferred orientation, as has already been discussed this,

in parallel to the direction of elongation. The degree of the

orientation of basal planes is found in direct dependence on the

degree of strain (Fig. 6). Upon reaching/achievement of drawing more

than 15:1 or 20:1 further strengthening of orientation virtually is

not observed [69, 84), which will agree well with the results of

mechanical tests.
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Fig. 5. Dependence of the breaking stresses of shift/shear on basal

planes and prism from temperature [69, 83, 84].

Key: (1). kg/mm2 . (2). for decomposition on the plane (1120). (3).

for twinning in plane (i012). (4). for plane (1010). (5). for crack

propagation in plane (0001). (6). for plane (0001).
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Fig. 6. Effect of extrusion ratio and rolling on ordering of

arrangement of basal plane (69].
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Key: (1). Parameter of disorientation. (2). deg. (3). Degree of

reduction.
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During the drawing of more than 15:1 elongation remains constant. On

the level of the mechanical properties of material heat treatment has

a great effect.

Warmer extrusion [64, 69) with an increase in the drawing to

6.25:1 leads to an increase in the limit of strength and

viscosity/yield: first rapid (to 2:1), and then retarding. However,

elongation slowly grows/rises to 11% during drawing 2.25:1, and then

it begins to decrease to 5% during drawing 6.25:1.

With hot extrusion [64, 69] at 1070 0 C increase in the drawing

from 12:1 to 38:1 led to an insignificant increase in the tensile

strength. Elongation grew/rose with 13% during drawing 12:1 to 19%

during drawing 15:1 and with the large reduction an increase in the

elongation ceased, in connection with the

delay/retarding/deceleration of the development of texture with the

large reduction (see Fig. 6).

A reduction/descent in the temperature of hot pressing from 1100
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to 900 0 C (with reduction 20:1) was accompanied by an increase in the

limit of strength and yield point [65, 69].

On the mechanical properties of the deformed beryllium besides V
degree and character of strain have an effect the size of the grain

of initial powder, heat treatment, quality of surface, including

technology of the surface treatment by cutting [65, 69).

The temperature of extrusion has fundamental importance. With by

heat extrusion (400-5000 C) the material is plastic and possesses a

sufficient safety factor. However, extrusion at these temperatures

requires large efforts/forces; therefore by warm extrusion virtua2

it is not possible to obtain bar blank by the drawing of more than

5-6:1. Strain occurs mainly due to the slip on the plane of base

0001, grain is lengthened, some grains are ground [65, 69).

With the hot extrusion (above 800*C) the strain passes also due

to the fragmentation of grain, since grain at high temperatures loses

safety factor, slip occurs both on the plane of base and on the plane

of prism, since breaking stresses for the slip along both planes at

high temperatures are aligned.

Fig. 7 [84, 73, 69) gives the diagram of the recrystallization

of cast beryllium. The recrystallization of the deformed cermet

A --.- -_ _ _ _
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beryllium at a temperature to 780 0 C is restrained by the presence of

oxide film on the surface of each grain. Annealing at a temperature

of >1000*C leads to extremely rapid grain-growth. The decrease of

grain size and, therefore, an increase in the content of oxide of

beryllium (see Fig. 2) also somewhat restrains the process of

recrystallization.

Annealing at a temperature of >800 0 C causes also the seal of

defects/flaws, especially surface cracks, obtained as a result of

machining. At a temperature of >8000 C the diffusion splicing

(welding) of beryllium occurs. Heat treatment decreases the internal

stresses/voltages, which arose both as a result of strain and as a'I

result of the subsequent machining.

1-
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Fig. 7. Diagram of the recrystallization of cast beryllium [73, 84,

69).

Key: (1). s. (2). min. (3). Region of complete recrystallization.

(4). Weak strain. (5). Temperature of annealing. (6). [82] '(complete

recrystallization. (7). Severe strain. (8). Approximate limit of

recrystallization to 1% or is less in strongly deformed

samples/specimens. (9). Annealing time, hours.
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Fig. 8 shows the temperature effect of tests for mechanical

properties of beryllium [73, 69). Should be noted a sharp decrease in

the plasticity at a temperature about 600*C. In the bar blanks with

the high degree of strain, and also in the hot-pressed blanks the

.
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incidence/drop in the plasticity in this region can be even sharper.

Higher than 600 0 C plasticity somewhat increases. Temperature range of

600CC is characterized by junction from the transcrystalline fracture

to the intercrystalline. At 600 0 C boundaries of grains are

weakened/attenuated by the available admixtures/impurities, which

with the annealing are dissolved in the matrix/die of grain

increasing the plasticity of material with 600*C. Hence it follows

that the strain of beryllium should be carried out at temperatures,

where it possesses the maximum of plasticity. For the small degrees

of strain this is the area of temperatures of 450-5000 C, it is above

for the high degrees of strain of 750*C.

The strain of beryllium, as a rule, carries out in the

technological shells. The best material for the shells is low-carbon

steel of brand St. 20, in some technological properties closest at

temperatures of extrusion/pressing to the beryllium. Fig. 9 (76]

shows the temperature effect to the constant of extrusion K for the

beryllium in the comparison with copper and low-carbon steel. The

constant of extrusion K enters into equation for calculating the

effort/force of extrusion/pressing (extrusion)

-,- K l.i1t.

where p - specific pressure on the blank; R - reduction. As the

shells for the strain with by heat extrusion/pressing it is possible

to apply also copper.

I
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Shell during the strain of beryllium plays very large role.

First of all, it protects metal from the oxidation during the heating

and eliminates entry/incidence into the surrounding space the

aerosols of beryllium.
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Fig. 8. Temperature effect of tests for mechanical properties of

beryllium. Annealing was conducted at 750'C for 2 h.

Key: (1). kg/mm'. (2). After extrusion. (3). Annealed. (4). After

extrusion.

Fig. 9. Temperature effect on constant of extrusion K for beryllium

in comparison with copper and low-carbon steel.
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Key: (1). kgf/cm2 . (2). Iron. (3). Beryllium. (4). Copper.
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In the second place, due to the high reactions, created by the

walls of massive shell, it provides the more favorable for the L.
beryllium diagram of the stressed state - uniform compression.

One should consider that during the strain in the shells the

material of shell at high temperatures can interact with the -

beryllium, being welded and forming brittle compounds - the

intermetallic compounds of beryllium.1Cherefore strain temperaturE

must not exceed 10000 C.

The strain of beryllium without the shells on the conditions of

safety engineering can be produced only in the specialized locations.

As the technological lubricant with the hot extrusion are

applied the mixture of oil of the type Vapor-T with graphite, or the

glass lubricant, which gives the best results. With the extrusion of

blanks without the shells they cover/coat their surface with several

layers of colloidal graphite or with its mixture with molybdenum

disulfide, which removes intense adhesion characteristic for the

beryllium to the press tool.

Ik _
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For the extrusion the instrument made of high-speed steel (18%
I-

W, 4% Cr and 1% V), which allows/assumes specific pressure 1400

kgf/cm2 is applied during the heating to 480-5400 C.

Matrices/dies have approach cone Vith the angle in apex/vertex

of 900 C, which facilitates decompression, which smoothly converts

into the extended forming band, which removes the formation of the

cross cracks, caused by elastic stresses. i

Are applied the sectional dies, which are preferable with the

extrusion on the upper limit of the temperature interval, when cone

decreases cooling unit, insulating it from the less heated

cylindrical matrix/die and thus is decreased the pressure of

extrusion.

Forging and stamping. The processes of extrusion from the

hot-pressed units of bars and profiles/airfoils are the most studied

processes of the strain of beryllium. However, the tbchnological

processes of forging and stamping the beryllium are successfully

applied for obtaining the articles and by the use of actual data,

obtained with the hot pressing and the extrusion, since in the

physical essence of these processes there is much in common.
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Stamping parts from powder [67, 84]. Are possible the following

three versions of obtaining stampings directly from the powder, the

based on technology of obtaining compact cermet blanks - the units:

cold pressing with the subsequent sintering in the vacuum or the

neutral medium;

hot die forging in the vacuum with the holding under the

pressure;

stamping powder in the shells.

Lower half of die/stamp for cold pressing is performed in the

form of container from the calculation, that the bulk weight of the

powder of beryllium is 0.8-1 g/cm 3 . Powder can be consolidated by

vibration or pre-pressing to 1.2 g/cm 3 . Extrusion/pressing is

produced before reaching/achievement of a maximally possible density.

The density of stampings is one of the main factors, which determine

their mechanical properties (Fig. 10, 11, 12).
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Fig. 10. Change of the density of stampings in the dependence on the

specific compacting pressure (67, 84].

Key: (1). G/cm3. (2). theory, %. (3). Unit values. (4). Average

values. (5). Specific pressure. (6). kgf/cm2 .
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Is most widely used the method of the hot die forging, with

which is possible reaching/achievement of the density, close to the

theoretical. The hot die forging of parts from the powder of

beryllium is produced in the same furnaces of the hot pressing, which

are commonly used for obtaining from the powder of compact cermet

blanks. Matrix/die with the powder is set in the heater, located in

vacuum chamber, assembled on the press. They evacuate air to the

residual pressure 10-2-10 -
3 mm Hg. Then they heat and stamp after

reaching/achievement of the prescribed/assigned temperature. The

pressure indicated they maintain during the time, necessary for
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obtaining of the density, close to the theoretical.

In Fig. 13 are shown strength to fracture a, and density 7 of

the briquettes, pressed in 15 min in the vacuum under the pressure

3.9% T/cm' depending on the temperature of extrusion/pressing. One

should from mark that the density close to the theoretical at this

pressure and temperature of 600*C is reached after I min. An increase

in the temperature makes it possible to considerably lower specific

compacting pressure. At 1050-1150'C optimum pressure is 30-50

kgf/cm 2 . The holding time depends on the height/altitude of article

and it are selected experimentally. Main criterion of the quality of

stamping - reaching/achievement of theoretical density [82, 84].

Stamping parts from beryllium powder according to the safety

regulations can be produced only in the specially equipped locations.

With the work on the equipment, established/installed in the

overall locations, the powder must be found in the sealed (welded)

shell - container. The filling of powder into the container, its

preliminary sealing/packing/compaction and seal of container must be

produced in specially fitted out for this location. Material of

container - low-carbon steel. With the seal from the container air is

removed. Stamping temperature by 975-10000 C. After stamping the shell

is removed by machining or they remove/release in hot 50% nitric

acid.

iI
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Fig. 11. Fig. 12.

Fig. 11. Change of density of stampings in dependence on compacting

pressure p and atmosphere of sintering [67, 84).

Key: (1). G/cm3 . (2). Residual pressure 0.5 um Hg; 1200OC; 3). (3).

Argon; 1200OC; 3 . (4). kgf/cm 2 .

Fig. 12. Temperature effect of sintering on density of briquettes-

pressed under pressure 12 T/cm 2 -and which were being sintered for 5 h

[84): 0 - powder QMV; 0 - powder, obtained from lamellated metal and

machined by oxalic acid; 0 - powder from ingot, smelted from

lamellated metal.

Key: (1). G/cm3 .

...... U
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Fig. 13. Strength and the density of the briquettes, pressed in 15

min in the vacuum under the pressure 3.9 t/cm 2 depending on

temperature [82, 84].

Key: (1). kg/mm 2 . (2). G/cm2 . (3). Breaking strength. (4). Density.
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The surface layer, contaminated by iron, is etched at the depth of

0.025-0.05 mm in 5-% sulfuric acid. During stamping of powder in t

container it is necessary to give considerable machining allowances,

since virtually it is not possible to consider all factors, which

determine the geometry of the obtained stampings.

Forging and stamping compact blanks. Like extrusion forging and

stamping the blanks of beryllium produce both the hot at 900-1000C

and warm at 400-5000 C both in the dies/stamps and with settling on

the platens. Forging and stamping beryllium blanks they conduct on

the standard forging-and-pressing equipment. With the work on the

presses, established/installed in the overall locations, shells of

low-carbon steel are applied. Blank is placed in the shell, is capped

-i

- . - -
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from both sides and is welded by hermetically sealed weld.

Use/application of the seamless or stamped/die-forged shells in the

form of sleeves/beakers gives the best results. In this case they

weld shell only on one side. During stamping of beryllium is applied

the same technological lubrication as with the extrusion.

During the forging (settling) on the platens the wall thickness

of shell must be selected taking into account the fact that in the

places for intense strain the shell has a tendency toward thinning

[68].

Fig. 14 and .15 show the diagrams of the processes of obtaining

stampings of more complex configuration with the use of spring

dies/stamps and dies/stamps with the clampings/tightenings, which

limit stamping in tension areas [68).

Stamping without the shells can be produced only in the

specialized location. During the stamping without the shell side

elongation must not exceed 15%. Stamping temperature can be

lowered/reduced to 400-500*C. Beryllium in this temperature range has

sufficiently high strength and maximum elongation (see Fig. 3).

The temperature of heating blanks about 425 0C provides a

sufficient plasticity of beryllium for the filling of the complicated

* - * . .,~*
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figure of die/stamp.

Forging and stamping the preliminarily extruded blanks in

comparison with stamping of the hot-pressed blanks has that special

feature/peculiarity, that in the first case the material of blank due

to the texture has mechanical properties along the axis/axle of

extrusion 2-2.5 times higher than in the hot-pressed blanks. The

properties of the preliminarily extruded blank across the axis/axle

of extrusion (defined mainly by the properties of initial material)

are the same as in the hot-pressed blank. During the stamping the

anisotropy of the properties of material in comparison with the

initial blank can be to a certain degree lowered/reduced depending

the pattern of the flow of metal, determined by the configuration of

stamping.
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Fig. 14. Fig. 15.

Fig. 14. Diagram of process of obtaining stampings with use of spring

dies/stamps [66).

Fig. 15. Diagram of process of obtaining stampings with

clampings/tightenings, which limit stamping in tension areas [66).

Key: (1). Clampings/tightenings. (2).Die. (3) Punch. (i). Beryllium.
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The properties of stamping of the hot-pressed blank depending on

the type of stamping and direction can be 1.5-2 times of higher than

i the properties of blank.

~Machining by the cutting of stampings from the beryllium. During

stamping of beryllium in the shells they occur and the insufficiently

..., .... . . ... . . .. . .. . .. ..... I. . .. . .1 " i'' (a * : .. ..
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high surface finish, in connection with which after the

removal/taking of shells the necessary final procedure is the

machining of stampings. On the machinability the beryllium can be

compared with such materials as gray cast iron (brand SCh 28-48),

which has the allowable speed of cutting during the turning 190

m/min; however, the maximum speed of processing beryllium must be to

20-30% below.

The method of manufacturing the beryllium and the size of grain

of the initial powder of blanks can exert certain effect on the

machinability of beryllium by cutting and quality of surface after

processing. The best results are obtained on the finely dispersed

beryllium.

For the turning with the greatest effectiveness utilize the

cutters with the cutting edge from the sintered hard alloys of the

type BK6, BK8. Angle of tool sharpening of 20-40'. High value has the

correct relationship/ratio of cutting speeds, the rate of the feed of

cutter and depth of cutting. An increase in the cutting speed (in the

limits of that permitted) and the decrease of the rate of the feed of

cutter to 0.1 mm/rev must contribute to obtaining less rough surface.

The processes of milling the beryllium in their laws are

analogous to turning. It is desirable to work beryllium without tho
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cooling fluid, in order to preserve for the secondary use to

spokeshave.

All operations of working beryllium by cutting should be carried

out in the special locations with the guarantee on the machine tools

of strong local suction in the zone of cutter or special shelters and

highly efficient general exchange/total exchange ventilation.

Grinding, polishing and the metallographic control of blanks and

stampings of the beryllium. The brittleness of beryllium and the

possibility of the emergence of cracks in the blanks and the

stampings in the process of their working by pressure, the

possibility of the appearance of the inclusions and heterogeneities

in the structure of material attach important value to the

metallographic control (macro- and microstructure) of blanks and

stampings.

The macro-control/macro-check of blanks is carried out usually

by the piece, and stampings - it is selective. In certain cases the

grinding and the polishing are produced for the purpose of obtaining

the high-quality surface of stampings.

The preparation of the sections of beryllium presents the

definite difficulties, connected with the breaking-off of solid
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structural components and the abrasion of section.

Preliminary grinding. Grinding must be carried out with a change

in the direction on 900 on each wheel/circle. Wet grinding is

recommended, but on the latter/last wheel/circle it is better to

produce dry grinding.

Polishing can be produced with one of the following methods:

common mechanical polishing; mechanical polishing with the etching;

electrolytic polishing.

Common mechanical polishing is produced on a comparatively ri

cloth; as the abrasive in this case serves oxide of aluminum (crocus,

carbide of silicon or diamond paste).

Mechanical polishing with the'etching is produced on the same

cloth, but fine-grained oxide of aluminum, weighed in 5-10%- aqueous

solution of oxalic acid, is utilized as the abrasive.

For the electrolytic polishing is been commonly used the

following composition of solution/opening: 900 ml HPO,, 240 g CrO,,

200 ml HO. Sample/specimen is worked on the anode during I min at a

temperature of solution/opening of 70-80*C and current density 250

A/cm1 . As inert cathode they serve lead, stainless steel or graphj'..

I*
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More extensively is used the solution/opening of the following

composition: 100 mm HPO, 30 ml HSO, 30 ml of glycerin, 30 ml of the

absoluted ethyl alcohol. Processing sample/specimen is performed on

the anode at a room temperature and the current density 2-4 A/cm'

with the use/application of an inert cathode.

The microexamination of section in the polarized light after

polishing can be in certain cases produced without the etching.

For the investigations in the reflected light the sections

preliminarily etch in 2-10%-solution of the concentrated

hydrofluoric acid in the water, alcohol or glycerin. Etching by

insertion/immersion on 1-3 min into the boiling 20% solution of

oxalic acid also gives satisfactory results. The etching by 2%

solution of nitric acid is applied for the bright dipping of grinding

face.

Testing the microstructure of stampings. With the survey of

section in the polarized light are revealed/detected the character of

the structure of material, grain size and degree of its orientation,
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the presence of structural heterogeneities, metallic and nonmetallic

inclusions.

ALUMINUM-BERYLLIUM ALLOYS.

The chemical composition and mechanical properties. Alloys on

the basis of system Al-Be (Table 6) are of great interest as

structural material, since already with the content of beryllium it

is more than 15-20%, to a considerable extent combine in themselves

the very valuable properties of beryllium with the high plasticity of

aluminum, which makes them in a technological respect with more

convenient in comparison with the pure beryllium.

Beryllium-aluminum alloys are intended for the use/application

in the constructions/designs of the rockets and other flight

vehicles, especially for the elements of the constructions/designs,

determining factor of which is rigidity.

By firm "Lockheed" (USA) are developed and are advertised dual

high-modulus beryllium-aluminum alloys (without the additions of the

alloying elements) of the type "lockalloy" (Table 7) for the

use/application in space vehicles [70, 78, 80).
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6. The chemical composition and the mechanical properties of

aluminum-beryllium alloys with the additions of other elements/cells.

(') rpyan. calo" X.M..WH.. c OCTa I : °  I*

Mi. W8 I 3 rI ,-1
Hie )ipo nieMe cepl- lS--iX)% mCfl.aliS K CNiim i IO }U- l4WKO 0- 8--2

%WHO& OOPS60TiUOo ApyruI' HoOMlWOM nO 16%

V1PY inptt~ma~e IrePUH4ql 15-40% W14IIRNF H CYMMAl 115 1 b w 62-419 &-12

Key: (1). Group of alloys. (2). Chemical composition. (3). in kg/mm 2 .

(4). 6 in %. (5). Not strengthened by heat treatment. (6). 15-60W of

beryllium and sum of other additives to 15%. (7). Strengthened by

heat treatment. (8). 15-40% of beryllium and sum of other additives

to 10%.

7. Chemical composition and mechanical properties of pressed

semi-finished products from dual beryllium-aluminum alloys

"'lockalloy" [71, 72, 77).

_____________ ______ (3*) I ki,,4 fAI

D e-.,33€,%AI 2.n 2:390I0 5 ;

D- 3% AI 2,1:3 wi4M 48.% l.8

Key: (1). Alloy. (2). Density y in g/cm3 . (3). in kg/nun 2. (3). 6 in

it.
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Aluminum-beryllium alloys can undergo any forms of working by

pressure, including to forging and stamping. However, in the cast

state working it is expedient to begin from the extrusion/pressing

with extrusion - method, which is characterized by the high values of

the stresses/voltages of cubic compression.

As can be seen from the constitution diagram of system Al-Be

(Fig. 16), of entire the being practical interest aluminum-beryll. .

alloys are hypereutectic, in spite of this they possess a sufficient

plasticity, that it is possible to explain by the presence in their

structure of plastic aluminum matrix/die. Alloys have a heterogeneous

structure, which consists of the primary beryllium phase (solid

solution of aluminum in the beryllium) and the eutectic, which

consists virtually of purity/finish aluminum [60, 711. At present

there are data about the presence of peritectic transformation in

system Al-Be [88]. However, in comparison with the plastic standard

aluminum alloys their plasticity somewhat below, which is connected

with heterogeneity of structure and sharp difference in the

properties of independent phases.

I
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From a whole series of the developed alloys, not strengthened by

heat treatment, most favorable combination of mechanical and

technological properties possess the alloys of system Al-Be, which

contain 20-30% of beryllium, with a density of 7=2.3-2.4 g/cmn, the

modulus of elasticity of which E=11000-14000 kg/mnn 2 [85, 86, 87].

Methods of obtaining slugs and stamping [85, 86, 87]. Melting

and casting with the subsequent working by pressure (upsetting,

extrusion/pressing by extrusion). Melting is accomplished/realized in

the induction vacuum furnaces in the medium of inert gas. The process

of the melting of ingots is complex in view of wide solidification

range and high chemical activity of beryllium in the molten state.

Temperature of melting and casting 1140-12800 C. Graphite, corundum

crucibles or crucibles from oxide of beryllium are applied for the

melting. Ingot they differ into the massive graphite or copper ingot

mold with weight not less than 10-20 times exceeding the weight of

ingot. :asting into the water-cooled ingot mold is possible. Ingots

have the following properties: the limit of strength a.- 25-32

kg/mm 2 , 6 to 10%. Fig. 17 shows the macrostructure of ingot, while in

Fig. 18 its microstructure.

Cermet method consists of the following stages: casting ingot,
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shaving formation (transformation into the shaving), grinding, hot

pressing of powders in the vacuum or cold molding with the subsequent

sintering in the vacuum.

Working by pressure of the alloys of system aluminum-beryllium,

that have heterogeneous structure with the phases, which sharply

differ in the plasticity, is accompanied by nonuniform deformation

and emergence of tensile stresses, which with the adverse forms of

working can lead to the decomposition of material.

Page 208.

However, during the working by pressure the fundamental value has

that the fact that aluminum component begins plastically to be

deformed with the stresses lower than that stress, with which, occurs

the strain of beryllium phase. The beryllium phase, distributed in

the plastic aluminum matrix/die rela-ively evenly, flows together

with it, by which is explained the fact that the aluminum-beryllium

alloys under the conditions for cubic compression have a plasticity,

which considerably exceeds the plasticity of pure beryllium. At the

same time with the adverse forms of working with the high values of

tensile stresses even before these stresses/voltages will achieve the

value, necessary for the plastic deformation (or brittle

decomposition) of beryllium phase, already begins plastically to lie

oT

. . . . . . . .. ,',
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deformed aluminum component of alloy, that also leads to the

formation of cracks on the plastic, but less strong phase and the

decomposition of articles.

1000

800

600----
66e

6.00 655,

0 20 400 60 80 fie.%,

Fig. 16. Constitution diagram of systems Al-De after data of:

1- Archer and Dinika; 2- Oster'keild; 3-Khaaz and Uno.
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Fig. 17. Fig. 18.

Fig. 17. Macrostructure of ingot of alloy, which contains 30% of

'N-
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beryllium 0127 mm.

Fig. 18. Microstructure of ingot of aluminum-beryllium alloy X127 mm.
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Thus, working by pressure of the alloys of system aluminum -

beryllium, especially in the cast state should be conducted by the

methods, which are characterized by the diagram of the stressed state

of cubic compression, with high main compressive and minimum tensile

stresses. The alloy, deformed under such conditions of the cast state

subsequently preliminarily allows/assumes the more rigorous

conditions for deformation, including during the forging and

stamping.

The extrusion/pressing blanks by extrusion is preliminary ethane

of working cast aluminum-beryllium alloys (Table 8).

Fig. 10 shows the construction/design of matrix/die for the

extrusion/pressing by the extrusion of aluminum-beryllium alloys with

the wide working band and the conical input/introduction to it.

In view of the lowered/reduced technological plasticity of

alloys in comparison with the aluminum alloys working by pressure

- .4 S
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must be produced them in the narrow temperature range. Table 9 gives

comparative mechanical properties of the pressed blanks and sheet of

the aluminum-beryllium alloy, which contains 30% of beryllium.

II

. . . ... . ... . -. r£'- - ."
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8. modes/conditions of extrusion/pressing by the extrusion of

alumninum-berylliumn alloys [85, 86).
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Key: (1). matrices/dies. (2). Lubrication of container. (3).

Temperature of container in 'C. (4). Lubrication of ingot. (5).

Temperature of ingot in 'C. (6). Time of holding of ingot in furnace

in h. (7). Discharge velocity of metal in r/min. (8). Specific

pressure on dummuy block in kg/mm2. (9). Special construction/design

(wide working band and conical input/introduction'to it). (10).

Graphite (25%)+oil Vapor T (75%). (11). Colloidal graphite

brand/mark.

9. mechanical properties of semi-finished products from

aluminum-beryllium alloys.

to.
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Key: (1). Form of blank. (2). As-received condition. (3). in kg/mm2.
(4). Content of 30 weights % of beryllium 6 in %. (5). Rod. (6).
Band. (7). Pressed. (8). Sheet. (9). Annealed. (10). Cold-worked.

It~'
-4

Fig. 19. Drawing/draft of matrix/die for extrusion/pressing of blanks

for stamping.

Key: (1). Around.
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It is characteristic that the aluminum-beryllium alloys, not

strengthened by heat treatment, in the pressed (extruded) state

(after hot working) have high plasticity and in contrast to the

rolled material, strongly cold-worked in the process of rolling, do

not require the special heat treatment (annealing).

But technology, given in Table 8, most successfully are pressed

round blanks (rods and band) of the alloys, which contain 20-30% Be

with the small relationship/ratio of sides (close to 1:1) and by

coefficient of deformation 2.5-5. The mechanical properties of these

blanks are shown in table 10.

Forging and stamping. The thermomechanical conditions of

deformation of aluminum-beryllium alloys the methods of forging and

the stampings, established/installed according to the diagrams of

plasticity (86], are given in table 11.

Since the aluminum-beryllium alloys in question thermally are

not strengthened, but work hardening in the process of deformation

contributes to an increase in strength of article, working by

pressure of these alloys should be concluded on the lower limit of

the temperature interval, indicated in Table 12.

Free upsetting of the casting is not of practical interest in

pI
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view of sharply limited deformation (10%). The permissible reduction

with the upsetting of casting can be increased while conducting of

this operation in shells of different metals (A16, copper, brass,

stainless steel). The modes/conditions of forging in the shells are

represented in Table 13.

The best results are provided with the use/application of shells

of steel and brass, alloy is not embrittled (cracks do not appear),

which is explained by the presence of the significant magnitude of

the reaction from the ring in the process of upsetting blank, which

ensures deformation under the conditions of the diagram of cubic

nonuniform compression.

I
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10. Mechanical properties of semi-finished products from the

aluminum-beryllium alloys.

flOAY*&G~ATm a %

Iiwwc 70 AL% X 5 1 38.3 21 17-20
X 115 .AA , r, I

fln o I:TO 0 A. 38.9 23$8 21
nYOI 0-a5 ,- 40.0 24,2 20,8
nlJocB 30XISO A 39.9 23-1 19,7
IioawA 21>(100 j 60 2. 2U.7

Key: (1). Semi-finished product. (2). in %. (3). in kg/mm2 . (4). Rod.

(5). Band.

11. Parameters of forging and hot stamping of aluminum-beryl alloys.

r
men..opma-

30 () e 4 .. &40
20% (IhC) Be .- 20 30-50

Key: (1). Alloy. (2). Temperature interval of deformation in *C. (3).

in. (4). (weight).

12. Parameters of free forging of semi-finished products from

aluminum-beryllium alloys.

----------
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Key: (1). Form of material. (2). Temperature of free upsetting in *C.

(3). in. (4). By league. (5). preliminary- pressed.

13. Modes/conditions of forging in shells of aluminum-beryllium

alloys, which contain 30% (weight) of Be with 450*C.

.0,0I S4 "I l

Key: (1). Diagram of upsetting. (2). Shell. (3). in. (4). On

generatrix. (5). Without shell. (6). In end/face. (7). Copper. (8).

Steel.
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With use/application of shells of alloy D16 and copper on the lateral

surface of forged blanks the cracks as a result of the low strength

and the insufficient reaction from the ring are formed.
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Upsetting casting in the die/stamp gives even better results.

With the upsetting of casting in the die/stamp (Fig. 20) according to

the diagram, shown in able 14, on the ingots the highest reduction

are provided.

Blanks after the first upsetting in the die/stamp can to be

deformed satisfactorily by free upsetting on the platens, the

permissible degree of deformation in this case composes 40-45%. The

ingots with a diameter of 130 mm can be upset on the press 5000 m

consecutively/serially in three dies/stamps according to the diagram,

shown in Fig. 21 to the flat blanks with a thickness of 20-30 mm for

three transitions. The mode/conditions of upsetting is given in Table

15.

Fig. 22 shows dies/stamps for obtaining the blanks of the ingots

of alloys, which contain 20-30% of beryllium. Material of die/stamp

steel of brand 5XHB. Temperature of heating dies/stamps of 330-3B00 C.

Satisfactory results on forging of cast aluminum-beryllium alloy

under conditions indicated above are provided only during the

use/application of dies/stamps, which have the small clearances (10

mm) in the impression of the die, when deformation leads to the

insignificant free broadening of ingot; with the work with the

ingots, which have the ample clearances on the lateral surface of the
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stamped/die-forged blanks and on the ends/faces can appear the

cracks, caused by secondary with the stresses of elongation, which

appe6: in these zones as a result of the free broadening of alloy.

Is completely satisfactory, as it was shown, free upsetting

under the press of the preliminarily pressed by extrusion blanks can

be carried out.

LA
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Fig. 20. Die/stamp for obtaining the blank of the ingot. Length of

the dies/stamps: 1st 500; 2nd 600; 3rd 1000 mm.

14. Parameters of forging casting of aluminum-beryllium alloys, which

contain 30% (weight) of Be.

aa.rm Typa

tiarpelm

40 CO3 311-33
7-to 55fi Ni-C

Key: (1). Thickness of blank on the transitions in mm. (2).

Temperature (in *C) and time (in min) of heating. (3). in. (4). in

kg/mna.

15. Modes/conditions of upsetting ingots from aluminum-beryllium

alloys, which contain 30% (weight) of Be.
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Key: (1). The thickness of blank on we convert/transfer 
in mm. (2).

in. (3). Temperature of heating in *C. (4). Holding time in furnace.

(5). h min.

b) - i3

Fig. 21. Diagram of consecutive upsetting of ingot of

aluminum-beryllium alloys in dies/stamps: a) as a whole; b) the

secondly; c) in the third.
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The diagrams of the free upsetting (forging) of the bands

pressed by extrusion and rods of the series/row of sizes/dimensions

are shown in Fig. 23. Upsetting is conducted on the platens, heated

to 200-3000 C, according to the diagrams indicated from the

preliminarily pressed blanks; are obtained slabs by the section/cut

22x250 of mm with length to 100 mm.

- . ,' . ,-. . , . .. . .... . -
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Page 213.

The possibility of obtaining the completely satisfactory results of

forging (free upsetting) the blanks (bands and rods) pressed by

extrusion on the platens is caused by a considerable increase in the

technological plasticity of alloys in the state pressed by extrusion,

in comparison with the cast. Fig. 24 shows the microstructure of

forged material.

The machining of stampings from the aluminum-beryllium alloys.

During the blanks and the stampings especially complicated on the

form of the beryllium-aluminum alloys can appear separate surface

cracks, which must be removed by machining. Sometimes machining is

performed for the purpose of the finishing of stampings to the final

dimensions. The machining of aluminum-beryllium alloys is performed

in the specially equipped taking into account requirements of safety

engineering locations. During turning work the cutters, equipped with

plates from the hard alloys of brands J3K8, VK3M, XrK6M. The rate of cutting 50-100

m/min, supply 0.2-0.4 mm/rev, are applied. Possibly to rubber witn the large depths.
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Fig. 23. The diagrams of the free upsetting (forging) of the pressed

bands and rods on the press 5000 T: a) upsetting of bands and bar

blanks; b) forging rod about 85 mm (temperature it began .,3900 C

and the end of forging '.350"C); c) forging the band with the

sizes/dimensions 62x115 of mm.

Key: (1). band. (2). bar blank. (3). heating at h. (4). Flattening

degree of deformation. (5). insertion. (6). insertion and flattening.

(7). insertion of convex ends. (8). flattening st. of de-forms. (9).
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Insertion.

Page 214.

In such a case, when shaving does not proceed with

treatment/processing, the use/application of the lubricating and

cooling liquid is possible. Milling alloys is recommended to produce

with the milling cutters, equipped with the hard alloys of brands

BK8, BK6M and BK3M. The modes/conditions of cutting during the

milling are given in Table 16.

Drilling is recommended to also produce with the instrument,

equipped with plates from the hard alloys. Grinding should be

produced with the cooling. The polishing of parts is

accomplished/realized by the method of the chemical effect of the

aqueous solution/opening, which contains 5% H2 SO, 75% H3PO and 7%

Cr03 on the surface of part. As a result of chemical polishing the

surface of part is covered/coated with the semipassive film of

oxides. Other forms of machining are produced just as for the

standard aluminum alloys under the condition of observing

requirements of safety engineering.

Toxicity of beryllium and alloys, requirement of medical hygiene.
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Beryllium. Working beryllium must be performed in accordance

with the requirements of sanitary regulations. The following is most

substantial in this case.

Beryllium in the form of blanks and finished stampings (compact

material) no toxic properties possesses and it can be turned as with

any common material.

Harmfulness present only those processes of working beryllium,

during which occurs the isolation/liberation of vapors, finely

dispersed dust and aerosols of beryllium. Therefore most adverse from

a hygienic point of view are the processes of melting, welding,

obtaining the cermet blanks of the powders and the machining cutting,

that are accompanied by the intense isolation/liberation of vapors

and dust of beryllium. During the heat working of beryllium in air,

the hot die forging and the extrusion/pressing without the shells the

isolation/liberation of vapors and aerosols of beryllium and oxide of

beryllium also occurs, since at a temperature of more than 600-7000 C

on the surface of articles flying time of oxide of beryllium is

formed.

Heat treatment; extrusion/pressing, forging and stamping

beryllium in the hermetically sealed welded shells of harmfulness do

not represent and these operations it is possible to make in the

shopwide locations as working by pressure of steel or aluminum

alloys.
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Fig. 24. Microstructure of forged blank.

16. Modes/conditions of cutting of aluminum-beryllium alloys.

" tiepnopoe uc-roloe
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flo~aqa a ,J.4/,Mu. 78z--152A 76,2-152,4

Key: (1). Modes/conditions. (2). Roughing milling. (3). Finish

milling. (4). Rate in m/min. (5). Supply in mm/min.

Page 215.

The works, connected with the isolation/liberation of vapors and

dust of beryllium, must be made in the specially equipped

isolated/insulated locations, equipped with general exchange/total

*1 -
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exchange suction and exhaust ventilation so that the quantity of

removed air to 15-20% would exceed air input.

All the equipment, work on which is accompanied by the

isolation/liberation of vapors and finely dispersed dust of

beryllium, must have local shelters or mechanical ventilation of the

type of suctions. The rate of air circulation in the air scoops must

be not less than 15 m/s. The rate of air circulation in the charging

doors of shelters of the type of the exhaust hoods must comprise not

less than 1.5 m/s.

Entire air, removed by exhaust ventilation from the specially

equipped locations, before the ejection in the atmosphere must

undergo two-stage cleaning/purification. As the I step/stage of

cleaning/purification are utilized the filters, filled with marble

grit, rubber grit, glass wool, and also bag-type filters. As the II

step/stage of cleaning/purification is applied analytical fabric

@OI-15 filters of the I step/stage they undergo cleaning/purification

(washing by warm soda solution/opening, by acid solutions/openings,

etc.) in the special shelter. The effluents, which are formed with

the washing of filters, can be thrown off in the channelization

flow/discharge without the preliminary purification. Filters of the

II step/stage of regeneration do not undergo.

" 1i
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Maximum permissible concentration of beryllium in air of

production locations - 0.001 mg/m.

Aluminum-beryllium alloys. Working aluminum-beryllium alloys

must be carried out in accordance with the requirements of sanitary

regulations and instructions on hygiene of labor/work. However, these

general rules and instructions do not consider entire diversity of

the technological processes, which are applied at present and in

essence questions of the hygiene of labor/work during working of pure

beryllium are provided for. Many processes of working

alurilinu-beryllium alloys require conducting somewhat different, in a

number of cases of less rigid preventive measures [59). Furthermo.

should be considered the physicochemical essence of each process

individually. Most dangerous, from a hygienic point of view, are the

processes of machining, melting and weldings of aluminum-beryllium

alloys and obtaining of cermet blanks of the powder, which lead to

the pollution/contamination of the air medium of production locations

dust and the products of sublimation of alloy, in composition of

which can occur the oxide compounds of beryllium. The systematic

presence in air of aerosols and dust of beryllium can present

specific danger from the point of view of the possibility of the

emergence of occupational diseases among the workers and ITR.

The processes of the deformation of the aluminum-beryllium

4
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alloys, which contain 20-50% (weight) of Be, it is permitted to

produce in the shopwide locations without the conclusion of blanks

into the shells, since these processes do not present on the toxicity

of this danger as melting or machining, since they are conducted at a

temperature less than 500 0C. In this case only possible mechanical

shearing of separate ones relative to the large/coarse

fractions/particles of metal, which do not present practical danger

in toxic sense. In this respect the processes of stamping, upsetting,

extrusion/pressing and rolling essentially are similar between

themselves. However, experiment shows that dust with the value of the

particles of less than 5-10 m possesses the greatest toxicity, vapors

and the aerosols of alloys. In view of this the casting processes,

melting, welding, machining as the most adverse from the hygienic

point views and preparation of blanks of the powders of

aluminum-beryllium alloys, just as beryllium, must be carried out in

the special isolated/insulated loci-tions, which strictly satisfy the

requirements of sanitary regulations and instructions on safety

engineering.
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Page 216.

Chapter 7.

Forging and stamping refractory metals and alloys.

The high melting points and recrystallization of refractory

metals (Table 1) caused their use/application in the

constructions/designs, which work at temperatures higher than 10000 C.

Forgings and stampings manufacture predominantly from the alloys

of molybdenum and niobium by hot and warm deformation.

By the special feature/peculiarity of hot working the pressure

of refractory metals and alloys is the high temperature of treatment

(2400-14000 C). At mean temperature of the beginning of the hot

working of structural steel and high-temperature (strength) alloys of

12000C temperature of heating high-melting alloys is higher by

1200-2000C.
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Only after the preliminary strain of ingots and conducting of

vacuum recrystallization annealing, as a result of which the

plasticity of refractory metals and alloys sharply grows/rises, the

temperature of the beginning of working by pressure can be

lowered/reduced to 1400-2500C depending on the brand/mark of alloy

and thickness of the section/cut of stamping. Therefore forging and

stampings must be manufactured after the preliminary strain of ingots

and recrystallization annealing of blanks. It is most expedient to

perform the first strain of ingots by the method of

extrusion/pressing.

By the second special feature/peculiarity of working by pressure

of refractory metals and alloys is the need for their protection from

oxidation in the process of heating, treatment pressure and cooling,

since the high rate of oxidation and the high solubility of gases

during the heating, which begins with 300-5000 C, lead to oxidation

and embrittlement of the surface layers of the blanks being deformed.

This causes a decrease in the plasticity of metals during the working

by their pressure and considerable lowering of the yield of suitable.

Conducting of the heating, strain and cooling in the vacuum or

the neutral medium is the best protection from oxidation.
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In the case of the absence of such conditions it is necessary to

produce heating and cooling in the neutral or reducing media, and

strain in air.

Coating the surface of blanks or ingots with enamel in

combination with the heating in the neutral medium also provides

partial protection from oxidation'.

FOOTNOTE 1. Technology of working by pressure of refractory metals

and alloys, including questions of heating, protection from

oxidation, obtaining of optimum structure, high mechanical

properties, manufacture of different semi-finished products by the

method of extrusion/pressing, forging, stamping, rolling, drawing and

other special questions are widely presented in work [89-90).

ENDFOOTNOTE.

MOLYBDENUM AND ALLOYS.

Properties and the field of application. The basic properties

Kable 2-4) of the molybdenum alloys, which give advantages during

their use for the articles in machine building, are: the high values

of heat resistance, modulus of elasticity and the ratio of strength
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to the specific weight/gravity and a good thermal conductivity.

Furthermore, has high value high melting point, high resisting of

erosion and insensitivity to the thermal shocks.

These properties provide the reliable work of parts in the

constructions/designs and the possibility to retain aerodynamic

characteristics with the high temperatures and at the high

velocities.

1*. . . . . .
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Page 217.

1. Physical properties of refractory metals.
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Key: (1). Properties. (2). Tungsten. (3). Rhenium. (4). Tantalum.

(5). Molybdenum. (6). Niobium. (7). Chromium. (8). Titanium. (9).

Zirconium. (10). Iron. (11). Cobalt. (12). Nickel. (14). Melting

point in *C. (15). Density in g/cm3 . (16). Atomic number. (17).

Crystal structure. (18). bcc. (19). GTPU. (20). GTPU above 18400C
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GUK. (20). GTPU above GUK. (21). GTPU above bcc. (22). bcc above SGUK

above bcc. (23). GUK above. (24). Coefficient of linear expansion.

(25). Heat capacity at 200 cal/gOC. (26). Thermal conductivity

KaA/CeK-CM0 C. (27). Electrical resistance in 4s-cm. (28). Boiling

point in *C.
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2. Some physical and mechanical properties of molybdenum at different

temperatures.
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Key: (1). Properties. (2). Temperature in *C. (3). Thermal

conductivity in cal/s-cm0C. (4). Specific heat in cal/g°C. (5).

Specific resistance in cm-mm 2/m. (6). Coefficient of linear expansion

in. (7). Modulus/module of elasticity E.10 3 kg/mm2 . (8). Ultimate

strength in kg/mm 2 . (9). Elongation in %. (10). Vickers hardness in

kg/mm2 .
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3. Mechanical properties of alloy Mo+(0.25-0.40%) Zr (rod m of 20

mm, the degree of strain 80-85%).
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Key: (1). Testing temperature. (2). Short-term tests. (3).

Modulus/module of elasticity (dynamic). (4). Ultimate strength. (5).

Elongation per unit length. (6). Relative reduction of area. (7).

Impact number in kgfm/cm 2. (8). in kg/mm2 . (9). in %.
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4. Mechanical properties of heterophase molybdenum alloy BM3.
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Key: (1). As-received condition. (2). Temperature. (3). in kg/mm2 .

(4). in 4. (5). Rod, pressed. (6). Rod pressed recrystallized.

Page 219.

Molybdenum relates to a number of metals with moderate

transverse neutron capture and can be used in the thermal-neutron

reactors.

Melting molybdenum and alloys on its basis is produced

predominantly in the electric-arc vacuum furnaces. The electron-beam

melting of molybdenum in essence is applied with the melting of

electrodes with the subsequent remelting in the electric-arc furnaces

for the purpose of grinding.

k 4
_ _ _ . 1
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The widest application find alloys on the basis of molybdenum,

since the temperature of the recrystallization of pure molybdenum is

approximately 1100CC, and alloys of 1300-16000 C.

The high melting point and recrystallization makes it possible

to apply molybdenum and alloys on its basis for the work at high

temperatures both in that cold-worked and in that recrystallized

states.

Only the complex-alloyed molybdenum alloys undergo heat

treatment. Therefore the heat resistance of molybdenum and dilute

alloys is determined not only by alloying, but also by strain.

Metallic molybdenum is stable in air to 500 0C. At a higher

temperature it noticeably is oxidized with the formation of volatile

oxides. In this case occurs the diffusion of oxygen, also, into the

depth of metal. Therefore heating molybdenum before the strain must

be produced ih reducing atmosphere or protective media.

In the constructions/designs of part from the molybdenum and the

alloys on its basis they can work with shielding coatings. Without

the protective coatings they can be used in the apparatuses for
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single action and the settings with the neutral or protective medium.

The plasticity of molybdenum is determined by the purity of

initial metal, by alloying, method of melting, by strain, heat

treatment and structure. A special effect on the plasticity have

interstitial impurity. The molybdenum, when the impurity content in

it does not exceed solubility limit in the solid state, possesses

satisfactory plasticity. A decrease in the plasticity as a result of

the increased impurity content, apparently, is explained by their

accumulation on the grain boundaries. Great effect on the

redistribution of admixtures/impurities and, therefore, an increase

in the plasticity exerts heat treatment.

The ingots, melted in the electric-arc furnaces, have the rough

dendritic structure, which impedes conducting the process of plastic

deformation. Dendrites are furnished almost in entire section/cut of

ingot and are directed virtually in parallel to its principal

axis/axle. In this case the dendrites greatest in the value will lie

in the center section of the ingot. This form of the dendritic

structure of the ingots of the molybdenum alloys, smelted in the arc

vacuum furnaces, differs them from the usually observed structures of

the ingots of other metals and alloys, melted in open furnaces. The

special macrostructure of the ingots of molybdenum alloys

considerably depresses the plasticity of cast metal and is caused the
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need of applying the extrusion/pressing for the primary deformation

of ingots.

The oxygen content in the metal of more than 0.0025%

considerably decreases plasticity. In the metal are formed oxides,

which predominantly are furnished along the grain boundaries. This

arrangement of oxides considerably decreases intercrystalline

connections/communications, plasticity during the hot working by

pressure and mechanical properties of the deformed metal.

Reduction in the process of melting and modification contribute

to the decrease of oxygen content along the grain boundaries and they

partially raise the plasticity of metal.

An increase in the content of the alloying elements also

depresses the plasticity of molybdenum.

The basic alloys of molybdenum are divided into two groups: the

thermally unhardened alloys BMl and BM2 and heterophase

heat-treatable BM317 and BM4.

Page 220.

The temperature effect of extrusion/pressing on the specific
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pressures is shown in Fig. 1, from which it is evident that the

alloys BMI and BM4 can be subjected to extrusion/pressing with

1600-1400*C with relatively low specific pressure on the order of

80-100 kg/mm 2 . Specific pressure for the alloy BM3n somewhat above -

110-135 kg/mm 2 .

The highest plasticity and minimum resisting to deformation

develop the alloys of molybdenum in cast state in the case of

deformation after vacuum annealing. For example, the ingots of alloy

BM4 after vacuum annealing with 1600 0 C it is possible to subject to

deformation by extrusion/pressing at 1400-1300 0 C with the degree of

deformation of 80-85%. In this case the specific pressure is 70-85

kg/mm2 .

After the preliminary deformation of ingots the plasticity of

alloys on the basis of molybdenum sharply grows/rises. This law

relates both to that thermally not hardened (BhMl and BM2) and to the

heterophase (BM4 and BM3M) alloys. Fig. 3 shows the diagram of the

plasticity of the alloy of molybdenum BM4, from which it is evident

that after preliminary deformation and vacuum annealing the

permissible deformation of ingot by upsetting at a room temperature

composes 40%, which indicates the very high plasticity of alloy BM4

after the preliminary deformation of annealing. Alloy BMl possesses

also high plasticity under the analogous conditions.
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The preliminary vacuum annealing of the ingots of alloy BMI

makes it possible to lower the temperature of the extrusion/pressing

cast metal to 1400-12500 C.

High-strength alloys on the basis of molybdenum of the type BM3n

without the annealing of the ingots virtually of deformation do not

undergo.

The use/application of vacuum annealing of ingots with[

1800-20000 C makes it possible to successfully carry out their

deformation by extrusion/pressing with 1600 0 C and degree of

deformation 75-85%.

The alloys on the basis of molybdenum, melted by electric arc or

cathode-ray/electron-beam methods, are very sensitive to an increase

in the degree of deformation. As can be seen from Fig. 2, with an

increase in the degree of deformation, especially higher than 80% the

specific pressure sharply grows/rises, which is obviously explained

by the presence of the large dendritic structure of ingots.

The repeated deformation of alloy BM4 should be produced with

extrusion/pressing with 1400-1000*C or with ductile at 1400-8000 C.
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Fig. 1. Temperature effect of extrusion/pressing alloys BMI, BM2,

BM31l and BM4 on specific pressure.

Key: (1). kg/mm 2 . (2). Degree of deformation.

Fig. 2. Effect of degree of deformation of alloys BMI, BM2, BM3rI and

BM4 during extrusion/pressing on specific pressure Tne.-, O. C

Key: (1). kg/mm2 . (2). specific pressure. (3). Degree of deformation.

Page 221.

It is evident from the diagram of the plasticity of

high-strength alloy BM3 (Fig. 4) that after preliminary

4.

- -.. 
- ,_ _-- 

i
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extrusion/pressing and annealing the alloy allows/assumes upsetting

to 40% at 1300 0 C. Therefore repeated deformation with its

extrusion/pressing one should produce at 1600-15000C, and forging and

stamping with 1400-12000 C.

Forging and stamping. The presence in ingots of large dendritic

structure depresses the plasticity of cast metal, the formation of

liquid oxides on the surface of metal in the process of heating and

forging causes the large slip of metal on the faces. The oxidation of

metal at temperatures of higher than 1000 0 C creates the cloud of a

yellow-whitish color, which impedes working conditions. Therefore

forging molybdenum and its alloys, and in particular ingots, has

limited application.

Forging ingots is applied if necessary of obtaining large-size

forge pieces, which cannot be obtained by the volume of metal from

the preliminarily pressed rod.

Forging and stamping semi-finished products from the molybdenur,

and the alloys on its basis are produced on the forging of steam-air,

pneumatic and also hydraulic presses, primarily from the

preliminarily deformed material, which has (as shown above) the

plasticity considerably higher than cast, and the deformations of

preliminarily deformed metal is accomplished/realized at lower

. --
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temperatures.

High-strength and heat-resistant tool steel of brands 3X2B8 and

:314956 is applied in connection with the high temperature of heating

as the material for the dies/stamps and the faces.

Hydrogen is the best medium for heating of molybdenum and its

alloys, since it is the medium of reducing. In addition to this,

hydrogen during the opening of furnace provides the combustion of

oxygen, which enters the furnace and the oxidizability of blank and

heaters protects by this very. Argon or helium is allowed/assumed

also as the medium for heating of molybdenum.

Heating ingots (blanks) can be produced in resistance furnaces,

accepting in this case the heating time from the calculation of 1 min

every 1-1.5 mm of the thickness of ingot. In the induction furnaces

the heating time is 15-20 min to the ingot with a diameter of 150-250

mM.

Heating of the ingots prior to the forging and the stamping from

the alloys with the content of zirconium of order to 0.4% must be

produced at 1600-1800*C, and pure molybdenum with 1400*C.

Taking into account the large temperature interval of the
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plasticity of molybdenum and its dilute alloys, forging and stamping

can be concluded at 900-1000*C.

Noma"
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Fig. 4. Diagram of plasticity of alloy BM311.

Key: (1). kg/mm'. (2). kgfm/cm 2. (3). Samples/specimens are not

destroyed.

Page 222.

Forging ingots should be produced according to the diagram:

upsetting in the direction of the longitudinal axis of ingot with the

*1
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degree of deformation 50-70% with the subsequent ductile to the

square or rod in the perpendicular direction.

Specific pressure during forging of ingot with the content of

zirconium of order to 0.4% at 16000 C and the degree of deformation

60% is approximately/exemplarily 50-60 kg/mm2..

In connection with a considerable increase in the plasticity of

molybdenum and alloys on its basis after preliminary deformation the

forging and stamping the deformed blanks are accomplished/realized at

lower temperatures with the preliminary vacuum annealing during 5 A

for the alloy with the content of zirconium to 0.4% with 14500 C, and

with the content of zirconium to 0.2% with 1400 0 C.

Alloys with the content of zirconium to 0.4% are subjected to

forging and stamping in the range of temperatures of 1450-12000 C. In

the thin sections/cuts the forging must be concluded at 900 0 C. The

range of forging and stamping the alloys with the content of

zirconium to 0.2% composes 1350-1000*C, and in the case of thin

sections/cuts forging must be concluded at 800 0 C.

Forging and stamping the pure preliminarily deformed molybdenum

are accomplished/realized in the zone of temperatures of 1200-8000 C.
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Heterophase alloys are subjected to more prolonged vacuum

annealing with 1600*C.

The forgings and the stampings, obtained from the preliminarily

pressed rod have the best study, more uniform structure and increased

mechanical properties. For stress relieving of their they subject to

two-hour annealing in the vacuum 10-4 mm pm,cmwith 11000C.

Before the annealing of forging and stamping mechanically they

work to the complete removal/distance of oxides from the surface.

Large forgings can be subjected to annealing in the neutral medium

after stamping with the subsequent after annealing removal/taking

the oxidized layer with thickness on the order 1.5 mm from each side.

Specific pressure with the upsetting of the preliminarily

deformed nonannealed metal with the content of zirconium of order to

0.4% composes 60 kg/mm2 with 1400 0 C and degrees of deformation 60%.

After the intermediate vacuum annealing specific pressure with the

temperature indicated and with the degree of deformation they depress

to 50 kg/mm=.

The permissible degrees of deformation depending on initial

state and method of treatment are given inlable 5, from which it is

evident that the greatest plasticity possesses the molybdenum,

~ - - --- .
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preliminarily deformed by extrusion/pressing.

Forging the preliminarily pressed metal has an advantage over

other methods of treatment in a number of cases.

They achieve by comprehensive ductile in the direction of three

axes/axles the significant alignment/levelling of properties in three

directions.
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5. Plasticity of the dilute alloys of molybdenum depending on the

initial state and method of treatment.

MsOnG 06 a~orM
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Key: (1). State. (2). Method of treatment. (3). Dynamic deformation.

(4). Static deformation. (5). Upsetting on smooth faces. (6). Drawing I

on smooth faces. (7). Upsetting. (8). Extrusion/pressing in

container. (9). Cast. (1.0). Preliminarily deformed. (11). in %.
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This forging in combination with intermediate annealing for the

partial recrystallization leads to the formation of fine/small grain,

and consequently to an increase in the plasticity and impact

toughness. ,At the sufficiently refined structure of cast molybdenum

impact toughness 3-5 kgfm/cm2 at a room temperature is reached.

The turbine blade is one of the most widely used forms of

i'

Orcj lefliep

. . . . . .... .. .bb2
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stamping from the molybdenum. The annular billet, close to the form

of the section/cut of the blade foil, is obtained by the method of

extrusion/pressing by extrusion into the die/stamp from the band for

one technological junction with the large exponential deformation.

Then from the preliminarily pressed annular billet in the horizontal

die blade with the allowance 0.8-1.5 mm is obtained.

The extrusion/pressing blades from the alloy of molybdenum BM2

is accomplished/realized at 1400-14500 C, and stamping with

1200-13000 C.

By extrusion/pressing it is possible to manufacture the blades

of large length on the equipment of low power. The considerable

difference in the required powers during the extrusion/pressing and

the stamping is explained by the fact that during the stamping the

effort/force of press applies to the maximum area, and during the

extrusion/pressing - to the section/cut of lock, which always several

times of less than the length.

Stamping rotor blades from the alloys of molybdenum it is

possible also successfully to accomplish on the existing technology

of stamping blades from steel and high-temperature (strength) alloys

on the crank presses in the dies/stamps. Initial blank -

preliminarily pressed rod, is subjected to annealing in the vacuum,

-.
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heating in the medium of hydrogen or argon under conditions indicated

above and to stamping for several junctions.

NIOBIUM.

The successful combination of properties (increased strength,

the sufficiently high values of heat resistance, plasticity, high

corrosion resistance in different media, the high melting point,

average density and the low temperature interval of junction from

plastic state to brittle) advances niobium into a number of the most

promising refractory metals.
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6. Physical properties of niobium at different temperatures.
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Key: (1). Properties. (2). Indices at temperature in *C. (3).

Specific heat in cal/g-deg. (4). Thermal conductivity in

cal/cm-s-deg. (5). Electrical resistance in ag-cm. (6). Coefficient

of linear expansion 10', 1/0 C. (7). Modulus/module of elasticity

E'10 3 in kg/mm'.
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By a shortcoming in the niobium is the low oxidation resistance

at temperaturess higher than 250 0 C, interaction with nitrogen with

600-8000 C and with hydrogen to 1000 0C.

The physical properties of niobium depending on temperature are
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given in Table 6, and the mechanical properties of the alloys, used

in essence for the forging and the stamping, in<able 7.

The ingots of the alloys of niobium are melted by

cathode-ray/electron-beam or arc methods in the vacuum. The more

alloyed alloys are obtained by dual remelting. In connection with the

formation of the large dendritic structure of ingots in the process

of melting, their plasticity is somewhat limited. Therefore the first

deformation of ingots is accomplished/realized predominantly by

extrusion/pressing at high temperatures on the order of 1400-1550*C. [
Is allowed/assumed if necessary and forging ingots from the dilute

alloys.

Ingots from the alloy BH7 it is expedient to subject to the

deformation of ductile at 1000-9000 C, since this alloy contains 40%

Ti and is not high-temperature (strength), but high-temperature

(oxidation-resistant).

After preliminary deformation the plasticity of the alloys of

niobium is sharply raised, especially, after recrystallization

annealing. Therefore the subsequent deformations can be

accomplished/realized by all methods of working by pressure, also, at

low temperatures on the order of l000-250C.
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Heating ingots and blanks is accomplished/realized in the

furnaces of electrical resistance and induction in the medium of

argon. The time of heating ingots with a diameter of 80-150 mm in the

resistance furnaces is 40-60 min, in the induction furnaces 20-30

min. The fiberglass fabric and glass powder in combination with

graphite is applied as a lubrication.

The use/application of preliminary vacuum annealing makes it

possible to lower the temperature of the first extrusion/pressing of

ingots to 1200-13500 C.

The highest plasticity the alloys of niobium acquire after

preliminary deformation by extrusion/pressing and recrystallization

annealing in the vacuum.
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7. Mechanical properties of niobium alloys (pressed rod) during the

short-term tests.

I I -- I
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Key: (1). Temperature in 'C. (2). in kg/mm 2 . (3). in %. (4). in

kgfm/cm 2. (5). Alloy.

FOOTNOTE '. Pressed annealed rod.
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Fig. 5. Specific pressures with upsetting of preliminarily deformed

and annealed alloy BH3 as a function of temperature.

Key: (1). kg/mm2 . (2). specific pressure. (3). Degree of deformation.
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The temperature conditions of the annealing of blanks of the

alloys of niobium are the following:

alloy ... BH2 BH3.

Temperature of annealing in OC ... 1400-1350 1450-1400.

Alloy ... BH4 BH7.

mo
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Temperature of annealing in *C ... 1600-1550 1050-1000.

The high plasticity indices of the alloys of niobium after

preliminary extrusion/pressing and recrystallization annealing make

it possible to sharply lower the working temperature with the open

methods of working by pressure, in particular with the forging and

stamping.

The modes/conditions of forging and stamping the alloys of

niobium after preliminary extrusion/pressing and recrystallization

annealing in the large and mean sections are the following:

alloys ... BH2 BH3.

Temperature of heating in OC ... 1000-800 1200-1100.

Alloys ... BH4 BH7.

Temperature of heating in OC ... 1300-1200 1000-850.

Forging and stamping the parts of low sections/cuts from the

alloys BH2 and BH3 can be accomplished/realized after annealing with

ILi
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2500 C, and alloy BH4 at 500 0C.

Heating blanks to high and mean temperatures is

accomplished/realized in the medium of argon, while heating to 250 0C

- in the air medium.

The lowering of the deformation temperature decreases the

oxidations, considerably improves the surface and raises the yield of

suitable.

Fig. 5 shows the effect of temperature and degree of deformation

to the specific pressure with the upsetting of alloy BH3. As can be

seen from figure, the highest specific pressure (70 kg/mm2 ) is

observed at 200 C, with the degree of deformation 50%. With an

increase in the temperature to 200-250*C the specific pressure is

depressed to 62 kg/mm 2 , at 1200 0 C - to 48 kg/mm2 and with 13500 C - 45

kg/mm2 .

From the diagrams of the plasticity of alloys BH2 (Fig. 6) and

BH3 (Fig. 7) is evident that their permissible deformation after

preliminary extrusion/pressing and recrystallization annealing

composes 70%, independent of treatment temperature.

Of greatest interest for stamping the articles of low
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sections/cuts made of the alloys BH2 and BH3 is working by pressure

lower than temperature of the solubility of gases, i.e. at 250 0C.

Forging and stamping the alloys of niobium is

accomplished/realized on the equipment and the instrument, used for

forging and stamping steel.
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Fig. 6. Diagram of plasticity of alloy BH2.

Key: (1). Permissible deformation. (2). above samples/specimens are
not destroyed. (3). with, to m/sm 2 .

Fig. 7. Diagram of plasticity of 
alloy BH3.

Key: (1). kg/mm2 . (2). rivers. (3). kgfm/cm2 with.
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